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1

Executive Summary and Book
Overview

Ahmed Seffah and Homa Javahery
Human-Centered Software Engineering Group, Department of Computer Science,

Concordia University, Canada

1.1. MOTIVATION

In recent years, a wide variety of computer devices including mobile telephones, personal
digital assistants (PDAs) and pocket PCs has emerged. Many existing devices are now
being introduced as an alternative to traditional computers. Internet-enabled television
(WebTV), 3D-interactive platforms with voice capabilities, and electronic whiteboards
attached to desktop machines are among the many examples. In addition, we are moving
away from the dominance of the WIMP (Windows, Icons, Mouse, and Pointer) system as
a main metaphor of human-computer interaction. Novel interaction styles are emerging.
These include web applications where users interact with the content, interactive television
controlled by hand-held remotes, and PDAs with small screens and styli for gesture-based
interaction.

All these variations in devices and interaction styles require changes in design, devel-
opment and testing frameworks. This book aims to introduce the reader to the current
research trends and innovative frameworks being developed to address these changes.

Multiple User Interfaces. Edited by A. Seffah and H. Javahery
 2004 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd ISBN: 0-470-85444-8



4 AHMED SEFFAH AND HOMA JAVAHERY

1.2. A FEW DEFINITIONS

This book refers to several context-specific terms including:

• Multi-device user interfaces: These allow a user to interact using various kinds of
computers including traditional office desktop, laptop, palmtop, PDA with or without
keyboards, and mobile telephone.

• Cross-platform user interfaces: These can run on several operating systems including
Windows, Linux and Solaris, if the user interface (UI) code is portable. For example,
Java runs a virtual machine called JVM, and code is compiled into an intermediate
format known as Java byte code, which is platform independent. When Java byte code
is executed within the JVM, the JVM optimizes the code for the particular platform on
which it is running. Microsoft’s latest technology,. NET follows the same principles.
Code is compiled into Microsoft Intermediate Language (MSIL) and is then executed
within the. NET framework as an application domain.

• Mobile versus stationary/fixed user interfaces: A mobile platform gives users seamless
access to information and services even when they are moving. Mobile computing
includes a large variety of mobile phones and PDAs, as well as new devices such as
wireless MP3 music players, digital cameras and personal health monitors.

• Context-aware applications: These refer to the ability of computing devices to detect,
sense, interpret and respond to aspects of a user’s local environment and the computing
devices themselves.

• User interface plasticity: The term plasticity is inspired from the property of mate-
rials that expand and contract under natural constraints without breaking, thus
preserving continuous use. Applied to HCI, plasticity is the capacity of an inter-
active system to withstand variations of contexts of use while preserving usability
properties.

• Universal user interfaces: These can support a broad range of hardware, software and
network capabilities with the central premise of accommodating users with a variety of
characteristics. These characteristics include diversity in skills, knowledge, age, gender,
disabilities, disabling conditions (mobility, sunlight, noise), literacy levels, cultures,
income levels, etc. [Hochheiser and Shneiderman 2001].

• Multiple user interfaces (MUI): These provide different views of the same information
and coordinate the services available to users from different computing platforms. By
computing platform, we refer to a combination of hardware, computing capabilities,
operating system and UI toolkit. The hardware includes traditional office desktops,
laptops, palmtops, mobile telephones, personal digital assistants (PDAs) and interac-
tive television. In a larger sense, computing platforms include wearable computers
and any other real or virtual objects that can interact with the services and informa-
tion. MUIs can support different types of look-and-feel and offer different interaction
styles. These different types of look-and-feel and interaction styles should take into
account the constraints of each computing platform while maintaining cross-platform
consistency.
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1.3. CHALLENGES

Olsen et al. [2000], Johnson [1998] and Brewster et al. [1998] highlight the design chal-
lenges associated with the small screen size of hand-held devices. In comparison to
desktop computers, hand-held devices always suffer from a lack of screen real estate.
Therefore, new interaction metaphors have to be invented for such devices.

Many assumptions about classical stationary applications no longer apply for hand-
held devices due to the wide range of possibilities currently available. This wide range of
possibilities is due to hand-held devices having constantly updated capabilities, exploiting
additional features of novel generations of networks, and often being enabled for mobile
users with varying profiles.

Furthermore, many web-based UIs adapt to client devices, users and user tasks [see
Chapters 8 and 10]. This adaptation provides interfaces that run on conventional web
browsers using HyperText Markup Language (HTML), as well as on wireless PDAs,
mobile phones and pagers using Wireless Markup Language (WML) [see Chapter 5]. In
addition, it is important to adapt UIs to different users and user tasks [see Chapters 7
and 8]. For example, it is necessary to hide “Update” and “Delete” buttons if the user is
a customer or if the user is a staff member performing only information retrieval tasks.
Building such interfaces using current web-based system implementation technologies is
difficult and time-consuming, resulting in hard-to-maintain solutions.

Universal design is emerging as an approach where user interfaces of an interactive
application have to be designed for the widest population of users in different contexts
of use. In particular, the multiplicity of parameters dramatically increases the complexity
of the design phase by adding many design options from which to choose. In addition,
methods for developing UIs do not mesh well with this variety of parameters as they are
not identified and manipulated in a structured way, nor truly considered in the design
process [see Chapter 10].

1.4. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

Even if the software tools for developing a large variety of interfaces on each computing
platform are already available or will be in the near future [Myers 2000], the following are
the major development issues that need to be addressed by both academic and industrial
researchers:

• Building the ability to dynamically respond to changes in the environment such as
network connectivity, user’s location, ambient sound and lighting conditions: How can
we adapt the UI to the diversity of computing platforms that exists today? How can
we maintain or adapt the high level of interactivity of the traditional office desktop in
small devices without a keyboard and mouse? How can we make it possible for users
to customize a device? When a single device is customized, how can this customization
be reflected on all of the other devices available to the user?
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• Designing for universal usability: What kinds of design methods are needed for design-
ing for diverse users and a large variety of technologies? Are the design techniques for
UI modelling suitable for addressing the problems of diversity, cross-platform consis-
tency and universal accessibility?

• Checking consistency between versions for guaranteeing seamless interaction across
multiple devices: Should we strive for uniformity in the services offered, dialogue
styles and presentation formats, or should we adapt the interfaces to the constraints and
capabilities of each device and/or each context of use? When designing MUIs, what is
the best way to take into account the constraints related to each type of device while
ensuring maintainability and cross-platform consistency of interfaces?

• Implementing and maintaining versions of the user interface across multiple devices:
How can we implement and validate a MUI for d devices without writing p programs,
training an army of developers in l languages and UI toolkits, and maintaining l*p
architectural models for describing the same UI? Are the content markup languages
adequate for device-independent authoring?

The book also introduces a variety of development frameworks that have been investigated
over the last few years:

• Conceptual and adaptation frameworks for interacting with multiple user interfaces,
including visual and awareness metaphors, and specific interaction styles;

• Design frameworks and patterns including widgets, toolkits and tools for multi-device
development and in particular for mobile devices;

• Application frameworks that use multi-devices or multiple user interfaces, in particu-
lar collaborative work environments, distance education systems and remote software
deployment systems;

• Validation frameworks including usability techniques for testing multiple user inter-
faces, as well as empirical tests and feedback.

1.5. AUDIENCE

This book introduces design and development frameworks for multi-device, context-aware
and multiple user interface systems. These frameworks are valuable to researchers and
practitioners in usability and software engineering, and generally to anyone interested in
the problem of developing and validating multi-devices or cross-platform user interfaces.
User interface developers, students and educators can use these frameworks to extend and
improve their HCI methodologies, and to learn techniques for developing and evaluating
a multiple user interface.

1.6. OVERVIEW

This book is divided into 6 parts:
Part I discusses “Basic Terminology, Concepts, and Challenges”. Following the execu-

tive summary, in Chapter 2 Ahmed Seffah and Homa Javahery, the co-editors of this book,
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present a broad overview of multiple user interfaces. They discuss promising development
models that can facilitate MUI development while increasing cross-platform usability. This
chapter is highly speculative and will provide questions for basic research. This is a selec-
tive list of topics, and not exhaustive. The goal is to give researchers and practitioners a
glimpse of the most important problems surrounding MUI design and development. The
editors’ opinions expressed in Chapter 2 do not necessarily reflect all of the contributors’
ideas. Complementary and differing opinions are presented by other contributors in their
own chapters. After exploring these first two chapters, the reader should have an increased
awareness of the diversity of computing platforms and devices, a deeper understanding
of the major development challenges and difficulties, and a familiarity with the basic
terminology used.

Part II is entitled “Adaptation and Context-Aware User Interfaces”, and provides three
traditional but comprehensive perspectives on adaptation and context-aware techniques.
David Thevenin et al. from the CLIPS-IMAG Laboratory in Grenoble, France, introduce
the novel concept of user interface plasticity in Chapter 3. This chapter also provides a
generous glossary of terms complementing the basic terminology presented in Chapter 2.
Chapters 4 and 5 examine two dimensions of multi-interaction and adaptation. David
England and Min Du, from Liverpool John Moores University, take a look at the dif-
ferent temporal characteristics of platforms that can affect user performance. They then
propose a framework taking into account temporal aspects of interaction in the use of
different devices. They describe how the temporal aspects should be incorporated into the
interaction design process. In Chapter 5, Constantine Stephanadis et al., from the Institute
of Computer Science of the Foundation for Research and Technology – Hellas, Greece,
introduce their framework called PALIO (Personalized Access to Local Information and
services for tourists), focusing on its extensive support for adaptation. They demonstrate
how PALIO has been successfully used in the development of a real-world context-aware
information system for tourists using a wide range of devices.

Part III is on “Development Technology and Languages” and consists of three differ-
ent XML-based development frameworks. In Chapter 6, Mir Farooq Ali et al. (from the
Virginia Technology Institute and Harmonia Inc.) describe a high level XML-based User
Interface Markup Language (UIML) for the development of cross-platform user interfaces.
In Chapter 7, Angel Puerta and Jacob Eisenstein, from RedWhale Software, discuss the
rationale of XIML, another XML-based language for developing multiple user interfaces
by transforming and refining tasks and UI models. These modelling and programming
languages distinguish the concrete aspects of a user interface such as presentation and
dialogue from its abstract aspects including the context and the tasks. They are consid-
ered by the research community to be a bridge across the gap between the design and
development of user interfaces. John Grundy and Wenjing Zou, from the University of
Auckland in New Zealand, go a step further by showing how a UI markup language can
be interfaced with existing programming languages. They describe how scripts written in
their device-independent markup language (AUIT) can be embedded in conventional Java
server pages to provide a single adaptable thin-client interface for web-based systems. At
run-time, AUIT uses a single interface description to automatically provide an interface
for multiple web devices such as desktop HTML and mobile WML-based systems, while
highlighting, hiding or disabling the interface elements depending on the current context.
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Together, these three chapters show how XML-based markup languages, with the help
of model-based techniques, can lead to an advanced framework for the development of
multi-platform user interfaces.

Part IV, on “Model-Based Development”, includes three chapters describing the state
of the art and the needed evolution in model-based development approaches. The basic
purpose of model-based approaches is to identify useful abstractions highlighting the
main UI aspects that should be considered when designing effective interactive appli-
cations. In Chapter 9, Peter Forbrig et al. from the University of Rostock, Germany,
present two techniques for task modelling and specification. The first technique allows
separate descriptions of general temporal relations within a task model versus tempo-
ral constraints that are imposed by the target platform. The second technique helps to
distinguish between an abstract interaction and specific representations. Using these two
techniques, specific features of devices are specified by XML descriptions. In Chapter 10,
Vanderdonckt et al. (from the Université Catholique de Louvain, Belgium and Universi-
dade de Fortaleza, Brazil) use several models at different levels in their methodological
framework for universal design. First, the design process is instantiated at a conceptual
level where a domain expert defines an ontology of concepts, relationships and attributes
of the domain of discourse, including user modelling. Then at a logical level, a designer
specifies multiple models based on the previously defined ontology and its allowed rules.
The last step consists of using a physical level to develop multiple user interfaces from
the previously specified models, with design alternatives determined by characteristics in
the user models. Fabio Paternò, the father of CTT (ConcurTaskTrees) notation, and his
colleagues at ISTI-CNR, Italy, explain in Chapter 11 how the user model can be struc-
tured for a MUI. In particular, they show how information on user preferences and on the
mobile versus stationary environment (such as location and surroundings) can be used to
adapt a user interface at run-time and at design time.

Part V is dedicated to “Architectures, Patterns and Development Toolkits”. Homa
Javahery et al. from the Human-Centered Software Engineering Group at Concordia
University, discuss in Chapter 12 the role of HCI patterns and software reengineering
techniques in migrating traditional GUIs to web and mobile user interfaces. In Chapter 13,
Anind Dey, from Intel Research in California, and Gregory D. Abowd, from the Geor-
gia Institute of Technology, present the Context Toolkit, an innovative and integrative
infrastructure for the development of context-aware applications. Through the description
of a number of built applications, they discuss a low-level widget abstraction that mir-
rors the use of graphical widgets for building graphical user interfaces and a situation
abstraction that supports easier and higher-level application development. In Chapter 14,
Simon Lock from Lancaster University and Harry Brignull from Sussex University, UK,
describe a run-time infrastructure including a developer-level framework. This infrastruc-
ture supports the construction of applications that allow multiple users to interact through
a dynamic set of interaction devices.

“Evaluation and Social Impacts” are addressed in Part VI. In Chapter 15, Gustav Öquist
et al. (from Uppsala University in Sweden and Ericsson Research) discuss “Assessing
Usability Across Multiple User Interfaces”. They present their practical experiences with
stationary versus mobile usability evaluations. In particular, they outline four typical con-
texts of use that they characterized by monitoring four environmental usability factors. By
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assessing these factors, it was possible to obtain a profile of how useful a given interface
can be in a certain context of use. The usability profiles for several different interfaces
for input and output are also presented in this chapter, partly to illustrate how usability
can be assessed over multiple user interfaces, and partly as an illustration of how differ-
ent interfaces have been adapted to mobile environment attributes. In Chapter 16, Joanna
McGrenere from the University of British Columbia summarizes her MUI evaluation
experiment combining three usability studies. In the first study, McGrenere conducted
a broad-based assessment of 53 users of MS-Word 97. Based on the findings from this
study, she developed a first multiple-interface prototype for MS-Word 2000 including
one personalizable interface. In the last study, personalization was achieved through the
Wizard of Oz technique. Even if McGrenere’s definition of a multiple user interface is
restrictive compared to the ones proposed in this book, her empirical results are very
promising. They demonstrate how users were better able to navigate through the menus
and toolbars and learn a multiple-interface prototype.

Continuing part VI, Charles Denis and Laurent Karsenty from IntuiLab Inc., argue in
chapter 17 that the usability of individual devices is not sufficient: a multi-device system
needs to also be inter-usable. They define inter-usability as the ease with which users
transfer what they have learned from previous uses of a service when they access the
service on a new device. Based on theoretical considerations and empirical observations
gathered from a study with France Telecom, they propose an analysis grid combining two
types of continuity, namely knowledge and task, with ergonomic design principles includ-
ing consistency, transparency, and dialogue adaptability. The concept of inter-usability is
very similar to the concept of horizontal usability introduced in Chapter 2 by the editors.
Inter-usability or horizontal usability is a new dimension for studying the usability of
MUIs and multi-device user interfaces.
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2.1. MUI: CHARACTERIZATION AND EVOLUTION
We introduced the concept of “Multiple User Interface” (MUI) at the IHM-HCI 2001
workshop [Seffah et al. 2001]. Others are also using the term MUI with varying definitions
[McGrenere et al. 2002; Vanderdonckt and Oger 2001]. For the purposes of this book, a
Multiple User Interface is defined as an interactive system that provides:

• access to information and services using different computing platforms;
• multiple views of the same information on these different platforms;
• coordination of the services provided to a single user or a group of users.

Each view should take into account the specific capabilities and constraints of the
device while maintaining cross-platform consistency and universal usability. By comput-
ing platform, we refer to a combination of computer hardware, an operating system and
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a user interface (UI) toolkit. Different kinds of computing platforms include traditional
office desktops, laptops, palmtops, mobile telephones, personal digital assistants (PDAs),
and interactive television. A MUI provides multiple views of the same information on
these different platforms and coordinates the services provided to a single user or a group
of users. Each view should take into account the specific capabilities and constraints of the
device while maintaining cross-platform consistency and universal usability. The informa-
tion and services can reside on a single server or computer, or can be distributed among
independent and heterogeneous systems. The desired views are made available on differ-
ent computing platforms via the traditional client/server protocol or a direct peer-to-peer
access. The concept of MUIs is highly promising in a variety of fields, such as cooperative
engineering, e-commerce, on-site equipment maintenance, remote software deployment,
contingency management and assistance, as well as distance education and telemedicine.

As an example of MUI use, a civil engineer can use a Palm Pilot on PalmOS for
gathering data when inspecting a new building. He/She can then use a mobile telephone
to add comments, fax, or upload information to the office headquarters. Finally, the same
engineer or any other employee can use an office workstation under Windows/Linux to
analyze the data and prepare a final report. During this workflow, the engineer inter-
acts with the same information and services using different variations of the UI. These
variations can support differences in look-and-feel, and to a certain extent, differences in
interaction style. The following is a scenario that further clarifies the MUI concept and
its use, based on [Ghani 2001]:

You are riding in a car with your colleague who is driving. Suddenly, your mobile
phone comes on, asking if you can take a video conference call from your team in
Canada to discuss a project on which you are working. You take the call and as you
communicate with them via the integrated car video system, you find out that they
need one of the spreadsheets you have saved on your laptop, which is in the trunk
of the car. Using your wireless technology, you are able to transfer the file to your
PDA, and then send it to your team. A few minutes later your team will receive and
open your spreadsheet, using an office desktop and you can start discussing options
with them once again via your interactive television from your comfortable home.

A MUI includes the following characteristics:

• It allows a user to interact with server-side services and information using different
interaction/UI styles. For example, the civil engineer in our previous example could
use pen and gestures on a PDA, function keys or single characters on a mobile phone,
and a mouse for a desktop computer.

• It allows an individual or a group to achieve a sequence of interrelated tasks using dif-
ferent devices. For example, our civil engineer could use a mobile telephone on the road
to confirm an appointment, a desktop computer to email information about an interview,
and a PDA to gather information about the user needs when interviewing stakeholders.
Finally, a laptop/desktop computer can be used to synthesize the information and write
the requirements report.
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Figure 2.1. An example of a MUI.

• It presents features and information that behave the same across platforms, even though
each platform/device has its specific look-and-feel.

• It feels like a variation of a single interface, for different devices with the same capa-
bilities.

Figure 2.1 shows a MUI for an Internet financial management system. The interface
consists of three views: desktop, PDA with keyboard, and mobile phone. Ideally, from
the user perspective, these three different interfaces should be as similar as possible.
However, this is not realistic because of the capabilities and constraints imposed by each
platform. The MUI here can be seen as a compromise between customized and platform-
dependent UIs. The effort required to keep all interfaces consistent and to maintain them
increases linearly with the number of interfaces, while the functionality of the underlying
financial system is expanding.

The MUI provides multiple views of the same model and coordinates the user actions
gathered from different devices/computers. The model can reside on a single information
repository, or can be distributed among independent systems. Each view can be seen as
a complete UI for a specific combination of hardware, operating system, and UI toolkit.
All these interfaces form a unique and single MUI. The list of features, the interaction
style, and the displayed information and feedback can vary from one platform to another.

2.1.1. INTERACTION STYLES

A MUI can support different interaction styles for different computing platforms. The
following three styles are commonly used:
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• Graphical User Interface (GUI) or WIMP interfaces. This style is the most popular and
generally used for the office desktop. It employs four fundamental elements: windows,
icons, menus, and pointers.

• Web-based User Interface (WUI). The Web was originally conceived as a hypertext
information space. However, the development of increasingly sophisticated client and
server-side technologies has fostered its use as a remote software interface. A WUI
is generally a mixture of markup (i.e. HTML, XML syntax), style sheets, scripts (i.e.
ECMAScript, VBScript), as well as embedded objects such as Java applets and plug-
ins. An application using WUI style information is typically displayed in a single
GUI window called a browser, although multiple browser windows can be used by an
application to display information. The browser provides basic navigation. Different
browsers for small devices and mobile phones are being developed, and such browsers
are able to display a customized version of a WUI. The Yahoo Stock Manager is an
example of a WUI that has a customized version for mobile phones. The Web clipping
architecture and WAP framework provide basic services for dynamically generating
customized HTML documents that can be displayed on mobile phones.

• Handheld User Interface (HUI), such as on mobile phones and PDAs. There are two
major classes of PDAs and mobile phones in use today – those with a true GUI-style
appearance and behaviour, and those that use a GUI or WUI subset. Both classes of
UIs employ gesture-based interaction using a stylus and/or a touch screen. Even if it is
not yet clear what style of UI will dominate handheld computers, the use of GUI and
WUI styles should be re-evaluated due to lack of screen space and low bandwidth.

We expect that in the near future, designers will be asked to combine these three different
styles. Figure 2.2 shows an example of a MUI that combines the GUI and WUI styles.
Atomica Slingshot, formerly called GuruNet, is a pop-up application for retrieving refer-
ence information (dictionary, thesaurus and encyclopaedia) and real-time information such

Title Bar Find Field

Information
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New

Status Bar

Browser
Buttons

Figure 2.2. GuruNet: An example of a MUI.
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as news, weather, and stock quotes across the Internet from inside any application. Atom-
ica Slingshot (www.gurunet.com/us/products/slingshot/index.html) offers a WUI. There
also exists a GUI version for office desktops and an optimized HUI version for PDAs.

Dealing with different UI styles complicates both the development and validation of
a MUI. Making a trade-off between these different styles when they come into conflict
is not an easy task. Due to device constraints, especially bandwidth capability, the UI
on a wireless handset has to be fundamentally different from the UI on a PC. It is
more restrictive since it cannot replicate the rich graphics, content, and functionality
of the UI of a traditional GUI application. The device’s characteristics and constraints
also need to be considered with respect to their immediate effect on the task execution
time, in order to achieve the same usability for mobile UIs as for GUIs. In traditional
desktop UIs, the keyboard and the mouse are the primary input devices. Changing from
a mouse to a stylus on a touch screen requires different interaction techniques. Display
resolution and smaller design space are the mobile computing platform’s most limiting
constraints. Because of screen resolution differences, an optimal layout for one display
may be impossible to render on another device. Reducing the size of a graphic might
make it meaningless, while scrolling large graphics both horizontally and vertically is an
unwieldy, unusable approach.

For all these reasons, some of the current development techniques that make implicit
assumptions about device characteristics need to be rethought. New presentation and
interaction techniques for MUIs are needed.

2.1.2. FUNDAMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS

The following are the major intrinsic characteristics of a MUI:

• Abstraction: All information and services should be the same across computing plat-
forms supporting the same level of interactivity, even if not all information and services
are shown or needed for all platforms. For example, a product listing might include
only the best-selling items on a handheld device, with the rest relegated to a secondary
“more products” page. For an office desktop, the product list includes all the items
for sale.

• Cross-platform consistency: A MUI can have a different look-and-feel while main-
taining the same behaviour over different platforms. For example, all user preferences
must be preserved across the interfaces. If the end-user has specified a particular access
mechanism using one interface, it should be used on all interfaces.

• Uniformity: A MUI should offer support for the same functionality and feedback even
if certain features or variations are eliminated on some platforms [Ramsay and Nielsen
2000]. For example, let us assume that an airline reservation system presents choosing a
flight and buying the ticket in two separate steps. This separation should be preserved
on all versions instead of unifying the two tasks into a single step on a simplified
version of the interface.

• User awareness of trade-off: It would be acceptable to have a simplified version of
a program that excludes certain less-important features (such as specifying a seating
preference) that are present in the more advanced version. Missing these features is a
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trade-off that the user would be willing to make in return for the benefits of being able
to use the system in mobile contexts.

• Conformity to default UI standards: It is not necessary for all features to be made
available on all devices. For example, a PDA interface could eliminate images or it
might show them in black and white. Similarly, text can be abbreviated on a small
display, although it should be possible to retrieve the full text through a standard-
ized command.

These characteristics and constraints are not artefacts of current development technologies,
but are intrinsic to the MUI concept. Together, they characterize a MUI and complicate
its development.

2.1.3. VERTICAL VERSUS HORIZONTAL USABILITY

MUI usability issues can be considered to have two dimensions: vertical and horizontal.
Vertical usability refers to usability requirements specific to each platform while horizontal
usability is concerned with cross-platform usability requirements.

Many system manufacturers have issued design guidelines to assist designers in devel-
oping usable applications. These guidelines can be categorized according to whether they
advocate a design model (i.e. “do this”) or whether they discourage a particular imple-
mentation (i.e. “don’t do this”). For the PalmOS platform (www.palmsource.com), several
design guidelines address navigation issues, widget selection, and use of specialized input
mechanisms such as handwriting recognition. Microsoft Corporation has also published
usability guidelines to assist developers with programming applications targeted at the
Pocket PC platform. However, ‘give the user immediate and tangible feedback during
interaction with an application’ is either too general or too simplistic. In many cases,
the use of several different guidelines could create inconsistencies. Guidelines can come
into conflict more than usual, and making a trade-off can become an unsolvable task for
MUI developers.

Sun’s guidelines for the Java Swing architecture (http://java.sun.com) describe a look-
and-feel interface that can overcome the limitations of platform-dependent guidelines.
However, these guidelines do not take into account the distinctiveness of each device,
and in particular the platform constraints and capabilities. An application’s UI components
should not be hard-coded for a particular look-and-feel. The Java PL&F (Pluggable Look
and Feel) is the portion of a Swing component that deals with its appearance (its look );
it is distinguished from its event-handling mechanism (its feel ). When you run a Swing
program, it can set its own default look by simply calling a UIManager method named
setLookAndFeel.

2.1.4. RELATED WORK

Remarkably, although research on MUIs and multi-device interaction can be traced to
the early 1980s, there are relatively few examples of successful implementations [Grudin
1994]. Perhaps the main cause of this poor success rate is the difficulty of integrating the
overwhelming number of technological, psychological and sociological factors that affect
MUI usability into a single unified design.
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In the evolution of user interfaces, a multi-user interface has been introduced to support
groups of devices and people cooperating through the computer medium [Grudin 1994].
A single user in the context of a MUI corresponds to a group of users for a multi-user
interface. The user is asynchronously collaborating with himself/herself. Even if the user
is physically the same person, he/she can have different characteristics while working
with different devices. For example, a mobile user is continuously in a rush, impatient,
and unable to wait [Ramsay and Nielsen 2000]. This user needs immediate, quick, short
and concise feedback. In the office, the same user can afford to wait a few seconds more
for further details and explanations.

The MUI domain can benefit from the considerable number of studies done in the area
of context-aware (or context-sensitive) user interfaces. This is still an active research topic,
with many emerging models such as plastic user interfaces [Thevenin and Coutaz 1999]
and the moderator model [Vanderdonckt and Oger 2001]. In a recent essay, Winograd
[2001] compared different architectures for context of use. As characterized in the previous
section, a MUI is a context-sensitive UI. This does not mean that a MUI should adapt
itself magically at run-time to the context of use (and in particular to platform capabilities
and constraints). The MUI can be either adaptive or adaptable. As we will discuss in the
next section, the adaptation can be done during specification, design or development by
the developer. The adaptation can also occur before or after deployment, either by the
end-user or the developer.

The concept of a compound document is also a useful technology that can support
the development and integration of the different views that form a MUI. A compound
document framework can act as a container in which a continuous stream of various
kinds of data and components can be placed [Orfali et al. 1996]. To a certain extent,
a compound document is an organized collection of user interfaces that we consider as
a specialization of a MUI. Each content form has associated controls that are used to
modify the content in place. During the last decade, a number of frameworks have been
developed such as Andrew, OLE, Apple OpenDoc, Active X and Sun Java Beans.

Compound document frameworks are important for the development of a MUI for
several reasons. They allow the different parts of a MUI to co-exist closely. For example,
they keep data active from one part to another, unlike the infamous cut and paste. They
also eliminate the need for an application to have a viewer for all kinds of data; it is
sufficient to invoke the right functionality and/or editor. Views for small devices do not
have to implement redundant functions. For example, there is no need for Microsoft
Word to implement a drawing program; views can share a charting program. Compound
document frameworks can also support asynchronous collaboration between the different
views and computers.

McGrenere et al. [2002] illustrate the use of two versions of the same application with
two different user interfaces as follows:

One can imagine having multiple interfaces for a new version of an application;
for example, MS-Word 2000 could include the MS-Word 97 interface. By allowing
users to continue to work in the old interface while also accessing the new interface,
they would be able to transition at a self-directed pace. Similarly, multiple interfaces
might be used to provide a competitor’s interface in the hopes of attracting new
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customers. For example, MS-Word could offer the full interface of a word processor
such as Word Perfect (with single button access to switch between the two), in order
to support users gradually transitioning to the Microsoft product.

Our definition of a MUI is different from McGrenere’s definition. The common basis
is the fact that the user is exposed to two variations of the same interface. McGrenere
considers only the variations, which are referred to as versions, for the same computing
platform; while in our definition, the two variations can be either for the same computing
platform or for different ones.

2.2. FERTILE TOPICS FOR RESEARCH
EXPLORATION

We will now discuss promising development models that can facilitate MUI development
while increasing their usability. This section of the paper is highly speculative and will
raise far more fundamental research questions than it will provide answers. Furthermore,
this is a selective list of topics, and not exhaustive. Our goal is to give researchers a
glimpse of the most important problems surrounding potential MUI development models.

In the migration of interactive systems to new platforms and architectures, many mod-
ifications have to be made to the user interface. As an example, in the process of adapting
the traditional desktop GUI to other kinds of user interfaces such as Web or handheld
user interfaces, most of the UI code has to be modified. In this scenario, UI model-based
techniques can drive the reengineering process. Reverse engineering techniques can be
applied, resulting in a high-level model of the UI. This model can then be used to help
reengineer the user interface.

2.2.1. CONTEXT-AWARE DEVELOPMENT

Context-aware UI development refers to the ability to tailor and optimize an interface
according to the context in which it is used. Context-aware computing as mentioned
by Dey and Abowd refers to the “ability of computing devices to detect and sense,
interpret and respond to, aspects of a user’s local environment and the computing devices
themselves” [Dey and Abowd 2000]. Context-aware applications dynamically adapt their
behaviour to the user’s current situation, and to changes of context of use that might
occur at run-time, without explicit user intervention. Adaptation requires a MUI to sense
changes in the context of use, make inferences about the cause of these changes, and then
to react appropriately.

Two types of adaptation have to be considered for MUIs:

• Adapting to technological variety Technological variety implies supporting a broad
range of hardware, software, and network access. The first challenge in adaptation
is to deal with the pace of change in technology and the variety of equipment that
users employ. The stabilizing forces of standard hardware, operating systems, network
protocols, file formats and user interfaces are undermined by the rapid pace of tech-
nological change. This variety also results in computing devices (e.g. mobile phones)
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that exhibit drastically different capabilities. For example, PDAs use a pen-based input
mechanism and have average screen sizes around three inches. In contrast, the typ-
ical PC uses a full sized keyboard and a mouse and has an average screen size of
17 inches. Coping with such drastic variations implies much more than mere layout
changes. Pen-based input mechanisms are slower than traditional keyboards and are
therefore inappropriate for applications such as word processing that require intensive
user input.

• Adapting to diversity in context of use Further complications arise from accommodat-
ing users with different skills, knowledge, age, gender, disabilities, disabling condi-
tions (mobility, sunlight, noise), literacy, culture, income, etc. [Stephanidis 2002]. For
example, while walking down the street, a user may use a mobile phone’s Internet
browser to look up a stock quote. However, it is highly unlikely that this same user
would review the latest changes made to a document using the same device. Rather, it
would seem more logical and definitely more practical to use a full size computer for
this task. It would therefore seem that the context of use is determined by a combina-
tion of internal and external factors. The internal factors primarily relate to the user’s
attention while performing a task. In some cases, the user may be entirely focused
while at other times, the user may be distracted by other concurrent tasks. An example
of this latter point is that when a user is driving a car, he/she cannot use a PDA to
reference a telephone number. External factors are determined to a large extent by the
device’s physical characteristics. It is not possible to make use of a traditional PC as
one walks down the street. The same is not true for a mobile telephone. The challenge
to the system architect is thus to match the design of a particular device’s UI with the
set of constraints imposed by the corresponding context of use.

A fundamental question is when should a MUI be tailored as a single and unique
interface? The range of strategies for adaptation is delimited by two extremes. Interface
adaptation can happen at the factory, that is, developers produce several versions of an
application tailored according to different criteria. Tailoring can also be done at the user’s
side, for instance, by system administrators or experienced users. At the other extreme,
individual users might tailor the interfaces themselves, or the interface could adapt on
its own by analyzing the context of use. The consensus from our workshop was that the
adaptation of a MUI should be investigated at different steps of the deployment lifecycle
[Seffah et al. 2001]:

• User customization after deployment Here, tailoring operations are the entire responsi-
bility of the user. While this laissez-faire approach avoids the need for system support,
it lacks a central arbitrator to resolve incompatible and inconsistent preferences between
devices. The arbitrator should have the ability to make global changes (cross-platform
changes) based on local adaptations. This makes MUIs more difficult to write, and the
adaptation fails to repay the development cost of support.

• Automatic adaptation at run-time The idea is to write one UI implementation that
adapts itself at run-time to any computing platform and context of use. The drawback
of this strategy is that there may be situations where adaptation performed by the system
is inadequate or even counterproductive.
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• Just-in-time customization during development or deployment Developers can use a
high-level language to implement an abstract and device-independent UI model. Then,
using a rendering tool, they can generate the code for a specific platform. The User
Interface Markup Language, UIML [Abrams and Phanouriou 1999], and the eXtensi-
ble Interface Markup Language, XIML [Eisenstein et al. 2001], aim to support such
an approach.

• Customization during design and specification This approach requires the development
of an appropriate design methodology and multi-platform terminology to properly build
a task model of a MUI. This model may be expressed in one or more notations. Tailoring
can be done at the stage of abstract interface specification where the dialogue gets
modified, for example to shortcut certain steps, to rearrange the order for performing
steps, etc.

Efforts have already begun to develop frameworks that support the building of context-
aware applications. The Context Toolkit [Dey and Abowd 2000] is an infrastructure that
supports the rapid development of context-aware services, assuming an explicit descrip-
tion of a context. This framework’s architecture enables the applications to obtain the
context they require without knowledge about how the context was sensed. The Context
Toolkit consists of context widgets that implicitly sense context, aggregators that collect
related context, interpreters that convert between context types and interpret the context,
applications that use context and a communications infrastructure that delivers context
to these distributed components. The toolkit makes it easy to add the use of context or
implicit input to existing applications.

2.2.2. MODEL-BASED DEVELOPMENT

Model-based approaches for UI development [Bomsdorf and Szwillus 1998; Müller et al.
2001] exploit the idea of using declarative interface models to drive the interface devel-
opment process. An interface model represents all the relevant aspects of a UI using a
user interface modelling language. Model-based development approaches attempt to auto-
matically produce a concrete UI design (i.e. a concrete presentation and dialogue for a
specific platform) from the abstract “generic” representation of the UI (i.e., generic task,
domain and dialogue model). This is done by mapping the abstract model onto the con-
crete user interface or some of its elements [Bomsdorf and Szwillus 1998]. For example,
given user task t in domain d , the mapping process will find an appropriate presentation p

and dialogue D that allows user u to accomplish t . Therefore, the goal of a model-based
system in such a case is to link t, d , and u with an appropriate p and D. Model-based UI
development could be characterized as a process of creating mappings between elements
in various model components. The process of generating the concrete interface and UI
model involves levels as shown in Figure 2.3.

Model-based approaches, in particular the related automatic or semi-automatic UI
generation techniques, are of interest to MUI development. UI modelling will be an
essential component of any effective long-term approach to developing MUIs. Increased
user involvement in the UI development process will produce more usable UI models.
Model-based UI systems take an abstract model of the UI and apply design rules and data
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UI models

Generic UI specification

Concrete UI specification

Generic task, domain and dialog
models

Concrete task, domain and
dialogue models

Figure 2.3. Examples of models and mappings in model-based development.

about the application to generate an instance of the UI. Declarative model-based tech-
niques use UI modelling techniques for abstractly describing the UI. A formal, declarative
modelling language should express the UI model.

Current model-based techniques, which most frequently use task and domain models,
do not generate high-quality interfaces. Furthermore, task analysis is performed to obtain
a single UI that is adapted for a single context of use. We need to model tasks that can be
supported in multiple contexts of use, considering multiple combinations of the contextual
conditions. Knowledge bases for domain, presentation, dialogue, platform and context of
use need to be exploited to produce a usable UI that matches the requirements of each
context of use.

UI models that support mobility contain not only the visual look-and-feel of the UI,
but also semantic information about the interface. The model-based techniques proposed
for mobile UIs range from relatively low-level implementation solutions, such as the
use of abstract and concrete interactor objects, to high-level task-based optimization of
the interface’s presentation structure. UI models should factor out different aspects of UI
design that are relevant to different contexts of use and should isolate context-independent
issues from context-specific ones.

As a starting point for research in the field of model-based development for MUIs,
the focus should be on task-based models [Paternò 2001]. Such models can foster the
emergence of new development approaches for MUIs, or at least help us to better under-
stand the complexity of MUI development. A task model describes the essential tasks that
the user performs while interacting with the UI. A typical task model is a hierarchical
tree with sub-trees indicating the tasks that the user can perform. Task models are a very
convenient specification of the way problems can be solved.

Early investigations show that in the case of a MUI, we should make a distinction
between four kinds of task models [Müller et al. 2001]: general task models for the
problem domain, general task models for software support, device-dependent task models
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and environment-dependent task models. The general task model for the problem domain
is the result of a very detailed analysis of the problem domain. It describes how a problem
can be tackled in general. All relevant activities and their temporal relations are described.
Such a model can be considered as the representation of an expert’s knowledge. The state
of the art for the problem domain is captured within this model.

Certain approaches transform whole applications from one platform to another one
without considering the tasks that will be supported. However, sometimes it is wise to
look at the tasks first and to decide which tasks a device can support optimally. This
information is captured in the device-dependent task model. The environment-dependent
task model is the most specific one. It is based on design decisions in previous models
and describes computer-supported tasks for a given device. This model describes the
behaviour of a system based on the available tools, resources, and the abilities of the
user. It can be interpreted statically (environmental influences are defined during design
time) or dynamically (environmental influences are evaluated during run-time).

2.2.3. PATTERN-DRIVEN DEVELOPMENT

In the field of UI design, a pattern encapsulates a proven solution for a usability problem
that occurs in various contexts of use. As an illustration, the convenient toolbar pattern
(used on web pages) provides direct access to frequently used pages or services. This
pattern, also called Top Level Navigation [Tidwell 1997], can include navigation con-
trols for News, Search, Contact Us, Home Page, Site Map, etc. UI design patterns can
be used to create a high-level design model, and can therefore facilitate the develop-
ment and validation of MUIs. Discussion of patterns for software design started with the
software engineering community and now the UI design community has enthusiastically
taken up discussion of patterns for UI design. Many groups have devoted themselves to
the development of pattern languages for UI design and usability. Among the heteroge-
neous collections of patterns, those known as Common Ground, Experience, Brighton,
and Amsterdam play a major role in this field and have significant influence [Tidwell
1997; Borchers 2000]. Patterns have the potential to support and drive the whole design
process of MUIs by helping developers select proven solutions of the same problem for
different platforms.

Pattern-driven development should not be considered as an alternative approach to
model-based and context-aware development. In the context of MUI development, patterns
can complement a task model by providing best experiences gained through end-user
feedback. Furthermore, patterns are suitable for transferring knowledge from usability
experts to software engineers who are unfamiliar with MUI design, through the use
of software tools. For instance, CASE tools have long been available to assist software
developers in the integration of the many aspects of web application prototyping [Javahery
and Seffah 2002].

However, the natural language medium generally used to document patterns, coupled
with a lack of tool support, compromises these potential uses of patterns, as well as the
pattern-oriented design approach. These well-known weaknesses of UI patterns should
motivate researchers to investigate a systematic approach to support both pattern writ-
ers and users alike by automating the development of pattern-assisted design. We should
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also provide a framework for automating the development of pattern-oriented design. The
motivation of such automation is to help novice designers apply patterns correctly and effi-
ciently when they really need them. One approach to pattern-oriented design automation
is being able to understand during the design process when a pattern is applicable, how it
can be applied, and how and why it can or cannot be combined with other related patterns.

2.2.4. DEVICE-INDEPENDENT DEVELOPMENT

Currently, different development languages are available (Figure 2.4). Under the umbrella
of platform-dependent languages, we classify the wide variety of existing mark-up lan-
guages for wireless devices such as the Wireless Markup Language (WML) or the light
HTML version. These languages take into account the platform constraints and capabil-
ities posed by each platform. They also suggest specific design patterns for displaying
information and interacting with the user in specific ways for each device.

Platform-independent languages are mainly based on UI modelling techniques. Their
goal is to allow cross-platform development of UIs while ensuring consistency not only
between the interfaces on a variety of platforms, but also in a variety of contexts of
use. They provide support for constraints imposed not only by the computing platforms
themselves, but also by the type of user and by the physical environment. They should
help designers recognize and accommodate each context in which the MUI is being
used. Such languages provide basic mechanisms for UI reconfigurations depending on
variations of the context of use. They address some of the problems raised by context-
aware development.

XML-based languages such as XIML and UIML are promising candidates for MUI
development. Some of the reasons are that such XML-based languages:

• Can contain constraint definitions for the XML form itself, and also for the exter-
nal resources;

• Allow the separation of UI description from content, by providing a way to spec-
ify how UI components should interact and a way to spell out the rules that define
interaction behaviour;

Assembly language

High-level programming language (C, C++, etc.)

Platform-dependent mark-up language (WML, etc.)

Platform-independent markup and model-based
language (XIML, UIML)

Scripting language (VB, PERL, etc.)

Figure 2.4. Evolution of UI development languages.
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• Provide an abstraction level that allows the UI to adapt to a particular device or set of
user capabilities;

• Support model-based development.

MUI design pattern implementations should exist in various languages and platforms.
Rather than using different programming languages for coding the different implemen-
tations, we should use an XML-based notation as a unified and device-independent
language for documenting, implementing and customizing MUI design patterns. By using
XML-compliant implementations, patterns can be translated into scripts for script-based
environments like HTML authoring tools, beans for Java GUI builders like VisualAge,
and pluggable objects like Java applets and ActiveX components. Generating a specific
implementation from an XML-based description is now possible because of the availabil-
ity of XML-based scripting languages. Among them, we consider UIML and XIML as
potential candidates.

UIML and XIML languages permit a declarative description of a UI in a highly device-
independent manner. They allow portability across devices and operating systems, and
use a style description to map the interface to various operating systems and devices.
UIML separates the UI content from its appearance. UIML does this by using a device-
independent UI definition to specify the UI content and a device-dependent style sheet
that guides the placement and appearance of the UI elements. UIML descriptions of a
UI can be rendered in HTML, Java and WML. Tools that generate the code from design
patterns, such as the IBM-Automatic code generator [Budinsky et al. 1996], are a starting
point for automating the development of pattern-oriented design. Furthermore, using an
XML-based language for documenting patterns has already been explored. However, the
XML-based descriptions force all pattern writers and users to closely adhere to and master
a specific format and terminology for documenting and implementing patterns.

2.3. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Understanding MUIs is essential in our current technological context. A MUI imposes
new challenges in UI design and development since it runs on different computing plat-
forms accommodating the capabilities of various devices and different contexts of use.
Challenges are also presented because of the universal access requirements for a diversity
of users. The existing approaches to designing one user interface for a single user profile
for one computing platform do not adequately address the MUI challenges of diversity,
cross-platform consistency, universal accessibility and integration. Therefore, there is an
urgent need for a new integrative framework for modelling, designing, and evaluating
MUIs for the emerging generation of interactive systems.

As outlined in this chapter, effective MUI development should combine different mod-
els and approaches. MUI architectures that neglect these models and approaches cannot
effectively meet the requirements of the different users. Unfortunately, adoption of a
MUI application is contingent upon the acceptance of all of the stakeholders. Researchers
should focus on ways to assist developers in creating effective MUI designs for a large
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variety of computing platforms. Existing methods work well for regular software devel-
opment and have thus been adapted for MUIs. However, these methods usually result
in tools that do not capture the full complexity of the task. Pattern hierarchies seem to
be an exception to this finding. Whereas an individual pattern provides a solution to a
specific problem, hierarchically organized patterns guide the developer through the entire
architectural design. In this way, they enforce consistency among the various views and
break down complex decisions into smaller, more comprehensible steps.
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3.1. INTRODUCTION

The increasing proliferation of fixed and mobile devices addresses the need for ubiquitous
access to information processing, offering new challenges to the HCI software community.
These include:

• constructing and maintaining versions of the user interface across multiple devices;
• checking consistency between versions to ensure a seamless interaction across multi-

ple devices;
• designing the ability to dynamically respond to changes in the environment such as

network connectivity, user’s location, ambient sound and lighting conditions.

These requirements create extra costs in development and maintenance. In [Thevenin
and Coutaz 1999], we presented a first attempt at cost-justifying the development process
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of user interfaces using the notion of plasticity as a fundamental property for user inter-
faces. The term plasticity is inspired from materials that expand and contract under natural
constraints without breaking, thus preserving continuous usage. Applied to HCI, plasticity
is the “capacity of an interactive system to withstand variations of contexts of use while
preserving usability” [Thevenin and Coutaz 1999].

Adaptation of user interfaces is a challenging problem. Although it has been addressed
for many years [Thevenin 2001], these efforts have met with limited success. An impor-
tant reason for this situation is the lack of a proper definition of the problem. In this
chapter, we propose a reference framework that clarifies the nature of adaptation for
plastic user interfaces from the software development perspective. It includes two com-
plementary components:

• A taxonomic space that defines the fundamental concepts and their relations for rea-
soning about the characteristics and requirements of plastic user interfaces;

• A process framework that structures the software development of plastic user interfaces.

Our taxonomic space, called the “plastic UI snowflake” is presented in Section 3.3, fol-
lowed in Section 3.4 by the description of the process framework. This framework is then
illustrated in Section 3.5 with ARTStudio, a tool that supports the development of plastic
user interfaces. In Section 3.2, we introduce the terminology used in this chapter. In par-
ticular, we explain the subtle distinction between plastic user interfaces and multi-target
user interfaces in relation to context of use.

3.2. TERMINOLOGY: CONTEXT OF USE, PLASTIC UI
AND MULTI-TARGET UI

Context is an all-encompassing term. Therefore, to be useful in practice, context must
be defined in relation to a purpose. The purpose of this work is the adaptation of user
interfaces to different elements that, combined, define a context of use. Multi-targeting
focuses on the technical aspects of user interface adaptation to different contexts of use.
Plasticity provides a way to characterize system usability as adaptation occurs. These
concepts are discussed next.

3.2.1. CONTEXT OF USE AND TARGET

The context of use denotes the run-time situation that describes the current conditions of
use of the system. A target denotes a situation of use as intended by the designers during
the development process of the system.

The context of use of an interactive system includes:

• the people who use the system;
• the platform used to interact with the system;
• the physical environment where the interaction takes place.
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A target is defined by:

• the class of user intended to use the system;
• the class of platforms that can be used to interact with the system;
• The class of physical environments where the interaction is supposed to take place.

In other words, if at run-time the context of use is not one of the targets envisioned during
the design phase, then the system is not able to adapt to the current situation (person,
platform, physical environment).

A platform is modelled in terms of resources, which in turn determine the way
information is computed, transmitted, rendered, and manipulated by users. Examples
of resources include memory size, network bandwidth and input and output interactive
devices. Resources motivate the choice of a set of input and output modalities and, for
each modality, the amount of information made available. Typically, screen size is a
determining factor for designing web pages. For DynaWall [Streitz et al. 1999], the plat-
form includes three identical wall-sized tactile screens mounted side by side. Rekimoto’s
augmented surfaces are built from a heterogeneous set of screens whose topology may
vary: whereas the table and the electronic whiteboard are static surfaces, laptops may be
moved around on top of the table [Rekimoto and Saitoh 1999]. These examples show
that the platform is not limited to a single personal computer. Instead, it covers all of the
computational and interactive resources available at a given time for accomplishing a set
of correlated tasks.

An environment is ‘a set of objects, persons and events that are peripheral to the current
activity but that may have an impact on the system and/or users behaviour, either now or
in the future’ [Coutaz and Rey 2002]. According to this definition, an environment may
encompass the entire world. In practice, the boundary is defined by domain analysts. The
analyst’s role includes observation of users’ practice [Beyer 1998; Cockton et al. 1995;
Dey et al. 2001; Johnson et al. 1993; Lim and Long 1994] as well as consideration of
technical constraints. For example, environmental noise should be considered in relation
to audio feedback. Lighting condition is an issue when it can influence the reliability of
a computer vision-based tracking system [Crowley et al. 2000].

3.2.2. MULTI-TARGET USER INTERFACES AND PLASTIC USER INTERFACES

A multi-target user interface is capable of supporting multiple targets. A plastic user
interface is a multi-target user interface that preserves usability across the targets. Usability
is not intrinsic to a system. Usability must be validated against a set of properties elicited
in the early phases of the development process. A multi-target user interface is plastic
if these usability-related properties are kept within the predefined range of values as
adaptation occurs to different targets. Although the properties developed so far in HCI
[Gram and Cockton 1996] provide a sound basis for characterizing usability, they do not
cover all aspects of plasticity. In [Calvary et al. 2001a] we propose additional metrics for
evaluating the plasticity of user interfaces.

Whereas multi-target user interfaces ensure technical adaptation to different contexts
of use, plastic user interfaces ensure both technical adaptation and usability. Typically,
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portability of Java user interfaces supports technical adaptation to different platforms but
may not guarantee consistent behaviour across these platforms.

3.2.3. TERMINOLOGY: SUMMARY

In summary, for the purpose of our analysis:

• A target is defined as a triple ‘user, platform, environment’ envisioned by the designers
of the system.

• A context of use is a triple ‘user, platform, environment’ that is effective at run-time.
• A multi-target user interface supports multiple targets, i.e., multiple types of users,

platforms and environments. Multi-platform and multi-environment user interfaces are
sub-classes of multi-target user interfaces:

• A multi-platform user interface is sensitive to multiple classes of platforms but supports
a single class of users and environments.

• Similarly, a multi-environment user interface is sensitive to multiple classes of envi-
ronments, but supports a single class of platforms and users. Multi-environment user
interfaces are often likened to context-aware user interfaces [Moran and Dourish 2001].

• A plastic user interface is a multi-target user interface that preserves usability as adap-
tation occurs.

Having defined the notions of context of use, multi-target and plastic user interfaces, we
are now able to present a taxonomic space that covers both multi-targeting and plasticity.
The goal of this taxonomy is to identify the core issues that software tools aimed at
multi-targeting and plasticity should address.

3.3. THE “PLASTIC UI SNOWFLAKE”

Figure 3.1 is a graphical representation of the problem space for reasoning about user
interface plasticity. The plastic UI snowflake can be used to characterize existing tools or
to express requirements for future tools. Each branch of the snowflake presents a number
of issues relevant to UI plasticity. These include: the classes of targets that the tool
supports (adaptation to platforms, environments and users), the stages of the development
process that the tool covers (design, implementation or run-time), the actors that perform
the adaptation of the user interface to the target (human or system intervention) and
the dynamism of user interfaces that the tools are able to produce (static pre-computed
or dynamic on-fly computed user interfaces). When considering adaptation to multiple
platforms, we also need to discuss the way the user interface is migrated across platforms.

In the following sub-sections, we present each dimension of the snowflake in detail,
illustrated with state-of-the-art examples. In particular, we develop multi-platform target-
ing. Although multi-user targeting is just as important, we are not yet in a position to
provide a sound analysis for it. For adaptation to multi-environment targeting, please refer
to [Moran and Dourish 2001] and [Coutaz and Rey 2002].
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Figure 3.1. The Plastic UI Snowflake: a problem space for characterizing software tools, and for
expressing requirements for software tools aimed at plastic user interfaces.

3.3.1. TARGET SENSITIVITY

In software tools for plasticity, the first issue to consider is the kind of targets a partic-
ular tool addresses or is supposed to address. Are we concerned with multi-platform or
multi-environment only? Do we need adaptation to multiple classes of users? Or is it a
combination of platforms, environments and users?

For example, ARTStudio [Thevenin 2001] addresses the problem of multi-platform
targeting whereas the Context Toolkit [Dey et al. 2001] is concerned with environment
sensitivity only. AVANTI, which can support visually impaired users, addresses adaptation
to end-users [Stephanidis et al. 2001]. There is currently no tool (or combination of tools)
that supports all three dimensions of plasticity, i.e. users, platforms and environments.

3.3.2. CLASSES OF SOFTWARE TOOLS

As with any software tool, we must distinguish between tools that support the design
phases of a system versus implementation tools and mechanisms used at run-time.
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Design phases are primarily concerned with forward engineering and reverse engi-
neering of legacy systems. Forward engineering is supported by specification tools for
modelling, for configuration management and versioning, as well as for code generation:

• Modelling is a fundamental activity in system design. In HCI, model-based tools such as
Humanoid [Szekely 1996], ADEPT [Johnson et al. 1993] and TRIDENT [Vanderdonckt
1995] have shown significant promise, not only as conceptualization tools, but also as
generators. If these approaches have failed in the past because of their high learning
curve [Myers et al. 2000], they are being reconsidered for multi-target generation as in
MOBI-D [Eisenstein et al. 2001] and USE-IT [Akoumianakis and Stephanidis 1997].

• Configuration management and versioning have been initiated with the emergence of
large-scale software. They apply equally to multi-targeting and plasticity for two rea-
sons. First, the code that supports a particular target can be derived from the high-level
specification of a configuration. Secondly, the iterative nature of user interface develop-
ment calls for versioning support. In particular, consistency must be maintained between
the configurations that support a particular target.

• Generation has long been viewed as a reification process from high-level abstract
description to executable code. For the purpose of multi-targeting and plasticity, we
suggest generation by reification, as well as by translation where transformations are
applied to descriptions while preserving their level of abstraction. The Process Ref-
erence framework described in Section 3.4 shows how to combine reification and
translation.

• Tools for reverse engineering, that is eliciting software architecture from source code,
are recent. In Section 3.4, we will see how tools such as Vaquita [Bouillon et al. 2002]
can support the process of abstracting in order to plastify existing user interfaces.

Implementation phases are concerned with coding. Implementation may rely on infras-
tructure frameworks and toolkits. Infrastructure frameworks, such as the Internet or the
X window protocol, provide implementers with a basic reusable structure that acts as a
foundation for other system components such as toolkits. BEACH is an infrastructure that
supports any number of display screens each connected to a PC [Tandler 2001]. MID is
an infrastructure that extends Windows to support any number of mice to control a single
display [Hourcade and Bederson 1999]. We are currently developing I-AM (Interaction
Abstract Machine), an infrastructure aimed at supporting any number of displays and input
devices, which from the programmer’s perspective will offer a uniform and dynamic inter-
action space [Coutaz et al. 2002]. Similar requirements motivate the blackboard-based
architecture developed for iRoom [Winograd 2001]. The Context Toolkit is a toolkit for
developing user interfaces that are sensitive to the environment [Dey et al. 2001].

3.3.3. ACTORS IN CHARGE OF ADAPTATION

The actors in charge of adaptation depend on the phase of the development process:

• At the design stage, multi-targeting and plasticising can be performed explicitly by
humans such as system designers and implementers, or it can rely on dedicated tools.
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• At run-time, the user interface is adaptable or adaptive. It is adaptable when it adapts
at the user’s request, typically by providing preference menus. It is adaptive when
the user interface adapts on its own initiative. The right balance between adaptability
and adaptivity is a tricky problem. For example, in context-aware computing, Cheverst
et al. [2001] report that using location and time to simplify users’ tasks sometimes
makes users feel that they are being pre-empted by the system. Similarly, adaptivity to
users has been widely attempted with limited success [Browne et al. 1990].

3.3.4. COMPUTATION OF MULTI-TARGET AND PLASTIC USER INTERFACES

The phases that designers and developers elicit for multi-targeting and plasticity have a
direct impact on the types of user interfaces produced for the run-time phase. Multi-target
and plastic user interfaces may be pre-computed, or they may be computed on the fly:

• Pre-computed user interfaces result from adaptation performed during the design or
implementation phases of the development process: given a functional core (i.e., an
application), a specific user interface is generated for every envisioned target.

• Dynamic multi-target and plastic user interfaces are computed on the fly based on run-
time mechanisms. Examples of run-time mechanisms include the Multimodal Toolkit
[Crease et al. 2000], which supports dynamic adaptation to interactive devices. Flex-
Clock [Grolaux 2000], which dynamically adapts to window sizes, is another example.

• The generated user interface can be a combination of static pre-computed components
with on-the-fly adaptation. In this case, we have a hybrid multi-target plastic user
interface. As a general rule of thumb, pre-computation is used for the overall structure
of the user interface to ensure that the system runs quickly. However since this approach
does not always provide an ideal adaptation to the situation, dynamic computation is
added for fine-grain adjustments.

3.3.5. USER INTERFACE SOFTWARE COMPONENTS

A number of software components are affected when adapting an interface for multi-
targeting and plasticity. There is a large body of literature on this issue. However, because
the software perspective is often mixed with the user’s perception of adaptation, the state
of the art does not provide a clear, unambiguous picture. For example, Dieterich et al.
introduce five levels of adaptation: the lexical, syntactic, semantic, task and goal levels
[Dieterich et al. 1993]. More recently, Stephanidis et al. define the lexical, syntactic and
semantic levels of adaptation using examples [Stephanidis and Savidis 2001]. We propose
to use Arch [Bass et al. 1992], a reference software architecture model, as a sound basis
for characterizing software adaptation to target changes.

As shown in Figure 3.2, the Functional Core (FC) covers the domain-dependent con-
cepts and functions. At the other extreme is the Physical Presentation Component (PPC),
which is dependent on the toolkit used for implementing the look and feel of the inter-
active system. The PPC is in charge of presenting the domain concepts and functions in
terms of physical interactive objects (also known as widgets or interactors). The keystone
of the arch structure is the Dialog Control (DC) whose role consists of regulating task
sequencing. For example, the Dialog Control ensures that the user executes the task open
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document before performing any editing task. The FC, DC and PPC do not exchange data
directly. Instead, they mediate through adaptors: the Functional Core Adaptor (FCA) and
the Logical Presentation Component (LPC). The FCA is intended to accommodate vari-
ous forms of mismatch between the Functional Core and the user interface. The Logical
Presentation Component insulates the rendering of domain objects from the interaction
toolkit of the target platform.

Using Arch as a structuring framework, the software components affected by multi-
targeting and plasticity are the FCA, the DC, the LPC, the PPC, or a combination of
them. In particular:

• At the Physical Presentation Component level, physical interactor classes used for
implementing the user interface are kept unchanged but their rendering and behaviour
may change across platforms. For example, if a concept is rendered as a button class,
this concept will be represented as a button regardless of the target platform. However,
the look and feel of the button may vary. This type of adaptation is used in the Tk
graphical user interface toolkit as well as in Java/AWT with the notion of peers.

• At the Logical Presentation Component level, adaptation consists of changing the rep-
resentation of the domain concepts. For example, the concept of month can be rendered
as a Label + TextField, or as a Label + ComboBox, or as a dedicated physical interac-
tor. In an LPC adaptation, physical interactors may change across platforms provided
that their representational and interactional capabilities are equivalent. The implemen-
tation of an LPC level adaptation can usefully rely on the distinction between abstract
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interactive objects and concrete interactive objects as presented in [Vanderdonckt and
Bodard 1993].

• At the Dialogue Control level, the tasks that can be executed with the system are kept
unchanged but their organization is modified. As a result, the structure of the dialogue
is changed. AVANTI’s polymorphic tasks [Stephanidis et al. 2001] are an example of
a DC level adaptation.

• At the Functional Core Adaptor level, the nature of the entities as well as the functions
exported by the functional core are changed. Zizi’s semantic zoom is an example of
an FCA level adaptation [Zizi and Beaudouin-Lafon 1994].

As illustrated by the above examples, Arch offers a clear analysis of the impact of a
particular adaptation on the software components of a user interface.

3.3.6. USER INTERFACE MIGRATION

User interface migration corresponds to the transfer of the user interface between different
platforms. It may be possible either at run-time or only between sessions:

• On-fly migration requires that the state of the functional core be saved as well as that
of the user interface. The state of the user interface can be saved at multiple levels
of granularity: when saved at the Dialogue Control level, the user can pursue the task
from the beginning of the current task; when saved at the Logical Presentation or at the
Physical Presentation levels, the user is able to carry on the current task at the exact
point where they left off, and there is no discontinuity.

• When migration is possible only between sessions, the user has to quit the application,
and then restart the application from the saved state of the functional core. In this case,
the interaction process is interrupted. More research is required to determine how to
minimize this disruption.

User interface migration between platforms places a high demand on the underly-
ing infrastructure and toolkits. It also raises interesting user-centred design issues that
should be addressed within the design process. Design phases are addressed next with the
presentation of the Process Reference Framework.

3.4. THE PROCESS REFERENCE FRAMEWORK
FOR MULTI-TARGET AND PLASTIC UIs

The Process Reference Framework provides designers and developers with generic princi-
ples for structuring and understanding the development process of multi-target and plastic
user interfaces. We present an overall description of the framework in Section 3.4.1 fol-
lowed by a more detailed expression of the framework applied to the design stage in
Section 3.4.2. Different instantiations of the framework are presented in Section 3.4.3.
Run-time architecture, which can be found in [Crease et al. 2000] and [Calvary et al.
2001b], is not discussed in this chapter.
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3.4.1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION

As shown in Figure 3.3, the framework stresses a model-based approach coupled with a
software development lifecycle.

3.4.1.1. Models and Lifecycle

Model-based approaches, which rely on high-level specifications, provide the foundations
for code generation and code abstraction. This process of code generation and code
abstraction reduces the cost of code production and code reusability while improving
code quality.

The Process Reference Framework uses three types of models, where each type cor-
responds to a step of the lifecycle:

• Ontological models are meta-models that define the key dimensions of plasticity. They
are independent from any domain and interactive system but are conveyed in the tools
used for developing multi-target and plastic user interfaces. They are useful for the
tool developer. When instantiated with tool support, ontological models give rise to
archetypal models.

• Archetypal models depend on the domain and the interactive system being developed.
They serve as input specifications for the design phase of an interactive system.

• Observed models are executable models that support the adaptation process at run-time.
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Figure 3.3. Process Reference Framework for the development of plastic user interfaces.
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As shown in Figure 3.3, the design phase complies with a structured development process
whose end result is a set of executable user interfaces (Final User Interfaces) each aimed
at a particular archetypal target.

3.4.1.2. Coverage of the Models

As shown in Figure 3.3, the Process Reference Framework uses the following classes:

• Domain models cover the domain concepts and user tasks. Domain concepts denote the
entities that users manipulate in their tasks. Tasks refer to the activities users undertake
in order to attain their goals with the system.

• Context of use models describe a target in terms of user, platform and environment.
• Adaptation models specify how to adapt the system when the context of use and/or

the target change. They include rules for selecting interactors, building user interface
dialogues, etc.

These three classes of models (i.e., domain, context of use and adaptation models) may
be ontological, archetypal or observed. As an illustration, in ARTStudio, the ontological
task model is similar to the ConcurTaskTree concept [Breedvelt-Schouten et al. 1997],
but is enhanced with decorations that specify the target audience. When instantiated as
an archetypal task model, the ontological model can indicate that a given task does not
make sense with a specific device and context, for example on a PDA in a train.

Having introduced the principles of the Process Reference Framework, we now present
the framework as it is used in the design phase of multi-target and plastic user interfaces.

3.4.2. THE PROCESS REFERENCE FRAMEWORK IN THE DESIGN PHASE

In the design phase, the Process Reference Framework provides designers and develop-
ers with generic principles for structuring and understanding the development process of
multi-target and plastic user interfaces. The design phase employs domain, context of
use and adaptation models that are instantiations of the same models in the ontological
domain. Archetypal models are referenced as well in the development process. As shown
in Figure 3.3, the process is a combination of vertical reification and horizontal trans-
lation. Vertical reification is applied for a particular target while translation is used to
create bridges between the descriptions for different targets. Reification and translation
are discussed next.

3.4.2.1. Reification and Translation

Reification covers the inference process from high-level abstract descriptions to run-
time code. As shown in Figure 3.3, the framework uses a four-step reification process: a
Concept and Task Model is reified into an Abstract User Interface which, in turn, leads
to a Concrete User Interface. The Concrete User Interface is then turned into a Final
User Interface.

At the highest level, the Concept and Task Model brings together the concepts and
task descriptions produced by the designers for that particular interactive system and that
particular target.
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An Abstract User Interface (Abstract UI) is a canonical expression of the rendering
of the domain concepts and functions in a way that is independent of the interactors
available for the target. For example, in ARTStudio, an Abstract UI is a collection of
related workspaces. The relations between the workspaces are inferred from (i) the task
relationships expressed in the Concept and Task model and (ii) the structure of the con-
cepts described in the Concept model. Similarly, connectedness between concepts and
tasks is inferred from the Concept and Task model. The canonical structure of navigation
within the user interface is defined in this model as access links between workspaces.

A Concrete User Interface (Concrete UI) turns an Abstract UI into an interactor-
dependent expression. Although a Concrete UI makes explicit the final look and feel
of the Final User Interface, it is still a mock-up that runs only within the development
environment.

A Final User Interface (Final UI), generated from a Concrete UI, is expressed in source
code, such as Java and HTML. It can then be interpreted or compiled as a pre-computed
user interface and plugged into a run-time infrastructure that supports dynamic adaptation
to multiple targets.

A translation is an operation that transforms a description intended for a particular
target into a description of the same class but aimed at a different target. As shown in
Figure 3.3, translation can be applied between tasks and concepts for different targets,
and/or between Abstract UIs, and/or Concrete UIs, and/or Final UIs.

Although high-level specifications are powerful tools, they have a cost. As observed
by Myers et al. concerning the problem of ‘threshold and ceiling effects’ [Myers et al.
2000], powerful tools require steep learning curves. Conversely, tools that are easy to
master do not necessarily provide the required support. Human intervention, decoration
and factorisation, discussed next, can solve this dual problem.

3.4.2.2. Human Intervention

In the absence of tool support, reification and translation are performed manually by
human experts. At the other extreme, tools can perform them automatically. However,
full automation has a price: either the tool produces common-denominator solutions (e.g.,
standard WIMP UIs produced by model-based UI generators) or the designer has to
specify an overwhelming number of details to get the desired results.

As shown in Figure 3.3, the Process Reference Framework addresses cooperation
between human and tool as follows: the development environment infers descriptions
that the designer can then adjust to specific requirements. For example, in ARTStudio,
the designer can modify the relationships between workspaces, can change the layouts of
the interactors, or even replace interactors. Decorations, presented next, provide another
way to perform adjustments.

3.4.2.3. Decorations

A decoration is a type of information attached to description elements. Although a dec-
oration does not modify the description per se, it provides information that modifies the
interpretation of the description.
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Applied to the design of multi-target and plastic UIs, decorations are used to express
exceptions to standard or default conditions. Designers focus on the representative target,
and then express deviations from the reference case study. We propose three types of
decorations:

• Directive decorations correspond to rules that cannot be easily expressed in terms of
general-purpose inference rules. For example, suppose the development environment
includes the following generation rule: ‘Any domain concept of type Integer must be
represented as a Label in the Concrete UI’. If the designer wishes to represent the
temperature domain concept with a gauge, then a directive decoration can be attached
to that concept. Directive decorations are proactive. Corrective decorations are reactive.

• Corrective decorations can be used by designers to override standard options of the
development environment. For example, suppose that, for workstations, the develop-
ment environment generates the Final UI shown in Figure 3.5b. The designer can
override the use of the thumbnail interactor, which gives access to one room at a time,
by decorating the Concrete UI so as to obtain the presentation shown in Figure 3.5a,
where all of the rooms are shown at the same time.

• Factorisation decorations express exceptions to the standard case. They are useful for
expressing local differences without modifying the model. They are complementary to
the factorisation function presented next, which has a global result on the model.

3.4.2.4. Factorisation

Figure 3.4 illustrates factorisation applied to task models. At the top are three task models
for Java/AWT, HTML and WML-enabled target platforms. At the bottom left is the task
model obtained from factorisation. At the bottom right is the task model obtained with
factorisation decorations. Whereas factorisation produces three specific parts linked to a
shared part, the use of factorisation description leads to a single shared description where
exceptions are expressed as decorations.

Given a set of descriptions of the same class (e.g. a set of task models, of platform
models, etc.), each aimed at a particular target, factorisation produces a new description
composed of a description shared by all the targets and descriptions specific to each target.
When applied to task models, factorisation corresponds to AVANTI’s polymorphic tasks.
Figure 3.4 illustrates the principles of factorisation.

Factorisation supports multi-targeting and plasticity in a ‘one-target-at-a-time’
approach. It allows designers to focus on one target at a time, and then to combine
the descriptions produced independently for each target into a single description where
common parts are factored out. Decoration supports a different approach where designers
focus on a reference target and then define exceptions.

Having presented the general principles of the Process Reference Framework, we need
to analyse how it can be instantiated.

3.4.3. INSTANTIATIONS OF THE PROCESS REFERENCE FRAMEWORK

The generic representation of the Process Reference Framework shown in Figure 3.3 can
be instantiated in ways that reflect distinct practices and design cultures:
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• Reification and translation can be combined in different patterns. For example ART-
Studio uses reification all the way through the final user interface (Figure 3.7).

• The reification process can start from any level of abstraction. Designers choose the
entry point that best fits their practice. Typically, designers initiate the design by pro-
totyping, i.e., by producing a concrete UI. If necessary, the missing abstractions higher
in the reification process can be retrieved through reverse engineering as in Vaquita
[Bouillon et al. 2002].

• The Process Reference Framework can be used to perform multi-targeting and plasti-
cising through reverse engineering. Legacy systems, which have been designed for a
particular target, must be redeveloped from scratch to support different targets. Alterna-
tively, legacy systems can be reverse-engineered, then forward engineered. For example,
an abstract UI can be inferred from a concrete UI. In turn, a concept and task model
can be retrieved from an abstract UI. This is the approach adopted in WebRevEnge in
combination with Teresa [Mori et al. 2002].

The following section describes how our software tool ARTStudio implements a subset
of the framework.
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3.5. ARTSTUDIO: AN APPLICATION OF THE
PROCESS REFERENCE FRAMEWORK

ARTStudio (Adaptation through Reification and Translation Studio) is a software envi-
ronment for the development of pre-computed multi-platform UIs. It supports elementary
single screen platforms whose resources are known at the design stage. Therefore, dis-
tributed user interfaces are not addressed. It complies with the precepts of the Process
Reference Framework, but implements a subset of its principles. Before discussing ART-
Studio in more detail, we first present a case study: the EDF home heating control system.

3.5.1. THE EDF HOME HEATING CONTROL SYSTEM

The heating control system planned by EDF (the French Electricity Company) will be
controlled by users in diverse contexts of use. These include:

• at home: through a dedicated wall-mounted device or through a PDA connected to a
wireless home network;

• in the office: through the Web, using a standard workstation;
• anywhere: using a WAP-enabled mobile phone.

Target users are archetypal adult family members, and the target environments are implicit.
A typical user’s task consists of consulting and modifying the temperature of a

room. Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show the final UIs of the system for the target platforms.
In Figure 3.5a, the system displays the temperature settings for each of the rooms of the
house (the bedroom, bathroom and living room). Here, 24-hour temperature settings are
available at a glance for every room of the house. The screen size is comfortable enough to
make the entire system state observable. In 5b, the system shows the temperature settings
of one room at a time. A thumbnail allows users to switch between rooms, and 24-hour
temperature settings are displayed for a single room at a time. In contrast with 5a, the
system state is not observable, but is browsable [Gram and Cockton 1996]. Additional
navigational tasks, such as selecting the appropriate room, must be performed to access
the desired information.

Figure 3.6 shows the interaction sequence for setting the temperature of a room with
a WAP-enabled mobile phone. In 6a, the user selects the room (e.g., le salon – the living
room). In 6b, the system shows the current temperature of the living room. By selecting
the editing function (‘Donner ordre’), users can modify the temperature settings of the
selected room (6c).

In comparison to the scenario depicted in Figure 3.5a, two navigation tasks (i.e., select-
ing the room then selecting the edit function) must be performed in order to reach the
desired state. In addition, a title has been added to every deck (i.e. WML page) to remind
the user of their current location in the interaction space.

3.5.2. ARTSTUDIO

In its current implementation, ARTStudio supports the four-step reification process of
the Process Reference Framework, as well as human intervention and factorisation
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Figure 3.5. (a) Large screen; (b) Small screen; (c) PDA.

Figure 3.6. Modifying temperature settings using a WAP-enabled mobile phone.
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(Figure 3.7). It does not support translation or decoration. Multi-targeting is limited
to Java-enabled single-screen platforms and Web pages using a Java HTTP server.
ARTStudio is implemented in Java and uses JESS, a rule-based language, for generating
abstract and concrete UIs. All of the descriptions used and produced by ARTStudio are
saved as XML files.

In Figure 3.7, the first and second design steps are common to all targets. The difference
appears when generating the concrete user interface. ARTStudio does not use translation.

As illustrated in Figure 3.8, the development of a multi-platform plastic UI is called
a project. A project includes the concept and task model, the context of use model, the
concrete UI and the final UI.

3.5.2.1. Domain Concept Model
Domain concepts are modelled as UML objects using form-filling or XML schema. In
addition to the standard UML specification, a concept description includes the specification

Figure 3.8. The task editor in ARTStudio. The picture shows the task model for a simplified
version of the EDF Heating Control System.
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by extension of its domain of values. For example, the value of the attribute name of
type string of the room concept may be one value among others including Living room,
Bed room, etc. The type and the domain of values of a concept are useful information for
identifying the candidate interactors in the Concrete UI. In our case of interest, the room
concept may be represented as a set of strings (Figure 3.5a), as a thumbnail (Figure 3.5b),
or as dedicated icons.

3.5.2.2. Task Model
Task modelling is based on ConcurTaskTree [Breedvelt-Schouten et al. 1997]. The ART-
Studio task editor allows the designer to add, cut and paste tasks by direct manipulation.
Additional parameters are specified through form-filling. These include:

• Specifying the name and the type of a task. For interaction tasks, the designer chooses
from a predefined set of universal interaction tasks such as ‘selection’, ‘specification’
and ‘activation’. This set may be extended to fit the work domain (e.g., ‘Set to anti-
freeze mode’).

• Specifying a prologue and an epilogue. This involves providing function names whose
execution will be launched before and after the execution of the task. These functions
are used when generating the final UI. They serve as gateways between the dialogue
controller and the functional core adaptor of the interactive system. For example, for
the task ‘setting the temperature of the bedroom’, a prologue function is used to get the
current value of the room temperature from the functional core. An epilogue function
is specified to notify the functional core of the temperature change.

• Referencing the concepts involved in the task and ranking them according to their
level of importance in the task. This ordering is useful for generating the abstract and
concrete user interfaces: typically, first class objects should be visible whereas second
class objects may be browsable if visibility cannot be guaranteed due to the lack of
physical resources.

3.5.2.3. Abstract UI Model
An abstract UI is modelled as a structured set of workspaces isomorphic to the task
model: there is a one-to-one correspondence between a workspace and a task. In addition, a
workspace that corresponds to an abstract task includes the workspaces that correspond to
the subtasks of the abstract task: it is a compound workspace. Conversely, a leaf workspace
is elementary. For example, Figure 3.9 shows three elementary workspaces (the bedroom,
bathroom and living room) encapsulated in a common compound workspace. This parent
workspace results from the Prog task of the task model. In turn, this workspace and the
Rhythm elementary workspace are parts of the top-level workspace.

By direct manipulation, the designer can reconfigure the default arrangements. For
example, given the task model shown in Figure 3.10a, the designer may decide to group
the Rhythm workspace with the Room workspaces (Figure 3.10b) or, at the other extreme,
suppress the intermediate structuring compound workspace (Figure 3.10c).

ARTStudio completes the workspace structure with a navigation scheme based on the
logical and temporal relationships between the tasks. The navigation scheme expresses
the user’s ability to migrate between workspaces at run-time.
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1 compound workspace

3 elementary workspaces

Figure 3.9. The Abstract UI generated by ARTStudio from the Task Model of Figure 3.8. Thick
line rectangles represent compound workspaces whereas thin line rectangles correspond to elemen-
tary workspaces.

Tasks tree

(a) (b) (c)

Two possible workspace configurations

Figure 3.10. ARTStudio supports human intervention. (a) Task tree; (b), (c) Two possible
workspace configurations. Workspaces can be reconfigured at will.

3.5.2.4. The Platform and Interactor Model

The platform model is a UML description that captures the size and depth of the screen,
and the programming language supported by the platform (e.g., Java).

For each interactor available on the target platform, the interactor model specifies the
representational capacity, interactional capacity, and the usage cost:

• Representational capacity: an interactor can either serve as a mechanism for switching
between workspaces (e.g., a button, a thumbnail), or can be used to represent domain
concepts (e.g., a multi-valued scale as in Figure 3.5). In the latter case, the interactor
model includes the specification of the data type it is able to render.

• The interactional capacity denotes the tasks that the interactor is able to support (e.g.,
specification, selection, navigation).
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• The usage cost, which measures the system resources as well as the human resources
the interactor requires, is expressed as the ‘x,y’ footprint of the interactor on a display
screen and its proactivity or reactivity (i.e. whether it avoids users making mistakes a
priori or a posteriori) [Calvary 1998].

3.5.2.5. The Concrete UI Model

The generation of the concrete UI uses the abstract user interface, the platform and the
interactor models, as well as heuristics. It consists of a set of mapping functions:

• between workspaces and display surfaces such as windows and canvases;
• between concepts and interactors;
• between the navigation scheme and navigation interactors.

The root workspace of the Abstract User Interface is mapped into a window. Any
other workspace is mapped either as a window or as a canvas depending on the navigation
interactor used for entering the workspace. Typically, a button navigation interactor opens
a new window whereas a thumbnail leads to a new canvas. Mapping concepts to interactors
is based on a constraint resolution system. For each of the concepts, ARTStudio matches
the type and the domain of values of the concepts with the interactors’ representational
capacity, their interactional capacity and their usage cost.

Figure 3.11 illustrates the concrete UIs that correspond to the final UIs shown in
Figure 3.5a for large screen targets (e.g., Mac and PC workstations) and in Figure 3.5b
for PDA targets.

Concrete UIs, like abstract UIs, are editable by the designer. The layout of the inter-
actors can be modified by direct manipulation. In addition, the designer can override the
default navigation scheme. Pre-computed UIs can now be linked to a run-time environment
that supports dynamic adaptation.

Palm UI editing

Workstation UI editing

Figure 3.11. The concrete UI editor in ARTStudio.
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3.6. CONCLUSION

This chapter covers the problem of multi-target and plastic user interfaces from the soft-
ware development perspective. A taxonomic space makes explicit the core issues that
need to be addressed in the development and run-time stages of multi-target and plas-
tic user interfaces. This taxonomy is complemented with a conceptual framework, the
Process Reference Framework, which helps in structuring the development process of
multi-target and plastic UIs as well as supporting run-time execution. The Process Refer-
ence Framework helps to clearly characterize the functional coverage of current tools and
identify requirements for future tools. Considerable research and development are needed
to address the run-time infrastructure.
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Temporal Aspects of
Multi-Platform Interaction
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4.1. INTRODUCTION

Throughout the history of Human-Computer Interaction research there have been many
attempts to develop common design methods and deployment technologies to cope with
the range of possible interaction platforms. The earliest of these attempts was [Hayes et al.
1985], which provided the first executable user interface description language. Their tool,
COUSIN, provided rules for controlling the automatic layout of interfaces from application
descriptions. COUSIN finds modern echoes in recent research based on XML and XSL
technology. In this research, interfaces are described in XML. Style-sheets, written in
XSL, are used to transform the generic XML description into a device-specific layout.
For example, the work of [Luyten and Coninx 2001] uses XML to create interfaces for
mobile platforms. The chief limitation of this approach is that it focuses on layout issues,
or more generally, visual presentation issues. That is, it uses rules, usually expressed
in XSL, to trade-off presentation issues between the possible display areas. The main
technique of presentation adaptation has been to degrade the presentation from designs
for the highest-level device to the lower-level platforms. For example, the lower-level
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platform may use reduced image sizes, or the breadth and depth of navigation structures
would be altered. In the latter case we would have traded-off display space for the time
it takes to access menu items lower down the menu structure. This kind of presentation
adaptation work has until recently ignored the issues of user task support. More recent
work by [Pribeanu et al. 2001] has attempted to model the task structures that users
employ and match these to appropriate user interface components. Again the main focus
has been on the presentation aspects of adapting the design to the display limitations of
the target platform. In theory, such work should allow the user’s full task structure to
be properly adapted to a range of platforms without too many compromises in end-user
performance. However, such work is in its early stages and currently the majority of
cross-platform adaptation has to be done manually, in the design and implementation
stages of interaction development.

In our own work we have focused on task modelling using the eXecutable User Action
Notation or XUAN [Gray et al. 1994]. XUAN is based on the User Action Notation
[Hartson and Gray 1992]. XUAN permits the modelling of temporal aspects of inter-
action such as the durations of user tasks and the relations between user tasks. Other
researchers have used Petri nets [Turnell et al. 2001], UML [Navarre et al. 2001] and
other systems-based, concurrency notations, such as CSP [Hoare 1984], to address tempo-
ral issues of interaction. However, such approaches move the focus of interaction design
too far towards the systems level, and away from pure user interaction concerns. The
advantage of XUAN, for user interface designers, is that it is based on Allen’s temporal
logic [Allen 1984]. Allen’s model is an artificial intelligence model of the human planning
of temporal intervals. As such it is a better level of abstraction for reasoning about user
tasks, than systems level models that deal with system-level or computational artefacts.
We have found XUAN to be a useful tool for reasoning about such issues as shared
interaction in virtual environments [England and Gray 1998] and multi-user interaction in
medical settings [England and Du 2002]. As an executable notation, XUAN also supports
the specification–prototype–evaluation loop which is an important part of the interactive
systems development cycle. More recently we have realised some of the limitations of
XUAN in terms of allowing the repeated description of common interaction scenarios.
We have adopted the concept of patterns [Gamma et al. 1995] to develop a Pattern-User
Action Notation [Du and England 2001], which allows us to specify re-usable, temporal
specifications of interaction. Common interaction scenarios are specified in PUAN and
then parameterised to adopt the scenario to a specific temporal context. The term ‘pat-
tern’ has been adopted in different ways by researchers in Human-Computer Interaction.
In our case, we follow the software engineering tradition of Gamma and our patterns
are formal, hierarchical descriptions of interaction scenarios which concentrate on the
temporal aspects of interaction. To be clear, our concept of ‘pattern’ is not that derived
from [Alexander et al. 1977] which are informal templates for designers and end-users to
use together.

It is this aspect of PUAN that we will concentrate on in the rest of this paper, namely,
the ability to parameterise scenarios across different platforms by making use of the
knowledge of the different temporal contexts of multiple platforms. In the next section
we shall informally introduce some of the temporal issues of cross-platform interaction.
We shall then go on to their more formal descriptions in PUAN. Finally, we will discuss
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the implications for our work for user interface designers, the designers of the platforms
and future HCI research.

4.2. TEMPORAL CONTEXTS OF MULTIPLE
PLATFORMS

Let us now, informally, look at the temporal characteristics of interactive platforms that
can affect their users’ performance. We have divided these into temporal characteristics of:

• Input/output devices;
• Computational power;
• Operating system capabilities and the associated user interface layer;
• Communications capabilities.

Initially we shall consider each of these factors separately but as the discussion pro-
gresses it will become obvious that there are overlap and interactions between these
factors. In addition, some of these factors are static to the platform while others can
change with platform usage.

4.2.1. FITTS’ LAW AND THE CONTROL:DISPLAY RATIO

If we firstly consider the characteristics of input and output devices, the most important
relationship is that between the chief visual output mode and the main input mode. In all
cases this relationship is governed by two main factors, Fitts’ Law [Fitts 1954] and the
control:display ratio of the input device. Fitts’ Law is a fundamental tenet of graphical
human-computer interaction and states that, the time to acquire a target is a function of
the distance to and size of the target. What this means for screen design, is that the less
movement a user has to make to acquire a user interface component and the larger the
component is, the more likely it is that the user will hit the component without error.
This also has implications for the way that menus and sub-menus are designed. Walker
and Smelcer [1990] show how attention to the design of menus and sub-menus can ease
menu item selection. However, for our current discussion the main point of interest is the
comparison of different sizes of components on different display devices.

A simplistic interpretation of Fitts’ Law would be to re-scale interface components
when we move applications between interaction platforms. For a smaller display we
would need less distance to move and could have smaller targets (down to some limiting
readable size) and still retain the same performance as the larger platform. However, this
would ignore the second important factor, the control:display ratio. A typical, desktop
graphical interface is driven by a mouse, which is an indirect, relative positioning device.
A typical control ratio between mouse movement and on-screen cursor movement is 1:3.
A typical PDA is driven by a touch pen, which is a direct, absolute positioning device.
Thus a user could move 10 cm with either input device, and move across the complete
screen. The PDA user would be faced with smaller user interface components and thus,
Fitts’ Law would predict that they would commit more interaction errors and take longer
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to carry out operations, than the desktop user. An additional factor that comes into play is
which muscle group the user is employing to control the device. Different muscle groups
have different levels of accuracy. For example, fingers, wrists and arm joints are each
increasingly less accurate and are used to control pens, mice and whiteboard pointers
respectively. So we would expect more errors and a slower task time depending on which
muscle group was used to control the input device. Thus we can see that when we are
designing an application for a number of platforms, there are a number of factors that
have to be borne in mind. If we were designing a development tool to take account of the
effects of these factors on the temporal aspects of interaction, it would need to be able to
express and control these factors during design and prototyping.

4.2.2. COMPUTATION SPEED OF THE PLATFORM

The computational power of platforms has an obvious effect on the functionality that can
be supported and the response time that users can expect from a platform. This is true
even when we are moving from platforms of the same kind (e.g. desktop PCs) of differing
CPU and/or GPU (Graphical Processor Unit) speeds. This fact is often overlooked by
designers who specify progress indicators and busy signals to run at a speed relative
to the machine’s speed rather than in the user’s real-time [Dix 1987]. Feedback on the
successful or unsuccessful completion of a task has also been recognised since [Norman
1988] as an important aspect of interaction. One example is the email delivery indicator on
Microsoft Outlook 98. The pop-up signal for successful connection to a mail server, which
was visible to the user on a 200 MHz machine, flashed by unseen on an 800 Mhz machine.
Thus the user would be unsure whether the task had completed successfully unless there
were some other indicators. When we are designing any form of user interface feedback
we have to take into account the speed at which the underlying platform can deliver
the feedback and that information about task progress and completion is delivered in the
user’s time frame. We can model the interaction effects of Fitts’ Law and computation
power in our notation, XUAN, and we will show examples of this below.

4.2.3. SUPPORT FOR TASK SWITCHING ON PLATFORMS

Whereas response time and feedback can be modelled by temporal durations in XUAN,
the scheduling capabilities of operating systems and their effects on user tasks can be
modelled by temporal relations. At the highest end of capability we have operating systems
that support true concurrency and multi-user interaction, e.g. UNIX and its descendants.
Next, we have operating systems which support single-user task switching but not true
concurrency, e.g. Pocket PC 2002, and lastly, single task operating systems, such as those
in the most basic mobile phones.

If we have a complex task model for an application (or set of applications) we can see
that users would have to employ different strategies to complete their application depend-
ing on the support for task interleaving on their platform’s operating system. Imagine a
user who is creating a document with downloaded images which is then emailed to a col-
league. In the more advanced operating system the user can begin all tasks simultaneously
and continue with the document while the images are downloading. Once the images are
downloaded and the document complete, they can send their message. Under an operating
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system such as Pocket PC, however, the user must adopt a different strategy; they can
switch between (interleave) the three different tasks but background tasks are suspended
while the user interacts with the main task. On the simplest platform the user must adopt
the strategy of planning what sequence to attempt and complete the tasks, as only one
task can be in operation at any one time. Each task must be completed in its entirety
before the next is begun. Thus the scheduling capabilities of the operating system force
modifications in the task structure [O’Donnell and Draper 1996], and we need to be able
to model these modifications in our designs for multi-platform interaction. Java, with its
multiple thread support is becoming increasingly available on a range of lower powered
platforms and can offer task switching where it is not supported by the native operating
system. In our own work we have built a Java engine to execute PUAN descriptions and
we will show later how this can be used to support a greater range of temporal relations
between tasks across platforms.

Our fourth and final platform capability is the communications layer of the platform.
Again there is a vast range of communication speeds ranging from high speed, gigabyte
research and corporate networks to slower, kilobit speed mobile phone connections. We
need to take account of the communications rate and its effect on the user’s interaction
with and through the platform to other users and remote applications. The communications
rate affects not only interaction but also the communications protocol. For example, most
Internet connections work on a best-effort connection trying to make the best use of the
available bandwidth. This may not be suitable for all applications, e.g. video serving where
a resource reservation protocol may be more appropriate. In addition, available bandwidth
may vary with usage and over time, and again we need to model this possibility in our
interaction scenarios.

Of course, each of these factors interacts. The platform response time for client-server
applications is a combination of the local platform power and its communications rate.
The predictability of response time is a combination of the state of the local platform and
the state of its network connection. Whether a user can adapt their strategy, and switch
tasks while waiting for a delayed task or communication, depends on the operating system.
The time it takes for a user to complete any given task is a combination of the time taken
to operate the input device, the time it takes to get a response from the platform and/or
network and the task management overhead of the user scheduling and planning their tasks
on the platform. In the next section we will show how we can model interaction scenarios
taking these factors into account. We will show how we can parameterise platforms so
that we can adopt user task models to different platforms.

4.3. MODELLING TEMPORAL CONTEXTS

In the previous section we gave a partial, informal picture of the temporal aspects of
multiple platform interaction. This is similar to the majority of the guideline-driven advice
that many HCI practitioners seek out and which some HCI researchers provide. However,
if we wish to move HCI forward as an engineering discipline we need to continue to
codify and validate good designs. Adopting PUAN, and similar notations, is one way of
codifying designs. In this section we show how we can represent some of the previous
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informal descriptions in PUAN. PUAN borrows the table format of UAN for part of its
representation. The tables have three columns for user actions, system feedback and system
(or agent) state. PUAN, like UAN, tries to be neutral about the cognitive state of the user(s)
and the application logic of the system. These separate concerns are dealt with in the task
(or user object) modelling phase and the systems development phases, respectively. This
separation of concerns allows the designer to concentrate on human-computer interaction
issues. In the tables there is a partial ordering of events from left-to-right, and top-to-
bottom. Additionally, with PUAN, we can add temporal constraints to further specify the
temporal behaviour of the interface.

In the following descriptions we can parameterise the device-independent patterns in
order to adapt them to the temporal context of use of a specific platform. Thus, we can
re-use platform-independent interaction patterns across a range of platforms. However,
we still need to assess the validity of the derived pattern. We can do this by inspect-
ing the parameterised pattern and by executing the pattern and evaluating the resulting
user interface.

4.3.1. ACTION SELECTION PATTERN

We first describe our platform-independent patterns. These are rather simple but will prove
useful when we come to our high-level patterns. Firstly, we have our display driver pattern
that models the interaction between the display device and the input device. This is the
base pattern that supports all user input face component selection operations (e.g. buttons,
menu items, or text insertion points). Here we are modelling the low level Fitts’ Law and
the control:display ratio for inclusion in higher-level patterns. Our Action Selection Pattern
(Table 4.1) describes the simple steps of moving an input device, getting feedback from
the display and acquiring a displayed object:

Here x and y are input control coordinates and sx and sy are the initial screen coor-
dinates, and x’, y’, sx’ and sy’ the final coordinates on hitting the object. Adding
additional temporal constraints we can say, firstly that we have a sequence of steps (sep-
arated by’,’) where the move input 1 and move cursor steps are repeated until an
activation event (e.g. pressing a mouse button, tapping a pen) is received:

(Move input 1(x,y), Move Cursor(sx,sy))*, Activate Input 1(x’,y’),
System action(sx’,sy’), Feedback action(sx’,sy’)

Table 4.1. Action selection pattern.

User System Feedback System State

Move input−1(x,y)
Move−Cursor(sx,sy)

Activate input−1(x’,y’) If (sx,sy) intersects
UI−object {

System−action(sx’,sy’)
Feedback−action(sx’,sy’) }
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Secondly we can have an indication of the control:display ratio from

Control movement = sqrt((x’-x)^2 + (y’-y)^2)
Screen movement = sqrt((sx’-sx)^2 + (sy’-sy)^2)
C:D = Control movement/Screen movement

We can now compare device interactions according to Fitts’ Law by stating that the
time to select an object is proportional to the control distance moved and the size of the
UI Object, i.e.

End(Activate Input 1) - Start(move input 1) ∝ Control Movement &
UI Object.size()

So when we are designing displays for different platforms we can look at the Control
movement distances and the size of the target objects, and by making estimates for the
end and start times, we can derive estimates for the possible degrees of error between
usages of different platforms. Or more properly, we can make hypotheses about possible
differing error rates between platforms and test these empirically during the evaluation
phase. For a given platform, inspection of the above formula and empirical testing will
give us a set of values for Control Movement and UI Object.size() which will
minimise object selection times.

Now this pattern is not entirely device-independent as it expects a pointing device
(mouse, pen, foot pedal) and corresponding display. We could quite easily replace these
steps with, say, voice-activated control of the platform, as in the ‘Speech Action Selection’
(Table 4.2) pattern. The temporal issues then would be the time to speak the command,
the time for the platform to recognise the command and the time taken to execute the
recognised command. We can go further and specify concurrent control of operations by
pointing device and voice-activation.

4.3.2. PROGRESS MONITORING PATTERN

As Dix [1987] pointed out, there are no infinitely fast machines, even though some user
interface designers have built interfaces on that assumption. Instead we need to assume
the worst-case scenario that any interaction step can be subjected to delay. We need
to inform the user about the delay status of the system. For designs across interaction
platforms, we also need a base description of delayed response that can be adapted to

Table 4.2. Speech action selection pattern.

User System Feedback System State

(Issue−Command(text) If Recognise (text)
Then {Affirm−recognition System−action (text)}
Else Issue(repeat prompt)
Feedback−action(text))*
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differing delay contexts. The Progress Monitoring Pattern (Table 4.3) deals with three
states of possible delay;

1. The task succeeds almost immediately;
2. The task is delayed and then succeeds;
3. The task is subjected to an abnormal delay.

We can represent this in PUAN as follows:

Table 4.3. Progress monitoring pattern.

User System Feedback System State

Action Selection Begin = end(Action
Selection.Activate
input−1)

End = start(Action
Selection.Feedback−Action)

If (End-Begin) < S
Show Success

If (End-Begin) > S &&
(End-Begin) < M
Show Progress Indicator

Else Show Progress Unknown
Cancel Action System Action.End()

Show Cancellation

Here we begin with the complete pattern for Action Selection. Part of the system state
is to record the end of the user’s activation of the task and the start of the display of
feedback. We react to our three possible states as follows:

1. The task succeeds almost immediately:
If the beginning of feedback occurs within some time, S, from the end of task activation,
show success.

2. The task is delayed and then succeeds:
If the beginning of feedback does not occur within the time interval, S to M, from the
end of task activation, show a progress indicator.

3. The task is subjected to an abnormal delay:
If the beginning of feedback does not occur within the time, M, from the end of task
activation, show a busy indicator.

There are some further temporal constraints we wish to specify. Firstly, that the cal-
culation of End is concurrent with Show Progress Indicator and Progress Unknown, i.e.

(Show Progress Indicator, Progress Unknown) || End = start(Action
Selection.Feedback Action)
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Secondly, that Show Progress Indicator and Progress Unknown can be interrupted by
Cancel Action:

(Show Progress Indicator, Progress Unknown) <= Cancel Action.

The latter step is often missed out in interaction design and users lose control of the
interaction due to blocking delays, even when there are no issues for data integrity by
cancelling an action.

The choice of values for S and M is where we parameterise the pattern for different
platforms and contexts. However, S and M are not simple, static values. They are a
combination of sub-values which may themselves vary over time. Each of S and M is
composed of the sub-values:

Sdisplay, Mdisplay the time to display the resulting information

Scompute, Mcompute the time to perform the computation for the selected action

Stransfer, Mtransfer the time to get a result from a remote host

S = Sdisplay+Scompute+Stransfer

M = Mdisplay+Mcompute+Mtransfer

Just as there are no infinitely fast machines, so there are no networks of infinite speed
or infinite bandwidth so Stransfer and Mtransfer become important for networked applications.
And, the choice of values for Stransfer and Mtransfer also depend on the size and nature of
the information (static images, streamed media) that is being transferred.

4.3.3. TASK MANAGEMENT PATTERN

Our final pattern example considers the different strategies that need to be supported for
the management of task ordering and switching on different platforms. In our foregoing
discussion we presented three different platforms offering full- to no task switching. In
the general case a user may be performing, or attempting to complete, N tasks at any one
time. The most fully supported case, ignoring data dependencies between tasks, is that all
tasks can be performed in parallel.

A1||A2 . . . .||AN

The next level of support is for task interleaving without true concurrency, i.e.

A1 ⇔ A2 . . . ⇔ AN

Finally the lowest level of support is for strict sequence-only

A1, A2 . . . , AN
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These temporal relational constraints represent the base level of task management on
particular platforms. If we begin to look at particular sets of tasks, we can see how
the temporal model of the tasks can be mapped onto the temporal constraints of the
platform. For example, consider our earlier discussion of writing a document that includes
downloaded images which we are then going to send by email. The task sequence for the
fully supported case is

(write document || download images), send email

With the next level of support the user loses the ability to operate concurrently on down-
loading and document writing, i.e.

(write document ⇔ download images), send email

In the least supported case, it is up to the user to identify the task data dependencies (e.g.
the images required for the document) in order to complete the sequential tasks in the
correct order of

download images, write document, send email

For the designer we have a parallel here to the problems of degrading image size and
quality when moving to platforms of lower display presentation capabilities. In the case
of task management we have a situation of degrading flexibility, as task-switching support
is reduced. How can we help users in the more degraded context? One solution would be
for the applications on the platform and the platform operating system to support common
data dependencies, i.e. as we move from one application to another, the common data
from one application is carried over to the next.

We represent the degradation of temporal relations in the three different contexts in
Table 4.4. For some relations the degradation to a relation of flexibility is straightforward.
For others it involves knowledge of the data dependencies between the tasks.

Thus, when we are designing applications we can use the above table to transform task
management into the appropriate context.

4.3.4. PLATFORM INTERACTION PATTERN
Finally we can represent the overlapping of the issues of the different factors affecting
temporal interaction with an overall pattern, Platform Interaction.

Task Management ⇔mapping (Action Selection ||mapping Progress Monitoring)*

Table 4.4. Mapping temporal relations to different task switching contexts.

Temporal relation Full concurrency Task switching Sequential only

Concurrent || || ⇔ , data dependent
Interleavable ⇔ ⇔ ⇔ , data dependent
Order independent & & & ,
Interruptible -> -> -> ,
Strict Sequence , , , ,
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Where ⇔mapping and ||mapping are the mappings of the temporal relations into the platform
task switching context. That is, we have a repeated loop of action selection and monitor-
ing of the progress of the actions under the control of the task management context of
the platform.

4.4. THE TEMPORAL CONSTRAINT ENGINE

Notations for user interface design, as with PUAN presented above, are useful in them-
selves as tools for thinking about interaction design issues. However, in our current state
of knowledge about user interface design, much of what is known and represented is still
either informal or too generic in nature to give formal guidance to the designer. Thus, we
still need to perform empirical evaluations of interfaces with users, and this process is
shown in Figure 4.1. Using notational representations with evaluation help us to focus the
issues for the evaluation phase. In addition, we can use notations as a means of capturing
knowledge from evaluation to reuse designs and avoid mistakes in future projects. In our
work we use a prototype, Java-based temporal constraint engine to validate our PUAN
descriptions and to support the evaluation of interface prototypes with users. The Java.
PUAN engine is compiled with the candidate application and parses and exercises the
PUAN temporal constraint descriptions at run-time.

So for our examples above, e.g. Progress Monitoring, the values of S and M would
be set in the PUAN text which is interpreted by the Java.PUAN engine. The values
of S and M are then evaluated at run-time and are used to control the threads which
support the tasks of the Java application. The constraint engine checks the start and end
times of the relevant tasks to see if they are within the intervals specified by S and
M, and executes the corresponding conditional arm of the constraint accordingly. We can
evaluate an application with different temporal conditions by changing the PUAN text and
re-interpreting it. The Java application itself does not need to be changed. In addition to
changing simple values we can also change temporal constraints and relations. We could
in fact simulate the temporal characteristics of multiple platforms simply by changing the
PUAN description of an application, i.e. by supplying the appropriate temporal relation
mapping to the overall platform interaction pattern.

In our work so far [Du and England 2001] we have used the Java.PUAN engine to
instantiate an example of a user employing a word processor, file transfer program and
email program with different cases of temporal constraints on task switching between the

PUAN
description

Java.PUAN
(parser, controllers)

Java.PUAN
(control &  display )

Refine and modify

Figure 4.1. Process of PUAN evaluation and refinement.
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tasks. We are currently working on a more substantial example which models multiple
tasks amongst multiple users in an A&E (Accident and Emergency or Emergency Room)
setting. Here we have modelled the different tasks and their interactions between different
users. The next stage is to support this model on multiple platforms, namely, desktops
for reception staff, PDAs for doctors and a whiteboard for patient information [England
and Du 2002].

We make use of lightweight, Java threads to express concurrency in the candidate
application. The use of the Java virtual machine, JVM, means we avoid some of the
problems of task switching context between platforms, as most JVMs fully support Java
threads. Even the CLDC (connection limited device configuration) [Sun 2002] supports
threads, all be it with some restrictions on their use. However, the majority of today’s
applications are not built using Java so we still need the ability to map task-switching
contexts when we are modelling the majority of applications. Our research looks forward
to the time when most operating systems support lightweight threads or processes. Our
constraint engine has some limitations on what it can capture. It cannot capture events that
are not reported by the underlying system. For example, Java threads may have different
priorities on different virtual machines and some events may go unreported if they occur
between machine cycles. Our constraint engine works in ‘soft’ real-time, that is, it can
only report the expiration of time intervals expressed in PUAN; it cannot enforce them.
It is left to the designer to have a method for coping with broken constraints. Finally,
our constraint engine does not offer any magical solution to the standard problems of
concurrent processes, such as deadlock and mutual exclusion. Again, it is currently left
to the designer to analyse such situations and avoid them.

In our future work with the Java.PUAN engine we are looking at supporting interaction
with networked appliances, which means focusing more on CLDC-style platforms. More
particularly we are looking at mobile control platforms for networked appliances. As part
of this we are considering the user interface ‘handshaking’ between the control platforms
and the appliance so that the appliance can parameterise the temporal parameters of the
control platform, as they meet on an ad hoc basis.

4.5. DISCUSSION

We have presented some representational solutions to dealing with the temporal issues of
interaction across different interaction platforms. We have presented some basic interaction
patterns written in PUAN, which can be parameterised to set the platform interaction
context for an application which migrates across different platforms. These parameters can
be static for a platform for all applications or they can be dynamic and adjusted according
to the platform and application contexts. We have used the word ‘task’ throughout our
discussion without much definition. This has been deliberate as, from our engine’s point
of view, a user task can be mapped on to any computational task that can be represented
in a Java thread. Thus, the actions set off by a button, menu item or other user interface
component could run concurrently in the appropriate task-switching context. However, for
most designers, their control over user tasks is limited to the process level of the particular
operating system, and by the permitted level of application interrupts. For most designers,
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this means they cannot fully exploit the potential of concurrency in allowing users to
choose their own strategies in task switching. However, as machines become increasingly
concurrent and multi-modal at the user interface level, user interface designers will face
greater challenges to approaching and dealing with concurrency-enabled interfaces in a
disciplined way. We believe that PUAN, and similar future notations, offer designers a
disciplined framework with which to approach user interface concurrency and temporal
interface design.

A common question about our work is why we did not start with notation ‘X’ instead of
XUAN? We hope we have justified our use of XUAN and its foundation in temporal logic,
as presenting the most appropriate level of abstraction for dealing with the issues discussed
here. We would like to dismiss discussions of using XML and XSL combinations, as,
from a research point of view, these languages are just a manifestation of decades-old
parsing and compilation techniques that go back to Lex and YACC. In other words, they
may make our work slightly more accessible but they do not address any of the conceptual
issues we are trying to investigate.

4.6. CONCLUSIONS

Temporal issues of interaction are an important, but sadly neglected, aspect of user inter-
face design. Presentation and input/output issues have dominated user interface research
and practice for many years. However, with the growth of concurrent user interfaces,
multi-user interaction and multi-model I/O, designers will be faced with many challenges
in the coming decade. We believe it is necessary to develop executable notations and
associated tools, like PUAN and the Java.PUAN engine, both to help current designers
of complex, multiple platform interfaces and to set the research agenda for the future
exploitation of multiple platform interaction.
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A. THE PUAN NOTATION

PUAN (Pattern User Action Notation) is a variant of the User Action Notation (UAN)
[Hartson et al. 1990] developed as part of the Temporal Aspects of Usability (TAU)
project [Gray et al. 1994] to support investigation of temporal issues in interaction.

In the Notation, tasks consist of a set of temporally-related user actions. The temporal
ordering among elements in the action set is specified in the PUAN action language
(Table A1). For example, if task T contains the action set {A1, A2}, the relationship of
strict sequence would be expressed by:

A1 , A2(usually shown on separate lines)

Order independent execution of the set (i.e., all must be executed, but in any order) is
shown with the operator ‘&’:

A1 & A2
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The full set of relations is shown below:

Table A1. PUAN action language.

XUAN note

Sequence A1 , A2
Order independence A1 & A2
Optionality A1 | A2
Interruptibility A1 -> A2 also: A2 <- A1
Concurrent A1 || A2
Interleavability A1 <|> A2
Iteration A* or A+ also: while (condition) A
Conditionality if condition then A
Waiting various alternatives

User actions are either primitive actions, typically manipulations of physical input
devices (pressing a key, moving a mouse) or tasks:

<user action> ::= <primitive user action> | <task>

Additionally, an action specification may be annotated with information about system
feedback (perceivable changes in system state), non-perceivable changes to user interface
state and application-significant operations. Syntactically, a UAN specification places its
user actions in a vertically organised list, with annotations in columns to the right. Thus,
consider a specification of clicking a typical screen button widget (Table A2).

PUAN is primarily concerned with expressing temporal relationships of sequence
among the actions forming a task. The tabular display is a syntactic device for show-
ing strict sequence simply and effectively. Actions and their annotations are read from
left to right and from top to bottom. However, certain interactive sequences demand that
the ordering imposed by the tabular format be relaxed.

In dealing with time-critical tasks, it is often necessary to express temporal constraints
based on the actual duration of actions. PUAN includes several functions for this purpose,
including the following time functions:

start(a:ACTION), stop(a:ACTION)

Table A2. UAN task description for click button.

User Actions Feedback User Interface State/
Application Operations

move to screen button cursor tracks
mouse button down screen button highlighted
mouse button up button unhighlighted execute button action
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These primitive time functions return a value indicating the start and stop times of a
particular action. These two primitives can be built upon to derive more specific temporal
relationships (see below).

duration(a:ACTION)

This function returns a value which is the length of a in seconds. duration() is defined
in terms of start() and stop() as:

duration(a) = stop(a) - start(a)
<, < =, =, > =, >

In time-comparison relations, comparison operators evaluate temporal relationships.
For example, start(a1) < start(a2) assesses whether the absolute start time of
action a1 was less than (earlier than) the absolute start time of action a2.

PUAN has a special operator for conditionality. In order to improve the readabil-
ity of temporal constraints, we have found it helpful to introduce a more conventional
conditional structure.

if (condition) then a : ACTION
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5.1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the concept of adaptation has been investigated with the perspective of
providing built-in accessibility and high interaction quality in applications and services
in the emerging information society [Stephanidis 2001a; Stephanidis 2001b]. Adaptation
characterizes software products that automatically configure their parameters according
to the given attributes of individual users (e.g., mental, motor and sensory characteristics,
requirements and preferences) and to the particular context of use (e.g., hardware and
software platform, environment of use).

In the context of this chapter, adaptation concerns the interactive behaviour of the User
Interface (UI), as well as the content of applications and services. Adaptation implies the
capability, on the part of the system, of capturing and representing knowledge concerning
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alternative instantiations suitable for different users, contexts, purposes, etc., as well as for
reasoning about those alternatives to arrive at adaptation decisions. Furthermore, adapta-
tion implies the capability of assembling, coherently presenting, and managing at run-time,
the appropriate alternatives for the current user, purpose and context of use [Savidis and
Stephanidis 2001].

The PALIO project1 addresses the issue of universal access to community-wide ser-
vices, based on content and UI adaptation beyond desktop access. The main challenge
of the PALIO project is the creation of an open system for the unconstrained access and
retrieval of information (i.e., not limited by space, time, access technology, etc.). Under
this scenario, mobile communication systems play an essential role, because they enable
access to services from anywhere and at anytime. One important aspect of the PALIO
system is the support for a wide range of communication technologies (mobile or wired)
to facilitate access to services.

The PALIO project is mainly based on the results of three research projects that have
preceded it: TIDE-ACCESS, ACTS-AVANTI, and ESPRIT-HIPS. In all of these projects,
a primary research target has been the support for alternative incarnations of the interactive
part of applications and services, according to user and usage context characteristics.
As such, these projects are directly related to the concept of Multiple User Interfaces
(MUIs), and have addressed several related aspects from both a methodological and an
implementation point of view.

The ACCESS project2 developed new technological solutions for supporting the con-
cept of User Interfaces for all (i.e., universal accessibility of computer-based applications),
by facilitating the development of UIs adaptable to individual user abilities, skills, require-
ments, and preferences. The project addressed the need for innovation in this field and
proposed a new development methodology called Unified User Interface development. The
project also developed a set of tools enabling designers to deal with problems encoun-
tered in the provision of access to technology in a consistent, systematic and unified
manner [Stephanidis 2001c; Savidis and Stephanidis 2001].

The AVANTI project3 addressed the interaction requirements of disabled individuals
who were using Web-based multimedia applications and services. One of the main objec-
tives of the work undertaken was the design and development of a UI that would provide
equitable access and quality in use to all potential end users, including disabled and
elderly people. This was achieved by employing adaptability and adaptivity techniques at
both the content and the UI levels. A unique characteristic of the AVANTI project was
that it addressed adaptation both at the client-side UI, through a dedicated, adaptive Web
browser, and at the server-side, through presentation and content adaptation [Stephanidis
et al. 2001; Fink et al. 1998].

The HIPS project4 was aimed at developing new interaction paradigms for navigating
physical spaces. The objective of the project was to enrich a user’s experience of a city by
overlapping the physical space with contextual and personalized information on the human
environment. HIPS developed ALIAS (Adaptive Location aware Information Assistance
for nomadic activitieS), a new interaction paradigm for navigation. ALIAS allowed people
to simultaneously navigate both the physical space and the related information space.
The gap between the two was minimized by delivering contextualized and personalized
information on the human environment through a multimodal presentation, according to
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the user’s movements. ALIAS was implemented as a telecommunication system taking
advantage of an extensive electronic database containing information about the particular
place. Users interacted with the system using mobile palmtops with wireless connections
or computers with wired connections [Oppermann and Specht 1998].

PALIO, building on the results of these projects, proposes a new software framework
that supports the provision of tourist services in an integrated, open structure. It is capa-
ble of providing information from local databases in a personalized way. This framework
is based on the concurrent adoption of the following concepts: (a) integration of differ-
ent wireless and wired telecommunication technologies to offer services through fixed
terminals in public places and mobile personal terminals (e.g., mobile phones, PDAs, lap-
tops); (b) location awareness to allow the dynamic modification of information presented
(according to user position); (c) adaptation of the contents to automatically provide differ-
ent presentations depending on user requirements, needs and preferences; (d) scalability
of the information to different communication technologies and terminals; (e) interoper-
ability between different service providers in both the envisaged wireless network and the
World Wide Web.

The framework presented above exhibits several features that bear direct relevance to
the concept of MUIs. Specifically, the framework supports adaptation not only on the
basis of user characteristics and interests, but also on the basis of the interaction context.
The latter includes (amongst other things) the capabilities and features of the access
terminals, and the user’s current location. On this basis, the PALIO framework is capable
of adapting the content and presentation of services for use on a wide range of devices,
with particular emphasis on nomadic interaction from wireless network devices.

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows: Section 5.2 provides an overview of
the PALIO system architecture and its adaptation infrastructure. Section 5.3 discusses the
PALIO system under the Adaptive Hypermedia Systems perspective. Section 5.4 goes
into more depth on those characteristics of the framework that are of particular interest
regarding MUIs and presents a brief example of the framework in operation. The chapter
concludes with a summary and a brief overview of ongoing work.

5.2. THE PALIO SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
5.2.1. OVERVIEW
The Augmented Virtual City Centre (AVC) constitutes the core of the PALIO system. Users
perceive the AVC as a system that groups together all information and services available
in the city. It serves as an augmented, virtual facilitation point from which different types
of information and services can be accessed. Context- and location- awareness, as well as
the adaptation capabilities of the AVC, enable users to experience their interaction with
services as contextually grounded dialogue. For example, the system always knows the
user’s location and can correctly infer what is near the user, without the user having to
explicitly provide related information.

The main building blocks of the AVC are depicted in Figure 5.1, and can be broadly
categorized as follows:

The Service Control Centre (SCC) is the central component of the PALIO system. It
serves as the access point and the run-time platform for the system’s information services.
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Figure 5.1. Overall architecture of the PALIO system.

The SCC is the framework upon which other services are built. It provides the generic
building blocks required to compose services. Examples include the maintenance of the
service state control, the creation of basic information retrieval mechanisms (through
which service-specific modules can communicate with, and retrieve information from,
various distributed information sources/servers in PALIO), etc. Seen from a different
perspective, the SCC acts as a central server that supports multi-user access to integrated,
primary information and services, appropriately adapted to the user, the context of use,
the access terminal and the telecommunications infrastructure.

The Communication Layer (CL)5 encapsulates the individual communication servers
(Web gateway, WAP gateway, SMS gateway, etc.) and provides transparent communi-
cation independent of the server characteristics. This component unifies and abstracts
the different communication protocols (e.g., WAP, http) and terminal platforms (e.g.,
mobile phone, PC, Internet kiosk). Specifically, the CL transforms incoming commu-
nication from the user into a common format, so that the rest of the system does not
need to handle the peculiarities of the underlying communication networks and protocols.
Symmetrically, the CL transforms information expressed in the aforementioned com-
mon format into a format appropriate for transmission and presentation on the user’s
terminal. In addition to the above, information regarding the capabilities and character-
istics of the access terminal propagates across the PALIO system. This information is
used to adapt the content and presentation of data transmitted to the user, so that it is
appropriate for the user’s terminal (e.g., in terms of media, modalities and bandwidth
consumption).
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The Generic Information Server (IS) integrates and manages existing information
and services (which are distributed over the network). In this respect, the IS acts as
a two-way facilitator. Firstly, it combines appropriate content and data models (in the
form of an information ontology and its associated metadata), upon which it acts as a
mediator for the retrieval of information and the utilization of existing services by the
Service Control Centre. Secondly, it communicates directly with the distributed servers
that contain the respective data or realize the services. The existing information and
services that are being used in PALIO are termed primary, in the sense that they already
exist and constitute the building blocks for the PALIO services. The PALIO (virtual city)
services, on the other hand, are synthesized on top of the primary ones and reside within
the SCC.

The Adaptation Infrastructure is responsible for content- and interface- adapta-
tion in the PALIO System. Its major building blocks are the Adapter, the User Model
Server and the Context Model Server. These are described in more detail in the next
section.

From the user’s point of view, a PALIO service is an application that can get infor-
mation on an area of interest. From the developer’s point of view, a PALIO service is a
collection of dynamically generated and static template files, expressed in an XML-based,
device-independent language, which are used to generate information pages.

A PALIO service is implemented using eXtensible Server Pages (XSPs). XSPs are
template files written using an XML-based language and processed by the Cocoon6 pub-
lishing framework (used as the ground platform in the implementation of the SCC) to
generate information pages that are delivered to the users in a format supported by their
terminal devices. If, for example, a user is using an HTML browser, then the information
pages are delivered to that user as HTML pages, while if the user is using WAP, then the
same information is delivered as WML stacks.

A PALIO XSP page may consist of (a) static content expressed in XHTML, an XML-
compatible version of HTML 4.01; (b) custom XML used to generate dynamic content,
including data retrieval queries needed to generate dynamic IS content; (c) custom XML
tags used to specify which parts of the generated information page should be adapted for
a particular user.

In brief, services in PALIO are collections of:

• Pages containing static content expressed in XHTML, dynamic content expressed in the
PALIO content language, information retrieval queries expressed in the PALIO query
and ontology languages, and embedded adaptation rules.

• External files containing adaptation logic and actions (including files that express arbi-
trary document transformations in XSLT format).

• Configuration files specifying the mappings between adaptation logic and service pages.
• Other service configuration files, including the site map (a term used by Cocoon to

refer to mappings between request patterns and actual service pages).

An alternative view of the PALIO architecture is presented in Figure 5.2. Therein, one
can better observe the interconnections of the various components of the framework, as
well as their communication protocols. Furthermore, the figure shows the relation between
the Cocoon and PALIO frameworks.
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5.2.2. THE PALIO ADAPTATION INFRASTRUCTURE
In the PALIO system, the Adaptation Infrastructure is responsible for content and presen-
tation adaptation. As already mentioned, its major components include the User Model
Server, the Context Model Server, and the Adapter.

In PALIO, user modelling is carried out by humanIt’s7 Dynamic Personalization
Server (DPS). The DPS maintains four models: a user model, a usage model, a system
model, and a service model. In general, user models consist of a part dedicated to users’
interests and preferences, as well as a demographic part. In PALIO’s current version of
the DPS, the principal part of a user model is devoted to representing users’ interests and
preferences. This part’s structure is compliant with the information ontology, providing
PALIO with a domain taxonomy. This domain taxonomy is mirrored in the DPS-hosted
system model (see below).

User models also incorporate information derived from group modelling, by providing
the following distinct probability estimates: individual probability, an assumption about a
user’s interests, derived solely from the user’s interaction history (including information
explicitly provided by the user); predicted probability, a prediction about a user’s interests
based on a set of similar users, which is dynamically computed according to known and
inferred user characteristics, preferences, etc.; and normalized probability, which compares
an individual’s interests with those of the whole user population.

The DPS usage model is a persistent storage space for all of the DPS’s usage-related
data. It is comprised of interaction data communicated by the PALIO SCC (which monitors
user activity within individual services) and information related to processing these data
in user modelling components. These data are subsequently used to infer users’ interests
in specific items in PALIO’s information ontology and/or domain taxonomy.

The system model encompasses information about the domain that is relevant for all
user modelling components of the DPS. The most important example of system model
contents is the domain taxonomy.

In contrast, the service model contains information that is relevant for single com-
ponents only. Specifically, the service model contains information that is required for
establishing communication between the DPS core and its user modelling components.

The Context Model Server (CMS), as its name suggests, maintains information about
the usage context. A usage context is defined, in PALIO, to include all information relating
to an interactive episode that is not directly related to an individual user. PALIO follows
the definition of context given in [Dey and Abowd 2000], but diverges in that users
engaged in direct interaction with a system are considered (and modelled) separately from
other dimensions of context. Along these lines, a context model may contain information
such as: characteristics of the access terminal (including capabilities, supported mark-up
language, etc.), characteristics of the network connection, current date and time, etc.

In addition, the CMS also maintains information about (a) the user’s current location
(which is communicated to the CMS by the Location Server, in the case of GSM-based
localization, or the access device itself, in the case of GPS) and (b) information related
to push services to which users are subscribed. It should be noted that in order to collect
information about the current context of use, the CMS communicates, directly or indi-
rectly, with several other components of the PALIO system. These other components are
the primary carriers of the information. These first-level data collected by the CMS then
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undergo further analysis, with the intention of identifying and characterizing the current
context of use. Like the DPS, the CMS responds to queries made by the Adapter regarding
the context and relays notifications to the Adapter about important modifications (which
may trigger specific adaptations) to the current context of use.

One of the innovative characteristics of the PALIO CMS is its ability to make context
information available at different levels of abstraction. For example, the current time is
available in a fully qualified form, but also as a day period constant (e.g., morning); the
target device can be described in general terms (e.g., for a simple WAP terminal: tiny
screen device, graphics not supported, links supported), etc. These abstraction capabilities
also characterize aspects of the usage context that relate to the user’s location. For instance,
it is possible to identify the user’s current location by geographical longitude and latitude,
but also by the type of building the user may be in (e.g., a museum), the characteristics
of the environment (e.g., noisy), and so on. The adaptation logic (that is based on these
usage context abstractions) has the advantage that it is general enough to be applied in
several related contexts. This makes it possible to define adaptation logic that addresses
specific, semantically unambiguous characteristics of the usage context, in addition to
addressing the context as a whole. Section 5.4.1 below discusses this issue in more detail.

The third major component of the adaptation infrastructure is the Adapter, which is
the basic adaptation component of the system. It integrates information concerning the
user, the context of use, the access environment and the interaction history, and adapts the
information content and presentation accordingly. Adaptations are performed on the basis
of the following parameters: user interests (when available in the DPS or established from
the ongoing interaction), user characteristics (when available in the DPS), user behavior
during interaction (provided by the DPS, or derived from ongoing interaction), type of
telecommunication technology and terminal (provided by the CMS), location of the user
in the city (provided by the CMS), etc.

The Adapter is comprised of two main modules, the Decision Making Engine (DME)
and the Adaptation Engine (AE). The DME is responsible for deciding upon the need
for adaptations, based on (a) the information available about the user, the context of
use, the access terminal, etc. and (b) a knowledge base that interrelates this information
with adaptations (i.e., the adaptation logic). Combining the two, the DME makes deci-
sions about the most appropriate adaptation for any particular setting and user/technology
combination addressed by the project.

The AE instantiates the decisions communicated to it by the DME. The DME and AE
are kept as two distinct functional entities in order to decouple the adaptation decision
logic from the adaptation implementation. In our view, this approach allows for a high
level of flexibility. New types of adaptations can be introduced into the system very easily.
At the same time, the rationale for arriving at an adaptation decision and the functional
steps required to carry it out can be expressed and modified separately.

5.3. PALIO AS AN ADAPTIVE HYPERMEDIA SYSTEM

Adaptive Hypermedia Systems (AH systems) are a relatively new area of research in
adaptive systems. They have drawn considerable attention since the advent of the World
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Wide Web. Today, there exist numerous AH systems in a variety of application domains,
with a great variety of capabilities [Ardissono and Goy 1999; Balabanovic and Shoham
1997; Brusilovsky et al. 1998; Henze 2001; Schwab et al. 2000; Kobsa 2001]. While a
full review of all AH systems related to PALIO is beyond the scope of this chapter, this
section will discuss the most important characteristics of PALIO and attempt to position
it within the general space of AH systems.

Major categories of AH systems include educational hypermedia, on-line information
systems, on-line help systems, information retrieval systems, and institutional hypermedia.
A closer inspection of the main categories8 gives rise to further classification, based on
the goal or scope of the system’s adaptation, the methods used to achieve that goal, etc.
These are some of the sub-categories:

• On-line information systems can be further categorized into classic on-line informa-
tion systems, electronic encyclopedias, information kiosks, virtual museums, handheld
guides, e-commerce systems, and performance support systems.

• Information retrieval (IR) systems can be categorized into search-oriented adaptive IR
hypermedia systems (classic IR in Web context, with search filters), browsing-oriented
adaptive IR hypermedia systems (adaptive guidance, adaptive annotation, adaptive rec-
ommendation), adaptive bookmark systems (systems for managing personalized views),
and information services (search services, filtering services).

The PALIO framework is not constrained to any one of the above categories of AH
systems. Being a comprehensive adaptation framework, PALIO can be used to develop AH
services and systems in several of these categories. For instance, the PALIO framework
could be employed in the development of an adaptive educational system equally as
well as in the development of an on-line help system. However, PALIO is more targeted
towards facilitating the development of on-line information systems (and sub-categories
therein) and would require significant extensions to be rendered suitable for implementing
all aspects of adaptive IR systems.

The rest of this section provides a brief overview of the adaptation tools available in
PALIO. The discussion will be split into three parts. The first part will discuss the type
of information that is taken into account when adaptations are decided upon. The second
part will discuss the facilities available for expressing decisions in a computable form.
Finally, the third part will address the types of adaptation actions that can be affected by
the system.

5.3.1. ADAPTATION DETERMINANTS

The term adaptation determinant refers to any piece of information that is explicitly
represented in the system and which can serve as input for adaptation logic. Seen from a
different perspective, adaptation determinants are the facts known by the system, which
can be used to decide upon the need for, and the appropriate type of, adaptation at any point
in time. A partial taxonomy of typical adaptation determinants is depicted in Figure 5.3
[adapted from Brusilovsky 1996]. Determinants appearing in the figure in normal text
are modelled in PALIO, while those that appear in italics are not currently supported. In
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general, three main categories of determinants can be identified: information about users
themselves; information about groups to which users may belong; and, information about
the environment of execution.9

An important fact that is already evident from the taxonomy is that information about
the group to which a user belongs can be used alongside (or, even better, in combination
with) information about the individual user. This approach is actively pursued in PALIO,
where, for instance, the interest of a particular person in a specific type of information
can be inferred (with some degree of probability), from the system’s knowledge about
the related interests of other members in the user’s group. Naturally, this approach cannot
be extended to all user-related information: user traits (affecting a person’s personal-
ity, cognitive aptitudes, learning style, etc.), for instance, cannot be inferred from group
modelling.

A second important point concerns the fact that knowledge about the user is not
always sufficient to identify user needs. One should also consider the more general con-
text in which the user interacts (including the user’s location, the characteristics of the
access terminal/device, etc.). In fact, with respect to context-related factors, users with
varying characteristics can be expected to have similar or identical needs. As already
discussed, the PALIO framework takes full account of this fact and incorporates a Con-
text Modelling Component, which undertakes the monitoring of observable context-related
parameters. These are available to the adaptation designer to be used as explicit adaptation
determinants.

5.3.2. DECISIONS ON THE BASIS OF ADAPTATION DETERMINANTS

The primary decision engine implemented for PALIO is rule-based. Although first order
logic rule engines can easily be plugged into the framework (the latter having been
specifically designed to allow for that), it was decided that, to facilitate the wide adoption
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of the framework, a simpler and more accessible approach was in order. Along these lines,
a new rule language was created, borrowing from control structures that were commonly
supported in functional programming languages. The premise was that such structures
were much more familiar to designers of adaptive systems, while at the same time they
afforded lower degrees of complexity when it came to understanding the interrelations
and dependencies between distinct pieces of adaptation logic. This approach was first
applied in the AVANTI project with very good results [Stephanidis et al. 2001].

An XML binding was developed for the aforementioned rule language, while a rule
interpreter and a corresponding rule engine supported the run-time operation of the system.
Adaptation rules expressed in such a rule language may be either defined in external files
or embedded in the document to be adapted. Rules embedded in pages are constrained
in that they can only be applied within the specific document in which they reside and
therefore are not reusable.

Rules external to documents are organized into rule-sets; typically, each rule-set resides
in a different file, but this is a matter of organization, rather than a constraint imposed by
the framework. Rule-sets have a specific name and scope. The name may be used to refer
to the rule-set within configuration files and can be used, for example, to enable/disable a
whole set of rules, by referring to it via the name of the enclosing rule-set. The possible
values of the scope attribute are global, service and local. These denote that the rules
defined in a rule-set may apply to all of the pages served by PALIO, to pages belonging to
a specific service, or to specific pages indicated through configuration files, respectively.
The use of names and scopes is complementary to the use of the service configuration
files and is intended to add more flexibility to the definition of relationships between
rule-sets and service documents.

Every rule, whether internal or external to the document, has the following attributes (a)
the rule name, which is an identifier for the rule; (b) the rule class, which is optional and
may be used as an alternative way to group rules; (c) the rule stage, which defines whether
the rule should be applied during the first or the second adaptation phase; and (d) the
rule priority, which provides a partial ordering scheme for rule evaluation and application
and may take the values of high, medium or low. The stage property defines whether the
adaptation rule should be applied before or after querying the IS (if this is required to
process the document). Adaptations performed during the first phase (before querying the
IS) are either unconcerned with IS-ontology data or adapt (i.e. apply modifications to) IS
queries. Rules applied during the second phase (after querying the IS) are concerned with
IS-ontology data.

The framework currently supports three types of rules: if-then–else rules, switch-
case–default rules, and prologue-actions–epilogue rules. If-then–else rules are the sim-
plest type of conditional rules; they bind sets of adaptation actions with the truth-value
of a conditional expression. Following the example made by functional languages, an
if-then–else rule in PALIO is composed of a condition (containing an expression based
on adaptation determinants), a then part (containing the adaptation actions to be taken
whenever the condition is satisfied), and an optional else part (containing the actions to
be taken when the condition fails).

Switch-case–default rules can be used to relate multiple values (outcomes of run-time
expression evaluation) to sets of adaptation actions. In this case, adaptation actions are
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executed if the value of a variant (expression) is equal to a value, or within the range of
values, specified as a selection case. The switch-case–default rule construct supports the
definition of multiple cases and requires the additional definition of an (optionally empty)
set of default adaptation actions to be performed if none of the defined cases apply.

Prologue-actions–epilogue rules are intended mainly for the definition of unconditional
rules. In other words, the specific rule construct is provided to support the definition
of (sets of) actions to be performed at a particular stage in the sequence of adapta-
tions. Although the construct can be simulated with an if-then–else construct (where the
condition is always true), the prologue-actions–epilogue structure (through action-sets)
provides an explicit separation between preparatory actions, the adaptations themselves,
and clean-up actions. This separation allows for better rule structuring and improves the
maintainability of the rule definition. A very common use of the prologue and epilogue
parts is the creation/assignment and retraction of variables that are used by the adaptation
actions (e.g., in order to determine the point of application of an action).

The conditional parts of the first two rule constructs presented above, as well as the
definition of variants and variant ranges in the case of the switch-case–default construct,
are composed of expressions. These consist, as one would expect, of operands and oper-
ators applied on the operands. The main supported operand types in PALIO are: string,
number, boolean, date, location and null. The string type is used for character sequences.
The number type is used for all kinds of numerals including integers, floating point num-
bers, etc. The boolean type is used to express truth values and can only assume the
values true or false. The date type is used for absolute, relative and recurring dates and
temporal ranges. The location type is used to express absolute and relative geographical
locations. Finally, the null type is a utility type with restricted use; authors may use
it to determine whether a variable exists in the scope of a particular data source, and
whether its type has been set. The operators supported by the PALIO framework can be
classified into the following main categories: comparison operators (>,>=,<,<=, <>),
mathematical operators (+,−, ∗, /, %), logical operators (and, or, not), string operators
(concatenate, contains, and substring), date-specific operators (get-year, get-month, etc.),
and location-specific operators (near and distance).

5.3.3. ADAPTATION ACTIONS
The PALIO framework supports the following adaptation action categories: inserting docu-
ment fragments, removing document fragments, replacing document elements/fragments,
sorting document fragments, setting and removing element attributes, selecting among
alternative document fragments, and applying arbitrary document transformations expres-
sed in XSLT. In addition to the above basic adaptation actions, the PALIO framework also
supports the manipulation of variables (i.e. storing and retrieving values from different
run-time scopes).

Adaptation actions can be (and usually are) defined in external files, but can also be
embedded within documents. The target or reference element of an adaptation action,
which can also be a dummy element acting as a placeholder for the action’s target, needs
to be identified. When the adaptation action is specified externally, such an identification
can be done using (a) the element’s class attribute, which is better suited for the identifi-
cation of multiple insertion points in a document, as several elements can share the same
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class attribute; (b) the element’s id attribute, which is better suited for the identification of
single reference points in the document – the id attribute of any element should be unique
within a document; (c) an XPath expression, to be used whenever more complex con-
straints need to be expressed with respect to the insertion point. When the adaptation action
is embedded in a document, the default reference element is the rule (context) node itself.

In the following descriptions, constraints related to maintaining XML document valid-
ity are omitted for brevity, but should be intuitively understood in most cases (e.g., when
adding an element as a parent to another element, or changing the value of an attribute).

Inserting Document Elements/Fragments
This adaptation action enables authors to insert new elements or document fragments into
the document. For the insertion to be performed, the author needs to specify the reference
element (or elements) at which the insertion will take place, as well as the relative position
of the new element/fragment with respect to the reference element. The relative position of
the inserted element/fragment with respect to the reference element can be (a) immediately
before the reference element; (b) immediately after the reference element; (c) inside the
reference element, as its first child ; (d) inside the reference element, as its last child ; (e)
outside the reference element, as its parent.

Removing Document Elements/Fragments
This adaptation action enables authors to remove individual or multiple elements, or
document fragments contained within elements, from the document. For the removal to
be performed, the author needs to specify the element (or elements) to be removed, as
well as whether any child elements should also be removed. The identification of the
element to be removed can be done using the same approach as in the case of insertion,
with the following important exception: when the action is part of a rule embedded in
a document, authors cannot make use of the ‘current context node’ idiom, because then
the removal would affect the rule node itself, which is impossible. When removing an
element, authors have the option to remove or retain the element’s children.

Replacing Document Elements/Fragments
This adaptation action enables authors to replace single or multiple elements in the doc-
ument, or document fragments contained within elements. The elements to be removed,
along with any child elements that should also be removed, and the elements that are
to be inserted instead, need to be specified by the author. This action can be treated,
from a semantic point of view, as a removal action combined with a subsequent insertion
action. This action improves on the aforementioned combination by making it possible to
easily transfer the child elements of the elements being removed to the elements being
inserted.

Manipulating Element Attributes
This adaptation action enables authors to set the value of specific element attributes or
remove element attributes entirely. To set an attribute value, the author needs to spec-
ify the elements affected, as well as the name of the attribute to be set and the value
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that it will assume. To remove an element attribute entirely, the author only needs to
specify the elements affected and the name of the attribute to be removed. When setting
an attribute value, authors can use either static values, or (more typically) dynamically
calculated/retrieved values (relating to the current user/session, context of use, etc.).

Selecting Amongst Alternative Document Elements/Fragments
This adaptation action facilitates the selection of fragments from alternative fragments
declared within the document. The use and selection of alternative content fragments
requires authors to first introduce, and identify, the alternative (but not necessarily mutu-
ally exclusive) fragments into the document. Secondly the author must select one or more
of them through the respective adaptation actions. All alternatives that are not explicitly
selected are automatically removed from the document. The selection of alternatives can
take place (a) by selecting exactly one of the alternatives and discarding the rest; or (b)
by selecting zero or more of the alternatives and discarding the rest. The first case is
a special case of the second. However, it is provided as a separate adaptation action in
PALIO for reasons of authoring convenience.

Sorting Document Elements/Fragments
This adaptation action facilitates a common technique (that is difficult to define and
implement with basic building blocks) in Adaptive Hypermedia Systems: the sorting of
document fragments, links, etc. As in the case of the definition and selection of alterna-
tives, sorting adaptations requires two steps of specification on the part of the author. First,
the author provides a list of document elements/fragments that are to be sorted within
the document. Secondly, a respective sorting adaptation action needs to be authored and
introduced into a rule (typically external to the document).

The specification of elements/fragments adheres to the following principles: there exists
a generic container termed list, which holds the items (elements/fragments) to be sorted
(note that the container has been called a list to benefit from author familiarity with the
container concept and not because the container provides any facilities for traversing its
contents); the container holds items, each of which must provide a name attribute (used
to relate the item, directly or indirectly, to a value that will be used subsequently for
sorting); the container may also hold additional supporting content that accompanies the
items to be sorted.

The specification of each of the items to be sorted is accomplished through the item
element and requires only the identification of a name for the item, which will be used
during sorting to associate the item with a concrete value. The specification of sorting
behavior includes two additional optional components: the identification of the maximum
number of items to be retained, and the identification of a threshold value that acts as
a cut-off point for items. The sorting order to be applied to the items is defined as an
attribute of the sort adaptation action.

Applying Arbitrary XSL Transformations
This type of adaptation action is intended to cover any complex cases that cannot be
addressed through the use of the basic adaptation actions listed above. Specifically, this
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adaptation only defines that an external XSLT file is to be applied to the document,
providing the URL of that file as an attribute. The PALIO adaptation framework then
loads the file and its application to the (in-memory) representation of the document. The
current implementation of the framework contains a number of ready-made XSLT files,
which address common non-trivial adaptations, such as the transformation of nested lists
into tables and vice versa.

5.4. PALIO IN THE CONTEXT OF MUI

5.4.1. PALIO AS A WEB UI

Following the definitions found in Chapter 1 of this book, PALIO would be classified as a
framework for building Web UIs. This means that the framework is specifically intended to
support the development of on-line, server-side information services characterized by their
capability to dynamically adapt on the basis of user and context characteristics. PALIO
goes far beyond transcoding approaches [Maglio and Barrett 2000] to transform content
and interface for presentation on different devices. In fact, this type of transformation is
the last (and, in some ways, the least significant) adaptation step that takes place before
documents are served to a user. The rest of this section is devoted to pointing out and
discussing the capabilities of the PALIO framework in the context of MUIs and their
associated principles.

5.4.1.1. Device- and Platform-Independence

One of the highly innovative characteristics of PALIO is the extensive support it offers
for creating applications and services that are truly independent from the target device
and computing platform. As the benefits of such independence are well explained in other
chapters of this book, we will focus on the ways in which this independence is achieved
within the PALIO framework.

The first level of support can be clearly traced to the use of a single format for
describing services in a document-oriented fashion – with each document encapsulat-
ing portions of the system’s interactive functionality. Service developers do not need
to concern themselves with the exact characteristics of the access terminals or network
connections. Instead, they are free to focus on providing rich service functionality and
conveying that in a flexible, XML-based form. This serves as an abstraction that tran-
scends the device- and platform- levels, although it may, when necessary, make provisions
for them. As an example of the latter, authors can indicate which portions of a document
go together naturally. These sections can then be used to sub-divide the document, for
example to split it into cards for presentation on a WML-enabled device.

The second level of support concerns the encoding and representation of user actions
within the framework. As already discussed, the CL component of the architecture is
responsible for converting all incoming user requests (originally expressed in various
application-level communication protocols) into a unified representation. This common
representation is then propagated into the rest of the framework, thus shielding run-
time components and (more importantly) service developers from the specifics of the
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platforms and communication protocols. Although this approach is clearly oriented toward
a request–response system, it has been successfully employed to support settings as
diverse as traditional Web-based interaction and mobile-phone SMS-based interaction.
Furthermore, the particular model has been employed in the realization of push services,
where there is no immediate action on the part of the user, but rather a pre-existing request
to receive particular types of information as these become available.

5.4.1.2. Device- and Platform-Awareness

The fact that service authors/developers can construct services in a device- and platform-
independent manner does not imply that they cannot take specific devices and platforms
into account at different stages of the authoring process. As already discussed, the frame-
work offers support for dynamically adapting the system’s output to fit the characteristics
of the access terminal. More interestingly, this support goes far beyond the mapping or
transformation of documents to the desired output format.

When discussing the CMS component of the architecture (see Section 5.2.2), we men-
tioned that the context characteristics are available at various levels of abstraction. This
implies that the content and presentation of documents can be adapted to abstract charac-
teristics of the device-platform combination, without binding adaptations to any specific
device or platform. Achieving this involves the employment of generic adaptation rules,
which are aware of a subset of the characteristics of devices or supported markup language
and are applicable over a multitude of device-platform combinations.

The power of this approach may be better exemplified in the following scenario. A
service author wishes to apply different navigation and presentation strategies/schemes,
based on the size of the access terminal’s screen and its capability to support links. A
decision is made to (a) differentiate between three screen sizes: normal (e.g., PC monitor),
small (e.g., PDA screen) and tiny (e.g., mobile phone screen); and (b) distinguish between
support for direct hyperlinks (e.g., normal hyperlinks in an HTML document), support for
indirect links (e.g., for SMS-based interaction, which asks the user to send a particular
message to a specified number), and no support for links altogether. The PALIO framework
inherently supports these distinctions and enables the author to employ adaptation rules
that explicitly address them individually or together (e.g., creating a navigation scheme
for small-screen devices with support for direct links). Effectively, this enables authors
to automatically reuse these rules in settings or combinations that were not known or
anticipated at the time of authoring. Without such support, one would need to explicitly
address every single output platform in isolation. Additionally, new or unknown platforms
would require the author to repeat the process all over again.

As an example, consider the case of the various versions of the WML markup language
and their forthcoming complement, XHTML Mobile Profile 1.1.10 All these languages and
versions differ from each other – differences that are profound in some cases. However,
they are all intended for deployment on similar, resource-constrained devices. If one were
to address each existing combination of markup language/version and screen size, one
would be faced with a daunting task. Following the PALIO approach, supporting a new or
updated markup language would only require the appropriate revision of the lowest-level
transformations undertaken by the CL component (mapping from the uniform internal
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document representation to the final output format). In other words, one can define a
specific set of transformations for WML 1.3 compliant browsers and a different set for
XHTML Mobile Profile browsers. However, both sets of transformations could be applied
to the same document, which would have already been adapted for presentation on small-
screen devices with support for direct links.

5.4.1.3. Uniformity and Cross-Platform Consistency

Beyond enabling the creation of services that are aware of the characteristics and capa-
bilities of different devices and platforms, the principles discussed in the previous section
also have a major impact on attaining the goals of interface uniformity and consistency.
Specifically, using the described mechanisms and approach, the navigation schemes and
presentation templates employed in PALIO are bound to outgoing documents by means
of adaptation. As a result, ensuring consistency across platforms can be addressed as
a service-level issue, or even seen from the much broader perspective of the service’s
container, or service center. Furthermore, since presentation and content can be adapted
independently in PALIO, achieving consistency in the interface does not in any way affect
the generation of the service’s information content.

In more practical terms, the two service centers that were developed to demonstrate
the PALIO project followed the concept of gradually downsizing a common presentation
and navigation theme. This involves (a) the creation of multiple key templates intended
for major categories of output device configurations (these templates are comprised of
both presentation and navigation elements and were derived from a common visual and
interactive design); (b) the authoring of adaptation rules which further modify the tem-
plates on the basis of device characteristics within each of the categories. Each of the
key templates, as well as the adaptations applied to them, created a step-wise simplifica-
tion of the system’s navigation and presentation scheme, by observing a set of principles
(i.e., what functionality should be available through the interface) and their coupling to
the characteristics of the device at hand (i.e., how users perceive and interact with that
functionality on a device or platform with given characteristics).

Using the case of inter-service navigation as an example, the ‘gradual downsizing’
approach is demonstrated by the following adaptation rules: when the access terminal has
a normal-size screen and direct-link support, access to services other than the ‘current’
one is affected through a ‘menu’ on the left side of the document (containing hyperlinks
to each of the services); for terminals with small-size screens, direct-link support and
high-bandwidth network connections, the service menu is moved to the end of the page;
for set-ups similar to the latter, but with low-bandwidth connections, the service menu
resides in its own, separate ‘page’ and a link pointing to that page replaces the menu.
The screenshots in Figure 5.4 illustrate two examples of the approach described here.

5.4.1.4. General Context-Awareness

The characteristics of devices and network connections are not the only dimensions of
context that are taken into account in PALIO. Of at least equal importance are a user’s
location and the time of use. We have already discussed PALIO’s support for context-based
adaptation, as well as how certain characteristics of context can be abstracted over, or
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(a)  GPS-enabled PDA (b)  WAP terminal

Figure 5.4. Output from the PALIO Information System in Siena, Italy to various devices.

inferred from raw sensor data. Here we will focus on how this enables the delivery of
services that can support a user in different contexts of use, or conversely, different users
in the same or similar contexts of use.

The premise of context-based (or context-aware) adaptation is that by identifying dis-
tinctive characteristics of the context within which a user is interacting, it becomes possible
to better understand and address the needs of the user. A basic assumption behind that
premise is that context can define, or at least influence, a user’s needs in terms of inter-
action and information-seeking behavior, in a way that is independent of the particular
characteristics of any given user.

Residing on the server-side, the PALIO framework has limited access to context-
related information. Specifically, the primary sources of raw context information are (a)
the access terminal’s browsing application11 (from which one can typically identify the
type of device, markup language supported, and network connection at hand); (b) the
user’s current location with a granularity dependent upon the technology used (i.e., GPS-
or GSM-based positioning); and (c) the current date and time (in principle it is possible
to identify the user’s date and time, if this is different from the system’s, through the
browsing application).

A first level of abstraction over context data is derived, as discussed in the preced-
ing sections, by generically describing characteristics of the context, instead of specific
instance values. For example: specific times are categorized in zones (e.g., morning), spe-
cific dates are associated with a season (e.g., summer), specific screen sizes are classified
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as tiny, small, normal and large, etc. Where possible, the same is done for the user’s
location. For example, specific geographical locations (expressed in terms of latitude and
longitude) are associated with landmarks, buildings, etc.

This augmented representation of the user’s interaction context is subsequently used
to infer further characteristics of the context that are not available through actual sensors.
For example, the noise level within a building is a potentially important context attribute,
which is not available as a primary source of context information in PALIO. In some
cases it is possible to infer the amount of noise (with varying levels of certainty) from
semantic information about the user’s location, possibly coupled with information about
the time of day and season of year. Consider, for instance, the case of a library building: it
is a rather safe assumption that the level of ambient noise in this environment is quite low
throughout the day and year. Conversely, tourists frequent the archaeological museum in
the city of Heraklion, Crete, primarily during summer months and in the mornings and
afternoons. It would be a logical assumption (although not as certain an assumption as in
the previous example) that during those times the level of noise in the museum is higher
than during the rest of the year.

All explicitly derived and inferred context characteristics are made available through
the CMS component of the framework as adaptation determinants. This means that service
authors can create adaptation logic that is exclusively context-oriented or opt to include
context parameters in adaptation rules that relate the characteristics of users with those
of the context in which they are immersed. The examples of adaptation on the basis of
device or platform characteristics in the previous section belong to the first category. An
example belonging in the second category would be the recommendation of restaurants
to a user on the basis of the user’s culinary preferences, coupled with the user’s current
location (i.e. which restaurants close to the user, might be to his/her liking). A further
example can be found in Section 5.4.2 below.

5.4.1.5. User Awareness

Although not at the center of MUI research, user-oriented adaptation plays a very sig-
nificant role in the PALIO framework. The intent of adaptation in this respect is to
tailor the system to the particular abilities, skills, requirements and preferences of the
individual user. A large part of adaptations in this category are directly intended to
tailor the service (i.e., the information content) to the needs of the individual user.
However, another dimension (arguably more relevant to MUIs) is the adaptation of pre-
sentation with the objective of tailoring the interface to accommodate user requirements
and preferences.

The number of adaptations possible in this direction is quite large. One could even
envisage using rudimentary demographic data (e.g., a user’s age group) to perform sub-
stantial adaptations in the UI (e.g., by using different color or graphic themes for different
age groups). Out of this large number of possibilities, PALIO is focusing on interface adap-
tations that are intended to facilitate universal access [Stephanidis 2001b] of the services.
Specifically, users that register with a PALIO service center can identify that they require
a specialized interface due to a disability. Disabilities explicitly addressed by PALIO at
this point in time include blindness, color blindness, low vision, and motor impairments.
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Elements of the interface that are adapted to ensure high-quality interaction for these
categories of users include the overall organization of the interface, the manipulation of
color schemes and graphics (including replacing graphics with equivalent content), the
introduction of specialized navigation facilities, etc.

Furthermore, since user profiles are stored on the server, users can enjoy the accessi-
bility afforded by such specialized adaptations over the full range of devices supported
by the system. Additionally, the PALIO framework is capable of selecting among alter-
native presentation modalities (when these are available), adopting the one that is most
suitable for the user and device combination. For example, if the description of a venue
is available in both text and audio formats and the user is blind, and the user’s device
is capable of rendering audio files, PALIO can compose a response that incorporates the
audio description, rather than the textual one.

5.4.2. A BRIEF EXAMPLE

To better illustrate the capabilities of the PALIO framework and its relation to MUIs, this
section presents an example from the PALIO information system installed for demonstra-
tion and testing purposes in the city of Siena, Italy. For brevity, the example will not
delve into technical details; instead, it will focus on the results of applying the PALIO
framework to the following two fictional interaction scenarios.

1st scenario: An English-speaking wheelchair user is in Piazza del Campo (Siena,
Italy) in the morning. She is interested in sightseeing and prefers visiting monuments
and museums. She is accessing the system from her palmtop, which she rented from
the Siena Tourist Bureau and which comes with a GPS unit. She accesses the City
Guide service and asks for recommendations about what she can see or do next.

2nd scenario: An Italian-speaking able-bodied user is also in Piazza del Campo
(Siena, Italy) around noon. He hasn’t used the system before and, therefore, there
is no information about what he might prefer. He is accessing the system from his
mobile phone through WAP. He also accesses the City Guide service and asks for
recommendations of what he can do next.

The result of the first user’s interaction with the PALIO system is shown in Figure 5.4a.
Relevant characteristics include (a) the presentation language is English; (b) the front-end
is tailored for a small-screen terminal capable of color and graphics; (c) the system’s
recommendations are in accordance with the user’s preferences; (d) recommended sites
are in the immediate vicinity of the user; and (e) accessibility information is provided
immediately (at the first level), since this information will impact on whether the user
will decide to visit the place or not.

The result of the second user’s interaction with the PALIO system is shown in Figure 5.4b.
Relevant characteristics include (a) the presentation language is Italian; (b) the front-end is
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tailored for tiny-screen terminals without assumptions made about color and graphics; (c)
the system’s recommendations are derived from preferences for the user’s group – asterisks
next to each recommendation indicate other users’ collective assessments of the venue rec-
ommended; (d) recommendations include a wider range of activities (e.g., sightseeing and
eating); (e) one type of activity (eating) is relevant to the temporal context (it’s noon); (f)
recommended sites are in the general vicinity of the user; and (g) accessibility information
is not provided immediately (at the first level).

5.5. SUMMARY AND ON-GOING WORK

This chapter has presented the PALIO service framework, with a focus on its adaptation
infrastructure. PALIO constitutes a substantial extension over previous efforts toward uni-
versal access, since it introduces and explicitly accounts for novel types of adaptation and
new interactive platforms beyond the desktop. Accordingly, it pursues an architectural model
of interaction that is expected to be widely applicable in service sectors other than tourism.

From the perspective of MUIs, PALIO offers an innovative approach to the develop-
ment of user- and context-aware Web UIs. The framework supports virtually all types
of hypermedia adaptation techniques, thus enabling the easy creation of on-line systems.
These systems maintain high levels of consistency over different platforms, while at
the same time allowing developers to make the best use of available resources. PALIO
provides support for the strict separation of content and presentation, allowing each to be
manipulated and adapted independently, thus making it possible to cater for the needs of
non-traditional user groups (such as disabled users).

For service creators, PALIO is a powerful and easy-to-use development system for many
reasons. First, the notions of user model and context model (including user location) are
seamlessly and transparently supported through their incorporation in the PALIO adaptation
rules language. Second, adherence to web standards, as well as the use of XML, XSLT and
other technologies developed by the W3C, allows Web developers to easily move from other
Web development systems to PALIO. Finally, PALIO supports automatic content creation
for different user terminal device types, by automatically transforming content format.

The PALIO system can be easily expanded to include new sources of information and
it can be ported to different application domains. This is possible because PALIO abstracts
the information sources it uses through the use of a domain-specific ontology. Adding
new information sources will require the incorporation of the new information databases
to the GIS and the modification of the PALIO information ontology. Furthermore, using
the Cocoon publishing framework as the base of the PALIO system and Java as the
development language means that PALIO can run on any server platform and that it can
support a wide range of adaptation using standard Web publishing technology.

The PALIO framework, as well as the developed information systems and demonstration
services, were under evaluation during the time of this writing. Preliminary evaluation
results were positive, both from the perspective of end-user experiences and from the
perspective of service development.

Ongoing work is targeting the provision of better support for push services and the
incorporation of support for standardized device profiles. In particular, we are currently
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working on more intelligent push services that can take the full interaction context and
previous interaction history into account when deciding if and what type of information
should be sent to a user (based on possibly uncertain knowledge). In parallel, we are
working to incorporate support for Composite Capability/Preference Profiles (CC/PP),12

and for UAProf13 in order to attain a more standardized way to describe, communicate
and retrieve device capabilities.
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FOOTNOTES

1. Personalized Access to Local Information and services for tourists (see Acknowledg-
ments section).

2. TIDE TP1001 – ACCESS ‘Development platform for unified ACCESS to enabling
environments’, funded by the European Commission (1994–96). The partners of
the ACCESS consortium are: CNR-IROE (Italy), Prime Contractor; FORTH-ICS
(Greece); University of Hertforshire (UK); University of Athens (Greece); NAWH
(Finland); VTT (Finland); Hereward College (UK); RNIB (UK); Seleco (Italy); MA
Systems & Control (UK); PIKOMED (Finland).

3. ACTS – AC042 AVANTI ‘Adaptable and Adaptive Interaction in Multimedia Tele-
communications Applications’, funded by the European Commission (1995–98). The
partners of the ACTS-AVANTI consortium are: ALCATEL Italia, Siette division
(Italy), Prime Contractor; CNR-IROE (Italy); FORTH-ICS (Greece); GMD (Ger-
many), VTT (Finland); University of Sienna (Italy); TECO Systems (Italy); STUDIO
ADR (Italy); MA Systems and Control (UK).

4. ESPRIT-25574 HIPS ‘Hyper-Interaction within Physical Spaces’ funded by the Euro-
pean Commission (1997–2000). The partners of the HIPS consortium are: Universita
degli Studi di Siena (Italy), Prime Contractor; University of Edinburgh (UK); Alca-
tel Italia SpA (Italy); Istituto Trentino di Cultura (Italy); Cara Broadbent & Jegher
Associes (France); GMD (Germany); SINTEF (Norway). The project’s website is
http://www.media.unisi.it/hips.

5. The term ‘layer’ is used in the PALIO project for historical reasons; the CL is not a
layer in the sense of layered software architecture, but rather a component.

6. Apache Cocoon is an XML publishing framework that facilitates the usage of XML
and XSLT technologies for server applications. Designed around pipelined SAX pro-
cessing, to benefit performance and scalability, Cocoon offers a flexible environment
based on the separation of concerns between content, logic and style – the so-called
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pyramid model of web contracts. More information can be obtained at the project’s
homepage, at http://xml.apache.org/cocoon/index.html.

7. http://www.humanit.de/
8. The detailed description of the different types of AHS is beyond the scope of this

chapter. Interested readers are referred to the excellent reviews, [Brusilovsky 1996]
and [Brusilovsky 2001], which have long served as reference points in the area.

9. The term usage context (or context of use, often abbreviated to context) is used
throughout this chapter to denote all factors characterizing an interactive situation that
are external to the user (including the user’s geographical location). This encompasses
the space of factors denoted by environment in the taxonomy.

10. For more information on WML and XHTML Mobile Profile, refer to the Web site of
the Open Mobile Alliance: http://www.openmobilealliance.org/.

11. Here, the term ‘browsing’ does not necessarily refer to hypermedia browsing. Instead,
a user’s ‘browsing application’ is understood to be that part of the device’s software
environment which enables a user to access the PALIO information systems.

12. For more information on CC/PP refer to http://www.w3.org/Mobile/CCPP/.
13. For more information on UAProf refer to http://www.openmobilealliance.org/

documents.asp.
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6.1. INTRODUCTION
Developers now face the daunting task of building UIs that must work on multiple devices.
Two of the problems we encountered in our own work [Ali and Abrams 2001; Ali et al.
2002] in building UIs for different platforms were the different layout features and screen
sizes associated with each platform and device. Dan Olsen [1999], Peter Johnson [1998],
and Stephen Brewster et al. [1998] all talk about problems in interaction due to the diver-
sity of interactive platforms, devices, network services and applications. They also talk
about the problems associated with the small screen size of hand-held devices. In general,
it is difficult to develop a multi-platform UI without duplicating development effort.

There have been some approaches (including XWeb [Olsen et al. 2000]) proposed
for solving this problem of multi-platform UI development. Building ‘plastic
interfaces’ [Calvary et al. 2000; Thevenin et al. 2001; Thevenin and Coutaz 1999] is
one such method in which the UIs are designed to ‘withstand variations of context of use
while preserving usability’ (see Chapter 3). Their approach follows a traditional lifecycle
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development approach in which a UI is transformed into a more suitable solution for a
particular platform or user. This transformation is performed in a step-wise manner by
human intervention, automatic adaptation or a mixture of both. Eisenstein et al. [2000;
2001] discuss the use of a UI model to create UIs for mobile platforms.

The User Interface Markup Language (UIML) was developed to address the need for
a uniform language for building multi-platform applications. UIML is a user interface
implementation language for multiple devices. That is, it includes features that are partic-
ularly suited to describing interactive software while at the same time remaining platform
independent. It emphasizes the separation of concerns of an interactive application in
such a way that either: moving a program from one platform to another (see our defini-
tion of platform, later) is relatively easy, or the changes are somewhat localized. Also, the
language was designed to provide access to all the functionality of the run-time platform.

UIML supports more than just a common denominator of all platforms; it provides
access to the full power of each platform. Furthermore, because it is based on XML,
it is easy to write transformations using a tool like XSLT [Clark 1999] that converts
the language from an abstract representation into a more concrete version. The tools
built around UIML extend the language through the use of transformations. These trans-
formations allow the developer to create UIs with a single language that executes on
multiple platforms. In this chapter, we discuss some of the design decisions of the lan-
guage, describe our approach toward creating a new UI design methodology to build
multi-platform UIs, and reveal a development environment we created to support this
methodology.

As can be seen in the literature review that follows and in the other chapters in this
book, there are many different approaches to solving the problem of building UIs for
multiple platforms. We view the process of developing a multi-platform UI as a series of
steps where the developer begins by working at a very abstract level that is common to all
platforms and then moves to more concrete designs that are more specific to each platform.
We have made a concerted effort to match these development stages to traditional usability
engineering stages, so that developers can easily accept the methodology.

We are using a task model representation [Paternò 1999; Paternò et al. 2001] as the
starting point for the development process. A typical task model is a hierarchical tree with
different sub-trees indicating the different tasks that the user can perform in the application
domain. This representation is independent of the platform. A transformation algorithm
then converts the task model into a UIML program described using a generic vocabulary.

A UIML program, with its generic vocabulary, is specific to a family of devices (see
the definition of family of devices in the next section). There is a transformation algo-
rithm for each family of devices. For example, using a generic vocabulary for desktop
applications, the developer can write a program in UIML only once and have it rendered
for Java or HTML. Moreover, it can be rendered into different HTML versions and/or
browser versions. Later, we present some details of the generic vocabulary and discuss
the advantages of this approach.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: we offer some terminology explana-
tion in Section 6.2; related work is presented in Section 6.3; Section 6.4 introduces the
language features of UIML that are relevant to the discussion; the general framework
that is used for multi-platform UI development is presented in Section 6.5 along with a
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few examples; Section 6.6 presents our development environment, TIDE, which provides
developer support for the framework we propose; and Section 6.7 concludes the paper
with a brief description of ongoing and future work.

6.2. TERMINOLOGY

An application is defined as the back-end logic behind a UI that implements the interaction
supported by the user interface.

A device is a physical object with which an end-user interacts using a UI, such as a
Personal Computer (PC), a hand-held computer (e.g. a Palm), a cell-phone, an ordinary
desktop telephone or a pager.

A toolkit is the library or markup language used by the application program to build its
UI. A toolkit typically describes the behaviour of widgets like menus, buttons and scrolling
bars. In the context of this chapter, the term toolkit includes both markup languages like
WML, XHTML, and VoiceXML (with their sets of tags) and more traditional APIs for
imperative languages like Java Swing, Java AWT and Microsoft Foundation Classes for
C++.

A platform is the combination of a device, an operating system (OS) and a toolkit.
An example of a platform is a PC running Windows 2000 on which applications use
the Java Swing toolkit. In the case of HTML, this definition has to be expanded to
include the version of HTML and the particular web browser being used. For example,
Internet Explorer 5.5 running on a PC with Windows NT would be a different platform
than Netscape Communicator 6.0 running on the same PC with the same OS since they
implement HTML differently. A family of platforms is a group of platforms that have
similar layout features.

Rendering is the process of converting a UIML document into a form that can be
presented in a meaningful way (e.g. through sight or sound) to an end-user, and with
which the user can interact. Rendering can be accomplished in two forms: by compiling
UIML into another language (e.g. WML or VoiceXML) or by interpreting UIML. An
interpreter is a program that reads UIML code and makes calls to an API that displays
the UI and allows interaction.

A UI element or widget is a primitive building block provided by the toolkit for
creating UIs. A vocabulary is the set of names, properties and associated behaviours for
UI elements. A generic vocabulary is the vocabulary shared by all platforms of a family.

Figure 6.1 clarifies some of the terminology presented. Based on our definitions, using
HTML with Internet Explorer 5.5 on a Windows 2000 PC is one platform within the
desktop family. This family also includes the following platforms: the Java Swing 1.3
toolkit on a Windows 2000 PC, and HTML with Netscape 6.1 on a Windows 2000 PC.
Each version of Internet Explorer or Netscape (on the same device and OS) is a separate
platform within the same family. Our definition of the desktop family is based on the
similar layouts and screen sizes provided by the platforms that make it up. Netscape,
Internet Explorer and Java Swing are all designed for devices that have ample screen real
estate and similar layout facilities. On the other hand, the WAP and PDA families have
significantly different layout capabilities and their devices have smaller screen sizes.
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Figure 6.1. Sample families and platforms.

6.3. RELATED WORK

Multi-platform UI development falls under the umbrella of ‘variety challenges’ [Wiecha
and Szekely 2001]. Today, there are new challenges for application developers due to
the emergence of a variety of new users, devices, channels, roles and functions. In order
to help surmount these challenges, we will categorize the problem of multi-platform UI
development.

Transcoding [Asakawa and Takagi 2000; Hori et al. 2000; Huang and Sundaresan
2000] is a technique used in the World Wide Web to adaptively convert web-content for
the increasingly diverse devices that are being used to access web pages. This technique
converts an HTML web page into the desired format. Transcoding assumes multiple forms:
in its simplest form, semantic meaning is inferred from the structure of the web page and
the page is transformed using this semantic information. A more sophisticated version of
transcoding associates annotations with the structural elements of the web page and the
transformation occurs based on these annotations. Another version infers semantics based
on a group of web pages. Although these approaches work within a limited context of use,
they are not very extensible since it is not always possible to infer semantic information
from the structural elements (i.e. syntactic structure) of a web page.

It is useful to revisit some of the concepts behind model-based UI development tools
since some of these concepts have to be used to generate multi-platform UIs [Myers
et al. 2000]. Eisenstein et al. [2000; 2001] state that for mobile computing a UI model
is an essential step in the design and development of the UI. This makes the process
less time-consuming and error-prone. Model-based UI development tools use high-level
specifications of different aspects of the UI and automatically generate some or all of
the user interface [Myers 1995]. One of the central ideas behind model-based tools is to
achieve balance between detailed control over the design of the UI and automation. Some
of the model-based tools built in the late 80s and early 90s include UIDE [Sukaviriya
and Foley 1993; Sukaviriya et al. 1993], Interactive UIDE [Frank and Foley 1993],
HUMANOID [Luo et al. 1993], MASTERMIND [Szekely et al. 1995], and ITS [Wiecha
et al. 1990].
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The primary component in a model-based tool is the model that is used to represent the
UI in an abstract fashion. Different types of models have been used in different systems,
including task models, dialogue models, user models, domain models, and application
models. All of these models represent the UI at a higher level of abstraction than what is
possible with a more concrete representation. The UI developer builds these models and
they are automatically or semi-automatically transformed into the final UI.

Some recent approaches to using models for building web sites include
WebML [Bonifati et al. 2000; Ceri et al. 2000] and the AutoWeb system [Fraternali
1999; Fraternali and Paolini 2000]. The basic idea behind WebML is to develop a
conceptual specification for a web site using four different models: structural, hypertext,
presentation and personalization. These models are adapted from the E/R model and
UML class diagrams. The AutoWeb system uses a similar notation called Hypermedia
Design Model-lite (HDM-lite) that utilizes concepts from database modelling to develop
conceptual models for web site development. Once these models are built, an automatic
transformation is done to yield the final web pages. One other recent approach that uses
a model-based system for multi-device UIs is presented in [Vanderdonckt et al. 2001].
A couple of other approaches to developing multi-device collaborative applications are
Manifold [Marsic 2001] and WebSplitter [Han et al. 2000].

Since the advent of the World Wide Web in the mid-90s and the emergence of
the eXtensible Markup Language (XML) as a standard meta-language, a number of
different markup languages have surfaced for creating UIs for different devices. The fore-
most among these are HTML for desktop machines, Wireless Markup Language (WML)
[WAPForum] for small hand-held devices, and VoiceXML [McGlashan et al. 2001] for
voice-enabled devices. HTML can be considered a language for multi-platform devel-
opment, but it only supports platforms that are in the same family (primarily desktop
computers). Some people have tried to make HTML files available on other devices
(e.g. Transcoding, above) but in general HTML has remained tied to desktop computers.
XForms [Dubinko et al. 2002] is the next generation of HTML; it greatly enhances the
capabilities of the current forms available in HTML. One of XForms’ goals is to provide
support for hand-held, television and desktop browsers.

While all of these markup languages have almost entirely removed the UI developer’s
need to know the specifics about the toolkit, hardware, and operating system, they have
not made a significant contribution toward multi-platform development. Model-based tools
were primarily designed for a single platform and do not consider multi-platform UIs.
The other shortcoming of these tools is that some of them incorporate layout informa-
tion within their transformation algorithms, thus making them inextensible. Most of the
languages that we have mentioned, such as WML and VoiceXML, are geared toward a
single platform.

UIML shares some aspects of its development with earlier attempts at researching
model-based tools. However, one must not discount UIML’s contribution to UI research
and development on the basis of its similarity to these earlier approaches. A brief look at
the history of UI research explains the difference.

According to Myers, Hudson and Pausch [Myers et al. 2000], UI toolkits that have
made an impact share the following characteristics (among others): a low threshold, a high
ceiling, and predictability. According to the authors, other model-based tools fail because
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they have a high threshold, a low ceiling, and unpredictability. A high threshold means
that the toolkit often requires the developer to learn specialized languages in order to use
it. A low ceiling indicates that the toolkit only works for a small class of UI applications
(e.g. a Web-based UI tool that will not work with other interface styles). Developers
quickly run into the toolkit’s limitations. Finally, a toolkit’s unpredictability is due in large
part to its approach. Most unpredictable tools apply sophisticated artificial intelligence
algorithms to generate their interface. As a result, it is difficult for the developer to know
what to modify in the high-level model in order to produce a desired change in the
UI. UIML, while similar in nature to some of the other model-based tools, has a few
new design twists that make it interesting from a UI research and development point
of view.

First, the language is designed for multiple platforms and families of devices. This is
done without attempting to define a lowest common denominator of device functionality.
Instead, UIML uses a generic vocabulary and other techniques to produce interfaces for
the different platforms. The advantage of this approach is that while developers will still
need to learn a new language (namely, UIML), this language is all they will need to know
to develop UIs for multiple platforms. This helps lower the threshold of using UIML.

Secondly, UIML provides mapping to a platform’s toolkit. Thus, UIML in and of itself
does not restrict the types of applications that can be developed for different platforms.
Therefore, UIML has a high ceiling.

Finally, predictability is not an issue because UIML does not use sophisticated arti-
ficial intelligence algorithms to generate UIs. Instead, it relies on a set of simple trans-
formations (taking advantage of XML’s capabilities) that produce the resulting inter-
face. From the developer’s point of view, it is clear which part of the UIML spec-
ification generates a specific part of the UI. Furthermore, the tools we are building
attempt to make this relationship between different levels of specification more clear
to the developer.

6.4. UIML

UIML [Abrams and Phanouriou 1999; Phanouriou 2000] is a declarative XML-based lan-
guage that can be used to define user interfaces. One of the original design goals of UIML
was to ‘reduce the time to develop user interfaces for multiple device families’ [Abrams
et al. 1999]. A related design rationale behind UIML was to ‘allow a family of interfaces
to be created in which the common features are factored out’ [Abrams and Phanouriou
1999]. This indicates that the capability to create multi-platform UIs was inherent in the
design of UIML.

Although UIML allows a multi-platform description of UIs, there is limited common-
ality between the platform-specific descriptions when platform-specific vocabularies are
used. This means that the UI designer will have to create separate UIs for each platform
using its own vocabulary. Recall that a vocabulary is defined to be a set of UI elements
with associated properties and behaviour. Limited commonality is not a shortcoming of
UIML itself, but a result of the inherent differences between platforms with varying
form factors.
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One of the primary design goals of UIML is to provide a single, canonical format for
describing UIs that map to multiple devices. Phanouriou [2000] lists some of the criteria
used in designing UIML:

1. UIML should map the canonical UI description to a particular device/platform.
2. UIML should separately describe the content, structure, behaviour and style of a UI.
3. UIML should describe the UI’s behaviour in a device-independent fashion.
4. UIML should give as much power to a UI implementer as a native toolkit.

6.4.1. LANGUAGE OVERVIEW

Since UIML is XML-based, the different components of a UI are represented through
a set of tags. The language itself does not contain any platform-specific or metaphor-
dependent tags. For example, there is no tag like <window> that is directly linked to the
desktop metaphor of interaction. Platform-specific renderers have to be built in order to
render the interface defined in UIML for that particular platform. Associated with each
platform-specific renderer is a vocabulary of the language widget-set or tags that are used
to define the interface on the target platform.

Below, we see a UIML document skeleton:

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<!DOCTYPE uiml PUBLIC "-//UIT//DTD
UIML 2.0 Draft//EN" UIML2_Of.dtd">

<uiml>
  <head>...</head>
  <interface>...</interface>
  <peers>...</peers>
  <template>...</template>
</uiml>

Figure 6.2. Skeleton of a UIML document.

At its highest level, a UIML document is comprised of four components: <head>,
<interface>, <peers> and <template>. The <interface> and the <peers>
are the only components that are relevant to this discussion; information on the others
can be found elsewhere [Phanouriou 2000].

6.4.2. THE <INTERFACE> COMPONENT

This is the heart of the UIML document in that it represents the actual UI. All of the UIML
elements that describe the UI are present within this tag. Its four main components are:
<structure>: The physical organization of the interface, including the relation-

ships between the various UI elements within the interface, is represented with this tag.
Each <structure> is comprised of <part> tags. Each <part> represents an actual
platform-specific UI element and is associated with a single class (i.e. category) of UI
elements. One may nest <part> tags to represent a hierarchical relationship. There might
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be more than one <structure> root in a UIML document, each representing different
organizations of the same UI. This allows one to support multiple families or platforms.
<style>: The <style> tag contains a list of properties and values used to render the

UI. The properties are usually associated with individual parts within the UIML document
through the part-names. Properties can also be associated with particular classes of parts.
Typical properties associated with parts for Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) could be
the background colour, foreground colour, font, etc. It is also possible to have multiple
styles within a single UIML document associated with multiple structures or even the
same structure. This facilitates the use of different styles for different contexts.
<content>: This tag holds the subject matter associated with the various parts of the

UI. A clean separation of the content from the structure is useful when different content
is needed under different contexts. This feature of UIML is very helpful when creating
UIs that might be displayed in multiple languages. An example of this is a UI in French
and English, for which different content is needed in each language.
<behavior>: Enumerating a set of conditions and associated actions within rules

specifies the behaviour of a UI. UIML permits two types of conditions: the first condition is
true when an event occurs, while the second condition is true when an event occurs and an
associated datum is equal to a particular value. There are four kinds of actions that occur:
the first action assigns a value to a property, the second action calls an external function
or method, the third action launches an event and the fourth action restructures the UI.

6.4.3. THE <PEERS> COMPONENT

UIML provides a <peers> element to allow the mapping of class names and events
(within a UIML document) to external entities. There are two child elements within a
<peers> element:

The <presentation> element contains mappings of part and event classes, property
names, and event names to a UI toolkit. This mapping defines a vocabulary to be used with
a UIML document, such as a vocabulary of classes and names for VoiceXML or WML.

The <logic> element provides the glue between UIML and other code. It describes
the calling conventions for methods that are invoked by the UIML code. An extremely
detailed discussion of the language design issues can be found in Phanouriou’s disserta-
tion [Phanouriou 2000].

6.4.4. A SAMPLE UI

To better understand the features of the language, consider the sample UI displayed in
Figure 6.3. A UIML renderer for Java produced this UI. The UIML code corresponding
to this interface is presented in Figure 6.4. The UI itself is pretty simple. As indicated in
Figure 6.3, the UI displays the string ‘Hello World!’ Clicking on the button changes the
string’s content and colour.

An important point to be observed here is that the UIML code in Figure 6.4 is platform-
specific for the Java AWT/Swing platform. Hence, we observe the use of Java Swing-
specific UIML part-names like JFrame, JButton and JLabel in the UIML code. The UI
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Figure 6.3. Sample interface.

is comprised of the label for the string and the button, both of which are enclosed in a
container. This relationship is indicated in the structure part of the UIML code. The other
presentation and layout characteristics of the parts are indicated in UIML through various
properties. All these properties can be grouped together in the style section. Note that
each property for a part is indicated through a name. What actually happens when a user
interacts with the UI is indicated in the <behavior> section of the UIML document.
In this example, two actions are triggered when the user clicks the button: ‘Hello World’
changes to ‘I’m red now’, and the text’s colour changes to red. As indicated in Figure 6.4,
this is presented in UIML in the form of a rule that in turn is composed of two parts: a
condition and an action.

Currently, there are platform-specific renderers available for UIML for a number of
different platforms. These include Java, HTML, WML, and VoiceXML. Each of these
renderers has a platform-specific vocabulary associated with it to describe its UI elements,
behaviour and layout. The UI developer uses the platform-specific vocabulary to create
a UIML document that is rendered for the target platform. The example presented in
Figure 6.4 is an example of UIML used with a Java Swing vocabulary. The renderers are
available from http://www.harmonia.com/.

There is a great deal of difference between the vocabularies associated with each
platform. Consequently, a UI developer will have to learn each vocabulary in order to build
UIs that will work across multiple platforms. Using UIML as the underlying language for
cross-platform UIs reduces the amount of effort required in comparison with the effort
that would be required if the UIs had to be built independently using each platform’s
native language and toolkit.

Unfortunately, UIML alone cannot solve the problem of creating multi-platform UIs.
The differences between platforms are too significant to create one UIML file for one
particular platform and expect it to be rendered on a different platform with a simple
change in the vocabulary. In the past, when building UIs for platforms belonging to
different families, we have had to redesign the entire UI due to the differences between
the platform vocabularies and layouts. In order to solve this problem, we have found
that more abstract representations of the UI are necessary, based on our experience with
creating a variety of UIs for different platforms. The abstractions in our approach include
using a task model for all families and a generic vocabulary for one particular family.
These approaches are discussed in detail in the following sections.
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1" ?>
<!DOCTYPE uiml PUBLIC "-//Harmonia//DTD UIML 2.0 Draft//EN"
 "UIML2_0g.dtd">
<uiml>
 <head>
   <meta name="Purpose" content="Hello World UIML example"/>
 </head>
 <interface>
  <structure>
    <part id="HWF" class="JFrame">
      <part id="HWL" class="JLabel"/>
      <part id="HWB" class="JButton"/>
    </part>
  </structure>
  <style>
    <property part-name="HWF" name="title">Hello World Window
    </property>
    <property part-name="HWF" name="layout">java.awt.FlowLayout
    </property>
    <property part-name="HWF" name="resizable">true</property>
    <property part-name="HWF" name="background">CCFFFF</property>
    <property part-name="HWF" name="foreground">black</property>
    <property part-name="HWF" name="size">200,100</property>
    <property part-name="HWF" name="location">100,100</property>
    <property part-name="HWL" name="font">ProportionalSpaced-Bold-16
    </property>
    <property part-name="HWL" name="text">Hello World!</property>
    <property part-name="HWB" name="text">Click me!</property>
  </style>
  <behavior>
    <rule>
      <condition>
        <event class="actionPerformed" part-name="HWB"/>
      </condition>
      <action>
       <property part-name="HWL" name="foreground">FF0000</property>
       <property part-name="HWL" name="text">I'm red now!</property>
      </action>
    </rule>
  </behavior>
 </interface>
 <peers>
  <presentation base="Java_1.3_Harmonia_1.0"
   source="Java_1.3_Harmonia_1.0.uiml#vocab"/>
 </peers>
</uiml>

Figure 6.4. UIML code for sample UI in Figure 6.3.

6.5. A FRAMEWORK FOR MULTI-PLATFORM
UI DEVELOPMENT

The concept of building multi-platform UIs is relatively new. To envision the development
process, we consider an existing, traditional approach from the Usability Engineering (UE)
literature. One such approach, [Hix and Hartson 1993], identifies three different phases in
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the UI development process: interaction design, interaction software design and interaction
software implementation.

Interaction design is the phase of the usability engineering cycle in which the ‘look and
feel’ and behaviour of a UI is designed in response to what a user hears, sees or does. In
current UE practices, this phase is highly platform-specific. Once the interaction design is
complete, the interaction software design is created. This involves making decisions about
UI toolkit(s), widgets, positioning of widgets, colours, etc. Once the interaction software
design is finished, the software is implemented.

The above paragraph describes the traditional view of interaction design. This view is
highly platform-specific and works well when designing for a single platform. However,
when working with multiple platforms, interaction design has to be split into two dis-
tinct phases: platform-independent interaction design and platform-dependent interaction
design. These phases lead to different, platform-specific interaction software designs that
in turn lead to platform-specific UIs. Figure 6.5 illustrates this process.

We have developed a framework that is very closely related to the traditional UE
process (our framework is illustrated in Figure 6.5). The main building blocks of this
framework are the task model, the family model and the platform-specific UI. Each
building block has a link to the traditional UE process. The three building blocks are inter-
connected via a process of transformation. More specifically, the task model is transformed
into the family model, and the family model is transformed into the platform-specific UI
(which is represented by UIML). Next, each of these building blocks will be described,
and the transformation process will be explained.

6.5.1. TASK MODEL

Task analysis is an important step in the process of interaction design. It is one of the
steps of system analysis, and it is performed to capture the requirements of typical tasks
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Figure 6.5. Usability Engineering process for multiple platforms.
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performed by users. Task analysis is a user-centred process that helps define UI features
in terms of the tasks performed by users. It helps to provide a correspondence between
user tasks and system features. The task model is an interesting product of task analysis.
In its simplest form, the task model is a directed graph that indicates the dependencies
between different tasks. It describes the tasks that users perform with the system. Task
models have been a central component of many model-based systems including MAS-
TERMIND [Szekely et al. 1995], ADEPT [Johnson et al. 1995], TRIDENT [Bodart et al.
1995] and MECANO [Puerta et al. 1994].

Recently, Paternò [2001], Eisenstein et al. [2000; 2001] and Puerta and Eisenstein
[2001] each discussed the use of a task model in conjunction with other UI models in
order to create UIs for mobile devices. Depending on the complexity of the application,
there are different ways that a task model can be used to generate multi-platform UIs.
When an application must be deployed in the same fashion across several platforms, the
task model will be the same for all target platforms. This indicates that the user wants to
perform the same set of tasks regardless of the platform or device. On the other hand, there
might be applications where certain tasks are not suited for certain platforms. Eisenstein
et al. [2000; 2001] provide a good example of an application where individual tasks are
better suited for certain platforms. From the point of view of the task model, this means
that some portions of the graph are not applicable for some platforms.

We use a task model in conjunction with UIML to facilitate the development of multi-
platform UIs. The task model is developed at a higher level of abstraction than what
is currently possible with UIML. The main objective of the task model is to capture
enough information about the UI to be able to map it to multiple platforms. An added
rationale behind using a task model is that it is already a well-accepted notation in the
process of interaction design. Hence, we are not using a notation that is alien to the UI
design community.

Our notation is partly based on the Concurrent Task Tree (CTT) notation developed by
Fabio Paternò [1999]. The original CTT notation used four types of tasks: abstraction,
user, application and interaction. We do not use the user task type in our notation.

In our notation, the task model is transformed into a family model, which corresponds
to generic UIML guided by the developer. We envision our system providing a set of
preferences to facilitate the transformation of each task in the model into one or more
elements in the generic UIML. The task model is also used to generate the navigation
structure on the target platforms. This is particularly important for platforms like WML
and VoiceXML, where information is provided to the user in small blocks. This helps the
end-user to navigate easily between blocks of information.

6.5.2. GENERIC DESCRIPTION OF DEVICE FAMILIES

Within our framework, the family model is a generic description of a UI (in UIML) that
will function on multiple platforms. As indicated in Figure 6.6, there can be more than
one family model. Each family model represents a group of platforms that have similar
characteristics.

In distinguishing family models, we use the physical layout of the UI elements as
the defining characteristic. For example, different HTML browsers and the Java Swing
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Figure 6.6. The framework for building multi-platform UIs using UIML.

platform can all be considered part of one family model based on their similar layout
facilities. Some platforms might require a family model of their own. The VoiceXML
platform is one such example, since it is used for voice-based UIs and there is no other
analogous platform for either auditory or graphical UIs.

An additional factor that comes up while defining a family is the navigation capabilities
provided by the platforms within the family. For example, WML 1.2 [WAPForum] uses
the metaphor of a deck of cards. Information is presented on each card and the end-user
navigates between the different cards.

Building a family model requires one to build a generic vocabulary of UI elements.
These elements are used in conjunction with UIML in order to describe the UI for any
platform in the family. The advantage of using UIML is apparent since it allows any
vocabulary to be attached to it. In our framework, we use a generic vocabulary that
can be used in the family model. Recall that a generic vocabulary is defined to be one
vocabulary for all platforms within a family. Creating a generic vocabulary can solve
some of the problems outlined above. The family models that can currently be built are
for the desktop platform (Java Swing and HTML) and the phone (WML). These family
models are based on the available renderers. The specification for the family model is
already built.

From Section 6.2, we recall that the definition of family refers to multiple platforms that
share common layout capabilities. Different platforms within a family often differ on the
toolkit used to build the interface. Consider, for example, a Windows OS machine capable
of displaying HTML using some browser and capable of running Java applications. HTML
and Java use different toolkits. This makes it impossible to write an application for one
and have it execute on the other, even though they both run on the same hardware device
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using the same operating system. For these particular cases, we have built support for
generic vocabularies into UIML.

UIML Vocabularies available August 2001 (from http://www.uiml.org/toolkits):

• W3C’s Cascading Style Sheets (CSS)
• W3C’s Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) v4.01 with the frameset DTD− and CSS

Level 1
• Java 2 SDK (J2SE) v1.3, specifying AWT and Swing toolkits
• A single, generic (or multi-platform) vocabulary for creating Java and HTML user

interfaces
• VoiceXML Forum’s VoiceXML v1.0
• WAP Forum’s Wireless Markup Language (WML) v1.3

A generic vocabulary of UI elements, used in conjunction with UIML, can describe
any UI for any platform within its family. The vocabulary has two objectives: first, to be
powerful enough to accommodate a family of devices, and second, to be generic enough
to be used without requiring expertise in all the various platforms and toolkits within
the family.

As a first step in creating a generic vocabulary, a set of elements has to be selected
from the platform-specific element sets. Secondly, several generic names, representing UI
elements on different platforms, must be selected. Thirdly, properties and events have to
be assigned to the generic elements. We have identified and defined a set of generic UI
elements (including their properties and events). Ali and Abrams [2001] provide a more
detailed description of the generic vocabulary.

Table 6.1 shows some of this vocabulary’s part classes for the desktop family (which
includes HTML 4 and Java Swing).

The mechanism that is currently employed for creating UIs with UIML is one where
the UI developer uses the platform-specific vocabulary to create a UIML document
that is rendered for the target platform. These renderers can be downloaded from
http://www.harmonia.com.

The platform-specific vocabulary for Java uses AWT and Swing class names as UIML
part names. The platform-specific vocabularies for HTML, WML, and VoiceXML use

Table 6.1. A generic vocabulary.

Generic Part UIML Class Name Generic Part UIML Class Name

Generic top container G:TopContainer Generic Label G:Label
Generic area G:Area Generic Button G:Button
Generic Internal

Frame
G:InternalFrame Generic Icon G:Icon

Generic Menu Item G:Menu Generic Radio
Button

G:RadioButton

Generic Menubar G:MenuBar Generic File
Chooser

G:FileChooser
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HTML, WML, and VoiceXML tags as UIML part names. This enables the UIML author
to create a UI that is equivalent to what is possible in Java, HTML, WML, or VoiceXML.
However, the platform-specific vocabularies are not suitable for a UI author who wants
to create UIML documents that map to multiple target platforms. For this, a generic
vocabulary is needed. To date, one generic vocabulary has been defined, GenericJH,
which maps to both Java Swing and HTML 4.0. The next section describes how a generic
vocabulary is used with UIML.

6.5.3. ABSTRACT TO CONCRETE TRANSFORMATIONS

We can see from Figure 6.6 that there needs to be a transition between the different
representations in order to arrive at the final platform-specific UI. There are two different
types of transformations needed here. The first type of transformation is the mapping
from the task model to the family model. This type of transformation has to be developer-
guided and cannot be fully automated. By allowing the UI developer to intervene in the
transformation and mapping process, it is possible to ensure usability.

One of the main problems of some of the earlier model-based systems was that a large
part of the UI generation process from the abstract models was fully automated, removing
user control of the process. This dilemma is also known as the ‘mapping problem’, as
described by Puerta and Eisenstein [1999]. We want to eliminate this problem by having
the user guide the mapping process. Once the user has identified the mappings, the system
generates the family models based on the target platforms and the user mappings. The
task model in the CTT notation is used to generate generic UIML. The task categories
and the temporal properties between the tasks are used to generate the <structure>,
partial <style> and the <behavior> in the generic UIML for each family.

The second type of transformation occurs between the family model and the platform-
specific UI. This is a conversion from generic UIML to platform-specific UIML, both of
which can be represented as trees since they are XML-based. This process can be largely
automated. However, there are certain aspects of the transformation that need to be guided
by the user. For example, there are certain UI elements in our generic vocabulary that
could be mapped to more than one element on the target platform. The developer has
to select what the mapping will be for the target platform. Currently, the developer’s
selection of the mapping is a special property of the UI element. The platform-specific
UIML is then rendered using an existing UIML renderer. There are several types of
transformations that are performed:

• Map a generic class name to one or more parts on the target platform. For example, in
HTML a G:TopContainer is mapped to the following sequence of parts:

<html>
<head>. . .

<title>. . .

<base>. . .

<style>. . .

<link>. . .

<meta>. . .

<body>. . .
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• Map the properties of the generic part to the correct platform-specific part. In Java a
G:TopContainer is mapped to only one part: JFrame.

• Map generic events to the proper platform-specific events.

In order to allow a UI designer to fine-tune the UI to a particular platform, the generic
vocabulary contains platform-specific properties. These are used when one platform has
a property that has no equivalent on another platform. In the generic vocabulary, these
property names are prefixed by J: or H: for mapping to Java or HTML only. The transform
engine automatically identifies which target part to associate the property with, in the
event that a generic part (e.g. G:TopContainer) maps to several parts (e.g. seven parts
for HTML). This is also done for events that are specific to one platform. The resulting
interface could be as powerful as the native platform. The multiple style section allows
each interface to be as complete as the native platform allows. The generic UIML file will
then contain three <style> elements. One is for cross-platform style, one for HTML,
and one for Java UIs:

<uiml>
. . .

<style id ="allPlatforms">
<property id ="g:title">My User Interface</property>

</style>
<style id ="onlyHTML" source ="allPlatforms">

<property id ="h:link-color">red</property>
</style>
<style id ="onlyJava" source ="allPlatforms">

<property id ="j:resizable">red</property>
</style>

</uiml>

In the example above, both a web browser and a Java frame display the title, ‘My
User Interface’. However, only web browsers can have the colour of their links set, so
the property h:link-color is used only for HTML UIs. Similarly, only Java UIs can make
themselves non-resizable, so the j:resizable property applies only to Java UIs. When the
UI is rendered, the renderer chooses exactly one <style> element. For example, an
HTML UI would use onlyHTML. This <style> element specifies in its source attribute
the name of the shared allPlatforms style, so that the allPlatforms style is shared by both
the HTML and Java style elements. Figure 6.7 illustrates two interfaces, for Java Swing
and HTML, generated from generic UIML thanks to a transformation process.

<?xml version ="1.0"?>
<!DOCTYPE uiml PUBLIC "-//Harmonia//DTD UIML 2.0 Draft//EN"
"UIML2 0g.dtd">

<uiml>
<head>
<meta name ="Purpose" content ="Data Collection Form"/>
<meta name ="Author" content ="Farooq Ali"/>

</head>
<interface name ="DataCollectionForm">
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Figure 6.7. Screenshots of a sample form in Java (left) and HTML (right).

<structure>
<part name ="RequestWindow" class ="G:TopContainer">

<part name ="EBlock1" class ="G:Area">
<part name ="TitleLabel" class ="G:Label"/>
<part name ="FirstName" class ="G:Label"/>
<part name ="FirstNameField" class ="G:Text"/>
<part name ="LastName" class ="G:Label"/>
<part name ="LastNameField" class ="G:Text"/>
<part name ="StreetAddress" class ="G:Label"/>
<part name ="StreetAddressField" class ="G:Text"/>
<part name ="City" class ="G:Label"/>
<part name ="CityField" class ="G:Text"/>
<part name ="State" class ="G:Label"/>
<part name ="StateChoice" class ="G:List"/>
<part name ="Zip" class ="G:Label"/>
<part name ="ZipField" class ="G:Text"/>

<part name ="OKBtn" class ="G:Button"/>
<part name ="CancelBtn" class ="G:Button"/>
<part name ="ResetBtn" class ="G:Button"/>

</part>
</part>

</structure>

6.6. TRANSFORMATION-BASED UI DEVELOPMENT
ENVIRONMENT

A transformation-based UI development process places the developer in unfamiliar ter-
ritory. Developers are accustomed to having total control over the language and the
specification of the UI elements. A transformation-based process asks the developer to
provide a high-level description of the interface and then to trust the end result. This
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is one of the cited limitations of code-generators and model-based UI systems [Myers
et al. 2000].

To address this limitation, we have developed a Transformation-based Integrated Devel-
opment Environment (TIDE) for UIML. In the first version of TIDE, the developer writes
generic UIML code and the interface is rendered using the appropriate UIML renderers.
However, the relationship between the UIML code and its resulting interface components
are explicitly shown. This section briefly shows how the first version of TIDE oper-
ates, TIDE’s future design goals, and some screenshots of the redesigned tool (which is
currently in the prototype stage).

6.6.1. TIDE VERSION 1

The TIDE application was built on the idea that when developers create an interface in
an abstract language (such as UIML) that will be translated into one or more specific
languages, they follow a process of trial and error. The developer builds what he thinks
will be suitable in UIML, renders his work onto the desired platform, and then makes
changes as appropriate. TIDE, an environment designed to help support this process,
shows the developer three things: the original UIML source code, the resulting interface
after rendering, and the relationship between elements in the two stages. Figure 6.8 shows
two screenshots of the TIDE environment.

TIDE uses Harmonia’s LiquidUI product suite (version 1.0c) to render from the original
generic UIML to Java. The developer may open and close files, view the original UIML
source code as plain text or as a tree (using Java’s JTree to display it, as shown in
Figure 6.8), and make changes from the tree view. The developer may also re-render at
any time by pressing the red arrow in the centre of the window.

The relationship between UIML code and the rendered interface is made explicit as
shown in Figure 6.8 above. The developer may click on a node in the UIML tree view (the
textual view on the left) and the corresponding element on the graphical user interface
is highlighted on the right side. The reverse is also true; if the developer clicks on a
component of the graphical UI, the corresponding UIML node is highlighted on the
left panel. On the right hand side of the bottom frame of Figure 6.8, the developer has
clicked on the OK button (the leftmost of the three buttons) and the corresponding code
is highlighted on the UIML tree view.

TIDE makes it very easy to explore the different UIML elements and to see the effects
they have on the rendering of the UI. For example, a UIML element’s property (e.g. the
colour of a button) can be directly edited within the tree view. TIDE even supports a
history window that keeps track of different changes made to the interface. Each line
in the history window (see Figure 6.9) shows a small screen image of the interface at
that point in the development cycle. This allows the developer to quickly switch between
alternative versions of the interface, thus encouraging more exploration of UIML.

6.6.2. GOALS FOR TIDE 2

The original version of TIDE only had support for UIML with a Java vocabulary. We
are currently extending TIDE to provide support for the task model described above
and some of the generic vocabularies. The idea is to have four panels that support the
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Figure 6.8. UIML code in TIDE.

transformation process, helping the designer understand the nature of each transformation.
This way control of the design will not be relinquished to the tool.

We envision that a developer will use TIDE 2 as follows: First, he/she will create
a task model. Secondly, this model will be transformed into a series of generic UIML
representations (for each of the different families of devices). This generic UIML will
require modification, because not all of the UI details are derived from the task model.
Thus, at this stage the developer will be able to edit the generic UIML code. We want to
support iterative refinement of the UI. To accomplish this we will save the changes the
developer makes to the generic UIML code. This will give him/her the ability to edit the
UI at any of the different levels of representation without losing the ability to re-generate
the UI. The developer’s main task is a combination of editing task model details (which
apply to all interfaces), editing family-specific UIML, and editing the generated UIML
(which is platform-specific).

The initial prototype of TIDE 2 is shown in Figure 6.10. This prototype only supports
the desktop family (HTML and Java), but the general idea is clear from the screenshot.
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Figure 6.9. History Window in TIDE.

Figure 6.10. TIDE 2, showing different models.
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The left-most panel shows the task representation. The second panel from the left shows
the result of transforming the representation into a generic UIML for the desktop family.
The third panel shows the UIML code for the Java platform. The last panel on the right
shows the rendered interface.

One research feature that we are currently implementing is support for the iterative
refinement process described earlier. The implementation is straightforward. The trans-
formation algorithm produces a table of mappings between a task representation node
and the generated node in the generic UIML. Also, all user actions are already cap-
tured in command objects to support Undo/Redo. These command objects are stored in
a data structure together with the modified node and the source node where the modified
node was generated. When a task model is re-transformed into UIML, the IDE uses this
information to do the following:

For all command objects representing user actions performed since the last
transformation

Find the source node in the mapping table generated by the transformation
algorithm

From the mapping table, find the newly generated node and apply the command
object

This simple algorithm supports the maintenance of all changes made to existing UIML
parts and properties across multiple transformations. It does not, however, support
reinserting new parts into the interface once the transformation algorithm has been
executed. We are exploring how to capture that information to better support the iterative
development process.

We expect a fully operational version of TIDE to be available upon publication of
this book, in 2003. The current version is a high-fidelity prototype that is allowing us to
explore how developers accept this highly interactive, exploratory environment.

6.7. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have shown some of our research on extending and utilizing UIML
to generate multi-platform UIs. We are using a single language, UIML, to provide the
multi-platform development support needed. This language is extended via the use of a
task model, alternate vocabularies and transformation algorithms.

We have developed a multi-step transformation-based framework, using the UIML
language, that can be used to generate multi-platform UIs. The current framework utilizes
concepts from the model-based UI development literature and Usability Engineering realm
and applies them to this new area of multi-platform UI development. This framework tries
to eliminate some of the pitfalls of other model-based approaches by having multiple
steps and allowing for developer intervention throughout the UI generation process. Our
approach allows the developer to build a single specification for a family of devices. UIML
and its associated tools transform this single representation to multiple platform-specific
representations that can then be rendered to each device.

We have presented our current research on extending UIML to allow the building of
UIs for very different platforms, such as wireless devices and desktop computers. We
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are currently working on incorporating the task model within TIDE to allow a complete
lifecycle-based approach toward developing multi-platform UIs.
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7.1. INTRODUCTION

As many chapters of this book testify, developing an efficient and intelligent method
for designing and running multiple user interfaces is an important research problem.
The challenges are many: automatic adaptation of display to multiple display devices,
consistency among interfaces, awareness of context for user tasks, and adaptation to
individual users are just some of the research problems to be solved. In the past few
years, significant progress has been made in all of these areas and this book reports on
many of those achievements.

There is, however, a challenge of a different kind for multiple user interfaces (MUIs).
This challenge is that of developing a technology for multiple user interfaces that is
acceptable and useful in the software industry. A technology that not only brings effi-
ciency, consistency, and intelligence to the process of building MUIs, but that does so
also within an acceptable software engineering framework. This challenge is no doubt
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compounded by the fact that throughout the relatively short history of the software
industry, the user interface and its engineering have been its poor cousins. Whereas
significant engineering advances have been made in databases, applications, algorithms,
operating systems, and networking, comparable progress in user interfaces is notable for
its absence.

The road to building a solution for MUIs in industry is long. There can be many
possible initial paths and in technology development sometimes choosing the wrong one
dooms an entire effort. We claim that the essential aspect that such a solution must have is
a common representation framework for user interfaces; common from a platform point of
view and also from a domain point of view. In this chapter, we report on our process and
initial results of our effort to develop an advanced representation framework for MUIs
that can be used in the software industry. The eXtensible Interface Markup Language
(XIML) is a universal representation for user interfaces that can support multiple user
interfaces at design time and at runtime [XIML 2003]. This chapter describes how XIML
was conceptualized and developed, and how it was tested for feasibility.

7.1.1. SPECIAL CHALLENGES FOR MUI SOLUTIONS FOR INDUSTRY

Developing a technological framework for MUIs useful to industry imposes a number
of special considerations. These requisites, named below, create tradeoffs between purely
research goals and practical issues.

• Common representation. It is crucial for industry that any key technological solution
for MUIs be based on a robust representation mechanism. The representation must
be widespread enough to ensure portability. A common representation ensures a com-
putational framework for the technology, which is essential for the development of
supporting tools and environments, as well as for interoperability of user interfaces
among applications.

• Requirements engineering. Definition of the representation must not be attempted with-
out a clear understanding of industry requirements for the technology. In short, the types
of applications and features that the representation enables must be in sync with the
needs of industry. This may mean that the intended support of the representation may
go beyond MUIs if the requirements dictate it.

• Software engineering support. Any proposed MUI technological solution for industry
must define a methodology that is compatible with acceptable software engineering
processes. If that is not the case, even a successful technology will find no acceptance
among industry groups.

• Appropriate foundation technologies. The software industry is highly reluctant to incor-
porate any technology that is not based on at least one widely implemented foundation
technology. This is the reason why a language like XML is considered an excellent
target candidate for MUI representation mechanisms.

• Feasibility and pilot studies. MUI technologies for industry must undergo substan-
tial feasibility studies and pilot programs. These naturally go beyond strictly research
studies and into realistic application domains.
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All of these requirements create a long development cycle. It can be expected that any
successful effort towards MUI technology in industry will demand a process stretching
over several years.

7.1.2. FOUNDATION TECHNOLOGIES

As we mentioned previously, we state that developing a representation framework for
MUIs is the first step in developing a successful MUI technology for industry. To that
effect, we have chosen two foundation technologies to build such a framework: model-
based interface development and XML. These two technologies combine effectively to
allow us to satisfy the industry requirements enumerated in the previous section.

Model-based interface development [Puerta 1997] provides an excellent foundation for
the creation of declarative models that capture all relevant elements of a user interface.
As such, it provides: (1) organization and structure to the definition of a user interface,
(2) an engineering methodology for user interface design, and (3) a software engineering
approach to user interface development. These three items take on special importance
within our effort since current user interface technologies in industry have considerable
shortcomings in all of these areas.

XML has gained wide acceptance within industry in the last few years. It offers a very
portable representation mechanism that effectively separates data from content. It is also
the preferred technology for implementing interoperability among disparate applications.
Many advanced industry efforts, such as Web Services, are using XML as a foundation.
In addition, XML representations enjoy the support of various independent organizations
that guide the process of their definition and standardization.

7.1.3. SUMMARY OF CHAPTER

The rest of this chapter is divided into two main sections. In Section 7.2, we describe the
process that we applied to create the XIML representation framework. We examine the
structure of the language and discuss its potential uses for both basic and advanced user
interface functionality. We also detail a number of feasibility exercises that we conducted
in order to evaluate XIML. In Section 7.3, we present a pilot study in which we build
a MUI platform for a realistic domain using XIML. We conclude the chapter with an
examination of related work, a proposed plan for future work, and a set of conclusions
about the XIML framework.

7.2. THE XIML REPRESENTATION FRAMEWORK

An industry project, especially one dedicated to the development of new infrastructure
technologies, must be subdivided into a series of phases. Each phase must have an exit
criterion, meaning a set of findings and results that justify moving the project into the
next phase. Such criteria may include many aspects such as strategic, technological, and
financial ones. For the purpose of this chapter, we will focus only on the technological
aspects of the project.
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With a general goal of creating a representation framework for multiple user interfaces,
the logical initial phase of the project is that of a feasibility assessment. In short, we would
need to create an initial representation and evaluate whether it can potentially fulfill the
requirements that we set at the beginning of the project. This section reports on the
feasibility assessment for XIML. The assessment included the following steps:

1. Industry Computing-Model Evaluation. This is a study of what computing models are
prevalent in industry now and in the near future. Our representation must target one
of these models to improve its chances of realizing its potential.

2. Requirements Elicitation. An understanding of the functions and features that the
framework must enable, and what general objectives it must meet in order to be
successful.

3. Representation Development. A language development effort based on the target re-
quirements and computing model.

4. Validation Exercises. A series of manual and/or automated test exercises that allow us
to determine the feasibility of the technology.

7.2.1. TARGET COMPUTING MODEL

The software industry is making a substantial effort to lay the foundation for a new
computing model that will enable a standard way for applications to interoperate and
interchange data. This is a substantial shift from previous computing models where
individual-application capabilities and data manipulation were the main focus of the
development process. The model is for now aimed at web-based applications but it is
nevertheless extensible to future integration with workstation environments.

Over the past few years, both industry and academia have contributed a number of
building blocks to this new computing model. These efforts include, among others, the
dissemination and adoption of a common data representation format (XML), the definition
of standard protocols for application interoperability (SOAP), and a number of proposed
standard definitions for various types of data, such as data for voice-based applications
(VoiceXML), and data for directory services (DSML) [OASIS 2003; VoiceXML 2003].
These and many other efforts are being channeled through standards organizations such as
the World Wide Web Consortium [W3C 2003] and the Organization for the Advancement
of Structured Information Systems [OASIS 2003]. For now, one of the most important
examples of this new computing model is the area of web services, a platform that enables
the building of applications by integrating mostly black-box functional units from multiple
providers. All major software companies support the web services platform.

The benefits of the interoperability of software applications and the ease of data
interchange among those applications are self-evident. Not only is integration of these
applications facilitated in a significant manner, but integrated software support can now
be devised for many complex and multi-step workflows and business processes that pre-
viously could not be supported.

There is, however, a problem that the user interface software community faces as
this new computing model emerges. A standardization effort has not yet emerged for
representing and manipulating interaction data – the data that defines and relates all the
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relevant elements of a user interface. This failure is problematic on at least two fronts.
One is that an opportunity is being lost, or delayed, to provide a mechanism to bridge
the gaps that exist between the user-interface engineering tasks of design, operation, and
evaluation (which are the three critical aspects of the user-interface software cycle). The
second is that without a viable solution for interaction-data representation, user-interface
engineering will be relegated to the same secondary plane that it has suffered in basically
every previous computing model prevalent in industry.

We feel therefore that our effort in building a representation framework is best targeted
at this new computing model. By targeting this model, we take advantage of an existing,
viable industry model plus we are spared the difficulty of retrofitting a new technology
for user interfaces into the limited older computing models.

Admittedly, one key reason why interaction data has not been effectively captured yet
is because doing so entails a high level of complexity. Interaction data deals not only
with concrete elements, such as the widgets on a screen, but also with abstract elements,
such as the context in which the interaction occurs. Therefore, capturing and relating
these distinct elements into a cohesive unit presents difficult technical challenges. In turn,
solving the abstract-concrete dichotomy becomes one of the key requirements that our
representation framework must satisfy.

7.2.2. XIML REQUIREMENTS

In order to effectively define a representation mechanism for interaction data, it is neces-
sary to clearly establish the requirements of such a representation in terms of expressive-
ness, scope, and underlying support technologies. Figure 7.1 graphically summarizes the
major types of requirements that we have found essential for XIML. In this section, we
discuss each of those types in detail.

Organization

Abstract

Concrete

X I M L

Relational RelationalDesign Evaluation

Operation

Figure 7.1. XIML represents abstract, concrete and relational data items. It also enables user-inter-
face engineering functions.
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• Central repository of data. The language must enable a comprehensive, structured stor-
age mechanism for interaction data. These repositories of data may cover in scope
one user interface, or a collection of user interfaces. In this manner, purely organiza-
tional or knowledge-management functions can be supported by XIML. For example,
a cell-phone manufacturer could use XIML to store and manage all the characteristics
and design data relevant to the user interfaces for its entire line of products.

• Comprehensive lifecycle support. The language must enable support functionality
throughout the complete lifecycle of a user interface. This includes design, operation,
and evaluation phases. This requirement is critical because it will afford an engineering
framework to connect the now disjoint stages in the life of a user interface. For example,
an interface-design tool could output an XIML interface specification that can be used
at runtime for the management of interaction and that can also be the basis for usability
engineering activities.

• Abstract and concrete elements. XIML must be able to represent the abstract aspects of
a user interface, such as the context in which interaction takes place, and the concrete
aspects, such as the specific widgets that are to be displayed on a screen. This require-
ment is almost a corollary of the previous one as comprehensive lifecycle support
would not be possible without it. It is also recognition that interaction decisions – be it
in design or operation of a user interface – are dictated in great part by items such as
the task flow of a target business process or the characteristics of a specific user type.

• Relational support. The language must be able to relate the various elements captured
within the scope of its representation. This is particularly important in the case of
relating abstract and concrete elements of interaction data. The relational capabilities
of the language are what enable the development of knowledge-based support through-
out the lifecycle of a user interface [Puerta and Eisenstein 1999; Szekely et al. 1995].
For example, model-based interface development tools, interface agents, and intelli-
gent ergonomic critics are some of the technologies that can take advantage of these
relational capabilities within their reasoning processes.

• Underlying technology. In order to be useful within an industry-based new computing
model, XIML must adhere to at least two implementation requirements. First is the
use of an underlying technology that is compatible with that computing model. In
this case, this points to the use of XML – the representational centerpiece of the new
computing model – as the base language for XIML. Second, the language must not
impose any particular methodologies or tools on the design, operation, and evaluation
of user interfaces. It must be able to co-exist with existing methodologies and tools
(limited, of course, by any compatibility issues external to XIML between those tools
and methodologies, and the chosen underlying technologies). It should nevertheless be
noted that implementation issues are strictly a practical consideration for the language.
They impose certain limitations as to what can be achieved in practice, but they do not
detract from the theoretical principles of the language and its applicability to different
underlying technologies.

7.2.3. STRUCTURE AND ORGANIZATION OF XIML
The XIML language draws mainly from two foundations. One is the study of ontologies
and their representations [Neches et al. 1991] and the other is the work on interface
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models [Puerta 1997; Szekely et al. 1993; Szekely et al. 1995]. From the former, XIML
draws the representation principles it uses; from the latter it derives the types and nature
of interaction data.

A discussion of the entire XIML schema, or of the specific language constructs would
be beyond the scope of this chapter, but is available with the XIML documentation
[XIML 2003]. In addition, Section 7.3 includes selected XIML language samples created
for our pilot application. For the purpose of this chapter, we focus within this section on
describing the organization and structure of the XIML schema. Figure 7.2 shows the basic
structure of XIML. In what follows, we examine each of its main representational units.

7.2.3.1. Components

In its most basic sense, XIML is an organized collection of interface elements that are
categorized into one or more major interface components. The language does not limit
the number and types of components that can be defined; nor is there a theoretical limit
on the number and types of elements under each component. In a more practical sense,
however, it is to be expected that an XIML specification would support a relatively small
number of components with one major type of element defined per component.

In its first version (1.0), XIML predefines five basic interface components, namely
task, domain, user, dialog, and presentation. The first three of these can be characterized
as contextual and abstract while the last two can be described as implementational and
concrete. We now examine each of these five components.

• Task. The task component captures the business process and/or user tasks that the
interface supports. The component defines a hierarchical decomposition of tasks and
subtasks that also defines the expected flow among those tasks and the attributes of
those tasks. It should be noted that when referring to a business process that is captured
by this component, we are referring to that part of the business process that requires
interaction with a user. Therefore, this component is not aimed at capturing application

XIML

Components

Elements

Relations

Statements

Attributes

Definitions

Figure 7.2. The basic representational structure of XIML.
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logic. The granularity of tasks is not set by XIML so examples of valid tasks can for
example include ‘Enter Date’, ‘View Map’, or ‘Perform Contract Analysis’.

• Domain. The domain component is an organized collection of data objects and classes
of objects that is structured into a hierarchy. This hierarchy is similar in nature to that
of an ontology [Neches et al. 1991] but at a very basic level. Objects are defined via
attribute-value pairings. Objects to be included in this component are restricted to those
that are viewed or manipulated by a user and can be either simple or complex types.
For example, ‘Date’, ‘Map’, and ‘Contract’ can all be domain objects.

• User. The user component defines a hierarchy – a tree – of users. A user in the hier-
archy can represent a user group or an individual user. Therefore, an element of this
component can be a ‘Doctor’ or can be ‘Doctor John Smith’. Attribute-value pairs define
the characteristics of these users. As defined today, the user component of XIML does
not attempt to capture the mental model (or cognitive states) of users but rather data
and features that are relevant in the functions of design, operation and evaluation.

• Presentation. The presentation component defines a hierarchy of interaction elements
that comprise the concrete objects that communicate with users in an interface. Examples
of these are a window, a push button, a slider, or a complex widget such as an ActiveX
control to visualize stock data. It is generally intended that the granularity of the elements
in the presentation component will be relatively high so that the logic and operation of
an interaction element are separated from its definition. In this manner, the rendering
of a specific interaction element can be left entirely to the corresponding target display
system. We will expand on the practical impact of this separation below when we discuss
the issue of cross-platform interface development.

• Dialog. The dialog component defines a structured collection of elements that deter-
mine the interaction actions that are available to the users of an interface. For example,
a ‘Click’, a ‘Voice response’, and a ‘Gesture’ are all types of interaction actions. The
dialog component also specifies the flow among the interaction actions that constitute
the allowable navigation of the user interface. This component is similar in nature to
the Task component but it operates at the concrete levels as opposed to the abstract
level of the Task component.

The components predefined in the first version of XIML were selected by studying
a large variety of previous efforts in creating interface models [Puerta 1997; Szekely
et al. 1995]. There are other components that have been identified by researchers in
the past as being potentially useful, such as a workstation component (for defining the
characteristics of available target displays) or an application component (for defining the
links to application logic). We have found that in most practical situations, we have
been able to subsume all necessary definitions for a given interface into the existing
components. In any event, XIML is extensible so that other components can be added in
the future once their presence is justified.

7.2.3.2. Relations
The interaction data elements captured by the various XIML components constitute a body
of explicit knowledge about a user interface that can support organization and knowledge-
management functions for user interfaces. There is, however, a more extensive body of
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knowledge that is made up of the relations among the various elements in an XIML
specification. A relation in XIML is a definition or a statement that links any two or
more XIML elements either within one component or across components. For example,
‘Data type A is displayed with Presentation Element B or Presentation Element C’ is a
link between a domain-component element and a presentation-component element.

By capturing relations in an explicit manner, XIML creates a body of knowledge that
can support design, operation, and evaluation functions for user interfaces. In particular,
the explicit nature of the relations enables knowledge-based support for those interaction
functions. In a sense, the set of relations in an XIML specification capture the design
knowledge about a user interface. The runtime manipulation of those relations constitutes
the operation of the user interface. A more in-depth study of the nature of relations in a
declarative interface model can be seen in [Puerta and Eisenstein 1999].

XIML supports relation definitions, which specify the canonical form of a relation,
and relation statements, which specify actual instances of relations. It can be expected
that there are a number of relations that can be of interest in the design and management
of user interfaces. Therefore, XIML includes a number of predefined relations and their
semantics. However, it also allows users of the language to define custom relations with
semantics residing in the specific applications that utilize XIML.

7.2.3.3. Attributes

In XIML, attributes are features or properties of elements that can be assigned a value.
The value of an attribute can be one of a basic set of data types or it can be an instance
of another existing element. Multiple values are allowed as well as enumerations and
ranges. The basic mechanism in XIML to define the properties of an element is to create
a number of attribute-value pairs for that element. In addition, relations among elements
can be expressed at the attribute level or at the element level. As in the case of relations,
XIML supports definitions and statements for attributes, and also predefines some typical
attributes of interest for user interfaces.

7.2.4. VALIDATION EXERCISES

As mentioned in our introduction, it is necessary to conduct a number of validation
exercises that enable us to assess the feasibility of XIML as a potential representation for
industry. Whereas in the purely scientific world having an initial assessment of feasibility
may not be in order, for our purposes, the project could not move into the next phase
unless we could demonstrate such feasibility. We sought to answer two questions with
these validation exercises:

1. Is the language expressive and flexible enough to represent simple user interfaces?
2. Can we build small demo applications based on XIML that enable functionality that

is of general interest for industry, but that may not be easily implemented with current
capabilities?

In order to proceed with the project, we needed “yes” answers for those questions. This
section describes the various validation exercises undertaken.
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7.2.4.1. Hand Coded Interface Specifications

It is useful with any new language schema to hand code a few real-world target samples.
This allows language designers to ascertain the range of expressiveness of the language
as well as its verbosity – the size and number of expressions that would be necessary to
code one example. The first of these properties determines if the language is rich enough
to cover common situations, the second one is useful in understanding potential imple-
mentation challenges to the language, such as computing resources needed for its storage
and processing. It should be noted nevertheless that it is not expected that developers
will write XIML directly, but rather that they will use tools that will read and write
the language.

An XIML specification can contain as few as one of the standard components described
in the previous section. Therefore, our hand coded specifications ranged from a sin-
gle domain component describing the catalog items of a store, to a task model for
a supply-chain management application, to presentation components for simple C++
interface controls for Windows, to entire interface definitions for a number of applica-
tions (a geographical data visualization application, a baseball box-score keeper, and a
dictionary-based search tool, among others). In all of these examples, we found XIML
to be sufficiently expressive to capture the relevant interaction data. We did find the
language somewhat verbose but well under any threshold that could pose practical imple-
mentation problems.

7.2.4.2. Multi-Platform Interface Development

One of the important uses of XIML can be in the development of user interfaces that
must be displayed in a variety of devices. XIML can be used to effectively display a
single interface definition on any number of target devices. This is made possible by
the strict separation that XIML makes between the definition of a user interface and
the rendering of that interface – the actual display of the interface on a target device.
In the XIML framework, the definition of the interface is the actual XIML specification
and the rendering of the interface is left up to the target device to handle. In the past,
many model-based interface development systems [Puerta 1997] and many user-interface
management systems [Olsen 1992] have not had this separation established clearly, and
therefore developers ended up mixing up interface logic with interface definition.

Figure 7.3 illustrates the XIML framework for multi-platform development for a couple
of sample device targets. The language is not restricted to those two types of devices
but can theoretically support many types of stationary and mobile devices. In the case
shown, there is a single XIML interface specification for the data to be displayed, the
navigation to be followed, and the user tasks to be supported. Then, by simply defining
one presentation component per target device, the entire specification can support multiple
platforms. Specifying presentation components simply means determining what widgets,
interactors, and controls will be used to display each data item on each of the target
devices. As far as the rendering of the interface is concerned, an XML-capable device is
able to process an XIML specification directly. For the case when the target device is not
XML-capable, a converter needs to be used to produce the target language. To support
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Figure 7.3. XIML provides a framework for developing user interfaces for multiple targets.

the XIML validation effort, we have developed converters for popular target languages
including HTML and WML.

The multi-platform framework described above saves development time and helps
ensure consistency. However, there is still the chore of creating a presentation compo-
nent for each target device. To solve that problem, XIML enables additional capabilities
that can provide a high-degree of automation to the multi-platform interface develop-
ment process. Figure 7.4 illustrates this automation framework. Instead of creating and
managing one presentation component per target device, developers would work with
a single “intermediate” presentation component. XIML would then predefine, via rela-
tions, how the intermediate component maps to a specific widget or control on the target
display device.
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Figure 7.4. Automation framework for multi-platform interface development in XIML.
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As an example, a designer could specify in XIML that a particular data type, say a
geographical location, be presented with an intermediate presentation element called a
‘map-location widget’. By using the established relations, XIML will then automatically
map the map-location widget to an actual graphical map control for the Web and to a
text-based data display on the PDA.

Clearly, specifying the relations between intermediate presentation objects and device
presentation objects in a static manner would be too inflexible to be of practical use.
There are many considerations that go into selecting an appropriate widget to use in a
given instance. These considerations would include screen size, what other elements are
on the screen at the same time, user preferences, contextual issues and so on. Therefore,
it is expected that intelligent tools would be necessary to handle the task of creating and
updating the relations between intermediate and device elements. For the purposes of our
project, we first conducted a small-scale validation exercise for a map-annotation user
interface to be displayed in two devices (desktop and cell phone). Then, we used this
same problem area to build an XIML-based pilot application, which we report in detail
in Section 7.3.

7.2.4.3. Intelligent Interaction Management

Another important application of XIML in industry may be as a resource for the manage-
ment of a user interface at runtime. By centralizing in a single definition the interaction
data of an interface, it is hoped that we can build tools that will similarly centralize a
range of functions related to the operation of that interface. In order to validate the fea-
sibility of using XIML for interaction-management functions, we explored three runtime
functions: (a) dynamic presentation reorganization, (b) personalization, and (c) distributed
interface management.

• Dynamic presentation reorganization. Figure 7.5 shows a sequence of views of a single
web page that displays the system load of a server. The page displays different widgets
or controls according to the screen area available for display. When that area is minimal,
the page displays the most basic data item. As the area increases, additional text and
then a graphical view are added. Finally, when the display area is maximized, the page
displays the most sophisticated control available for that target data item. To implement
this function, we built a simple application that read the XIML specification for the
interface and dynamically adjusted the presentation component of the specification
according to a set of thresholds on the value of the display area available. It is clear that
a system that would support sophisticated dynamic reorganization of the presentation
would probably need a good degree of sophistication itself. However, our goal at this
point was not to build such a system, but rather to validate that this type of problem,
can be represented and solved using XIML as an interaction data repository and in a
very straightforward manner.

• Personalization. Figure 7.6 shows a simple example of a personalization feature. The
widgets display a reading of a data source (in this case system load as in the previous
example). The corresponding XIML specification indicates that there are a number of
widgets that can be used to display that data source. In addition, the widgets can be
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Figure 7.5. Dynamic presentation based on available display area.

Figure 7.6. Widgets available for personalization in an XIML specification.

oriented in various manners on the screen. For this feature, we wrote a small application
that selected the widget to display according to criteria based on the user component of
the XIML specification. As in the previous example, the sophistication of the personal-
ization issue was not the focus of the experiment. The focus was to ensure that XIML
has capabilities to support personalization features and that, as the various examples
are added together, the XIML framework can offer the value of a single repository of
interaction data to support many user-interface management functions.
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• Distributed interface management. One of the drawbacks of any client-based software
application is that the update of the client software is problematic since each individual
client needs to be updated. Server-side applications reduce that problem to a large extent
but then have the tradeoff that a server update affects every user of the application at
the same time whether these users desire the change or not. In either case, an update
is not a trivial task and can be initiated solely by the software provider.

XIML could be used to provide a mechanism for the distributed update of user
interface components. Figure 7.7 illustrates this mechanism. As we saw in the previous
two examples, the widget or control being displayed on a page can be changed easily
via an XIML specification. That framework assumes that the widget to be displayed
is available, but it does not confine it to be on a specific server or a client. It simply
treats the widget as a black box that performs a function. We have taken advantage of
that flexibility to allow the widget to simply be available somewhere on the network
be it on a client, a peer, or a server machine. The XIML specification can be set to
link to providers of the widget or it can rely on a search-and-supply application. In this
manner, for example, a calendar widget on a travel-reservations page can be provided
by any number of XIML-compliant calendar-widget suppliers. The choice of suppliers
can be made dependant on any XIML-supported criteria such as user preferences.

7.2.4.4. Task Modelling

One of the critical requirements that we set for XIML was the ability to represent
abstract concepts such as user tasks, domain objects, and user profiles (a process that
can be referred to as task modelling). Our group has previously developed a number of
model-based interface development tools. These tools included, among others, an informal
user-task model specification tool called U-TEL [Tam et al. 1998], and a formal interface-
model development environment called MOBI-D [Puerta 1997]. Both of these tools have
advanced modelling facilities to represent interface models, including the contextual con-
cepts of user tasks, domain objects, and user profiles. The tools have been used to model
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Figure 7.7. XIML mechanism for distributed interface management.
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a wide variety of applications such as a military-logistics management tool, a medical-
data visualization application, and a supply-chain management tool, among others. The
interface modelling language used by U-TEL and MOBI-D is a frame-based language
that shares some characteristics with XIML. To verify that the task-modelling capabilities
of XIML were at least at the same level as those of MOBI-D, we successfully built a
converter that can take any MOBI-D model specification and convert it into an XIML
specification. We applied the converter successfully to all models previously built with
MOBI-D.

7.2.4.5. Reverse Engineering

While the benefits of XIML are potentially many, practical reality indicates that a very
substantial amount of code has been written in HTML. It would be ideal that in the
same way that XIML can be converted into HTML, that HTML code could be reverse
engineered into XIML. In this manner, the benefits of XIML could be brought to existing
applications through some level of automated support. The reverse engineering of HTML
into XIML has successfully been accomplished by a research group working indepen-
dently from us [Bouillon and Vanderdonckt 2002]. The implementation is currently at the
prototype level and it has been applied to simple examples such as converting the CHI
conference online registration form to XIML.

7.2.4.6. Summary of Validation Exercises

The validation exercises performed for XIML allowed us to conclude that there is enough
evidence to justify the engineering feasibility of XIML as a universal interface-definition
language. The next step therefore is the development of a pilot application of XIML,
which we report in Section 7.3.

7.3. AN XIML PILOT APPLICATION

In order to satisfy our exit criteria for the first phase of the development of XIML,
we must (1) successfully complete the validation exercises and (2) be able to build a
proof-of-concept prototype of interest. When we say ‘of interest’, we refer principally to
two items:

• The prototype must implement a solution to a problem that the software industry is
currently facing and for which there is no efficient solution under current technologies.

• The prototype must demonstrate a new set of features and/or methodologies that are
valuable and that could be incorporated into mainstream industry frameworks within a
short period of time (one or two years at most).

It is clear that the theme of this book – that of multiple user interfaces – fulfills the
requirements of the first interest item. The ubiquity of internet-capable devices, both
mobile and stationary, is now a reality. Users of these devices demand an integrated
interactive experience across devices but the software industry lacks methods and tools to
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efficiently design and implement such an experience. For the second interest item, we rely
on the widespread acceptance of XML to transition XIML into industry. In addition, we
will demonstrate via the proof-of-concept prototype that there are a number of valuable
middleware functions that can easily be based on the XIML framework.

In the remainder of this section, we first present the problem application domain and
then we illustrate how we define the abstract components of the corresponding XIML
representation for the problem domain. Next, we detail various middleware functions
useful within the context of our sample problem.

7.3.1. MANNA: THE MAP ANNOTATION ASSISTANT

MANNA is a hypothetical software application that reveals many of the challenges
posed by user-interface development for multiple user interfaces, including mobile ones.
MANNA is a multimedia application that must run on several platforms and can be uti-
lized collaboratively over the Internet. It is intended for use by geologists, engineers,
and military personnel to create annotated maps of geographical areas. Annotations can
include text, audio, video, or even virtual reality walk-through.

For this application domain, we created an interaction scenario that demanded various
display devices and posed a number of presentation and dialog constraints. In our scenario,
a geologist from the United States Geological Survey has been dispatched to a remote
location in northern California to examine the effects of a recent earthquake. Using a
desktop workstation, our geologist downloads existing maps and reports on the area to
prepare for his/her visit (see Figure 7.8). The desktop workstation poses few limiting
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Figure 7.8. The desktop UI design for MANNA. Hyperlinks are in grey.
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constraints to UI development, but obviously it is a stationary device. The documents are
therefore downloaded to a laptop, and the geologist boards a plane for the site.

On the plane, the laptop is not networked, so commands that rely on a network con-
nection are disabled. When the geologist examines video of the site, the UI switches to
a black-and-white display and reduces the rate of frames per second. This helps to con-
serve battery power. In addition, because many users find laptop touch pads inconvenient,
interactors that are keyboard-friendly are preferred, e.g., list boxes replace drop-lists.

After arriving at the airport, the geologist rents a car and drives to the site. She receives
a message through the MANNA system to her cellular phone, alerting her to examine a
particular location. Because a cellular phone offers extremely limited screen-space, the
map of the region is not displayed (see Figure 7.9). Instead, the cell phone shows the
geographical location, driving directions, and the geologist’s current GPS position. A
facility for responding to the message is also provided.

Finally arriving at the site, our geologist uses a palmtop computer to make notes on the
region (see Figure 7.10). Since the palmtop relies on a touch pen for interaction, interactors

Figure 7.9. The cell phone UI design for MANNA.
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Figure 7.10. The PDA UI design for MANNA.

that require double-clicks and right-clicks are not permitted. Screen size is a concern
here, so a more conservative layout is employed. Having completed the investigation,
our geologist prepares a presentation in two formats. First, an annotated walk-through is
presented on a heads-up display (HUD). Because of the HUD’s limited capabilities for
handling textual input, speech-based interactors are used instead. A more conventional
presentation is prepared for a high-resolution large-screen display. Since this is a final
presentation, the users will not wish to add information, and interactors that are intended
for that purpose are removed. The layout adapts to accommodate the larger screen space,
and important information is placed near the center and top, where everyone in the
audience can see it.

Clearly in this scenario, we are faced with quite a number of presentation and dialog
constraints. Obviously, we could build each interface separately, but that would duplicate
work multiple times and would make it difficult to maintain consistency among interfaces.
Ideally therefore, we can use XIML to define a single abstract interface specification (see
Section 7.2.4.2), and then implement appropriate middleware that can correctly generate
each interface, under each set of constraints, from that single specification.

7.3.2. THE MANNA ABSTRACT XIML COMPONENTS

The first step in building our proof-of-concept prototype is to define the abstract XIML
components for the MANNA application. These components are: task, domain, and user.
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With these abstract components in hand, we will be able to develop middleware that
allows us to manage the creation of multiple target interfaces. For this task, we used a
basic XML editor. In what follows, we present samples of the resulting MANNA abstract
XIML components.

7.3.2.1. Task Component

The task component captures the business process and/or user tasks that the interface
supports. The component defines a hierarchical decomposition of tasks and subtasks, and
also defines the expected flow among those tasks and the attributes of those tasks. It should
be noted that when referring to a business process that is captured by this component,
we are referring to that part of the business process that requires interaction with a user.
Therefore, this component is not aimed at capturing application logic. The granularity of
tasks is not set by XIML so valid tasks can range from simple one-step actions (e.g., Enter
Date, View Map) to complicated multi-step processes (e.g., Perform Contract Analysis).
For MANNA, we created a task/subtask decomposition of the user tasks based on our
interaction scenario. A portion of this task component is as follows:

<TASK MODEL ID=‘tm1’>
<TASK ELEMENT ID=‘t1’ name=‘Make annotation’>

<TASK ELEMENT ID=‘t1.1’ name=‘Select location’/>
<TASK ELEMENT ID=‘t1.2’ name=‘Enter note’/>
<TASK ELEMENT ID=‘t1.3’ name=‘Confirm Annotation’/>

</TASK ELEMENT>
</TASK MODEL>

7.3.2.2. Domain Component

The domain component is an organized collection of data objects and classes of objects.
Objects to be included in this component are restricted to those that are viewed or
manipulated by a user; internal program data structures are not represented here. Objects
can be typed, using either simple types, e.g. integer, enumeration, or using more com-
plex structures.

The domain model is typically structured into a ‘contains’ hierarchy. In this case,
inheritance relations are specified using relation statements. However, as with all model
components, the structure of the domain component can be set by the user [XIML 2003].
Here is a portion of the XIML domain component for MANNA:

<DOMAIN MODEL ID=‘dm1’>
<DOMAIN ELEMENT ID=‘d1.1’ name=‘map annotation’>

<DOMAIN ELEMENT ID=‘d1.1.1’ name=‘location’/>
<DOMAIN ELEMENT ID=‘d1.1.2’ name=‘note’/>
DOMAIN ELEMENT ID=‘d1.1.3’ name=‘entered by’/>
<DOMAIN ELEMENT ID=‘d1.1.4’ name=‘timestamp’/>

</DOMAIN ELEMENT>
</DOMAIN MODEL>

Note that the type of each domain element is not indicated here. In XIML, type is
represented using attributes, a generic formalism for describing characteristics of elements.
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Attributes are features or properties of elements that can be assigned a value. The value
of an attribute can be one of a basic set of data types, or it can be an instance of another
existing element. Multiple values are allowed, as well as enumerations and ranges. The
basic mechanism in XIML to define the properties of an element is to create a number
of attribute–value pairs for that element. XIML supports attribute definitions that specify
the canonical form of an attribute, including its type, and the elements to which it may
apply. Attribute statements specify actual instances of attributes.

7.3.2.3. User Component

The user component describes relevant characteristics of the various individuals or groups
who will use the interface. User elements are organized in an inheritance hierarchy; more
general user types are represented by high-level elements, while their children have more
specific features. For example, a highest-level user type might be ‘Medical Personnel’,
containing a child element ‘Technician’, which in turn contains a child element ‘Nuclear
Medicine Technician’. Attribute–value pairs define the characteristics of these users. As
currently defined, the user component of XIML does not attempt to capture the mental
model (or cognitive states) of users, but rather, data and features that are relevant in the
functions of design, operation and evaluation. Relevant features include user preferences,
permissions, and levels of expertise. The following is a portion of the user component
for MANNA:

<USER MODEL ID=‘umode1’>
<USER ELEMENT ID=‘u1.1’ NAME=‘field researcher’>

<USER ELEMENT ID=‘u1.1.1’ NAME=‘field supervisor’/>
<USER ELEMENT ID=‘u1.1.2’ NAME=‘field geologist’/>

</USER ELEMENT>
<USER ELEMENT ID=‘u1.2’ NAME=‘analyst’/>

</USER MODEL>

7.3.2.4. Using XIML Relations

The three abstract components detailed above constitute a basic representation of the
MANNA application domain from a user interface point of view. There is however, a fur-
ther body of knowledge that is not captured as of yet by those components. Namely, how
do we answer a basic question such as what domain objects are involved in completing
a defined user task.

To answer those questions and more, XIML uses relations. In short, a relation links two
or more XIML elements (e.g., tasks, users) with each other and may define a semantic
meaning to the relation. We have identified a number of relations among XIML elements
that are of interest [Puerta and Eisenstein 1999], such as relations between task elements
and domain elements. The semantics of a relation are not mandated by XIML. Instead,
the language allows the application handling of the relation to process it according to
its own semantics. It is expected, however, that a set of basic XIML predefined relations
will be applied with similar semantics across applications. The mechanism to manage and
enforce such basic semantics is currently under conceptualization.
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7.3.3. XIML-BASED MIDDLEWARE FOR MANNA

Once the abstract components of MANNA are defined in XIML, we can proceed to build
the user interface for each of our target platforms (desktop, PDA, and cell phone). Basi-
cally, this entails defining complete XIML presentation and dialog components for each
of the platforms. By defining those concrete components and relating them to the abstract
components, we already have a fairly positive gain as our three target user interfaces are
consistently linked to a single set of tasks, domain objects, and user types.

However, we are more interested in ways to automate – at least to some degree – the
process of creating the three target presentation and dialog components. To that effect
for the MANNA application, we defined three middleware units. These units are able
to examine a partial XIML specification and augment and/or modify that specification
based on their internal logic and available knowledge base. Of the various middleware
units considered [Eisenstein 2001; Eisenstein and Rich 2002; Eisenstein et al. 2001], we
focus here in particular on three units to support the following functions: (1) interactor
selection, (2) presentation structure definition, and (3) contextual adaptation.

7.3.3.1. Interactor Selection

The presentation component of XIML is used to predefine the presentation elements
and attributes of display devices. For each device, XIML captures all of the interactors
(widgets) available in that device as well as any associated parameters and attributes (e.g.,
screen resolution). As part of the building process for a user interface, it is necessary to
select an appropriate interactor for each user action and domain object to be displayed.
Clearly for multiple user interfaces, this can turn out to be a challenging, if not tedious
task. Therefore, our first middleware unit automates the selection of interactors for a wide
range of situations.

First, the unit simplifies the selection of interactors by managing sets of Abstract
Interaction Objects (AIO) and Concrete Interaction Objects (CIO) [Vanderdonckt and
Bodart 1993]. An AIO is a platform-neutral XIML presentation element that symbolizes
an action or a domain object display. A CIO is an actual widget available in a target
platform. Figure 7.11 illustrates the AIO–CIO relationship.

The middleware unit manages the set of AIO–CIO relationships. It can set or cancel
those relationships based on designer input, or by examining the XIML platform specifi-
cations for a device and using its knowledge base to determine the appropriate CIOs for
a given AIO. In this manner, a user interface designer can create a single design based
on AIO and the middleware unit completes the interaction selection process.

Secondly, the unit helps with dynamic aspects of interactor selection. There are a
number of constraints that can affect the selection of an interactor at runtime. These
include attributes such as screen resolution, available display area, current bandwidth, user
preferences, and so on. For MANNA, we explored adaptation based on two constraints:
available display area and screen resolution. Based on the CIO established by the unit as
appropriate for a given presentation situation, the unit attempts to change the value of the
CIO’s XIML attribute values to meet the applicable constraint values. For example, this
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Figure 7.11. An abstract interaction object is subclassed into concrete interaction objects for spe-
cific platforms.

can take the form of shrinking a widget. Alternatively, it may replace one valid CIO with
another based on the stated constraints (see Figure 7.5). In this manner, a developer of
multiple user interfaces gains a considerable degree of freedom by not having to account
explicitly for constraint-satisfaction issues in interactor selection [Eisenstein and Puerta
2000; Kawai et al. 1996; Vanderdonckt and Berquin 1999].

7.3.3.2. Presentation Structure Definition

Another key aspect of building a user interface is the definition of the presentation struc-
ture. For example, in a desktop device this would entail defining how many windows will
be created, what user tasks will be completed in each window, and correspondingly, what
interactors will be placed in each window. Our second middleware unit helps automate
this task. The unit helps us deal with two interrelated issues: (1) how user tasks translate
into a presentation structure and (2) how to choose an optimal solution for a device among
various presentation structure options.

In XIML, we call the presentation structure the union of the language’s two concrete
components: the presentation component and the dialog component. The first one rep-
resents the hierarchy of presentation elements in the interface (e.g., windows, widgets)
whereas the second one defines the actions between user and system (i.e., navigation,
input and responses).

The middleware unit supports the translation of user tasks into presentation structures
in two steps. First, it creates an initial XIML dialog component that is based on the abstract
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user task component. The following is an example of this initial dialog component (note
the similarities with the task model in 3.2.1):

<DIALOG MODEL ID=‘im1’>
<DIALOG ELEMENT ID=‘i1.1’ NAME=‘Make annotation’>

<DIALOG ELEMENT ID=‘i1.2’ NAME=‘Select location’>
<DIALOG ELEMENT ID=‘i1.2.1’ NAME=‘Select map point’/>
<DIALOG ELEMENT ID=‘i1.2.2’ NAME=‘Specify latitude’/>
<DIALOG ELEMENT ID=‘i1.2.3’ NAME=‘Specify longitude’/>

</DIALOG ELEMENT>
<DIALOG ELEMENT ID=‘i1.3’ NAME=‘Enter note’/>
<DIALOG ELEMENT ID=‘i1.4’ NAME=‘Confirm annotation’/>

</DIALOG ELEMENT>
</DIALOG MODEL>

Furthermore, it is necessary to link the dialog elements to the interactors selected as in
Section 7.3.3.1. The XIML sample below exemplifies a dialog component after interactors
have been linked. Note that in Section 7.3.3.1 we linked interactors to domain objects,
which in turn are linked to user tasks. By now linking tasks with dialog components,
we can complete the full circle and link the dialog elements with the presentation ele-
ments (interactors). In the sample XIML dialog component, the <ALLOWED CLASSES>
tag indicates which types of elements are allowed to participate in the dialog-interactor
relation; in this case, any child of the dialog model component i1 can appear on the left
side, and any child of the presentation model component p2 can appear on the right side.
Note the presence of an attribute definition inside the relation definition; this indicates that
the relation itself can be parameterized. In this case, the parameter indicates the specific
interaction technique that is required to perform the command indicated by the dialog
element on the left side of the relation. The relation definition is applied to the dialog
element ‘Select map point’, stating that to perform this command, the user must double
click on the map.

<DIALOG MODEL ID=‘im1’>
<DEFINITIONS>

<RELATION DEFINITION NAME=‘is performed using’>
<ALLOWED CLASSES>

<CLASS REFERENCE=‘im1’ INHERITED=‘true’ SLOT=‘left’/>
<CLASS REFERENCE=‘pm2’ INHERITED=‘true’ SLOT=‘right’/>

</ALLOWED CLASSES>
<ATTRIBUTE DEFINITION NAME=‘interaction technique’>
<TYPE=‘enumeration’>
<DEFAULT>onClick</DEFAULT>
<ALLOWED VALUES>

<VALUE>onClick</VALUE>
<VALUE>onScroll</VALUE>
<VALUE>onChange</VALUE>
<VALUE>onDoubleClick</VALUE>

</ALLOWED VALUES>
</ATTRIBUTE DEFINITION>

</RELATION DEFINITION>
</DEFINITIONS>
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<DIALOG ELEMENT ID=‘i1.1’ NAME=‘Make annotation’>
<DIALOG ELEMENT ID=‘i1.2’ NAME=‘Select location’>
<DIALOG ELEMENT ID=‘i1.2.1’ NAME=‘Select map point’>
<FEATURES>
<RELATION STATEMENT DEFINITION=‘is performed by’ REFERENCE=‘2.1.1’>
<ATTRIBUTE STATEMENT DEFINITION=‘interaction technique’>
onDoubleClick
</ATTRIBUTE STATEMENT>

</RELATION STATEMENT>
</FEATURES>

<DIALOG ELEMENT ID=‘i1.2.2’ NAME=‘Specify latitude’/>
<DIALOG ELEMENT ID=‘i1.2.3’ NAME=‘Specify longitude’/>

</DIALOG ELEMENT>
<DIALOG ELEMENT ID=‘i1.3’ NAME=‘Enter note’/>
<DIALOG ELEMENT ID=‘i1.4’ NAME=‘Confirm annotation’/>

</DIALOG ELEMENT>
</DIALOG MODEL>

Note that to this point, we have linked many of the elements of the XIML components,
but do not have yet a definition for how, for example, we would distribute the user tasks
and selected interactors among windows in a desktop device. This is a design problem
that must take into consideration various factors, such as target device and its constraints,
interactors selected, and distribution strategy (e.g., many windows vs single window). The
middleware unit can give support to this function via a mediator agent [Arens and Hovy
1995]. As Figure 7.12 shows, a mediator can examine the XIML specification, including
the device characteristics. It can also offer a user task distribution based on an appropriate
strategy for the device in question.

After the process shown in this section, we have a comprehensive XIML specifica-
tion for a user interface (concrete and abstract components). The specification is fully
integrated and can now be rendered into the appropriate device. The middleware unit sig-
nificantly simplifies the development work associated with completing the specification.

7.3.3.3. Contextual Adaptation

The context in which interaction occurs has an obvious impact on what user tasks may
or may not be performed at any given point in time. For example, in the scenario in
Section 7.3.1, we know that the cellular phone is especially suited for finding driving
directions. If the user were not driving, she could be using the PDA. The desktop work-
station cannot be brought out into the field, so it is unlikely that it will be used to enter
new annotations about a geographical area; rather, it will be used for viewing annotations.
Conversely, the highly mobile PDA is the ideal device for entering new annotations.

A middleware unit can take advantage of this knowledge and optimize the user interface
for each device. The designer creates mappings between platforms (or classes of platforms)
and tasks (or sets of tasks) at the abstract level. Additional mappings are then created
between task elements and presentation layouts that are optimized for a given set of tasks.
We can assume these mappings are transitive; as a result, the appropriate presentation
model is associated with each platform, based on mappings through the task model. The
procedure is depicted in Figure 7.13. In this figure, the task model is shown to be a simple
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Figure 7.12. A mediating agent dynamically selects the appropriate presentation model for each
device.

collection of tasks. This is for simplicity’s sake; in reality, the task model is likely to be
a highly structured graph where tasks are decomposed into subtasks at a much finer level
than shown here.

There are several ways in which a presentation model can be optimized for the per-
formance of a specific subset of tasks. Tasks that are thought to be particularly important
are represented by AIOs that are easily accessible. For example, on a PDA, clicking on a
spot on the map of our MANNA application allows the user to enter a new note imme-
diately. However, on the desktop workstation, clicking on a spot on the map brings up
a rich set of geographical and meteorological information describing the selected region,
while showing previously entered notes (see Figure 7.8). On the cellular phone, driving
directions are immediately presented when any location is selected. On the other devices,
an additional click is required to get the driving directions (see Figure 7.9). The ‘down
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Figure 7.13. Platform elements are mapped onto task elements which are mapped onto presentation
models.

arrow’ button of the cellular phone enables the user to select other options by scrolling
between them.

This middleware unit therefore benefits designers and developers by managing the
localized contextual changes that apply across devices for a given task. The treatment by
this unit of optimizations for the task structure of each device is similar to our treatment
of screen-space constraints: global and structural modifications to the presentation model
are often necessary, and adaptive interactor selection alone will not suffice.

7.4. DISCUSSION

We conclude by offering a perspective on the ongoing development of the XIML frame-
work, examining related work, and highlighting the main claims of this chapter.

7.4.1. THE XIML ROADMAP

We consider that our exit criteria for the initial phases of the development of the XIML
framework have been satisfied. Therefore, we plan to continue this effort. We have devised
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a number of stages that we plan to follow to build and refine XIML into an industry
resource. Each of the stages constitutes a development and evaluation period. The stages
are as follows:

1. Definition. This phase includes the elicitation of requirements and the definition of
language constructs, which we have completed.

2. Validation. Experiments are conducted on the language to assess its expressiveness
and the feasibility of its use. This phase is being carried out.

3. Dissemination. The language is made available to interested parties in academia and
industry for research purposes (www.ximl.org). Additional applications, tests, and lan-
guage refinements are created.

4. Adoption. The language is used by industry in commercial products.
5. Standardization. The language is adopted by a standards body under a controlled

evolution process.

There is no single measure of success in this process. The language may prove to be
very useful and successful at certain levels but not at others. In addition, the analysis of
the functional and theoretical aspects of XIML is just one of several considerations that
must be made in order to develop a universal language for user interfaces. It should be
noted first that the meaning of the word ‘universal’ in this context is a language that has
broad applicability and scope. The term should not be considered to mean a language
that is used by every developer and every application. We do consider, however, that the
evidence produced so far seems to indicate that further efforts are warranted.

7.4.2. RELATED WORK

The work on XIML draws principally from previous work in three areas: model-based
interface development [Puerta 1997; Szekely 1996; Szekely et al. 1993], user-interface
management systems [Olsen 1992], and knowledge representation for domain ontolo-
gies [Neches et al. 1991]. XIML shares some of the goals of these fields but is not directly
comparable to them. For example, the main focus of model-based interface development
systems has usually been the design and construction of the user interface. For XIML, this
is just one aspect, but the goal is to have a language that can support runtime operations
as well. In this point, it mirrors the aims of user-interface management systems. However,
those systems have targeted different computing models and their underlying definition
languages do not have the scope and expressiveness of XIML.

There are also some related efforts in the area of creating XML-based user interface
specification languages. UIML [Abrams et al. 1999] is a language geared towards multi-
platform interface development. UIML provides a highly detailed level of representation
for presentation and dialog data, but provides no support for abstract components and their
relation to the concrete user interface design. Consequently, while UIML is well suited for
describing a user interface design, it is not capable of describing the design rationale of a
user interface. Ali et al. [2002] have recently begun to explore the integration of external
task modelling languages with UIML (see Chapter 6). However, at present XIML remains
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the only language to provide integrated support for both abstract and concrete components
of the user interface.

There are several existing or developing standards that overlap with one or more of
XIML’s model components. XUL [Cheng 1999], Netscape’s XML-based User Interface
Language, provides a thin layer of abstraction above HTML for describing the presentation
components of a web page. Just as XUL overlaps with XIML’s presentation component,
CC/PP [Butler 2001; W3C] and UAProf [Butler 2001] provide similar functionality to
XIML’s platform component. ConcurTaskTrees provides an XML representation of a
UI’s task structure [Paterno et al. 1997] (see Chapter 11). DSML [OASIS 2003], the
Directory Services Markup Language, offers an adequate representation for the domain
structure, at least in the case of e-commerce applications.

Of course, none of these languages provides support for relational modelling between
components, which is the essence of XIML’s representation framework. Since all of
these languages are based in XML, it is straightforward to translate them into XIML.
Consequently, we view the existence of these languages as an advantage. In the future,
we hope to show how XIML can exploit existing documents in each of these languages.

7.4.3. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

In this chapter, we have reported on the following results:

• XIML serves as a central repository of interaction data that captures and interrelates
the abstract and concrete elements of a user interface.

• We have established a roadmap for building XIML into an industry resource. The
roadmap balances the requirements of a research effort with the realities of industry.

• We have performed a comprehensive number of validation exercises that established
the feasibility of XIML as a universal interface-specification language.

• We have completed a proof-of-concept prototype that demonstrates the usefulness of
XIML for multiple user interfaces.

• We have successfully satisfied our exit criteria for the first phases of the XIML frame-
work development and are proceeding with the established roadmap.
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8.1. INTRODUCTION
Many web-based information systems require degrees of adaptation of the system’s user
interfaces to different client devices, users and user tasks [Vanderdonckt et al. 2001; Petro-
vski and Grundy 2001]. This includes providing interfaces that will run on conventional
web browsers, using Hyper-Text Mark-up Language (HTML), as well as wireless PDAs,
mobile phones and pagers using Wireless Mark-up Language (WML) [Marsic 2001a; Han
et al. 2000; Zarikas et al. 2001]. In addition, adapting to different users and user tasks is
required [Eisenstein and Puerta 2000; Grunst et al. 1996; Wing and Colomb 1996]. For
example, hiding ‘Update’ and ‘Delete’ buttons if the user is a customer or if the user is
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a staff member doing an information retrieval-only task. Building such interfaces using
current web-based systems implementation technologies is difficult, time-consuming and
results in hard-to-maintain solutions.

Developers can use proxies that automatically convert e.g. HTML content to WML con-
tent for wireless devices [Marsic 2001a; Han et al. 2000; Vanderdonckt et al. 2001]. These
include web clipping services and portals with multi-device detection and adaptation fea-
tures [Oracle 1999; Palm 2001; IBM 2001]. Typically these either produce poor interfaces,
as the conversion is difficult for all but simple web interfaces, or require considerable
per-device interface development work. Some systems take XML-described interface con-
tent and transform it into different HTML or WML formats depending on the requesting
device information [Marsic 2001a; Vanderdonckt et al. 2001]. The degree of adaptation
supported is generally limited, however, and each interface type requires often complex,
hard-to-maintain XSLT-based scripting. Intelligent and component-based user interfaces
often support adaptation to different users and/or user tasks [Stephanidis 2001; Grundy
and Hosking 2001]. Most existing approaches only provide thick-client interfaces (i.e.
interfaces that run on the client device, not the server), and most provide no device adap-
tation capabilities. Some recent proposals for multi-device user interfaces [Vanderdonckt
et al. 2001; Han et al. 2000; Marsic 2001b] use generic, device-independent user interface
descriptions. Most of these do not typically support user and task adaptation, however, and
many are application-specific rather than general approaches. A number of approaches to
model-driven web site engineering have been developed [Ceri et al. 2000; Bonifati et al.
2000; Fraternali and Paolini 2002]. Currently these do not support user task adaptation
and their support for automated multi-device layout and navigation control is limited.
These approaches typically fully-automate web site generation, and while valuable they
replace rather than augment current development approaches.

We describe the Adaptable User Interface Technology (AUIT) architecture, a new
approach to building adaptable, thin-client user interface solutions that aims to provide
developers with a generic screen design language that augments current JSP (or ASP) web
server implementations. Developers code an interface description using a set of device-
independent XML tags to describe screen elements (labels, edit fields, radio buttons, check
boxes, images, etc.), interactors (buttons, menus, links, etc), and form layout (lines, tables
and groups). These tags are device mark-up language independent i.e. not HTML or WML
nor specific to a particular device screen size, colour support, network bandwidth etc. Tags
can be annotated with information about the user or user task they are relevant to, and
an action to take if not relevant (e.g. hide, disable or highlight). We have implemented
AUIT using Java Server Pages, and our mark-up tags may be interspersed with dynamic
Java content. At run-time these tags are transformed into HTML or WML mark-up and
form composition, interactors and layout determined depending on the device, user and
user task context.

The following section gives a motivating example for this work, a web-based collab-
orative job management system, and reviews current approaches used to build adaptable,
web-based information system user interfaces. We then describe the architecture of our
AUIT solution along with the key aspects of its design and implementation. We give
examples of using it to build parts of the job management system’s user interfaces,
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including examples of device, user and user task adaptations manifested by these AUIT-
implemented user interfaces. We discuss our development experiences with AUIT using
it to build the user interfaces for three variants of commercial web-based systems and
report results of two empirical studies of AUIT. We conclude with a summary of future
research directions and the contributions of this research.

8.2. CASE STUDY: A COLLABORATIVE JOB
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Many organisations want to leverage the increasingly wide-spread access of their staff
(and customers) to thin-client user interfaces on desktop, laptop and mobile (PDA, phone,
pager etc.) devices [Amoroso and Brancheau 2000; Varshney et al. 2000]. Consider an
organisation building a job management system to co-ordinate staff work. This needs to
provide a variety of functions allowing staff to create, assign, track and manage jobs
within an organisation. Users of the system include employees, managers and office man-
agement. Key employee tasks include login, job creation, status checking and assignment.
In addition, managers and office management maintain department, position and employee
data. Some of the key job management screens include creating jobs, viewing job details,
viewing summaries of assigned jobs and assigning jobs to others. These interactions are
outlined in the use case diagram in Figure 8.1.

All of these user interfaces need to be accessed over an intranet using multi-device,
thin-client interfaces i.e. web-based and mobile user interfaces. This approach makes the
system platform- and location-independent and enables staff to effectively co-ordinate
their work no matter where they are.

Login Assign jobs to others

View all jobs of department Add/Modify departments

Office manager

Add/Modify positions

View all assigned jobs

Manager

Add/Modify employees

Delete initiated jobs

Employee

View initiated job status

Create jobs

Figure 8.1. Use cases in the job management system.
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(1)

(2)

(4)
(3)

Figure 8.2. Adaptive job management information system screens.

Some of the thin-client, web-based user interfaces our job management information
system needs to provide are illustrated in Figure 8.2. Many of these interfaces need to
‘adapt’ to different users, user tasks and input/output web browser devices. For example,
the job listing screens (1) for job managers and other employees are very similar, but man-
agement has additional buttons and information fields. Sometimes the job details screen
(2) has buttons for modifying a job (when the owning user is doing job maintenance) but
at other times not (when the owning user is doing job searches or analysis, or the user is
not the job owner). Sometimes interfaces are accessed via desktop PC web browsers (1
and 2) and at other times the same interface is accessed via a WAP mobile phone, pager
or wireless PDA browser (3 and 4), if the employee wants to access job information when
away from their desktop or unable to use their laptop.

8.3. RELATED WORK

To build user interfaces like the ones illustrated in Figure 8.2, we can use a number
of approaches. We can build dedicated server-side web pages for each different com-
bination of user, user task and device, using Java Server Pages, Active Server Pages,
Servlets, PhPs, CGIs, ColdFusion and other technologies and tools [Marsic 2001a; Fields
and Kolb 2000; Evans and Rogers 1997; Petrovski and Grundy 2001]. This is currently
the ‘standard’ approach. It has the major problem of requiring a large number of interfaces
to be developed and then maintained – for M different information system screens and
N different user, user task and device combinations, we have to build and then maintain
M*N screens. We can improve on this a little by adding conditional constructs to the
screens for user and to some degree user task adaptations, reducing the total number of
screens to build somewhat. However, for even small numbers of different users and user
tasks, this approach makes screen implementation logic very complex and hard to main-
tain [Vanderdonckt et al. 2001; Grundy and Hosking 2001]. Each different device that
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may use the same screen still needs a dedicated server-side implementation [Fox et al.
1998; Marsic 2001a] due to different device mark-up language, screen size, availability
of fonts and colour and so on [Vanderdonckt et al. 2001].

Various approaches have been proposed or developed to allow different display devices
to access a single server-side screen implementation. A specialised gateway can provide
automatic translation of HTML content to WML content for WAP devices [Fox et al.
1998; Palm 2001]. This allows developers to ignore the device an interface will be ren-
dered on, but has the major problem of producing many poor user interfaces due to the
fully-automated nature of the gateway. Often, as with Palm’s Web Clipping approach,
the translation cuts out much of the content of the HTML document to produce a sim-
plified WML version, not always what the user requires. The W3C consortium has also
been looking at various ways of characterising different display devices, such as Compos-
ite Capabilities/Preferences Profile (CC/PP) descriptions using RDF [W3C 2002a], and
more generally at Device Independence Activity (DIA) [W3C 2002b], aiming to sup-
port seamless web interface descriptions and authoring. These approaches aim to capture
different device characteristics to support accurate and appropriate dynamic user inter-
face adaptation, and to allow write-once-display-anywhere style web page descriptions
and design.

Another common approach is to use an XML encoding of screen content and a set of
transformation scripts to convert the XML encoded data into HTML and WML suitable for
different devices [Han et al. 2000; Vanderdonckt et al. 2001; Marsic 2001b]. For example,
Oracle’s Portal-to-go approach [Oracle 1999] allows device-specific transformations to
be applied to XML-encoded data to produce device-tailored mark-up for rendering. Such
approaches work reasonably well, but don’t support user and task adaptation well and
require complex transformation scripts that have limited ability to produce good user
interfaces across all possible rendering devices. IBM’s Transcoding [IBM 2002] provides
for a set of transformations that can be applied to web content to support device and user
preference adaptations. However a different transformation must be implemented for each
device/user adaptation and it is unclear how well user task adaptation could be supported.

Some researchers have investigated the use of a database of screen descriptions to
convert, at run-time, this information into a suitable mark-up for the rendering device,
possibly including suitable adaptations for the user and their current task [Fox et al. 1998;
Zarikas et al. 2001]. An alternative approach is the use of conceptual or model-based web
specification languages and tools, such as HDM, WebML, UIML and Autoweb [Abrams
et al. 1998; Ceri et al. 2000; Bonifati et al. 2000; Fraternali and Paolini 2002; Phanouriou
2000]. These all provide device-independent specification techniques and typically gen-
erate multiple user interface implementations from these, one for each device and user.
WebML describes thin-client user interfaces and can be translated into various concrete
mark-up languages by a server. UIML provides an even more general description of user
interfaces in an XML-based format, again for translation into concrete mark-up or other
user interface implementation technologies. The W3C work on device descriptors and
device independence for web page descriptions are extending such research work. All of
these approaches require sophisticated tool support to populate the database or generate
web site implementations. They are very different to most current server-side implemen-
tation technologies like JSPs, Servlets, ASPs and so on. Usually such systems must fully
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generate web site server-side infrastructure, making it difficult for developers to reuse
existing development components and approaches with these technologies.

Various approaches to building adaptive user interfaces have been used [Dewan and
Sharma 1999; Rossel 1999; Eisenstein and Puerta 2000; Grundy and Hosking 2001].
To date, most of these efforts have assumed the use of thick-client applications where
client-side components perform adaptation to users and tasks, but not to different display
devices and networks. The need to support user interface adaptation across different users,
user tasks, display devices, and networks (local area, high reliability and bandwidth vs
wide-area, low bandwidth and reliability [Rodden et al. 1998]) means a unified approach
to supporting such adaptivity is desired by developers [Vanderdonckt et al. 2001; Marsic
2001b; Zarikas et al. 2001; Han et al. 2000].

8.4. OUR APPROACH

We have developed an approach to building adaptive, multi-device thin-client user inter-
faces for web-based applications that aims to augment rather than replace current server-
side specification technologies like Java Server Pages and Active Server Pages. User
interfaces are specified using a device-independent mark-up language describing screen
elements and layout, along with any required dynamic content (currently using embed-
ded Java code, or ‘scriptlets’ [Fields and Kolb 2000]). Screen element descriptions may
include annotations indicating which user(s) and user task(s) to which the elements are
relevant. We call this Adaptive User Interface Technology as (AUIT). Our web-based
applications adopt a four-tier software architecture, as illustrated in Figure 8.3.

Clients can be desktop or laptop PCs running a standard web-browser, mobile PDAs
running an HTML-based browser or WML-based browser, or mobile devices like pagers
and WAP phones, providing very small screen WML-based displays. All of these devices
connect to one or more web servers (the wireless ones via a wireless gateway) accessing

Legacy
application(s)

Web server(s)

AUIT
pages

Java
beans

Application server(s)

Enterprise java
beans

Database
server(s)

WML and HTML
PDAs 

Laptop/desktop
HTML browsers

HTTP, HTTPS and
WAP procols 

Java RMI
protocol

CORBA and
XML

protocols

SQL/JDBC
protocol

WAP
devices

Figure 8.3. The four-tier web-based information system architecture.
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a set of AUIT-implemented screens (i.e. web pages). The AUIT pages detect the client
device type, remember the user associated with the web session, and track the user’s
current task (typically by which page(s) the current page has been accessed from). This
information is used by the AUIT system to generate an appropriately adapted thin-client
user interface for the user, their current task context, and their display device characteris-
tics. AUIT pages contain Java code scriptlets that can access JavaBeans holding data and
performing form-processing logic [Fields and Kolb 2000]. These web server-hosted Jav-
aBeans communicate with Enterprise JavaBeans which encapsulate business logic and data
processing [Vogal 1998]. The Enterprise JavaBeans make use of databases and provide
an interface to legacy systems via CORBA and XML.

The AUIT pages are implemented by Java Server Pages (JSPs) that contain a special
mark-up language independent of device-specific rendering mark-up languages, that are
like HTML and WML but which contain descriptions of screen elements, layout and
user/task relevance, unlike typical data XML encodings. Developers implement their thin-
client web screens using AUIT’s special mark-up language, specifying in a device, user
and task-independent way each screen for their application i.e. only M screens, despite
the N combinations of user, user task and display device combinations possible for each
screen. While AUIT interface descriptions share some commonalities with model-based
web specification languages [Ceri et al. 2000; Fraternali and Paolini 2002], they specify
in one place a screen’s elements, layout, and user and task relevance.

An AUIT screen description encodes a layout grid (rows and columns) that contains
screen elements or other layout grids. The layout grids are similar to Java AWT’s Grid-
BagLayout manager, where the screen is comprised of (possibly) different-sized rows
and columns that contain screen elements (labels, text fields, radio buttons, check boxes,
links, submit buttons, graphics, lines, and so on), as illustrated in Figure 8.4. Groups and
screen elements can specify the priorities, user roles and user tasks to which they are
relevant. This allows AUIT to automatically organise the interface for different-sized
display devices into pages to fit the device and any user preferences. The structure
of the screen description is thus a logical grouping of screen elements that is used to

Screen

Row 1

Row 2

Row 3

Different # columns/size columns

Screen elements (labels, graphics,
text, links, buttons etc)

Sub-group(rows, columns
+ elements)

Figure 8.4. Basic AUIT screen description logical structure.
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generate a physical mark-up language for different device, user role and user task com-
binations.

Unlike generic web mark-up languages and XML-encoded screen descriptions, AUIT
screen descriptions include embedded server-side dynamic code. Embedded Java scriptlets
currently provide this dynamic content for AUIT web pages and conventional JSP Jav-
aBeans are used to provide data representation, form processing and application server
access. When a user accesses an AUIT-implemented JSP page, the AUIT screen descrip-
tion is interpreted with appropriate user, user task and display device adaptations being
made to produce a suitable thin-client interface. Using embedded dynamic content allows
AUIT tags to make use of data as a device-specific screen description is generated. It
also allows developers to use their existing server-side web components easily with AUIT
screen mark-up to build adaptive web interfaces.

8.5. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

Java Server Pages are the Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE) solution for building thin-client
web applications, typically used for HTML-based interfaces but also usable for building
WML-based interfaces for mobile display devices [Fields and Kolb 2000; Vogal 1998].
To implement AUIT we have developed a set of device-independent screen element tags
for use within JSPs that allow developers to specify their screens independent of user, task
and display device. Note that we could implement AUIT in various ways, for example we
could populate an AUIT-encoded screen description with data then transform it from its
XML format into a device-specific mark-up language, or extract AUIT screen descriptions
from a database at run-time, generating device-specific mark-up from these. AUIT screen
descriptions are typically lower-level than those of conceptual web specification languages
e.g. WebML and HDM [Ceri et al. 2000; Bonifati et al. 2000] but we don’t attempt to
generate full web-side functionality from AUIT, rather we interpret the custom AUIT
tags and embedded Java scriptlets. AUIT descriptions have some similarities to some
XML-based web screen encoding approaches, but again our focus is on providing JSP
(and ASP) developers a device, user and user task adaptable mark-up language rather
than requiring them to generate an XML encoding which is subsequently transformed for
an output device.

Some of the AUIT tags and their properties are shown in Table 8.1, along with some
typical mappings to HTML and WML mark-up tags. Some AUIT tag properties are not
used by HTML or WML e.g. graphic, alternate short text, colour, font size, user role and
task information, and so on. Reasonably complex HTML and WML interfaces can be
generated from AUIT screen descriptions. This includes basic client-side scripting with
variables and formulae – currently we generate JavaScript for HTML and WMLScript
for WML display devices. AUIT tags generally control layout (screen, group, table, row,
paragraph etc), page content (edit field, label, line, image etc), or inter-page navigation
(submit, link). Each AUIT tag has many properties the developer can specify, some
mandatory and some optional. All tags have user and user task properties that list the
users and user tasks to which the tag is relevant. Screen tags have a specific task property
allowing the screen to specify the user’s task context (this is passed onto linked pages
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Table 8.1. Some AUIT tags and properties.

AUIT Tag/Properties Description HTML WML

<auit:screen>

• title, alternate
• width, height
• template
• colour, bgcolour
• font, lcolour

Encloses contents of
whole screen. Title
and short title
alternative are
specified. Can specify
max width/height and
AUIT appearance
template to use.
Default colours, fonts
and link appearance
can be specified.

<html> <wml>, <card>

<auit:form>

• action
• method

Indicates an input form
to process (POSTable).
Specify processing
action URL and
processing method.

<form> <do type = accept>

<auit:group>

• width, height
• rows, columns
• priority
• user, task

Groups related elements
of screen. Group can
have m rows, with
each row 1 to n
columns (may be
different number).
Number of rows can
be dynamic i.e.
determined from data
iteration.

– –

<auit:table>
• border, width
• colour, bgcolour
• rows, columns

Table (grid) with fixed
number rows and
columns. Can specify
border width and
colour, 3D or shaded
border, fixed table
rows/columns (if
known).

<table> <table>

<auit:row>

• width, height
• columns
• user, task

Group or table row
information. Can
specify # columns,
width and height row
encloses. Can also
restrict relevance of
enclosed elements to
specified user/task.

<tr> <tr>

(continued overleaf )
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Table 8.1 (continued )

AUIT Tag/Properties Description HTML WML

<auit:column>

• width, height
Group or table column

information.
<td> <td>

<auit:iterator>
• bean, variable

Iterates over data
structure elements.
Uses JavaBean
collection data
structure.

– –

<auit:paragraph> Paragraph separator. <p> <p>

<auit:line>
• height, colour

Line break. Optional
height (produces
horizontal line).

<br>, <hr> <br>, <hr>

<auit:heading>

• level, colour, font
• user, task

Heading level and text. <h1>, <h2> etc Plain text

<auit:label>
• colour, font
• alternate, image
• user, task

Label on form. Can have
short form, image.

Plain text Plain text

<auit:textbox>

• colour, font
• user, task
• script

Edit field description.
Can define colour,
fonts.

<input type = text> <input type = text>

<auit:radio> Radio button. <input type = radio> <input type = radio>

<auit:select> Popup menu item list. <select . . . > <select . . . >

<auit:image>
• source, alternate

Image placeholder, has
alternate text (short
and long forms).

<img src = . . . > <img src = . . . >

<auit:link>

• url, image
• user, task

Hypertext link, has label
or image.

<a href = . . . > <go href = . . . >

<auit:submit>
• user, task
• colour, image
• url, script

Submit button/action (for
form POSTing).

<input type = submit <do><go href =
. . . >

<% . . . %> Embedded Java scriptlet
code.

– –
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by auit:link tags to set the linked form’s user task). Grouped tags, as well as table rows
and columns have a ‘priority’ indicating which grouped elements can be moved to linked
screens for small-screen display devices and which must be shown. Table, row and col-
umn tags have minimum and maximum size properties, used when auto-laying out AUIT
elements enclosed in table cells. Edit box, radio button, check boxes, list boxes and pop-up
menus have a name and value, obtained from JavaBeans when displayed and that set Java-
Bean properties when the form is POSTed to the web server. Images have alternate text
values and ranges of source files (typically, .gif, .jpg and wireless bit map .wbm formats).
Links and submit tags specify pages to go to and actions for the target JSP to perform.

Users, as well as user task relevance and priority can be associated with any AUIT
tag (if with a group, then this applies to all elements of the group). We use a hierarchical
role-based model to characterise users: a set of roles is defined for a system with some
roles being generalisations of others. Specific users of the system are assigned one or
more roles. User tasks are hierarchical and sequential i.e. a task can be broken down into
sub-tasks, and tasks may be related in sequence, defining a basic task context network
model. Any AUIT tag may be denoted as relevant or not relevant to one or more user
roles, sub-roles, tasks or sub-tasks, and to a task that follows one or more other tasks.
In addition, elements can be ‘prioritised’ on a per-role basis i.e. which elements must be
shown first, which can be moved to a sub-screen, which must always be shown to the user.

A developer writes an AUIT-encoded screen specification, which makes use of Jav-
aBeans (basically Java classes) to process form input data and to access Enterprise
JavaBeans, databases and legacy systems. At run-time the AUIT tags are processed by the
JSPs using custom tag library classes we have written. When the JSP encounters an AUIT
tag, it looks for a corresponding custom tag library class which it invokes with tag proper-
ties. This custom tag class performs suitable adaptations and generates appropriate output
text to be sent to the user’s display device. Link and submit tags produce HTML or WML
markups directing the display device to other pages or to perform a POST of input data
to the web server as appropriate. Figure 8.5 outlines the way AUIT tags are processed.
Note that dynamic content Java scriptlet code can be interspersed with AUIT tags.

Display device

Web server

<auit:form> 
<auit:label>Hello</auit:label>
<auit:paragraph/>
<auit:label>Name:</auit:label>
<auit:editfield id=customer field=name/>
<auit:table>
<  …./auit:form>

Formtag 
Label tag 

Edit field tag

Java beans

EJBs,
databases,

legacy
systems 

1.GET/POST
to AUIT JSP

2.Java scriptlet
code to JSPs

3. JavaBeans to
app server 4.Get tag text

5. Return text

6.Closing screen
tag assembles
output text and

returns to device

AUIT Page

Figure 8.5. JSP custom tag-implemented AUIT screen descriptions.
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One of the more challenging things to support across multiple devices and in the pres-
ence of user and task adaptations (typically inappropriate screen elements being hidden)
is providing a suitable screen layout for the display device. HTML browsers on desk-
top machines have rich layout support (using multi-layered tables), colour, a range of
fonts and rich images. PDAs have similar layout capability, a narrower font range, and
some have no colour and limited image display support. Mobile devices like pagers and
WAP phones have very small screen size, one font size, typically no colour, and need
low-bandwidth images. Hypertext links and form submissions are quite different, using
buttons, clickable text or images, or selectable text actions.

AUIT screen specifications enable users to use flexible groups to indicate a wide variety
of logical screen element relationships and to imply desired physical display layouts. These
allow our AUIT custom tags to perform automatic ‘splitting’ of a single AUIT logical
screen description into multiple physical screens when all items in a screen can not be
sensibly displayed in one go on the display device. Group rows and columns are processed
to generate physical mark-up for a device, and then are assembled to form a full physical
screen. If some rows and/or columns will not fit the device screen, AUIT assembles a
‘first screen’ (either top, left rows and columns that fit the device screen, or top-priority
elements if these are specified). Remaining screen elements are grouped by the rows and
columns and are formed into one or more ‘sub-screens’, accessible from the main screen
(and each other) via hypertext links. This re-organisation minimises the user needing to
scroll horizontally and vertically on the device, producing an interface that is easier to use
across all devices. It also provides a physical interface with prioritised screen elements
displayed. AUIT has a database of device characteristics (screen size, colour support and
default font sizes etc.), that are used by our screen splitting algorithm. Users can specify
their own preferences for these different display device characteristics, allowing for some
user-specific adaptation support.

PDA
screen
size 

AUIT Page
<auit:form>
<auit:group>  
<auit:rowsize=…>  
<auit:label>Hello</auit:label>  
<auit:paragraph/>
</auit:row>  
<auit:label>Name:</auit:label>  
<auit:editfieldid=customer field=name/> 
<auit:group>  
….
</auit:form> 

Label 1 Edit 1

Group
Col1 Col2 Col3 

Row2 R2 C2 R2 C3

Row3 R3 C2 R3 C3

Row4 R4 C2 R4 C3

Full screen size 

R1 C1 R1 C2

R2 C2 R2 C2

D

First screen

R3 C1 R3 C2

R4 C1 R3 C2

R5 C1 R5 C2

R2 C3

R3 C3

R4 C3

R1 C1 Col3 

R2 C2

R3 C1

R4 C2

Down screen

Right screen

PDA requests screen

PDA gets first screen
then right/down on

user request…

Tags generate
output

Output grouped
into multiple
screen buffers

L UR

Label1

Edit1

Figure 8.6. Screen splitting adaptation of form layout.
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When processing an AUIT screen description, as each AUIT tag is processed, it gener-
ates physical mark-up output text that is cached in a buffer. When group, row or column
text will over-fill the display device screen, text to the right and bottom over-filling the
screen is moved to separate screens, linked by hypertext links and organised using the
specified row/column groupings. An example of this process is outlined in Figure 8.6.
Here a PDA requests a screen too big for it to display, so the AUIT tag output is grouped
into multiple screens. The PDA gets the first screen to display and the user can click on
the Right and Down links to get the other data. Some fields can be repeated in following
screens (e.g. the first column of the table in this example) if the user needs to see them
on each screen.

8.6. JOB MANAGEMENT SYSTEM EXAMPLES

We illustrate the use of our AUIT system in building some adaptable, web-based job
maintenance system interfaces as outlined in Section 8.2. Figure 8.7 shows examples
of the job listing screen being displayed for the same user in a desktop web browser
(1), mobile PDA device (2 and 3) and mobile WAP phone (4–6). The web browser
can show all jobs (rows) and job details (columns). It can also use colour to highlight
information and hypertext links. The PDA device can not show all job detail columns,
and so additional job details are split across a set of horizontal screens. The user accesses
these additional details by using the hypertext links added to the sides of the screen. The
WAP phone similarly can’t display all columns and rows, and links are added to access
these. In addition, the WAP phone doesn’t provide the degree of mark-up the PDA and

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
(6)

Figure 8.7. Job listing screen on multiple devices.
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Job listing : Screen 

Title : Heading

Jobs : Table

Jobs : Iterator

Job info : Row

ID : Column

Job.ID : Text field 

Title : Column

Job.title : Link

Job headings : Row 

ID : Column

Job ID : Label 

Title : Column

Job title : Label 

… 

<%@ taglib uri="/auit"prefix="auit"%>//page directive to access AUIT tags
<jsp:useBean id=’job_manager’ class=’jobs.JobManager/>//JavaBeans to use
… 
<auit:screen name=”job list”>// sets user/task/device information…
<auit:heading level=2 value=’<%=AUITUser.getUserName()%>’s JobList’/>
<auit:table width=60 border=0>
<auit:row><auit:column><auit:label width=6 value=’Num’/></auit:column>… 
<%jobs=job_manager.selectJobs(AUITUser.getUserName());%>
<auit:iterator name=job data=jobs %>
<auit:row height=1>
<auit:column><auit:label width=6 value=

’<% job.getJobNumber() %>’/></auit:column>
<auit:column><auit:link width=20 name=’<%job.getJobNumber()%>’

href = ‘job_details.jsp?task=detail&job=
<%job.getJobNumber() %>’ /></auit:column> 

<auit:column><auit:label width = 30 value =
’<% job.getInitiator() %>’/></auit:column>

… 
</auit:row>
</auit:iterator>
</auit:table>

</auit:screen> 

(a) (b)

Figure 8.8. (a) Logical structure and (b) AUIT description of the job listing screen.

web browser can, so buttons and links and colour are not used. The user instead accesses
other pages via a text-based menu listing.

Figure 8.8(a) shows the logical structure of the job listing screen using the AUIT tags
introduced in Section 8.4. The screen is comprised of a heading and list of jobs. The first
table row displays column headings, the subsequent rows are generated by iterating over
a list of job objects returned by a Java Bean. Figure 8.8(b) shows part of the AUIT Java
Server Page that specifies this interface. The first lines in the JSP indicate the custom tag
library (AUIT) and ‘JavaBean’ components accessible by the page e.g. the job manager
class provides access to the database of jobs. The screen tag sets up the current user, user
task and device information obtained from the device and server session context for which
the page is being run. The heading tag shows the user whose job list is being displayed.
The table tag indicates a table, and in this example, one with a specified maximum width
(in characters per row) and no displayed border. The first row shows headings per column,
displayed as labels. The iterator tag loops, displaying each set of enclosed tags (each row)
for every job assigned to the page user. The job list is obtained via the embedded Java
code in the <% . . . %> tags. The column values for each row include labels (number,
initiator, comment etc) and links (Job title, Assign To).

Figure 8.9(a) shows examples of the job details screen in use for different users and
user tasks. In (1), a non-owning employee has asked to view the job details. They are
not able to modify it or assign other employees to this job. The same screen is presented
to the job manager if they go to the job details screen in a ‘viewing’ (as opposed to job
maintenance) task context. In (2), the job manager has gone to the job details screen in
a ‘job re-assignment’ task context from the job listing screen in Figure 8.7. They can
assign employees to the job but not modify other job details. In (3) the job manager has
gone to the screen to update a job’s details and the job detail fields are now editable (a
similar interface is presented when creating a new job). If an assigned employee accesses
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the job details in a job maintenance task context, only the comment and complete fields
are editable, as shown in the WAP phone-displayed job details screen in (4).

Part of the AUIT specification of the job details screen is shown in Figure 8.9(b). The
screen encloses a form which is posted to the web server for processing (done by the
job interface JavaBean component) when the user fills out values for it. The heading
is task-dependent – if the user is viewing job details, the heading is not the same as
when they are assigning or adding a job. The ‘task’ attribute of the two heading tags is
used to determine which heading is shown. A table is used to achieve the layout. Some
columns are common to all screens e.g. the left-hand side labels. Some rows are not
shown for some screens e.g. the ‘From’ row is not shown if the user task is assign or
new. Sometimes a different kind of form element is used e.g. if viewing a job, labels are
used but when adding or assigning a job, some fields for the job have editable elements
(text box, pop-up menu etc). If the user of the screen is not the job owner, then the delete
button is not shown.

8.7. EXPERIENCES

To date, we have built three substantial web-based applications with AUIT technology: the
job management system, an on-line car sales E-commerce site, and an on-line collaborative
travel planning system. Each of these systems has over two dozen AUIT screens, JavaBean
and EJB application server components, and database tables. We have also built, for other
projects, ‘hard-coded’ versions of these systems using conventional JSP technology – a
commercial version of the on-line car retailer system, a commercial, in-house company
job management system, and a large prototype collaborative travel planning system. Each
of these systems has JSPs specifically built for different users, user tasks and display
devices. The AUIT systems all have less than a third of the screen specifications of these
hard-coded systems. These AUIT screen specifications are easier to extend and maintain
as new data and functions are added to the systems, as only a single specification needs
modifying rather than up to half a dozen for some screens in some of these hard-coded
systems. Our AUIT technology allows developers to use all the usual JSP and Servlet
functionality in conjunction with the AUIT adaptable tags. This means the expressive
power for building dynamic web applications with AUIT-based JSPs is preserved, unlike
when using XML-based translation approaches.

We have run two empirical evaluations of our AUIT-based systems, with a dozen
end users comparing the AUIT and hard-coded system interfaces, and with half a dozen
experienced, industry web-based information system developers comparing the use of
AUIT technology to conventional JSP technology. End users in our studies using the job
management and car site systems found the AUIT-implemented user interfaces to be as
good from a usability perspective as the hard-coded ones. In fact, some found them better
since they could change their device preferences and have the AUIT interfaces change to
suit them; this was not possible with the hard-coded interface implementations. We had
the software developers extend an existing JSP-implemented system by using AUIT to
build two interfaces, both needing device, user and user task adaptations. They built two
AUIT screen implementations and up to half a dozen conventional JSP implementations
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(generating HTML and WML respectively). These developers found AUIT to be straight-
forward to use and much more powerful and easier than the conventional JSP technology
for building adaptable user interfaces. They found the range of functionality supported by
AUIT tags to be large enough for most of their web-based user implementation needs.

We have tried to provide developers with a superset of screen specification tags and
facilities enabling a wide range of both HTML- and WML-coded interfaces to be gen-
erated. However AUIT trades off the power of developers to tailor a web-based user
interface to a specific device, user role and user task with ease of specification and main-
tenance of adaptable user interfaces. One consequence of specifying logical screen groups,
elements and relevancies is that quite different physical screen layouts and interactions
may result depending on device, user and task accessing the interface. The interface the
user sees is thus variable and may not be optimal i.e. usability is less for end users
than hard-coded interfaces. An interesting and unintended consequence we found with
AUIT user preferences is that users can specify dynamically their own preferred screen
size limits, colour and image usage for different devices. AUIT then provides user-tailored
interfaces using these preferences, an unintended facility, but one that our end users found
useful. We have found AUIT limited for highly image-oriented interfaces and interfaces
using large numbers of embedded tables to provide very fine-tuned screen layout. AUIT
is quite scalable in terms of number of users, imposing quite low overheads on the
hosting server.

Our evaluation of AUIT has identified some areas for further research. The design
of AUIT-based systems is radically different to user interface design of conventional
web-based application interfaces. Designers need to work with logical structures like
that illustrated in Figure 8.8(b), rather than with fixed-format layout as in conventional
web user interface design. AUIT groups provide a reasonably flexible facility to layout
screens, which work well for WML and moderately complex HTML interfaces. Very
complex, fine-tuned HTML layout for desktop browsers is difficult to achieve with the
current AUIT grouping components. Estimating the amount of room that rendered screen
elements will take up, used by the screen splitting algorithm to move some information
to linked screens, is difficult, as users may configure their device browsers with different
default fonts and font sizes.

We are currently developing a new design method for adaptable web application user
interfaces, along with a GUI specification tool that will generate AUIT implementa-
tions from these graphical designs. This will make it easier for developers to specify
such systems interactively. We are continuing to enhance the layout control in AUIT
grouping constructs to give developers more control over complex screen layout across
display devices. Current task adaptation support is limited and we are extending this
to allow developers to use more workflow-like information to support such adaptations.
Extending user preference control and device characteristics, like network bandwidth,
will allow further detailed specification of interface adaptation. AUIT could be applied
to specifying thick-client adaptable user interfaces i.e. client-side user interface objects.
Our aim to date however has been to focus on augmenting JSP server-side, thin-client
adaptable user interface implementation, due to the limited client-side support in many
small-screen devices.
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8.8. SUMMARY
We have developed a new approach for the development of adaptable, web-based infor-
mation system user interfaces. This provides developers with a set of device-independent
mark-up tags used to specify thin-client screen elements, element groupings, and user
and user task annotations. We have implemented this with Java Server Page custom tag
libraries, making our system fully compatible with current J2EE-based information sys-
tem architectures. We have developed a novel automated approach for splitting too-large
screens into parts for different display devices. We have developed several systems with
our technology, all evaluated by end users and commercially deployable. Developers
report that they find our technology easier to use and more powerful for building and
maintaining adaptable web-based user interfaces than other current approaches. End users
report they find the adaptive interfaces suitable for their application tasks, and in some
instances prefer them to hard-coded, device- and user-tailored implementations.
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9.1. INTRODUCTION

What does it mean for software designers to be more aware of the context of use? First,
they have to analyze thoroughly the situations under which the interactive application
will be executed. This analysis should consider the variety of tasks users want to perform
with the aid of the interactive system, as well as the variety of environments under which
tasks must be performed. Questions such as “Which platform is available in a certain
task situation?” must be considered. Secondly, designers must ensure that the designed
system shows a reasonable behavior in specific situations of use on different platforms.
This chapter shows that research results of model-based approaches can serve as a useful
basis for the development of context-aware applications.

We start with a short introduction to model-based development of interactive systems
and to some important ideas about task modelling. Then, we consider new kinds of appli-
cations and the requirements that emerge with them. A design process which can better

Multiple User Interfaces. Edited by A. Seffah and H. Javahery
 2004 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd ISBN: 0-470-85444-8
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cope with changing environments is introduced, and general modelling ideas are supported
by presenting two specification techniques in more detail. The first technique, which can
be applied to task models, allows a separate description of the general temporal relations
within a task model and the specific temporal constraints which are imposed by concrete
situations. The second technique uses XML technology to distinguish between an abstract
interaction model of an interactive system and its specific representations. Specific features
of devices are given by XML-descriptions. This approach allows a smooth integration of
newly developed devices into already existing software. Finally, an example illustrates
the integration of the proposed techniques into a general modelling approach.

9.2. MODEL-BASED SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

9.2.1. MODELS USED IN THE DESIGN PROCESS

In most model-based approaches, several models are created and combined to characterize
a domain of interest from different perspectives. Among the many models used for the
design of interactive systems, ‘the task model has today gained much attention and many
acceptances in the scientific community to be the model from which a development should
be initiated’ [Forbrig and Dittmar 2001]. This model is based on the idea that interactive
systems should reflect the tasks that users have to perform in certain areas of application.
This position, which is known as a task-based approach, emphasizes the fact that the
design and the introduction of new software systems is not only a technical problem, but
also affects the whole labor situation, including the domain model and the user model.

Figure 9.1 shows the most important models in use. It distinguishes between the exist-
ing and the envisioned labor situation as situations before and after the introduction of
the designed interactive system [van der Veer et al. 1996; Lim and Long 1994]. A precise
analysis of the existing situation is necessary if one is to make reasonable suggestions
for an envisioned one. The interactive system can be conceptualized as consisting of
two main parts (as seen in Figure 9.1), which can be divided into further sub-models.
Whereas the application model describes the functionality of the system, the interaction
model specifies the user interface in an abstract way. The requirements for the interactive
system should be derived from the models of the existing and the envisioned situations
and can further influence the envisioned sub-models.

9.2.2. TASK MODELLING

Task theories such as TKS [Johnson and Wilson 1993] form the basis for modelling the
conceptual knowledge a user requires to fulfill a task. The underlying assumption of task-
based approaches is that models representing this knowledge can support the designers
in constructing adequate systems and user interfaces.

There is a general agreement that people develop hierarchical representations of tasks
[Sebilotte 1988]. Our limited working memory means that we are not able to survey more
complex tasks. Consequently, we form intermediate tasks from subtasks [Hacker 1995].
However, besides the hierarchical representations we also employ behavioral descriptions
of tasks. Whereas a hierarchy says something about the subtasks which have to be executed
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Existing labor
situation

Task model

User model Domain model

Application
model

Interaction
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Interactive system

Envisioned labor
situation

Task model

User model Domain model

Figure 9.1. Models used in the design process.

to fulfill the whole task (what to do), a behavioral representation takes the conditions for
performing a subtask into consideration (when to do things) [Shepherd 1989]. Following
[Hacker 1995], we argue that a task has both a hierarchical and a sequential character.

The simple example in Figure 9.2 illustrates the modelling ideas mentioned above.
Basically, the model describes the task of E-shopping. Figure 9.2a shows the hierarchical
decomposition. The task E-shopping consists of the subtasks Looking for the product,
Checking the offer, and Ordering the product, which have to be decomposed themselves
until the level of atomic tasks is achieved. Each atomic task is linked with an operation
which causes a change in the task environment.

The sequential description of the task can be found in Figure 9.2b. It specifies the
sequential order that must be applied to subtasks, and to their components, so that they
are executed successfully. This sequential description is developed by using temporal
operators known from process algebras like CSP [Hoare 1985] or CCS [Milner 1989].
Most of the task modelling approaches proceed in this manner [Johnson and Wilson 1993;
Paterno et al. 1997; Scapin and Pierret-Golbreich 1990].

For instance: Let T1 and T2 be subtasks, then the expression T1 | T2 means that the
subtasks T1 and T2 can be performed in any order. If we want to indicate that subtask T2

has to be executed after T1 then the sequential operator has to be applied (T1; T2).
To describe the impact a task performance has on the environment, we need a domain

model, which includes a description of goals, preconditions, and effects of the task.
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(a)

E-shopping

Entering a search criterion Choosing an offer

Looking for the product Checking the offer Ordering the product

. . .

E-shopping =

. . .

Looking for the product; (checking the offer | ordering the product)
Looking for the product =

Entering a search criterion; choosing an offer

(b)

Figure 9.2. A simple task model of E-shopping.

Whereas a goal describes an intended or desired state which is supported by appropriate
tasks, the precondition of a task is a state necessary for its execution. The effect of a task
is the state which exists after performing it. Ideally, the goal to which a task is assigned
and its effect describe the same state. Many approaches use object-oriented techniques to
specify the task environment [Biere et al. 1999; Shepherd 1989; Tauber 1990]. Figure 9.3
illustrates the preconditions and effects of the E-shopping subtask ‘choosing an offer,’
from Figure 9.2.

The goal of Choosing an offer is to select an offer, which is indeed one part of the
effect of this subtask. But other consequences – that the list of offers and the means of

Precondition

Effect

Means of 
selection

List of 
offers

Choosing
an offer

offer_1
offer_2

offer_i

. . .

. . .

Figure 9.3. Precondition and effect of the subtask Choosing an offer .
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selection do not exist after the execution – are certainly not part of the goal. Of course,
one can imagine a more precise description of the task environment. The level of precision
that must be applied in specifying the elements of the preconditions and effect depend on
the goals of the modelling procedure.

9.2.3. NEW CHALLENGES FOR MODELLING

Devices such as the mobile phone and the PDA allow a user to perform subtasks by using
an interactive system in previously inaccessible environments. For example, consider an
engineer who is able now to input measured data directly at the place of measuring (by
using a PDA) or later sitting in his office (by using a desktop). Both situations can be
characterized not only by the different applied input devices, but also by the different
subtasks the engineer has also to perform there.

There are different ways to develop software that runs on different devices. Of course,
a separate software design for each device is possible, but then designers must find a way
to combine all subsystems into a complete and consistent system which can be considered
‘task-oriented.’

Furthermore, most of the functionality has to be designed several times. Instead, we
suggest a design process utilizing task-based approaches, so that the interactive system is
developed from a task model. The physical devices which a user requires to interact with
the system can be considered as part of the specific situation of use.

However, by even following the second design approach, we have a large design
space [Dey and Abowd 1999]. As Dey points out, ‘we could require users explicitly to
express all information relevant to a given situation’; alternatively, and preferably, we
can ‘. . . let the application designer decide what information is relevant and how to deal
with it’ [Dey and Abowd 1999]. The consequences for designers are that ‘the application
designer should have spent considerably more time analyzing the situations under which
the application will be executed and can more appropriately determine what information
is relevant and how to react to it’ [Dey and Abowd 1999].

We consider an interactive system to be context-aware if it is able to adapt its behavior
to a specific situation of use. Task analysis processes can supply models specifying the
user’s tasks and their intentions. However, task models are not an appropriate means of
describing a context which can be changed dynamically [Pribeanu et al. 2001].

To illustrate this point, let us look back to the example in Figure 9.2. Basically, the
model allows a user to Check an offer and to Order the product in any order (the only
constraint is that the subtask Looking for the product has to be completed). Consequently,
an appropriate interactive system has to present at the same time the opportunity to
perform both subtasks. However, if a mobile phone is used, for example, the screen could
be too small to show all necessary information. In other words, the model neglects specific
constraints in the actual environment as well as individual preferences or abilities.

It is widely accepted that the use of different models during software development
leads to more mature systems because they can accommodate different aspects of the
design. Undoubtedly, the use of task models and other sub-models like domain models
and user models is particularly important in the design process of context-aware systems
in order to develop an appropriate design model of the interactive system [Forbrig 1999].
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Figure 9.4. A more flexible task-based approach.

Although model-based approaches contribute to a flexible specification of software, the
sub-models are often too rigid to describe different user needs. Consequently, we are often
confronted with specifications which are either too restrictive for single users or give
them too much freedom within the application context. New modularization principles on
different modelling levels are needed to describe specific constraints.

A flexible task-based approach proposes to separate a sub-model into a fixed kernel part
and additional specific parts to allow more flexible specifications. Whereas the kernel is
stable or static (as far as you can consider a model as stable), the addition of a specific part
depends on the specific situation of use. The general idea is illustrated in Figure 9.4. The
model of the interactive system is derived from the kernel sub-models as usual. However,
only the general constraints given by the field of application are specified. Models of
specific constraints can adapt a kernel model to a specific situation of use and can change
the model of the interactive system dynamically. To support this process, the interaction
and the application models should be described on different levels of abstraction.

9.3. ADAPTIVE SPECIFICATION TECHNIQUES

To implement the general modelling approach of context-aware interactive systems intro-
duced above, we need improved specification techniques. In this section, two proposals
are made. In the first subsection, an adaptation mechanism for task models is demon-
strated. Models of specific temporal constraints adapt a kernel model by restriction without
changing its nature completely. The second subsection shows how we can transform the
interaction model into an abstract sub-model and various specific sub-models. Moreover,
this modelling approach supports the use of different devices.
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9.3.1. ADAPTED TASK MODELS

A ‘classical’ or simple task model consists of two parts, as mentioned in Section 9.2. In
the abstract example given in Figure 9.5, the hierarchical description H decomposes the
task T into subtasks down to the level of atomic tasks T11, T12, T21, and T22. For each
atomic task Ti an operation opi is assigned, which must then be executed in order to
fulfill Ti. The task tree, the most stable part of the task model, summarizes what has to
be done. The sequential description S specifies the order in which the operations can be
performed to fulfill the whole task. Therefore in S, the task T is considered as a process
of an algebra common to task-based approaches e.g., [Paterno 2000].

S is composed of two types of equations. The first type describes temporal constraints
between those subtasks which have a common parent node in the task tree (equT, equT1,

and equT2 in Figure 9.5). Equations of the second type define the mapping between
atomic tasks and operations of the set OP (equT11, equT12, equT21, and equT22 in the
example). For brevity, the following examples omit equations of the second type, as well
as operations. Temporal dependencies between subtasks can be formulated by temporal
operators [Johnson and Wilson 1993], and the following operators are often used (possibly
in different notation):

| (parallel) composition ; sequence (enabling)
+ choice [] option
* iteration [> deactivation
|> interruption

In Figure 9.5 the temporal operators for parallel (|) and sequential execution (;) of
subtasks are applied. Thus, T can be fulfilled by executing one of the following six
sequences of atomic tasks.

〈T11, T12, T21, T22〉, 〈T11, T21, T12, T22〉, 〈T11, T21, T22, T12〉,
〈T21, T11, T12, T22〉, 〈T21, T11, T22, T12〉, 〈T21, T22, T11, T12〉

T

T1

T11

OP = {op1, op2, op3, op4}

T12 T21 T22

T2

H: S = { equT: T    = T1|T2,

equT1
: T1  = T11; T12,

equT2
: T2  = T21; T22,

equT11
: A11 = op1,

equT12
: T12 = op2,

equT21
: T21 = op3,

equT22
: T22 = op4}

Figure 9.5. A simple model of the abstract task T.
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In this chapter, a simple task model is used as a kernel task model. The task tree
determines which subtasks can be performed in general. However, the sequential descrip-
tion contains only those temporal relations which come from the problem domain. In
Figure 9.5, T1 and T2 could be interpreted, for example, as tasks decomposed into further
subtasks concerning the input of some data to a software system (T11 and T21) and the
calculation of the appropriate results (T12 and T22). Furthermore, T12 and T22 require a
long time to execute (even with the best processor). Obviously, T11 has to be performed
before T12, just as T21 must be performed before T22. However, there are no temporal
constraints between T1 and T2. A user interface derived from this task model might con-
sist of two windows W1 and W2 displayed in parallel, W1 reflecting T1 and W2 reflecting
T2. The calculation is disabled in both windows until all input data are given. With open
user communities, constraints change with the specific situations of use. In our example,
a user could work with a small device which can display only one of the windows W1

and W2 at a time; that window is blocked until a calculation is finished. The task model
could be adapted to this situation, for example, by saying that T1 has to be executed to
enable T2 because T1 has a higher priority.

In our approach, a kernel task model is adapted to a specific situation of use by
additional temporal constraints expressed as equations similar to the equations in the
sequential description of the kernel model. Thus, the task hierarchy itself is considered
stable, but the set of possible execution sequences can be restricted. Disabling some of
the optional subtasks is also possible. Figure 9.6 demonstrates an adaptation of the kernel
model presented in Figure 9.5. The situation described above is reflected in the specific
constraint equC which restricts the six possible execution sequences to only one:

〈T11, T12, T21, T22〉.

At this point we should mention another temporal operator, denoted by 〈〈〉〉 as it can
be very useful in describing additional temporal constraints. If a subtask Ti is enclosed by
〈〈〉〉 , then the execution of Ti cannot be disturbed by any other subtask. An example is
given in Figure 9.7. The kernel model does not impose temporal constraints on subtasks,
but with the additional equation equc we specify that T12 has to be performed immediately
after T22.

Figure 9.8 illustrates an adapted model for the introductory E-shopping example in
Figure 9.2; this model could represent a mobile phone being used for E-shopping. It

S    =  {
Part of the
kernel model

Specific
constraints

equT: T   = T1|T2,

equT1
: T1 = T11; T12,

equT2
: T2 = T21; T22 }

equc: C  = T1; T2

Figure 9.6. An adaptation of Figure 9.5.
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S    =  {

Specific
constraints

equT: T   = T1|T2,

equT1
: T1 = T11|T12|T13,

equT2
: T2 = T21|T22 }

equc: C  = <<T22; T12>>

Figure 9.7. Another adapted model.

E-shopping =
                 Looking for the product; (checking the offer | ordering the product)
Looking for the product = 
                 Entering a search criterion ; choosing an offer

. . .
equc:   C = <<Looking for the product ; ordering the product>>

Figure 9.8. An adaptation of the specification from Figure 9.2.

includes the constraint that the completion of the subtask Looking for the product has to
be immediately followed by executing Ordering the product. In other words, Checking
the offer is not possible in this environment.

9.3.2. SPECIFICATION OF DEVICE FEATURES BY XML

Different devices with different capabilities are used by modern information and com-
munication systems to present application logic. For instance, modern banking software
should provide an HTML-based user interface for a web-based usage of the service as
well as a WAP-based mobile communication service. A customer should also be able to
use the software on automatic teller machines.

This subsection shows how the conceptual parts of design models can be reused.
XML technology [Goldfarb and Prescod 2001] is used for representation and transfor-
mation features. Using XML technology allows a flexible development process from an
abstract interaction model to a specific representation. The specific features of devices
are given by XML-descriptions as well, and the transformation process is based on this
information. Thus, we can facilitate a smooth integration of newly developed devices
into already existing software and a better access to information resources by multi-
ple users.

There are already some approaches that enable us to specify user interfaces with mark-
up languages. An example is UIML [Abrams et al. 1999] – an XML-based language
for describing user interfaces. It comes with different rendering programs allowing the
generation of user interfaces on different platforms. However, a special renderer for each
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target-device is needed, limiting the flexibility for selecting target-device features. A
separate chapter of this book describes the UIML approach and its further development
in more detail (Chapter 6).

XUL (www.xulplanet.com) focuses on window-based graphical user interfaces spec-
ified by XML. It is not applicable to interfaces of small mobile devices because no
abstraction of interaction functionality is available. It was developed for the Mozilla
project rather than for device-independent specification of user interfaces.

XIML (www.xulplanet.com) is a more general approach and may eventually provide
a way to standardize the specification of user interfaces and all necessary models. This
approach is also described in a separate chapter of this book (Chapter 7). The advantage
of XIML is its ability to specify a whole set of models. While it enables one to express
many different ideas, it can also be used as a communication language for different
model-based tools. In the future an XIML notation will be available for our model-based
approach, but at the moment XIML lacks tool support, especially renderers for different
devices.

In our approach, a user interface is considered to be a simplified version of the MVC
model (Model View Control) and is separated into a model component and a presentation
component. The model component describes the features of the user interface on an
abstract level. It is also called an abstract interaction model. The user-interface objects and
their representations are specified in the presentation component. During the development
process, a mapping that shows the transformation of the abstract interaction model to the
specific interaction model is necessary.

The tool TADEUS [Dittmar and Forbrig 1999] represents both abstract interaction and
specific interaction models by terms. The transformation process is described by attribute
grammars. For the user interface, these grammars play the role of a renderer. However,
different platforms require different grammars. The development of distinct grammars
for different mobile devices can be time consuming, and the integration of the specific
features of different devices can be especially difficult. Tool support, such as with XML
technology, can facilitate the transformation process.

XML technology enables the description of the abstract interaction model, the descrip-
tion of specific characteristics of different devices and the specification of the transfor-
mation process, as will be shown later. If there were only one concrete user interface
object for each abstract one, the transformation process could be executed automatically.
However, often there are more than one, meaning that the appropriate object has to be
selected. This selection can be done interactively or according to stored profiles.

Later in the development process, some concrete user interface object attributes must
be set, according to certain design rules, and then the specific user interface can be
generated. Figure 9.9 illustrates the process of transforming an abstract interaction model
into a specific user interface.

The process is best described by an example, so Section 9.4 describes a specific way
of using models and XML in the proposed manner. It starts with the specification of task
models for an electronic shop and discusses tool support. The example in this next section
will be used to illustrate the transformations based on XML technology, so that the reader
can follow the development from abstract specification to concrete user interfaces step by
step as shown in Figure 9.9.
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Abstract interaction model

XML-based user interface description

XSL-based model description

XML-based device definition

Design rules

Specific user interface

XML-based device dependent
specific interaction model

Modeling the
abstract interface

Interactive
mapping process

Interactive design process

Interface generation with
content information

Figure 9.9. Creation of a user interface.

9.4. EXAMPLE OF AN ELECTRONIC SHOP

In this section, we extend the E-shopping example by applying both of the specification
techniques which were proposed in the last section in order to improve the adaptability
of interactive systems. We start with a kernel task model and an adaptation to a specific
situation. Then, we present the process of generating two specific user interfaces.

9.4.1. THE TASK MODEL OF E-SHOPPING

Let us assume that the task of E-shopping can be decomposed into three subtasks. First,
you have to look for the product, then check the offer, and finally, order the product.
These subtasks are further refined as shown in Figure 9.10. The hierarchical (left side
of the window) and sequential (right side of the window) descriptions of the task are
presented using a prototyping tool.

Even at the level of task modelling, checks of structural or behavioral characteristics
are helpful. The tool allows the animation of a task specification. Figure 9.11 shows
a screenshot of the animation of the example in Figure 9.10. It visualizes the state of
the animation after performing the subtasks Looking for the product (operations
enter and choose) and Short checking the offer (operation short read ). The next
possible atomic tasks are Reading detailed information (operation long read ),
Ordering (operation order) or Discarding the offer (operation discard ). The appropriate
nodes within the task tree are highlighted. The user of the prototype can double-click on
one of the highlighted nodes and the animation goes ahead. An animation allows a first
impression of the behavior of the prospective system, making possible some preliminary
usability tests.
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Figure 9.10. A refined task model of E shopping.

Figure 9.11. Task animation of E shopping.

We consider the simple task model (introduced so far) as a part of the kernel model
as illustrated in Figure 9.4. It is a general description of the task of E-shopping. For
example, it specifies that the check of the offer can be done briefly or in more detail. This
task model makes sense if a user works with a personal computer. However, if he uses
a mobile phone, we can assume that he is not interested in a detailed check of the offer.
Rather, he already knows what he wants to order. Furthermore, a mobile phone restricts
concurrent sub-dialogues with the software system.

Figure 9.12 shows the full kernel task model (as a sequential description in the form
of process equations) and an additional equation specifying the constraints given by the
situation where a person uses a mobile phone. The additional constraint determines that
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Kernel Model:
E_shopping =
   Looking_for_the_product;
   (Checking_the_offer|ordering_the_product.

Looking_for_the_product =
   Entering_a_search_criterion;
   Choosing_an_offer.

Checking_the_offer =
   Checking_in_detail + Short_checking.

Ordering_the_product =
   Ordering + Discarding.

Checking_in_detail =
  Short_check|Reading_detailed_information.

/* Atomic tasks */
Entering_a_search_criterion = enter.
Choosing_an_offer = choose.
Short_checking = short_read.
Short_check = short_read.
Reading_detailed_information = long_read.
Ordering = order.
Discarding = discard.

Additional temporal constraint for the situation of using a mobile phone:
C = Short_checking ; Ordering_the_product.

Figure 9.12. The sequential description of E shopping.

the subtasks Short checking and Ordering the product have to be executed
in sequential order. There is no room for Reading detailed information.

The following subsection demonstrates the development of the user interface of two
devices. This development is based on an abstract interaction model, which itself is based
on a device-specific task model. The transformation from a task model to an interaction
model has to be done by hand at the moment, but tool support is possible and some tools
are under development.

9.4.2. THE GENERATION OF SPECIFIC USER INTERFACES

9.4.2.1. XML-Based Abstract Interaction Model

The abstract interaction model is transformed into a notation which is based on a language
of the XML family. The basic document type definition (DTD) was introduced by Müller
et al. [2001]. It has the following structure:

Example 1. DTD for an abstract user interface description.

<?xml version ="1.0" encoding ="ISO-8859-1"?>
<!-- version 0.5 14.02.2001 -->
<!--MARK 1 -->
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<!ELEMENT ui, uio+, context*)>
<!ATTLIST ui ui name CDATA #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT uio, uio |, (output+, context*)* ,, input+, context*)*))>
<!ATTLIST uio name CDATA #REQUIRED>

<!--MARK 2 -->
<!ELEMENT context, context value+)>
<!ELEMENT context value, #PCDATA)>

<!ELEMENT output, (output string | output 1-n | output m-n | output table),
context*, optional?)>
<!ATTLIST output name CDATA #REQUIRED>

. . . .
<!ELEMENT output table, #PCDATA)>

<!ATTLIST output table
num x CDATA #IMPLIED
num y CDATA #IMPLIED>

<!ELEMENT input, (input 1-n | input m-n | input trigger | input string |
input table), context*, optional?)>
<!ATTLIST input name CDATA #REQUIRED>

<!--MARK 3 -->
<!ELEMENT input 1-n, #PCDATA)>

<!ATTLIST input 1-n
range min CDATA #IMPLIED
range max CDATA #IMPLIED
range interval CDATA #IMPLIED
list n CDATA #IMPLIED>

<!--MARK 4 -->
. . . .
<!ELEMENT input table, #PCDATA)>

<!ATTLIST input table
num x CDATA #IMPLIED
num y CDATA #IMPLIED>

<!ELEMENT optional, optional value+)>
. . . .

At this stage, the user interface is composed of one or more user interface objects
(UIOs). A UIO can be composed of other UIOs or one or more input/output values
(Mark 1–2). These values are in an abstract form and describe interaction features of
the user interface in an abstract way. Later these abstract UIOs will be mapped to con-
crete ones. Different types of these abstract UIOs can be seen between Marks 2 and
3. These UIOs have different attributes to specify their behavior. One example is the
input 1-n value (Mark 3–4). The range min attribute specifies the minimum value
of input possibilities, while the range max attribute specifies the maximum value. The
range interval determines the interval within the range. A list of input values can
also be specified.

According to the analyzed task model (Figure 9.12), some abstract interaction objects
such as title and search are identified. Due to a lack of space, only a few objects and
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attributes are listed here. The interested reader may look ahead to the final generated user
interfaces (Figures 9.15, and 9.16).

9.4.2.2. XML-Based Device Definition

A universal description language for describing properties of various target devices (and
comparable matter) is necessary to support the transformation process from an abstract
interaction model to a device-dependent abstract interaction model. Such a language
has been developed, based on [Mundt 2000]. XML documents written in this language
describe the specific features of devices. Consider the corresponding DTD shown in
Example 2.

Example 2. DTD for Device Definition.

<?xml version ="1.0" encoding ="ISO-8859-1"?>
<!-- DevDef-File Version 0.2 Date: 01.02.2001 -->
<!ELEMENT device, device*, service*, vendor, version)>

<!ATTLIST device
id ID #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT service, name+, feature+, service*)>
<!ATTLIST service

kind CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT name, #PCDATA)>

<!ATTLIST name
language CDATA #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT feature, description)>
<!ATTLIST feature

id ID #IMPLIED>
<!ELEMENT description, text+, value, property)>
<!ELEMENT property, #PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT value, #PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT vendor, url*, text)>
<!ELEMENT url EMPTY>

<!ATTLIST url
ref NMTOKEN #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT version, #PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT text, #PCDATA)>

Such device specifications are not only necessary for the described transformations but
also influence the specification of formatting rules. The following example shows a very
short fragment of a device definition of java.AWT:

Example 3. Device definition for java.AWT.

<?xml version ="1.0" encoding ="ISO-8859-1"?>
<?xml-stylesheet type ="text/xsl" href ="?.xsl"?>
<!DOCTYPE device SYSTEM "devdef-1.dtd">
<device id =‘‘Advanced Windowing Toolkit’’>
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<device id =’’java.awt.Button’’>
<service id =’’?’’ kind =’’trigger’’>

<name>Location</name>
<feature>java.awt.Button.setLocation</feature>

</service>
</device>
<vendor>SUN Microsystems</vendor>
<version>2.0</vendor>

</device>

9.4.2.3. XML-Based Device Dependent Specific Interaction Model

This model, while still on an abstract level, already fulfills some of the constraints of
device specification. It uses available features and omits unavailable services. The result
of the mapping process is a file in which all abstract UIOs are mapped to concrete UIOs
of a specific representation (Figure 9.13).

This file is specific to a target device and includes all typical design properties of
concrete UIOs, such as color, position, size, and so on. It consists of a collection of
option–value pairs. The content of the values is specified later on in the design process and
describes the ‘skeleton’ of a specific user interface. Designers develop the user interface
on the basis of this skeleton. A portion (i.e., one UIO) of our simple example of an E-shop
system mapped to a HTML-representation is shown in the following example:

<?xml version= "1.0" encoding= "ISO-8859-1"?>
.    .     .    .
<ui  ui_name="e-shop">
      <uio name="title"> .    .    .    .
            <output name="title">
                 <output_string/>
            </output>
      </uio>   .   .   .   .
.   .   .   .
      <uio name="search">
            <output name="search_descrip">
                 <output_string/>
            </output> .   .   .   .
            <input name="search_field">
                 <input_string/>
            </input>
            <input name="searching">
                 <input_trigger/>
            </input>
       </uio>
.    .    .    .
 </ui>

E-shopping

Looking for the product

Entering a search criterion .  .  .

.  .  .

Figure 9.13. Part of the description of a simple user interface of an E-shop system.
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Example 4. Device dependent (HTML) interaction model.

...
<uio name ="search">

<input name ="searching">
<input trigger/>
<device>

<type>BUTTON</type>
<parameter>

<option>TYPE</option>
<value>submit</value>

</parameter> ....
</device> ....

</uio> ....
</ui map>

Tool support for this specific part of the process is demonstrated in Figure 9.14. Nec-
essary features of user interfaces (Window 1) are mapped to the available services of a
device (Window 2). If this mapping process is not uniquely defined, an interactive deci-
sion has to be made. The tool shows device services which fit to the current features of
the user interface (Window 3). In some cases, a selection has to be made.

The resulting specification is the basis for the development of the final user interface.
There could be a separate abstract interaction model for other devices like Java or WML.
However, we do not present the entire specification. A fragment of the specification of
the same user interface mapped to java.AWT is shown below.

Figure 9.14. Tool support for the XML mapping process.
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Example 5. Abstract device dependent (java.AWT) interaction model.

...
<uio name ="search">

<input name ="searching">
<input trigger/>
<device>

<type>java.awt.Button</type>
<parameter>

<option>java.awt.Button.setLocation</option>
<value></value>

</parameter> ...
</device> ...

</uio> ...
</ui map>

In Example 5, the value of a parameter (setLocation) is still undefined. This value can
be set during the XSL transformation. The WML-example is omitted here because of its
similarity to the HTML document. Figure 9.16 presents the final user interface for WML.

9.4.2.4. XSL-Based Model Description

The creation of the XSL-based model description is based on the knowledge of available
UIOs for specific representations. It is necessary to know which property values of a UIO
are available in the given context. The XML-based device-dependent abstract interaction
model (skeleton) and available values of properties are used to create a XSL-based model
description specifying a complete user interface.

Example 6. XSL-file for generation of a HTML user interface of the E-shop.

<?xml version ="1.0"?>
<xsl:stylesheet xmlns:xsl ="http://www.w3.org/XSL/Transform/1.0">
<xsl:output method = "html"

xml-declaration ="yes"/>
<html> ...

<h3> E-Shop-System </h3>
<br/>
<SELECT size =1>

<option>"content-input" </option>
<option>"content-input" </option> ...

</SELECT>
<br/> ...
<BUTTON type =submit>Ok</BUTTON>
<br/> ...

<TABLE>
<CAPTION>purchase list</CAPTION>
<TR>

<TD>"content-input"</TD>
<TD>"content-input"</TD>
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</TR> ...
</TABLE>

</html>
</xsl:stylesheet>

The wildcard ‘content-input’ refers to content from applications or databases at a later
step of development.

9.4.2.5. Specific User Interface

A file describing a specific user interface will be generated by XSL transformation. Some
examples for java.AWT and HTML are given by [Müller et al. 2001]. The XSL transfor-
mation process consists of two sub-processes. First, one creates a specific file representing
the user interface (Java.AWT, Swing, WML, VoiceXML, HTML,. . . ). Then, one integrates
content (database, application) into the user interface.

The generated model is already a specification that will run on the target platform.
There are two different cases. In the first case, the user interface is generated once (e.g.
java.AWT). Therefore, there is no need for a new generation of the user interface if the
contents change. The content handling is included within the generated description file.
Figure 9.15 shows the final user interface for HTML on a personal computer for the
E-shop.

Figure 9.15. Generated user interface for HTML.
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In the second case, the user interface has to be generated dynamically several times
(e.g. WML). The content will be handled by instructions within the XSL-based model
description. Each modification of the contents results in a new generation of the descrip-
tion file. Figure 9.16 demonstrates the final result of the user interface for a mobile
device with restricted capabilities. The consequences of the additional constraints can
be seen.

Entering a search criterion Choosing an offer

Short checking Ordering

Figure 9.16. Generated user interface for WML.
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9.5. CONCLUSIONS

This chapter demonstrates how the model-based approach can be used to develop optimal
interactive systems by considering the tasks which have to be fulfilled, the devices which
can be used, and other aspects concerning the context of use. Task models can be used
to specify the problem domain. Based on the theory of process algebra, it is possible
to modularize task specifications into a stable kernel part and additional parts specifying
situational constraints. This technique is illustrated by an example which also shows that
experiments and usability tests can be performed at a very early stage of the software
development.

XML technology can be used in the process of developing user interfaces for mobile
devices. The current work presents an XML-based language for describing user interfaces
and specifies an XML language which allows the description of the process of mapping
from abstract to concrete user interface objects. This concept is illustrated by several
examples. A tool supporting the mapping and the design process is currently under devel-
opment, and already delivers promising results. So far, however, it has not been fully
integrated in previous phases of the design process.

Our experiments show that XML is a promising technology for the platform-
independent generation of user interfaces. The ability to specify features of devices
and platforms separately seems to be important and could be incorporated into other
approaches as well. Further studies will show whether dialogue sequences of already-
developed applications can be integrated into the design process, as such patterns could
enhance the development process. Seffah and Forbrig [2002] discuss this problem in more
detail.

Applications of ubiquitous computing must demonstrate how the module concept of
task models can be applied to such problems. An interpreter of task models can run on a
server or perhaps on the mobile device itself. In both cases, the application is controlled
by the task model. Some problems can be solved by interpreting task models or by using
XML technology. The future will reveal how detailed task models should be specified
and on which level XML technology is most promising.
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10.1. INTRODUCTION

In universal design [Savidis et al. 2001], user interfaces (UIs) of interactive applications
are developed for a wide population of users in different contexts of use by taking into
account factors such as preferences, cognitive style, language, culture, habits and system
experience. Universal design of single or multiple UIs (MUIs) poses some difficulties
due to the consideration of these multiple parameters. In particular, the multiplicity of
parameters dramatically increases the complexity of the design phase by adding a large
number of design options. The number and scope of these design options increase the
variety and complexity of the design. In addition, methods for developing UIs have
difficulties with this variety of parameters because the factors are not necessarily identified
and manipulated in a structured way nor truly considered in the standard design process.

Multiple User Interfaces. Edited by A. Seffah and H. Javahery
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The goal of this chapter is to present a structured method addressing certain parameters
required for universal design. The method is supported by a suite of tools based on two
components: (i) an ontology of the domain of discourse and (ii) models that capture
instantiations of concepts identified in this ontology in order to produce multiple UIs for
multiple contexts of use. These different UIs exhibit different presentation styles, dialogue
genres and UI structures.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows:

• Section 10.2 provides a discussion of the state of the art of methods for developing
UIs with a focus on universal design.

• Section 10.3 defines a model in this development method, along with desirable prop-
erties. As this chapter adopts a conceptual view of the problem, the modelling activity
will be organized into a layered architecture manipulating several models.

• The three levels are then described respectively in the three next sections: conceptual
in Section 10.4, logical in Section 10.5, and physical in Section 10.6.

• The application of this method is demonstrated through the example of a UI for patient
admissions at a hospital.

• The last section summarizes the main points of the chapter.

10.2. RELATED WORK
The Authors’ Interactive Dialogue Environment (AIDE) [Gimnich et al. 1991] is an
integrated set of interactive tools enabling developers to implement UIs by directly manip-
ulating and defining UI objects, rather than by the traditional method of writing source
code. AIDE provides developers with a more structured way of developing UIs as com-
pared to traditional “rush-to-code” approaches where unclear steps can result in a UI with
low usability.

The User-Centered Development Environment (UCDE) [Butler 1995] is an object-
oriented UI development method for integrating business process improvements into
software development. Business-oriented components are software objects that model
business rules, processes and data from the end-user’s perspective. The method maps
data items onto UI objects that are compatible with the parameters of the data item
(e.g., data type, cardinality). The advantage of UCDE is that it provides a well-integrated
process from high-level abstraction to final UI.

Another methodological framework for UI development described by Hartson and
Hix [Hartson and Hix 1989; Hix 1989] integrates usability into the software development
process from the beginning. The focal point of this approach is a psychologically-based
formal task description, which serves as the central reference for evaluating the usability
of the user interface under development. This framework emphasizes the need for a task
model as a starting point for ensuring UI usability, whereas UCDE emphasizes the need
for a domain model.

The MUSE method [Lim and Long 1994] uses structured notations to specify other
elements of the context of use, such as organizational hierarchies, conceptual tasks and
domain semantics. In addition, structured graphical notations are provided to better com-
municate the UI design to users.
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The above approaches illustrate the importance of using a structured method to capture,
store, and manipulate multiple elements of the context of use, such as task, domain
and user. Although the above methods partially consider this information, they do not
consider the design of multiple UIs where task [Card et al. 1983; Gaines 1994], domain
and user parameters vary, sometimes simultaneously. The Unified User Interface design
method [Savidis et al. 2001] was the first method to suggest deriving multiple variations
of a task model so as to take into account individual differences between users. The
different variations of a task model are expressed by alternative branches showing what
action to perform depending on particular interaction styles.

Thevenin and Coutaz [Thevenin and Coutaz 1999; Thevenin 2001] go one step fur-
ther by introducing the concept of decorating a task, which is a process that introduces
graphical refinements in order to express contextualization (see Chapter 3). The task is
first modelled independently of any context of use, and thus independently of any type
of user. Depending on the variations of the context of use to be supported, including
variations of users, the initial task model is refined into several decorated task models
that are specific to those contexts of use.

Paternò and Santoro [2002] show the feasibility of deriving multiple UIs from a single
model by decomposing the task differently based on different contexts of use. For each
context of use, different organizations of presentation elements are selected for each task
(see Chapter 11).

In this paper, we consider how a single task model can represent the same task across
different user profiles. In the following sections we address the following questions: Do
we need to create a single task model where all differences between users are factored
out? In this case, do we start by creating a different task model for each user stereotype
and then create a unified model that describes only the commonalities? Or do we start
with a single task model that includes both commonalities and differences between users?
And if so, how do we isolate commonalities from differences? To address these questions,
we first set up the foundations for our modelling approach.

10.3. DEFINITION OF MODEL

Several computer science methodologies decompose a modelling activity into a multi-level
architecture where models are manipulated explicitly or implicitly: model engineering
(e.g., Object-Modelling Technique [Rumbaugh et al. 1990], UML [Booch et al. 1998]),
database engineering and certain information system development methodologies (e.g.,
SADT [Marca and McGowan 1988]). Similarly, the method proposed here structures the
UI development process into three levels of abstraction (Figure 10.1):

1. The conceptual level allows a domain expert to define the ontology of concepts, rela-
tionships, and attributes involved in the production of multiple UIs.

2. The logical level allows designers to capture requirements for a specific UI design
case by instantiating concepts, relationships, and attributes with a graphical editor.
Each set of instantiations results in a set of models for each design case (n designs in
Figure 10.1).
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Ontology editor
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Model-based UI generator
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Models for
UI design #2

Models for
UI design #1

Models for
UI design #n

. . .
. . .

. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .

UI 1.2 for
UI design # 1

UI 1.1 for
UI design #1

UI 2.p for
UI design # 1

UI 2.2 for
UI design # 1
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UI n.r for
UI design # 1
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for design #1
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Universal design

Final UI n.r
for design #1

Final UI n.2 
for design #1

Final UI n.1 
for design #n

Figure 10.1. Levels of the proposed method for universal design of user interfaces.

3. The physical level helps developers derive multiple UIs from each set of models with
a model-based UI generator: in Figure 10.1, m possible UIs are obtained for UI design
#1, p for UI design #2,. . . , r for UI design #n. The generated UI is then exported to
a traditional development environment for manual editing. Although the editing can
be performed in any development environment, the tools discussed here support code
generation for Microsoft Visual Basic V6.0.

A UI model is a set of concepts, a representation structure and a series of primitives
and terms that can be used to explicitly capture knowledge about the UI and its related
interactive application using appropriate abstractions. A model is assumed to abstract
aspects of the real world. Any concept of the real world can therefore lead to multiple
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Model Definition U-nO-n

Is composed ofIs decomposed into

Concept relation

Concept rel. attributes

Decomposition

Decomp. attributes

Definition attributes

Model relation

Relation features

Features

Concept

Name
description
properties

Figure 10.2. Definition of the user interface model.

possibilities of abstraction depending on how we want to develop UIs. Ideally, a model
should be declarative rather than imperative or procedural. It should also be editable,
preferably through tools, and finally it should be analysable, so as to allow some degree
of automation.

A model consists of a number of features (Figure 10.2). It is typically built as a hierar-
chical decomposition of abstract concepts into more refined sub-concepts. Any concept can
then be characterized by a name, a description and properties of interest. A model should
also encompass relationships between these concepts with roles. These relationships apply
both within models (called intra-model relationships) and between models (called inter-
model relationships). Any of these relationships (i.e., the definition, the decomposition,
the intra- or inter-model relationships) can possess a number of attributes.

How many models do we need? A single UI model is probably too complex to handle
because it combines all static and dynamic relationships in the same model. It is also
preferable to avoid using a large number of models, because this requires establishing
and maintaining a large number of relationships between the models. Model separability
is desirable in this case. Model separability adheres to the Principle of Separation of
Concerns, which states that each concept should be clearly separated from the others
and classified in only one category. Therefore, the quality of separability depends on
the desired results and the human capacity to properly identify and classify concepts.
Table 10.1 summarizes a list of desirable model properties.

With respect to these properties, some research proposes that model integrability (where
all abstractions are concentrated into one single model or, perhaps, a few of them) can
avoid model proliferation and can better achieve modelling goals than model separabil-
ity (where the focus is only on one particular aspect of the real world at a time to be
represented and emphasized). On one hand, integrability promotes integration of con-
cepts and relationships, thus reducing the need to introduce artificial relationships to
maintain consistency. Integrability also improves access to the concepts. On the other
hand, integrability demands a careful consideration of the concepts to be integrated
and may become complex to manipulate. In contrast, with separability, each concept
is unequivocally classified into one and only one model. However, this may increase
the number of models and relationships needed to express all dependencies between the
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Table 10.1. Desirable properties of a model.

Property Definition

Completeness Ability of a model to abstract all real world aspects of interest via
appropriate concepts and relationships

Graphical completeness Ability of a model to represent all real world aspects of interest via
appropriate graphical representations of the concepts and
relationships

Consistency Ability of a model to produce an abstraction in a way that reproduces
the behaviour of the real world aspect of interest in the same way
throughout the model and that preserves this behaviour throughout
any manipulation of the model

Correctness Ability of a model to produce an abstraction in a way that correctly
reproduces the behaviour of the real world aspect of interest

Expressiveness Ability of a model to express any real world aspect of interest via an
abstraction

Conciseness Ability of a model to produce compact abstractions of real world
aspects of interest

Separability Ability of a model to classify any abstraction of a real world aspect
of interest into one single model (based on the Principle of
Separation of Concerns)

Correlability Ability of two or more models to establish relationships between
themselves so as to represent a real world aspect of interest

Integrability Ability of a model to bring together abstractions of real world aspects
of interest into a single model or a small number of models

models. In the following sections, different types of models will be defined for different
levels of abstraction. We begin with the conceptual level and continue with the subse-
quent levels.

10.4. CONCEPTUAL LEVEL
10.4.1. DEFINITION

Each method for developing UIs possesses its own set of concepts, relationships and
attributes, along with possible values and ways to incorporate them into the method.
However, this set is often hidden or made implicit in the method and its supporting
tool, thus making the method insufficiently flexible to consider multiple parameters for
universal design. When the set of concepts, relationships and attributes is hidden, we
risk manipulating fuzzy and unstructured pieces of information. The conceptual level is
therefore intended to enable domain experts to identify common concepts, relationships
and attributes of the models involved in universal design. The identification of these
concepts, relationships and attributes will govern how they will be used in future models
when manipulated by the method.

An ontology explicitly defines any set of concepts, relationships, and attributes that
need to be manipulated in a particular situation, including universal design [Gaines 1994;
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Savidis et al. 2001]. The concept of ontology [Guarino 1995] comes from Artificial Intel-
ligence where it is identified as the set of formal terms with which one represents
knowledge, since the representation completely determines what exists for the system.
We hereby define a context of use as the global environment in which a user population,
perhaps with different profiles, skills and preferences, carries out a series of interactive
tasks on one or multiple semantic domains [Pribeanu et al. 2001]. In universal design, it is
useful to consider many types of information (e.g., different user profiles, different skills,
different user preferences) in varying contexts of use. This information can be captured
in different models [Paternò 1999; Puerta 1997].

A model is a set of postulates, data and inferences presented as a declarative description
of a UI facet. Many facets exist that are classified into one of the following mod-
els: task, domain, user, interaction device, computing platform, application, presentation,
dialogue, help, guidance, tutorial or organizational environment. A model is typically
built as a hierarchical decomposition of abstract concepts into several refined sub-levels.
Relationships between these concepts should be defined with roles, both within and
between models.

To avoid incompatible models, a meta-model defines the language with which any
model can be specified. One of the most frequently used meta-models, but not the only
one, is the UML meta-model. The concepts and relationships of interest at this level are
meta-concepts and meta-relationships belonging to the meta-modelling level. Figure 10.3
exemplifies how these fundamental concepts can be defined in an ontology editor. In
Figure 10.3, the core entity is the concept, characterized by one or many attributes, each
having a data type (e.g., string, real, integer, Boolean, or symbol). Concepts can be related
to each other. Relationships include inheritance (i.e., ‘is’), aggregation (i.e., ‘composed
of’) and characterization (i.e., ‘has’). At the meta-modelling stage, we do not yet know
what type of concepts, relationships, and attributes will be manipulated. Therefore, any
definition of a UI model, as represented in Figure 10.2, can be expressed in terms of the
basic entities as specified in Figure 10.3.

10.4.2. CASE STUDY
The context of use can theoretically incorporate any real world aspect of interest, such as
the user, the software/hardware environment, the physical and ambient environment, the
socio-organizational environment, etc. For the simplicity of this paper, the context of use
focuses on three models:

1. A domain model defines the data objects that a user can view, access, and manipulate
through a UI [Puerta 1997]. These data objects belong to the domain of discourse. A
domain model can be represented as a decomposition of information items, and any
item may be iteratively refined into sub-items. Each such item can be described by
one or many parameters such as data type and length. Each parameter possesses its
own domain of possible values.

2. A task model is a hierarchical decomposition of a task into sub-tasks and then into
actions, which are not decomposed [Paternò and Santoro 2002; Pribeanu et al. 2001;
Top and Akkermans 1994]. The model can then be augmented with temporal rela-
tionships stating when, how and why these sub-tasks and actions are carried out.
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Figure 10.3. The ontology editor at the meta-modelling level.

Similarly to the domain model, a task model may have a series of parameters with
domains of possible values – for instance, task importance (low/medium/high), task
structure (low/medium/high decomposition), task critical aspects (little/some/many),
and required experience (low/moderate/high).

3. A user model consists of a hierarchical decomposition of the user population into
stereotypes [Puerta 1997; Vanderdonckt and Bodart 1993]. Each stereotype brings
together people sharing the same value for a given set of parameters. Each stereotype
can be further decomposed into sub-stereotypes. For instance, population diversity can
be reflected by many user parameters such as language, culture, preference (e.g. man-
ual input vs selection), level of task experience (elementary, medium, or complex),
level of system experience (elementary, medium, or complex), level of motivation
(low, medium, high), and level of experience of a complex interaction medium (ele-
mentary/medium/complex).

Other characterizations of these models in terms of their parameters, or even other model
definitions, can be incorporated depending on the modelling activity and the desired level
of granularity.

Figure 10.4 graphically depicts how the ontology editor can be used at the modelling
stage to input, define and structure concepts, relationships and attributes of models with
respect to a context of use. Here, the three models are represented and they all share a
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Figure 10.4. The ontology editor at the modelling level.

description through parameters. Each parameter has a domain; each domain has a set of
values, possibly enumerated. The ‘composed-of’ relationship denotes aggregation, while
‘has’ denotes properties.

The definition of an ontology encourages structured UI design based on explicit concepts,
relationships, and attributes. This structured approach contrasts with eclectic or extreme
programming where the code is produced directly; it also contrasts with design methods that
are not open to incorporating new or custom information as required by universal design.
A UI ontology facilitates multi-disciplinary work that people from different backgrounds
need to gather for collaborative or participatory design. The advantage of this level is that
the ontology can be defined once and used as many times as desired. When universal design
requires the consideration of more information within models or more models, the ontology
can be updated accordingly, thereby updating the method for universal design of UIs. This
does not mean that the subsequent levels will change automatically, but their definition will
be subsequently constrained and governed so as to preserve consistency with the ontology.
Once an ontology has been defined, it is possible to define the types of models that can be
manipulated in the method, which is the goal of the logical level.

10.5. LOGICAL LEVEL
10.5.1. DEFINITION
Each model defined at the conceptual level is now represented with its own informa-
tion parameters. For example, in the context of universal UIs, a user model is created
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because different users might require different UIs. Multiple user stereotypes, stored as
user models, allow designs for different user types in the same case study. Any type of
user modelling can be performed since there is no predefined or fixed set of parameters.
This illustrates the generality of the method proposed here to support universal design.
The set of concepts and attributes defined in the ontology are instantiated for each con-
text of use of a domain. This means each model, which composes a context of use, is
instantiated by defining its parameters with domains of possible values.

10.5.2. CASE STUDY
In this example we use the ontology editor to instantiate the context of use, the relation-
ships and attributes of models for the Medical Attendance domain involved in patient
admission. Figure 10.5 graphically depicts the Emergency Admission context of use and
the attributes of models of task, user and domain. Two tasks are instantiated: Admit patient
and Show patient data. The first one is activated by a Secretary and uses Patient informa-
tion during its execution. For the user model of the secretary, the following parameters
are considered: the user’s experience level, input preference and information density with
the values low or high. The data elements describing a patient are the following: date,
first name, last name, birth date, address, phone number, gender and civil status. Vari-
ables for insurance affiliation and medical regime can be described similarly. The variable
parameters of a domain model depend on the UI design process. For instance, parameters
and values of an information item used to generate UIs in [Vanderdonckt and Bodart
1993; Vanderdonckt and Berquin 1999] are: data type (date, Boolean, graphic, integer,

Figure 10.5. The ontology editor at the instance level.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 10.6. Some definitions at the modelling level.

real, or alphanumeric), length (n > 1), domain definition (known, unknown, or mixed),
interaction direction (input, output, or input/output), orientation (horizontal, vertical, cir-
cular, or undefined), number of possible values (n > 1), number of values to choose
(n > 1), and preciseness (low or high).

Figure 10.6 shows parameters of the model that was previously introduced. At this
stage the parameters are listed but not instantiated. The parameters will be instantiated
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at the instance level. All of this information can then be stored in a model definition file
that can be exported for future use.

Models defined and input at the logical level are all consistently based on the same
ontology. The advantage is that when the ontology changes, all associated models change
accordingly since the ontology is used as the input to the graphical editor. The graphical
nature of the editor improves the legibility and the communicability of information, while
information that cannot be represented graphically is maintained in text properties. The
models are used for both requirements documentation and UI production in the next level.

As we have mentioned, it is possible to use any method for modelling tasks and users
since there is no predefined or fixed set of parameters. Since there are many publications
describing the rules for combining these parameters in order to deduce UI characteristics,
we developed a rule module linked to the ontology editor. The rules can manipulate only
entities in the logical level. The meta-definition at the conceptual level can be changed
by domain experts (for example by adding/deleting/modifying any attribute, model or
relationship), but not by designers. Once the meta-definition is provided to designers,
they can only build models that are compatible with the meta-definition.

Figure 10.7 shows the editing of a rule for optimizing user interaction style based on
several parameters [Vanderdonckt 2000]. The rule depicted in Figure 10.7 suggests nat-
ural language as the interaction style when the following conditions are met: the task

Figure 10.7. The editing of a rule using model parameters.
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experience level (attribute coming from the user model) is rich, the system experience
of the user is moderate, task motivation is low, and the user is experienced with mod-
ern interactive devices (e.g. touch screen, track point, trackball). When natural language
is selected, appropriate design choices can be inferred. The advantage of this approach
is that it is possible to easily define new rules when a new parameter is added to the
models. Any rule can be produced to derive new design elements from user, task and
system characteristics in a systematic way.

10.6. PHYSICAL LEVEL
10.6.1. DEFINITION
The main goal of the physical level lies in its ability to exploit instantiations captured in
individual models to produce multiple UIs for different computing platforms, development
environments and programming languages. This level is the only one that is dependent
on the target hardware/software configuration intended to support the UI. Instantiations
of the previously defined models, along with the values of their parameters, are stored
in the logical level in specification files. Each specification file consists of a hierarchical
decomposition of the UI models into models, parameters, values, etc. maintained in an
ASCII file. Each instance of each concept is identified by an ID. All relationships and
attributes are written in plain text in this file in a declarative way (e.g., Define Presentation
Model Main;. . .; EndDef;). This file can in turn be imported into various UI editors
as needed.

Here, the SEGUIA [Vanderdonckt and Berquin 1999] tool is used (Figure 10.8): it con-
sists of a model-based interface development tool that is capable of automatically gen-
erating code for an executable UI from a file containing the specifications defined in
the previous step. Of course, any other tool that complies with the model format, or
that can import the specification file, can be used to produce an executable UI for other
design situations, contexts of use, user models, or computing platforms. SEGUIA is able
to automatically generate several UI presentations to obtain multiple UIs. These different
presentations are obtained either:

(a) In an automated manner, where the developer launches the UI generation process
by selecting which layout algorithm to use (e.g. two-column format or right/bottom
strategy)

(b) In a computer-aided manner, where the developer can see the results at each step, can
work in collaboration with the system, and can control the process.

In Figure 10.8, the left-hand column contains the information hierarchy that will be
used to generate multiple presentation styles for MUIs. The right-hand column displays
individual parameters for each highlighted data item in the hierarchy.

10.6.2. CASE STUDY
In our case study, information items and their values introduced at the modelling stage
(Figures 10.5 and 10.6) are imported into an Import list box of data items (left-
hand side of Figure 10.8). Each of these items is specified separately in the Current
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Import list box Current item definition

Figure 10.8. SEGUIA environment displaying the case study specifications before UI generation.

item definition for viewing or editing (right-hand side of Figure 10.8). By selecting
Generation in the menu bar, the developer launches the UI generation process and
produces different user interfaces depending on the rules used for this purpose.

Selection rules automatically select concrete interaction objects (or widgets) by exploit-
ing the values of parameters for each data item. For instance, the PatientFirstName
information item is mapped onto a unilinear (single line) edit box (as Abstract Interaction
Object) that can be further transformed into a Single-line entry field (as Con-
crete Interaction Object belonging to the MS Windows computing platform). Selection
rules are gathered in different selection strategies. Once concrete widgets are defined, they
can be automatically laid out.

Figure 10.9 shows the results of the code generation for the Patient Admission
as defined in this case study. This layout strategy places widgets in two balanced columns
by placing widgets one after another. This procedure can result in unused screen space,
thus leading to a sub-optimal layout (Figure 10.9).

To avoid unused screen space and to improve aesthetics, a right/bottom layout strategy
has been developed and implemented [Vanderdonckt and Bodart 1993; Vanderdonckt and
Berquin 1999]. Figure 10.10 shows how this strategy can significantly improve the layout.
Note the optimization of the upper-right space to insert push buttons, the right alignment
of labels (e.g. between the date and the “Patient” group box) and the left alignment of edit
fields. The method is very flexible at this stage, allowing the designer to experiment with
different design options such as selection of widgets and layout strategies. For instance,
some strategies apply rules for selecting purely textual input/output widgets (e.g. an edit
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Figure 10.9. Patient admission window statically generated using the two-column strategy (with
unused screen spaces).

Figure 10.10. Patient admission window interactively generated using the right/bottom strategy.
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Figure 10.11. Patient admission window re-generated for a graphical icon and a different user
language.

Figure 10.12. Patient admission re-generated for a different computing platform.
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box), while others prefer widgets displaying graphical representations (e.g. a drawn button
or an icon). The layout can also change according to the native language of the end-user.

Figure 10.11 shows the Patient Admission window re-generated after switching
the Gender group box from a textual modality to a graphical modality (here, a radio
icon) and switching the end user native language from English to French. The previous
generation process can be reused for the logical positions of widgets. Thus by changing
the value of just one parameter in the existing design options, it is possible to create a
new UI in another language with an alternative design. Note in Figure 10.11 that some
alignments changed with respect to Figure 10.10 due to the length of labels and new
widgets introduced in the layout. The layout itself can be governed by different strategies
ranging from the simplest (e.g., a vertical arrangement of widgets without alignment as in
Figure 10.12 but for the Apple Macintosh computing platform) to a more elaborate one
(e.g. layout with spatial optimization as in Figure 10.11).

At this stage it is possible to share or reuse previously defined models for several UI
designs, which is particularly useful when working in the same domain as another UI. The
approach also encourages users to work at a higher level of abstraction than merely the
code and to explore multiple UI alternatives for the same UI design case. This flexibility
can produce UIs with unforeseen, unexpected or under-explored features. The advantage

Figure 10.13. Parameters of a concrete interaction object (widget).
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of this method is that when the set of models change, all UIs that were created from this
set can change accordingly on demand.

The design space is often referred to as the set of all possible UIs that can be created
from an initial set of models for one UI design. When a UI is generated for a target
context of use, for example a target computing platform, it can be edited not only in
SEGUIA, but also in the supported development environment for this computing platform.
For example, Figure 10.13 represents the dialogue box of widget parameters generated in
SEGUIA for a particular UI. The developer can of course edit these parameters, but should
be aware that any change at this step can reduce the quality of what was previously
generated. Changing the values of parameters in an inappropriate way should be avoided.
Once imported into MS Visual Basic, for instance, these parameters can be edited by
changing any value.

10.7. SUMMARY OF THE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

The three levels of the development method are represented in Figure 10.14. This figure
shows that each level, except the highest one, is governed by concepts defined at the next
higher level. The meta-model level is assumed to remain stable over time, unless new
high-level objects need to be introduced. Figure 10.2 includes only the main objects of
the model definition. Possible models and their constituents are then defined at the model
level as concepts, relationships, and attributes of the meta-model level. Again, the model
level should remain stable over time, unless new models need to be introduced (e.g., a
platform model, an organization model) or existing models need to be modified (e.g., the
user model needs to include a psychological and cognitive profile).
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Figure 10.14. The different levels of the proposed method.
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Figure 10.15. Case study: registering a child for recreational activities (first part).

For each case study, a new instance level will be produced for each model level. For
instance, figures 10.15 and 10.16 exemplify UIs generated by the method with the SEGUIA

tool for another context of use. The task consists of registering a child for recreational
activities in a children’s club. In the domain model, each child has specific information
(such as first name, birth date), is related to one or many parents (described by their
first name, last name, address, phone number, phone number in case of need) and at
most two recreational activities (described by a name, a monitor, beginning and ending
dates and times). The user model is restricted to only one profile: a secretary working
in a traditional office environment. The upper left part of the window reproduced in
Figure 10.15 illustrates the task status based on another rule defined at the model level:
for the task to be completed, all information related to the child, at least one corresponding
parent or relative, and two recreation activities are required. Therefore, a green or red
flag is highlighted according to the current status of the task: here, the parent has been
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Figure 10.16. Case study: registering a child for recreational activities (second part).

completely and properly input, but not yet the child and the activities. The second activity
is still greyed out as nothing has been entered yet. The presentation is governed by the
following rule: each object should be presented in the same window (to avoid confusing
users), but in different tabs of the window (here, ‘Parent’, ‘Enfant’, ‘Activité 1’, and
‘Activité 2’).

Figure 10.16 presents another rule working this time on the presentation model. Each
group of information items related to the same entity (i.e., a child, a parent, an activity)
is assembled in a group box; this box is laid out using the optimized algorithm presented
above and emphasized in a distinctive colour scheme. The group boxes are therefore
presented in blue (parent), yellow (child), red (first activity), and green (second activity).
The colours are chosen from the standard palette of colours. Such rules cannot be defined
in a logical way in traditional development environments. But they can of course be
defined manually, which becomes particularly tedious for producing MUIs.

For the same case study, Figure 10.17 presents an alternative UI for a slightly different
profile requiring more guidance to achieve the task step by step. Rather than using a
graphical overview in the upper part of the window (as in Figure 10.15) and multiple
tabs, the UI progressively proceeds from one task to the next by adding tabs each time a
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(a)

(b)

Figure 10.17. Alternate layout for the task: registering a child for recreational activities.

sub-task is finished. Therefore, the rule coded here is: present each object in a separate
tab; once a sub-task is carried out, add a new tab with the next object for the next sub-task
to be carried out and add buttons to move forward and backward as in a set-up wizard.

10.8. CONCLUSION

The UI design method can be explicitly structured into three levels (i.e., conceptual,
logical, and physical), as frequently found in other disciplines such as databases, software
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engineering and telecommunications. Each level can be considered a level of abstraction
of the physical level as represented in Figure 10.14. The physical level is the level where
instances of the case study are analysed. The logical level is the model level where these
instances are mapped onto relevant abstractions. The conceptual level is the meta-model
level where abstractions manipulated in the lower levels can be combined to identify the
concepts, relationships, and attributes used in a particular method.

The three levels make it possible to apply the Principle of Separation of Concerns as
follows: (i) a definition of useful concepts by someone who is aware of UI techniques such
as user-centred design, task analysis, and human factors; (ii) a model definition where,
for each UI design, multiple sets of models can be defined on the same basis with no
redefinition of previously defined concepts; and (iii) multiple UI creation: for each set of
UI models, several UIs can be created by manipulating parameters supported by the UI
generator and manual editing is allowed when needed.

The advantage of the method is that changes at any level are instantly propagated to
other levels: when the ontology changes, all possible models change accordingly; when
a model changes, all possible specifications change accordingly as well as the set of all
possible UIs that can be created (the UI design space).

The use of an ontology editor not only allows model definition at the highest level of
abstraction (i.e. the meta-model) but also prevents any designer from defining:

• Models that are not compatible with the model definition;
• Models that are error-prone and that do not satisfy desirable properties (Table 10.1); and
• Models that are not supported by code generation tools (e.g. when a design option is

not supported).

Model-based approaches for designing UIs have been extensively researched for more
than fifteen years. These different approaches have worked in similar ways at the model
level as indicated in Figure 10.14. For the first time, a complete method and supporting
environment has the ability to increase the level of abstraction of these approaches one
step further. Today, we are not aware of any similar approach that offers the designer the
ability to work at the meta-model level while maintaining the ability to propagate changes
at the highest level to the underlying levels. This capability can be applied to a single
UI or to multiple UIs, especially when multiple contexts of use need to be considered. In
this way, any work done at the meta-model level for one particular context of use can be
reused directly at the same level of abstraction for another context of use.
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11.1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, interest in model-based approaches has been increasing. The basic idea of
such approaches is to identify useful abstractions highlighting the main aspects that should
be considered when designing effective interactive applications. UML [Booch et al. 1999],
the most common model-based approach in software engineering, has paid very little
attention to supporting the design of the interactive component of software. Therefore,
specific approaches have been developed for interactive system design. Of the relevant
models, task models play a particularly important role because they indicate the logical
activities that an application should support. A task is an activity that should be performed
in order to reach a goal. A goal is either a desired modification of state or an inquiry
about the current state.

For the generation of multiple user interfaces, task models play a key role in the
adaptation to different contexts and platforms. The basic idea is to capture all the relevant
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requirements at the task level and then use this information to generate effective user
interfaces tailored for different types of platforms. Information about the design of the
final user interface can be derived from analysing task models. For example, the logical
decomposition of a task can provide guidance for the generation of the corresponding
concrete user interface. The task structure is reflected in the graphical presentation by
grouping together interaction techniques and objects associated with the same sub-task.
We have identified a number of possibilities for how tasks should be considered in the
generation of multi-platform user interfaces, for example:

• When the same task can be performed on multiple platforms in the same manner;
• When the same task is performed on multiple platforms but with different user interface

objects or domain objects;
• When tasks are meaningful only on specific platforms.

In addition to adapting interfaces at the design phase, it is possible to adapt them at
run-time by considering users’ preferences and environment (location, surrounding, etc.).
Preference and environment information is used to adapt the navigation, presentation and
content of the user interface to different interaction platforms (see Figure 11.1).

User

Figure 11.1. User model support for multiple platforms.
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User modelling [Brusilovsky 1996] supports adaptive interfaces that change according
to user interaction. It can also be helpful in designing for multiple interaction platforms.
User models represent aspects such as knowledge level, preferences, background, goals,
physical position, etc. This information provides user interfaces with adaptability, which
is the ability to dynamically change their presentation, content and navigation in order
to better support users’ navigation and learning according to the current context of use.
Several types of user models have been used. For example, some models use information
about the level of users’ knowledge for the current goals; other models employ user
stereotypes and evaluate the probability of their relevance to the current user.

Various aspects of user interfaces can be adapted through user models. Text presentation
can be adapted through techniques such as conditional text or stretch-text (text that can be
collapsed into a short heading or expanded when selected). User navigation can also be
adapted using techniques such as direct guidance and adaptive ordering and hiding of links.
Adaptive techniques have been applied in many domains. Marucci and Paternò [2002]
describe a Web system supporting an adaptive museum guide that provides virtual visitors
with different types of information related to the domain objects presented (introduction,
summary, comparison, difference, curiosity) according to their profile, knowledge level,
preferences and history of interactions.

To date, only a few publications have considered user modelling to support the design
of multi-platform applications, and there are still many issues that need to be solved in
this context. For example, Hippie [Oppermann and Specht 2000] describes a prototype
that applies user modelling techniques to aid users in accessing museum information
through either a web site or a PDA while they are in the museum. In our approach we
also consider the use of mobile outdoor technologies and provide user models integrated
with task models developed in the design phase.

In this chapter we first introduce a detailed scenario to illustrate the type of support
that we have designed. Then we describe our method, how the user model is structured
and how such information is used to obtain an adaptive user interface. We also discuss
the types of rules for using information in the user model to drive adaptive behaviour.
Finally, we provide some concluding remarks.

11.2. AN ILLUSTRATIVE SCENARIO

In this section we provide the reader with a concrete example of the type of support that
our approach provides. The scenario describes an application that provides an interactive
guide to a town.

From a desktop computer at the hotel, John visits the Carrara web site. He finds it
interesting. In particular, he is interested in marble sculptures located close to Piazza
Garibaldi. He spends most of his time during the virtual visit (Figure 11.2a) accessing
the related pages and asking for all the available details on such artworks.

The next day, John leaves the hotel and goes to visit the historic town center. When
he arrives he accesses the town’s web site through his phone.

The system inherits his preferences and levels of knowledge from the virtual visits
performed in the hotel. Thus, it allows him to access information on the part of the town
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(a) (b)

Figure 11.2. Spatial information provided through (a) the desktop and (b) the cell phone.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 11.3. Cell phone support during the visit to the historic town.

that interests him most (Figure 11.3a) and navigation is supported through adaptive lists.
These lists are based on a ranking determined by the interests expressed in the previous
visit using the desktop system. During the physical visit he sees many works of art that
impress him, but there is no information available nearby, so he annotates them through
the phone interface (Figures 11.3b and 11.3c).

In the evening, when he is back in the hotel, John accesses the town web site again
through his login. The application allows him to access an automatically generated guided
tour of the town (Figure 11.4) with an itinerary based on the locations of the works of art
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Figure 11.4. User interface to the desktop system after access through phone.

that impressed him. He can modify the tour if he no longer finds some of the proposed
works of art interesting. In this way, he can perform a new visit of the most interesting
works of art, receiving detailed information about them.

11.3. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE APPROACH
In order to support the development of systems that adapt to the current user, device and
context, we use the models shown in Figure 11.5. In this diagram we consider both the
static development of interactive systems for a set of platforms and the dynamic adaptation
of interactive systems to changes in context in real time.

• In the static case, a system specification in terms of the supported tasks is used to create
an abstract version of a user interface (including both abstract presentation and dialogue
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Figure 11.5. Models considered at design time and run-time.

design); from the abstract user interface, a concrete user interface is derived, in which
the abstract interaction mechanisms are bound to platform-specific mechanisms.

• In the dynamic case, external triggers lead to the real-time reconfiguration of the inter-
active system during use. These triggers can be user actions (e.g., connecting a PDA
to a mobile phone to provide a network connection) or events in the environment (e.g.,
changing noise and light level as a train enters a tunnel, or network failure).

In order to better describe the static development and the dynamic reconfiguration of
systems, we refer to a number of models:

• The Task Model describes a set of activities that users intend to perform while inter-
acting with the system. We can distinguish two types of task models: the system task
model, which is how the designed system requires tasks to be performed, and the user
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task model, which is how users expect to perform their activities. A mismatch between
these two models can generate usability problems.

• The Domain Model defines the objects that a user can access and manipulate in the user
interface. This model also represents the object attributes and relationships according
to semantically rich expressions.

• Interactors [Paternò and Leonardi 1994] describe the different interaction mechanisms
independent of platform (e.g., the basic task an interactor is able to support). The interac-
tor model operates primarily at the level of the abstract description of the user interface.

• The Platform Model describes the physical characteristics of the target platforms, for
example characteristics of the available interactive devices such as pen, screen, voice
input and video cameras.

• The Environment Model specifies the user’s physical environment.
• The User Model describes information such the user’s knowledge, interests, movements

and personal preferences.

We have identified a set of design criteria for using logical information in the models to
generate multimedia user interfaces adapted to a specific user, platform and context of use.
For a given task and device, these design criteria indicate, for example, which interaction
and presentation techniques are the most effective in a specific configuration setting, and
how the user interface should adapt to a change of device or environmental conditions.

In the following sections we will show how these models take part in the overall design
process. The discussion will focus on the task model and user model, describing the role
they play in the generation of user interfaces that adapt to changes in context. Afterward,
we will describe their relationships in more detail, and we will present an example that
helps to explain the approach.

11.4. ROLE OF THE TASK MODEL IN DESIGN

The design of multi-platform applications can employ different approaches. It is possible to
support the same type of tasks with different devices. In this case, what has to be changed
is the set of interaction and presentation techniques to support information access while
taking into account the resources available in the device considered. However, in some
cases designers should consider different devices also with regard to the choice of tasks
to support. For example, phones are more likely to be used for quick access to limited
information, whereas desktop systems better support browsing through large amounts of
information. Since the different devices can be divided in clusters sharing a number of
properties, the vast majority of approaches considers classes of devices rather than single
devices. On the one hand, this approach tends to limit the effort of considering all the
different devices. On the other hand, different device types might be needed because of
the heterogeneity of devices belonging to the same platform.

The fact that devices and tasks are so closely interwoven in the design of multiplat-
form interactive applications is a central concern running through our method, which is
composed of a number of steps allowing designers to start with an overall envisioned
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Figure 11.6. Deriving multiple user interfaces from a single task model.

task model of a nomadic application and then derive effective user interfaces for multiple
devices (see Figure 11.6). The approach involves four main steps:

1. High-level task modelling of a multi-context application: In this phase, designers
define the logical activities to be supported and the relationships among them. They
develop a single model that addresses the various contexts of use and roles; they also
develop a domain model to identify the objects manipulated in tasks and the rela-
tionships among such objects. Such models are specified using the ConcurTaskTrees
(CTT) notation. The CTT Environment tool [Mori et al. 2002] publicly available at
http://giove.cnuce.cnr.it/ctte.html supports editing and analysis of task models using
this notation. The tool allows designers to explicitly indicate the platforms suitable to
support each task.

2. Developing the system task model for the different platforms: Here designers filter
the task model according to the target platform and, if necessary, further refine the
task model for specific devices. In this filter-and-refine process, tasks that cannot be
supported on a given platform are removed and the navigational tasks necessary to
interact with the platform are added. In other cases it is necessary to add supplementary
details on how a task is decomposed for a specific platform.

3. From system task model to abstract user interface: Here the goal is to obtain an
abstract description of the user interface. This description is composed of a set of
abstract presentations that are identified through an analysis of the task relationships.
These abstract presentations are then structured by means of interactors (see Section 3
for definition). Then we identify the possible transitions among the user interface
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presentations as a function of the temporal relationships in the task model. Analysing
task relationships can be useful for structuring the presentation. For example, the
hierarchical structure of the task model helps to identify interaction techniques and
objects to be grouped together, as techniques and objects that have the same parent
task are logically more related to each other. Likewise, concurrent tasks that exchange
information can be better supported by highly integrated interaction techniques.

4. User interface generation: This phase is platform-dependent and device-dependent. For
example, if the platform is a cellular phone, we also need to know the type of micro-
browser supported and the number and types of soft-keys available in the specific
device considered.

In the following sections we discuss these steps in detail. We have defined XML
versions of the language for task modelling (ConcurTaskTrees) and the language for
modelling abstract interfaces; we have also developed automatic transformations among
these representations.

11.4.1. FROM THE TASK MODEL TO THE ABSTRACT USER INTERFACE

The task model is the starting point for defining an abstract description of the user inter-
face. This abstract description has two components: a presentation component (the static
structure of the user interface) and a dialogue component (the dynamic behaviour).

The shift from task to abstract interaction objects is performed through three steps:

1. Calculation of Enabled Task Sets (ETS): the ETSs are sets of tasks enabled over the
same period of time according to the constraints indicated in the task model. They
are automatically calculated through an algorithm that takes as input (i) the formal
semantics of the temporal operators of the CTT notation and (ii) a task model. For
example, if two tasks t1 and t2 are supposed to be concurrently performed, then they
belong to the same ETS; they can be performed in any order so their execution will be
enabled over the same period of time. If they are supposed to be carried out following
a sequential order (first t1 then t2), they cannot belong to the same ETS since the
performance of t2 will be enabled only after the execution of t1; thus they will never
be enabled during the same interval of time. The need for calculating ETSs is justified
by the fact that the interaction techniques supporting the tasks belonging to the same
enabled task set are logically candidates to be part of the same presentation. In this
sense, the ETS calculation provides a first set of potential presentations. Furthermore,
the calculation of the ETS implies the calculation of the conditions that allow passing
from ETS to ETS–we called them ‘transitions’.

2. Heuristics for optimizing presentation sets and transitions: these heuristics help design-
ers reduce the number of presentations considered in the final user interface. This is
accomplished by grouping together tasks belonging to different ETSs. In fact, depend-
ing on the task model the number of ETSs can be rather high. As a rule of thumb,
the number of ETSs is of the same order as the number of enabling operators in the
task model. So, in this phase we specify rules (heuristics) to reduce their number by
merging two or more ETSs into new sets, called Presentation Task Sets (PTS).
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3. Mapping presentation task sets and their transitions onto sets of abstract interaction
objects and dialogue: a number of rules have been identified in order to perform the
mapping between a task and a suitable abstract user interface object. These rules are
based on the analysis of the multi-dimensional information associated with tasks – for
example, the goal, the objects manipulated and the frequency of the task. Each dimen-
sion functions as a sort of condition during the visit of the tree-like structure of the
language describing interactors (see Figure 11.7), in order to select the most suit-
able one. The transitions between different presentation sets are directly mapped into
connections linking the different presentations of the abstract user interface.

All of these transformations are supported by our TERESA tool [Mori et al. 2003] publicly
available at http://giove.cnuce.cnr.it/teresa.html.

11.4.2. THE LANGUAGE FOR ABSTRACT USER INTERFACES

The set of presentation sets obtained in the previous step is the initial input for building
the abstract user interface specification. This specification is composed of interactors or
Abstract Interaction Objects (AIOs) associated with the basic tasks. Such interactors are
high-level interaction objects that are classified first by type of basic task supported, then
by type and cardinality of the associated objects and lastly by presentation aspect.

Figure 11.7 shows that an interface is composed of one or more presentations and
each presentation is characterised by an aio or an aio composition and 0 or more con-
nections. There are two main types of objects in the abstract user interface: elementary
abstract interaction objects (aio) and complex expressions (aio composition) derived from
applying the operators to these interaction objects. While the operators describe the static
organisation of the user interface (in the next section we provide more detail on them),
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Figure 11.7. The tree-like representation of the language for specifying the abstract user interface.
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the set of connections describes how the user interface evolves over time, namely its
dynamic behaviour.

11.4.2.1. From Presentation Task Sets to Abstract User Interface Presentations

The abstract user interface is mainly defined by a set of interactors and the associated
composition operators. The type of task supported, the type of objects manipulated and
their cardinality are useful elements for identifying the interactors. In order to compose
such interactors we have identified a number of composition operators for designing
usable interfaces. These composition operators are associated with communication goals
that designers aim to achieve [Mullet and Sano 1995]:

• Grouping (G): The objective is to group together two or more elements, so this operator
should be applied when the involved tasks share some characteristics. A typical situation
is when the tasks have the same parent task. This is the only operator for which the
position of the different operands is irrelevant.

• Ordering (O): This operator is applied when some kind of sequential order exists among
elements. The most typical sequential order is the temporal order. The order in which
the different elements appear within this operator reflects the order within the group.

• Relation (R): This operator is applied when a relation exists between n elements yi,
i = 1, . . . , n and one element x. In the task model, a typical situation is when a leaf
task t is at the right-hand side of a disabling operator. In this case all the tasks that
could be disabled by t (at whatever task tree level) are in relation to t. This operator is
not commutative.

• Hierarchy (H): This operator means that a hierarchy exists among the involved interac-
tors. The importance level associated with the operands identifies the degree of visual
prominence that the associated interaction objects should have in the user interface.
The degree of importance can be derived from the frequency of access or from details
of the application domain. Various techniques can be used to convey importance. In
graphical user interfaces, one method is allotting more screen space to objects that are
hierarchically more important.

These operators are applied to tasks belonging to the same PTS, depending on the temporal
relationships among those tasks. The temporal relationships are derived from the task
model in the following manner: if the two concerned tasks are siblings, the temporal
relationship is represented by the CTT operator existing between them; if this is not the
case (e.g. the two tasks have different parent tasks) the temporal relationship is easily
derived because temporal relationships between tasks are inherited by their subtasks.

11.4.2.2. The Dialogue Component

In specifying the dynamic behaviour of the abstract user interface, an important role is
played by abstract interaction objects associated with the transitions. For each presentation
task set P, transition(P) specifies the conditions allowing for the transition of the abstract
user interface from the current presentation task set P into another presentation task set
P’. The transitions can directly correspond to tasks, or, alternatively, can be expressed by
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means of a Boolean expression. For example, when we want to express that more than
one task has to be executed in order to trigger the activation of a different presentation,
an AND operator combines the tasks.

11.4.3. FROM THE ABSTRACT USER INTERFACE TO ITS IMPLEMENTATION

Once the elements of the abstract user interface have been identified, each interactor
is mapped onto interaction techniques supported by the specific device configuration
(operating system, toolkit, etc.). For example if the object of the abstract user interface
allows for a single selection from a set of objects, various implementations are available
to the designer depending on the capabilities of the platform or device in question; these
can include radio button menus, pull-down menus, list menus, etc.

In addition, since relationships between interactors are expressed with composition
operators, they have to be appropriately implemented in order to convey their logical
meaning in the final user interface. Several techniques are available for this purpose.
For instance, in graphical user interfaces, a typical example is the set of techniques for
conveying groupings by using classical presentation patterns such as proximity, similarity
and continuity. If a different modality is used, the meaning of the same operators should
be conveyed through different mechanisms. For example, in audio user interfaces, we
would convey groupings with aural attributes such as pitch and volume.

As another example, a hierarchy operator for textual objects in a graphical user inter-
face could represent important objects with larger fonts, whereas in an audio-based user
interface, the hierarchy operator could represent important verbal information with a
higher volume.

11.5. RELATIONS BETWEEN TASK MODEL
AND USER MODEL

In our approach we assume that a model-based method has been followed in the design
of the multi-platform application. As noted earlier in this chapter, the ConcurTaskTrees
notation [Paternò 1999] allows designers to develop task models of nomadic applications.
This means that in the same model, designers can describe tasks to be performed on
different platforms and their interrelationships [Paternò and Santoro 2002]. From this
high level description it is possible to obtain first the system task model associated with
each platform and then the corresponding device-level user interface. The task model can
also be expressed in XML format.

In our case we use the XML specification as input for the creation of the user model
that will be used for adaptivity at run-time. The two models share some information,
but also contain different elements. This means that some elements of the task model
are removed and others added in order to make the two models compatible. In addition,
the user model is mainly characterised by values that are updated dynamically based on
users’ interactions with the interface. For each user, the user model is updated when the
user interacts with any of the available platforms. A run-time support algorithm uses the
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Figure 11.8. Relationships between task model and user model.

user model to modify the user interface presentation, navigation and content by applying
previously defined adaptivity rules.

One advantage of this approach is that the task model developed at design time already
provides useful information for run-time adaptive support (Figure 11.8). This information
from the task model at design time includes:

• The temporal dependencies among tasks performed on different platforms;
• The tasks that can be performed through multiple platforms;
• The association of tasks with domain objects and related attributes;
• The definition of objects and attributes accessible through a given platform.

The performance of some tasks (from either phone or desktop) can change the level
of interest associated with some domain objects (for example the preferred city zone),
and this information can also be used to adapt the presentation support for a platform
different from that currently in use (for example, the order of the links in a list).

11.6. THE USER MODEL

In our approach, the user model is structured in such a way as to indicate user preferences
and acquired knowledge depending on the user’s access to the application. Referring to
the scenario of use of the Carrara Web site in section 2:

• User preferences can include, for example, the preferred city zone, navigation style,
theme or features of an artwork.
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• Acquired knowledge can include, for example, the level of knowledge about an author,
a historical period or a material.

• The general format of the user model (in XML file format) includes:

As we can see in Figure 11.9, the user model is tightly related to the task model.
It contains information that is dynamically updated such as the number of times that a
task has been performed or that an object has been accessed. It also contains fields that
allow dynamic modification of the availability of performing a specific task: Mergeable
indicates whether to merge the execution of a task with a different task, Hideable indicates
whether to hide its performance in another, more general task, and Disabled indicates
whether to completely disable it for the current user.

For each task, all the attributes listed above can be defined (through a dedicated tool),
including the properties related to adaptive support (Figure 11.10). After this step, the
tool generates the XML file in the following general form (Figure 11.11):

Information not
relevant for  the
user model Information for each task performed:

Task ID

...

Domain objects
related

Platforms supported
Times performed

Temporal dependencies among tasks Sequence of tasks performed

 User location and each path
 followed
 User perferences
 User knowledge level

 Mergeable
 -Connect
  to task j
 -Options
 -...
 Hideable
 -Parent task
 -...
 Disabled
 Parent task

Information for each task:

Object attributes
- Number of accesses
- Platforms supported
-...

General
information

For the adaptive
presentation
support For the

adaptive
navigation
support

User modelTask model

Figure 11.9. Information contained in the user model and its relation to the task model.
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Show city map

Present artwork info
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Access to city

Access to zone

>>

>> >> >

>>

>> >>

Figure 11.10. Example of a task model.

<Task Identifier="Select zone" Category="Interaction"
    Iterative="true" Optional="false" Hidable"="true"
    Mergable="true" Disabled="true"
    PartOfCooperation="false" Frequency="null">
    <Name>null</Name>
    <Type>null</Type>
    <Description>null</Description>
    <AccessedNumber>3</AccessedNumber>
    ...

Figure 11.11. An excerpt of the XML file containing information about task models.

This file is updated during the user session. From analysis of the file, the system is
able to determine the tasks performed by the user and their sequence, as well as the
object classes and related subclasses. From this user input, the system computes the
navigation preferences by analysing information such as the sequence of tasks, the tasks
never performed, and the tasks most frequently performed. The system also evaluates the
presentation preferences by analysing the objects’ classes and subclasses.

The location is an attribute related only to mobile interactive platforms. For example
if the user has accessed the system by mobile phone, then after the user selects an item
from the Materials list, the system offers the option of displaying only the artworks made
of local materials.

The domain model is structured in terms of object classes and related subclasses that are
manipulated during task performance. The relationships between tasks and domain objects
are represented in the user model. The association between tasks and object instances can
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be either static or dynamic. For example, in the task of selecting an element from a list of
predefined values, the association is static, whereas in the task of displaying information
on a work of art whose name is provided by the user, the association is dynamic.

The domain objects that can be accessed and manipulated vary by device. In general,
domain objects that can be manipulated by phone are more limited than those accessible
via desktop computers and have different spatial attributes related to the user position,
such as closeness.

Likewise, the supported tasks depend on the interaction platform. For example, some
tasks are associated with a virtual visit on a desktop computer and others are associated
with access by mobile phone. In addition, performance of certain tasks on one platform
may depend on the accomplishment of other tasks through other devices (for example the
desktop task of reviewing an itinerary previously annotated with a phone device).

In response to the user’s behaviour in real time, the user model dynamically updates
user knowledge and preferences. This has the effect of updating objects, attributes and
task performance frequencies. The application can dynamically change the supported
navigation according to the frequency of performance of certain tasks and the frequency
of use of certain objects.

11.7. ADAPTIVE RULES

This section describes the rules that are used to drive the adaptivity of the user interface.
In the next subsection we will explain how these rules are handled, and how they result
in adaptive navigation and presentation as a function of the users’ interactions with the
system on different platforms. In particular we will examine examples of the adapta-
tion of navigation, presentation and content of the user interface. The following tables
(Tables 11.1, 11.2 and 11.3) show when a rule comes into force and the effect on interac-
tive system behaviour. It is possible to relate such rules to the identification of interaction
patterns directly from the end-user experience [Seffah and Javahery 2003].

11.7.1. NAVIGATION AS A FUNCTION OF TASK FREQUENCY

Here we discuss how the system handles the situations where the user always repeats
the same sequence of tasks. For example, we can consider when the user selects a set of
domain objects associated with a general topic and then a more refined subset iteratively
(see Figure 11.12).

The recurrent selection of a specific type of artwork (e.g. made of bronze, defined as full
relief sculpture, etc.), followed by a more specific selection (e.g. bronze artworks from the
20th century, full relief sculpture by the artist Vatteroni, etc.) causes the appearance in the
interface of a new link for direct access to the subclass: ‘Bronze artworks in XX Century’
or ‘Vatteroni’s full relief sculpture’. This link will appear until the user has visited all the
artworks belonging to that subset or until the system detects different preferences.

We can follow the corresponding changes in the user model: for each task there is an
attribute that represents the possibility of that task’s being merged, an indication of the
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Table 11.1. Rules for adaptive navigation.

If. . . Then. . .

The user always performs the same
sequence of tasks in order to reach a goal

Change the navigation support so as to reduce
the time required to achieve the goal

The user performs a task on one platform
and then accesses the application through
another platform

Change the user model state to enable or
disable certain tasks

The user never selects a task (for example,
a link selection) during one or more
sessions on any platform

Hide the task support from all platforms (for
example, remove link)

Mobile context: The user is near an object
of interest in the physical world

Advise users through their mobile device

Mobile context: The user is following a
physical path in the environment

Determine the next object of interest for users
based on their preference and location

The user often selects a domain object set
that satisfies a given rule (for example
belonging to a city zone, with the same
characteristics, etc.)

Change navigation modality so as to enable the
related tasks.

The user never selects a domain object set
that satisfies a given rule (for example
belonging to a city zone, with the same
characteristics, etc.)

Change navigation modality so as to disable
the related tasks.

Table 11.2. Rules for adaptive presentation.

If. . . Then. . .

The user often selects a domain object
(independently of the task order and
platform)

Provide access to this object or attribute
in a high priority position.

The user never selects a domain object
(independently of the task order and
platform)

Provide access to this object or attribute
in a low priority position.

The user often performs the same type
of tasks

Change the presentation according to the
most frequently used task types

task to which it can be connected and the new name to be given to this unified task as
well as the number of accesses, object instance and object subsets selected.

In the previous example (the recurrent selection of bronze artworks and then bronze
artworks from the XX Century), this will generate a link Bronze artworks in XX Cen., in
both the desktop and phone interfaces in which the user can select the material. During
dynamic generation of the user interface, the system first analyses the XML file content
and then generates the links.
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Table 11.3. Rules for adaptive content.

If. . . Then. . .

The user has already seen a specific domain
object and then accesses a similar object

Change the content so as to explain the
difference or similarity as compared to
the previously seen object

The user shows advanced knowledge of a
certain topic

Increase the detail in the description of the
elements of interest, within the
constraints of the current device

The system
shows:
Material list,
definition list

The system
shows the
material list

The system shows
BRONZE artworks
grouped by century

Task to
access an
artwork

The user selects
material list

The user selects
Bronze of XX cen.

The user selects
BRONZE
material

Task Access to artworks list is the task with
which the user can access the artworks

Access
to

artwork

Select
objects

Select
object

Select
type

Show
objects

Show
selected
objects

Show
object

classification

>> >> >>>> >> >>

Access to artworks list

Figure 11.12. A task model for two-stage selection of objects.

Another example is when the user never performs certain tasks during a session or
during different sessions. In this case the system will remove the tasks in question. Thus,
if the task is never performed over one or more sessions in any platform (assuming that it
is defined for multiple platforms), it can be disabled by setting the corresponding attribute.

11.7.2. NAVIGATION AS A FUNCTION OF TASK PERFORMANCE

Tasks performed in a specific platform can generate a change in the task model for another
platform. For example, let us consider a scenario where the user previously selects a
tour on a desktop computer, indicates preferences for a city zone and then accesses the
application through a cell phone.

When the user selects a tour on the desktop computer, via either a map or the predefined
link, the task Follow the desktop selected route in the user model will be modified (see
Figure 11.13). The corresponding Disabled attribute, previously set to true, will be set to
false, and the corresponding object instance will be the tour chosen by the user.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 11.13. Access to the application (a) for the first time, (b) after a desktop visit that selected
a tour and (c) after a desktop visit that did not select a tour.

For the reverse case, from the mobile platform the user chooses the option of selecting
the artworks seen during the visit, so as to view descriptions and details later on at home
using the desktop computer. This will enable the task More Information about artworks
visited in the desktop platform, and each of the artworks selected will be added as the
objects corresponding to that task.

11.7.3. MODIFICATION OF PRESENTATION

The following example demonstrates a change in presentation for a task whose objects
are the artworks located in the historic city center. The user can access these artworks
by choosing one of the following alternatives: Streets, Buildings, Churches, or Squares.
Suppose that the user often chooses ‘Streets’. The user model contains the choice task
whose objects correspond to the artworks of the city, along with the specific platforms
from which each object can be accessed.

More generally, the user model also contains the objects manipulated by each task
as well as the platforms supporting each object. For each user choice, the system stores
the objects selected in the user model. In the example mentioned above, the user first
selects ‘artworks in Carrara city’ and then the object ‘Streets’. The recurrent choice of
this attribute will cause a change in the order of items in the corresponding list (see
Figure 11.14).

In summary, if the user selects an object on one platform, this will cause a change in
the sequence of all lists containing that object, across all platforms.

11.7.4. MODIFICATION OF CONTENT PRESENTATION

In one of the rules in Table 11.1, if the user frequently accesses a domain object, this
causes a modification of the content presentation and an updating of the user’s knowledge
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Figure 11.14. An adaptive list.

Figure 11.15. The user frequently asks for more information; the system generates it automatically.

level (while maintaining the same navigation path). For example, we can consider a
scenario where the user accesses the description of an artwork and frequently asks for
more information about that work.

The solution consists of introducing the ability to perform the same low-level task in the
task hierarchy without performing the intermediate tasks. In the example in Figure 11.15,
this means that the user can directly access detailed information about a work of art.
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>>

>> >

>

View mapAccess next artwork

Close more infoShow more infoAccess more info

Show artworkChoose artwork Access description

Access to artworks

Figure 11.16. The task model for adaptive content.

Figure 11.16 shows the resulting task model. For each task that can be Hideable and
is performed multiple times, we can conceal that task within the Show Artwork task.
In the example, this means that when the system shows information on the artwork, it
already includes detailed information. At the same time, the knowledge level of the user is
updated (the user always accesses more information). When the user accesses the system
from any platform, the knowledge level will be inherited.

In order to avoid user misunderstandings or confusion because of the adaptive support,
it is possible to clearly indicate what part of the user interface is adaptive. For example, in
a cell phone, a soft key can highlight the individual adaptive links or call up an adaptive
list of frequently accessed links.

11.8. CONCLUSIONS

This chapter discussed how to provide adaptive support for multiple platforms based on
task and user modelling techniques. The method was illustrated through a case study in
the museum application domain.

In particular, this chapter addressed the use of task models at design time and their
relationships with user models. A set of rules was introduced, based on the user model,
for modifying presentation and dialogue as a function of users’ interactions on different
platforms. These rules allow applications to better support users’ goals.

Future work will be dedicated to analysing in more detail whether adaptivity, especially
in mobile phones, can sometimes disorient users. We will perform studies to determine
how to introduce adaptivity in a way that avoids disorientation.
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12.1. INTRODUCTION

User interfaces are an important part of any interactive software system. In fact, the user
interface (UI) occupies a large share of the total size of a typical system [Myers 1993]. A
major milestone in interactive system evolution was the shift from text-based interfaces
to more complex graphical user interfaces. The web, as a vital medium for information
transfer, has also had a major impact on UI design. It emphasized the need for more usable
interfaces that are accessible by a wider range of people. Recently, the introduction of
new platforms and devices, in particular mobile phones and Personal Digital Assistants
(PDAs), has added an extra layer of complexity to UI system changes. In the migration
of interactive systems to these new platforms and architectures, modifications have to be
made to the UI while ensuring the application of best design practices. We will demon-
strate how this can be achieved through the use of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI)
Patterns.

Multiple User Interfaces. Edited by A. Seffah and H. Javahery
 2004 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd ISBN: 0-470-85444-8
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As a starting point, let us take the example of web applications, which are usually
designed for a standard desktop computer with a web browser. With the rapid shift toward
wireless computing, these web applications need to be customized and migrated to dif-
ferent devices with different capabilities. We need to rethink the strategies for displaying
information in the context of devices with smaller and lower-resolution screens. As an
illustration, an airline reservation system might separate the tasks of choosing a flight and
buying the ticket into two separate screens for a small PDA. However, this separation is
not required for a large screen. Furthermore, the PDA interface might eliminate images
or it might show them in black and white. Similarly, text might be abbreviated on a
small display, although it should be possible to retrieve the full text through a standard-
ized command. For all these situations, HCI patterns facilitate the transition to different
devices while ensuring that constraints are taken into account, and that usability is not
compromised.

Figure 12.1 illustrates how HCI patterns can be applied to display the CNN site
(www.cnn.com) on different devices. Although the basic functionality and information
content are the same for all three platforms (desktop, PDA and mobile phone), they
have been adapted according to the context of use and the limitations of each platform.
Depending on the device and the constraints imposed, the presentation of the site will
be different. HCI patterns help designers choose appropriate presentations for the design
of each interface. In Figure 12.1, different pattern implementations are used to address
the same navigation problem, which is how to assist the user in reaching specific and
frequently-visited pages.

For a web browser-based
user interface, the
Quick Access pattern can
be implemented using the
concept of a toolbar

For a PDA, the

Quick Access

pattern can be

implemented using

a combo box

For a mobile phone, the

Quick Access pattern can

be implemented using

a selection

Figure 12.1. HCI patterns in a MUI framework.
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In this chapter, we will address existing UIs that require migration to different plat-
forms. Two approaches can be used when migrating UIs to other platforms: reengineering
and redesign. The emphasis of this chapter is not on the differences between the methods,
but rather on how both methods can benefit from the use of HCI patterns:

• Reengineering is a technique that reuses the original system with the goal of maintaining
it and adapting it to required changes. It has a fundamental goal of preserving the
knowledge contents of the original system through the process of evolving it to its new
state. In the process of concretely applying the reengineering, HCI patterns can be used
to abstract and redeploy the UI onto different platforms. Reengineering in itself is a
complex undertaking, and therefore tools are needed to support the transition so as to
limit time and costs.

• Redesign is a simplified version of reengineering, and can be more practical than reengi-
neering in certain contexts. Redesign using patterns involves a direct transformation
of patterns, as an example, from a desktop-based set of HCI patterns to a PDA-based
set of patterns. In contrast to reengineering, there is no intermediate step of creating a
platform-independent UI model. The consequences of this simplification are described
later in this chapter.

The following section gives a brief overview of HCI patterns. In Section 12.3, we summa-
rize the steps involved in redesigning UIs with pattern mapping and present a case study.
In Section 12.4 we discuss research directions for the use of HCI patterns in reengi-
neering, the differences between reengineering and redesign, and for which context of
development each approach is best suited. Finally, we discuss future investigations and
conclude our work in Section 12.5.

12.2. A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF HCI PATTERNS

The architect Christopher Alexander introduced the idea of patterns in the early 1970s
[Alexander 1979]. His idea stemmed from the premise that there was something fun-
damentally incorrect with 20th century architectural design methods and practices. He
introduced patterns as a three-part rule to help architects and engineers with the design of
buildings, towns, and other urban structures. His definition of a pattern was as follows:
‘Each pattern is a three-part rule, which expresses a relation between a certain context,
a problem, and a solution’ [Alexander 1979]. The underlying objective of Alexander’s
patterns was to tackle architectural problems that occurred over and over again in a par-
ticular environment, by providing commonly accepted solutions. The concept of patterns
became very popular in the software engineering community with the wide acceptance of
the Gang of Four’s book ‘Design Patterns: Elements of Re-usable Object-Oriented Soft-
ware’ [Gamma et al. 1995]. During the last three years, the HCI community has been a
forum for discussion on patterns for user interface design. An HCI pattern is an effective
way to transmit experience about recurrent problems in the HCI domain, which includes
UI design issues. A pattern is a named, reusable solution to a recurrent problem in a
particular context of use.
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The following are the motivations for using patterns as a tool for redesigning or
reengineering an existing user interface.

First, there exist a number of HCI pattern catalogues that carry a significant amount of
reusable design knowledge. Many groups and individuals have devoted themselves to the
development of these catalogues, and examples include Common Ground, Experiences, and
Interaction Design Patterns [Tidwell 1999; Coram and Lee 1998; Welie 2002]. Some sug-
gest a classification of their pattern catalogues according to the type of application [Tidwell
1999], while others tailor their catalogue of patterns for a specific platform [Welie 2002].
In addition, Mahemoff and Johnston [1999] propose the Planet Pattern Language for
internationalizing interactive systems. This language addresses the high-level issues that
developers encounter when specifying requirements for international software. It helps
developers document and access information about target cultures and shows them how
these resources can help them to customize functionality and user interface design.

Secondly, HCI patterns have the potential to drive the entire UI design process [Borchers
2000; Lafrenière and Granlund 1999; Javahery and Seffah 2002]. HCI patterns deal with all
types of issues relating to the interaction between humans and computers, and apply to dif-
ferent levels of abstraction. Depending on the type of application, they can be categorized
according to different UI facets, such as Navigation, Information/Content, and Interaction
(which includes forms and other input components) for web applications. For software
developers unfamiliar with newly emerging platforms, patterns provide a thorough under-
standing of context of use and examples that show how the pattern applies to different types
of applications and devices. Some researchers have also suggested adding implementation
strategies and information on how a pattern works, why it works (rationale), and how it
should be coded [Javahery and Seffah 2002; Welie et al. 2000].

Table 12.1. A description of the Quick Access pattern.

Pattern Name Quick Access

Type Navigation support in small and medium web sites
Context of use • Useful for the novice and expert user

• Assists the user to reach specific pages from any page and at
any time

• Menu to reflect important web site content
Consequences • Decreases memory (cognitive) load

• Increases web page accessibility
• Increases subjective user satisfaction and trust

Solution • Groups most convenient action links such as Top Stories, News,
Sports, etc. for a News site

• Uses meaningful metaphors and accurate phrases as labels
• Places it consistently throughout the whole web site

Implementation
strategy

• Implemented as a GUI toolbar for traditional desktop applications
• Implemented as a combo-box or a pop-up menu for small size

screens such as PDA and some mobile phones (depends on screen
size and device capabilities)

• Implemented as a selection for mobile phones
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Thirdly, HCI patterns are an interesting reengineering tool because the same pattern
can be implemented differently on various platforms. For example, the Quick Access
pattern in Table 12.1 helps the user reach specific pages, which reflect important web site
content, from any location on the site. For our news example (Figure 12.1), it can provide
direct and quick access to central pages such as Top Stories, News, Sports, and Business.
For a web browser on a desktop, it is implemented as an index browsing toolbar using
embedded scripts or a Java applet in HTML. For a PDA, the Quick Access pattern can be
implemented as a combo box using the Wireless Markup Language (WML). For a mobile
phone, the Quick Access pattern is implemented as a selection [Welie 2002] using WML.
Pattern descriptions should provide advice to pattern users for selecting the most suitable
implementation for a given context.

For the sake of simplicity, we will refer to HCI patterns simply as ‘patterns’ for the
duration of this chapter.

12.3. REDESIGNING USER INTERFACES
WITH PATTERN MAPPING

As illustrated in Figure 12.2, using the traditional GUI as a starting point, it is possible
to redesign the UI for platform migration, by using pattern mapping. The patterns of
the existing GUI are transformed or replaced in order to redesign and re-implement the
user interface. Since patterns hold information about design solutions and context of use,
platform capabilities and constraints are implicitly addressed in the transformed patterns.

To illustrate the use of patterns in the redesign process, in what follows, we describe
the fundamentals of the pattern-based redesign process as illustrated in Figure 12.2.

12.3.1. THE EFFECT OF SCREEN SIZE ON REDESIGN

Different platforms use different screen sizes, and these different screen sizes afford
different types and variants of patterns. In this section we will address how the change

Original design
(e.g. Desktop GUI)

PDA design
(e.g. Palm V)

PC pocket design
(e.g. Toshiba e740)

Redesign using

Pattern mapping

Mobile phone design
(e.g. Motorola A751)

Figure 12.2. Redesigning the UI with pattern mapping.
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Table 12.2. Screen size of PDAs and desktops.

Device Screen Area (cm2) Pixels

Standard PDA 35–45 25,000–100,000
Standard desktop computer 600–900 480,000–786,000

in screen size between two platforms affects redesign at the pattern level. We will focus
on the redesign of desktop architectures to PDA architectures, as a function of their
difference in screen size. This section provides a framework for the redesign of navigation
architectures at the presentation layer of design. The amount of information that can be
displayed on a given platform screen is determined by a combination of area and number
of pixels, as illustrated in Table 12.2.

Comparing area, a standard desktop monitor offers approximately 20 times the area
of a typical PDA. If we compare pixels, the same desktop monitor has approximately 10
times the pixels of the PDA.

The total difference in information capacity between platforms will be somewhere
between these two measures of 20 times the area and 10 times the pixels. We can conclude
that to transform a desktop display architecture to a PDA display architecture, the options
are as follows:

1. To reduce architecture size, it is necessary to significantly reduce both the number of
pages and the quantity of information per page.

2. To hold constant the architecture size (i.e. topics or pages), it is necessary to signifi-
cantly reduce the quantity of information per page (by a factor of about 10 to 20).

3. To retain the full amount of information in the desktop architecture, it is necessary
to significantly increase the size of the architecture, since the PDA can hold less
information per page.

The choice of transformation strategy will depend on the size of the larger architecture
and the value of the information:

• For small desktop architectures, the design strategy can be weighted either toward
reducing information if the information is not important, or toward increasing the
number of pages if the information is important.

• For medium or large desktop architectures, it is necessary to weight the design strategy
heavily toward reducing the quantity of information, since otherwise the architecture
size and number of levels would rapidly explode out of control.

Finally, we can consider transformation of patterns and graphical objects in the context
of the amount of change that must be applied to the desktop design or architecture to
fit it into a PDA format. The list is ordered from the most direct to the least direct
transformation:

1. Identical. For example, drop-down menus can usually be copied without transforma-
tion from a desktop to a PDA.
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2. Scalable changes to the size of the original design or to the number of items in the
original design. For example, a long horizontal menu can be adapted to a PDA by
reducing the number of menu elements.

3. Multiple of the original design, either simultaneously or sequentially in time. For
example, a single long menu can be transformed into a series of shorter menus.

4. Fundamental change to the nature of the original design. For example, permanent
left-hand vertical menus are useful on desktop displays but are not practical on most
PDAs. In transformation to a PDA, left-hand menus normally need to be replaced with
an alternative such as a drop-down menu.

This taxonomy of transformation types is especially relevant to the automation of cross-
platform design transformation since the designs that are easiest to transform are those that
require the least transformation. The taxonomy therefore identifies where human interven-
tion will be needed for design decisions in the transformation process. In addition, when
building a desktop design for which a PDA version is also planned, the taxonomy indicates
which patterns to use in the desktop design to allow easy transformation to the PDA design.

12.3.2. PATTERN-BASED REDESIGN: A CASE STUDY WITH NAVIGATION
PATTERNS

In this section, we discuss the use of patterns in design transformations from desktop to
PDA platforms. The method transforms a core set of patterns based on various factors,
including screen size and architecture size.

For our case study, we will consider transformations for the patterns for navigation
outlined in Table 12.3. This list is far from exhaustive, but helps to communicate the
flavour and abstraction level of patterns for navigation that we are targeting. Due to space
limitations, we can only provide the title and a brief description, rather than the full
description format as described in [Borchers 2002].

Figure 12.3 illustrates some of the navigation patterns from Table 12.3 as extracted
from the existing home page of a desktop-based Web portal (www.cbc.ca). Once these
patterns are extracted from the desktop-based architecture, they can be transformed and
re-applied in a PDA architecture.

Table 12.4 describes the types of cross-platform transformations that are recommended
for the HCI patterns in Table 12.3, and which can be used to redesign the CBC News
site. These transformations offer the closest and simplest equivalent in the corresponding
platform. In the third column, the suffix ‘s’ after a pattern indicates ‘scaled (down)’, and
the suffix ‘m’ indicates ‘multiple (sequence)’.

Figure 12.4 demonstrates the redesigned interface of the CBC site for migrating to a
PDA platform. The permanent horizontal menus at the top (P5) in the original desktop UI
were redesigned to a shorter horizontal menu (P5s). In order to accommodate this change
on the small PDA screen, the three different horizontal menus had to be shortened, and
only important navigation items were used. The keyword search pattern (P13) remains
as a keyword search. The permanent vertical menu at the left (P6) is redesigned to a
drop-down menu (P15). The drop-down menu in the PDA design also includes the menu
headings ‘What’s on today?’ and ‘Online features’ from the temporary vertical menu (P3)
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Table 12.3. Examples of HCI patterns.

HCI Pattern Definition or comments

P.1 Bread crumbs Navigation trail from home page down to current page;
see [Welie 2002].

P.2 Temporary horizontal
menu bar at top

Displayed in a specific context (not permanent). Typically
called up by an item in a left-hand vertical menu.

P.3 Temporary (contextual)
vertical menu at right
in content zone

Called up by a higher-level menu or a link. Might be
permanent on a single page, but not repeated across the site.

P.4 Information portal Broad first and second level on home page. Same principle as
the “Directory” pattern [Welie 2002].

P.5 Permanent horizontal
menu bar at top

Standard, single-row menu bar

P.6 Permanent vertical menu
at left

Vertical menu repeated across all pages of a site. Can have one
or multiple levels of embedding.

P.7 Progressive filtering Allows user to reach target by applying sequential
filters [Welie 2002].

P.8 Shallow embedded
vertical menu

A single-level menu or a 2-level embedded menu

P.9 Sub-site Shallow main menu or broad portal leading to smaller sub-sites
with simple navigation architectures

P.10 Container navigation Different levels of menu displayed simultaneously in separate
zones (e.g. Outlook Express or Netscape Mail)

P.11 Deeply embedded
vertical menu

e.g. File manager menu

P.12 Alphabetical index Index contains hyperlinks to pages containing or describing the
indexed terms

P.13 Key-word search Search engine
P.14 Intelligent agent Human-machine interfaces that aim to improve the efficiency,

effectiveness and naturalness of human-machine interaction
by representing, reasoning and acting on models of the user,
domain, task, discourse and media

P.15 Drop-down menu A menu of commands or options that appears when the user
selects an item with a mouse

P.16 Hybrid navigation Start with key-word search, then present details of search
target in menu format

in the original desktop design. Finally, the information portal (P4), which is the first thing
that captures the user’s attention, is redesigned to a smaller information portal (P4s).

12.3.3. ARCHITECTURE SIZE AS AN ADDED VARIABLE IN REDESIGN

Up to this point the role of only one factor affecting MUI redesign has been analysed,
namely screen size. Another relevant and analogous factor is architecture size. As dis-
cussed in [Engelberg and Seffah 2002], different sizes of architecture require different
HCI patterns for navigation. The factor of architecture size can be added to (or rather
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P5: Permanent horizontal
menu at top

P5: Permanent horizontal
menu at top

P13: Keyword
search
P5: Permanent
horizontal
menu at top

P3: Temporary
vertical menu
at right in 
content zone

P4: Information portal of the CBC site

P6: Perman-
ent vertical 
menu at left

Figure 12.3. Patterns extracted from the CBC News site.

multiplied by) the factor of screen size to obtain a more general framework for MUI
redesign at the level of patterns.

Table 12.5 outlines the redesign approach from an existing large display to a PDA
platform, taking into account both the size of architecture and the size of the display.
This table is based partly on an analysis performed in [Engelberg and Seffah 2002]. In
the first column, the architecture size of the desktop UI is approximated by the number
of hierarchical levels in the information architecture and assumes the typical case of
a tree-shaped architecture. The patterns in the third column of Table 12.5 refer to the
first column of Table 12.4. The solutions in the last column of Table 12.5 refer to the
transformations in the last column of Table 12.4.

Usability compromises in migration: The last column of Table 12.5 displays the
results of the three possible size-based transformations to an architecture referred to earlier
in this chapter. In the migration from a desktop architecture to a PDA architecture, there
is less room to display information, and therefore a usability compromise must be made:

1. To reduce architecture size, it is necessary to significantly reduce both the number of
pages, hence the number of topics, and the quantity of information per page. This is
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Table 12.4. Examples of HCI pattern transformations for different screen sizes.

HCI pattern in
desktop display

Type of
transformation

Replacement pattern in small PDA
display

P.1 Bread crumbs Scalable or
fundamental

P.1s – Shorter bread crumb trail;
P.15 – Drop-down ‘History’
menu.

P.2 Temporary horizontal
menu

Scalable or
fundamental

P.2s – Shorter menu;
P.3 – Link to full-page display of

menu options ordered vertically
P.3 Temporary vertical

menu in content zone
Identical, scalable or

fundamental
P.3 – Temporary vertical menu in

content zone;
P.3s – Shorter temporary vertical

menu; or
P.15 – Drop-down menu

P.4 Information portal Scalable P.4s – Smaller information portal
P.5 Permanent horizontal

menu at top
Scalable or

fundamental
P.3 – Link to full-page display of

menu options ordered vertically
P.5s – Shorter horizontal menu at

top;
P.6 Permanent vertical

menu at left
Fundamental P.5s – Shorter horizontal menu at

top
P.15 – Drop-down menu

P.7 Progressive filtering Identical P.7 – Progressive filtering
P.8 Shallow embedded

vertical menus
Identical or

fundamental
P.3m – Sequence of temporary

vertical menus in content zone;
P.8 – Shallow embedded vertical

menus
P.9 Sub-site Scalable or

fundamental
P.3 – Temporary vertical menu in

content zone;
P.9s – Smaller sub-site;

P.10 Container navigation
(3 containers)

Scalable or
fundamental

P.10s – Container navigation (2
containers);

P.7 – Progressive filtering
P.11 Deeply embedded

vertical menus
Multiple or

fundamental
P.3m – Sequence of single-level

menus;
P.8m – Sequence of shallow

embedded menus
P.12 Alphabetical index Scalable P.12s – Alphabetical index (less

items per page or smaller index)
P.13 Key-word search Identical P.13 – Key-word search
P.14 Intelligent agents Identical P.14 – Intelligent agents
P.15 Drop-down menu Identical, scalable or

fundamental
P.15 – Drop-down menu;
P.15s – Shorter drop-down menu;
Hyperlink to P.3 – Temporary

vertical menu in content zone
P.16 Hybrid navigation:

Key-word search
Identical or scalable P.16s – Hybrid approach with

smaller or fewer deeply
embedded menus
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P6 redesigned to
drop-down menu
(includes menu
headings from P3)

P13 stays as keyword
search

P14 redesigned to
smaller information
portal

P5 redesigned to shorter
horizontal menu

Figure 12.4. Migration of the CBC site to a PDA platform using pattern mapping.

often the preferred choice for migration to a PDA platform and reflects a high priority
placed on ease of navigation.

2. To maintain a constant architecture size (i.e. pages or number of topics), it is necessary
to significantly reduce the quantity of information per page; however the number of
pages (topics) can be kept constant. (It would not normally be sensible to employ the
other option, i.e. reduce the number of pages and keep quantity of information per
page constant). This choice reflects a balance of priorities between contents and ease
of navigation.

3. To retain the full amount of information in the desktop architecture, it is necessary to
significantly increase the size of the architecture (number of pages), since the PDA can
hold less information per page. This option is rarely desirable, but could be necessary
in certain contexts.

Thus the last column of Table 12.5 presents the set of HCI design patterns to be used for
navigation in a PDA architecture, as a combined function of:

1. Screen size: How the HCI design patterns used for navigation in desktop systems are
transformed into PDA-compatible patterns (see Table 12.4),
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Table 12.5. Redesign as a function of architecture size.

Archi-
tecture
size of
desktop

Best approach
for navigation

design

HCI
navigation

patterns
(desktop

HCI navigation patterns
for use in a PDA display

(Note that Small, Medium and Large
refer to size of the PDA architecture,

UI display) not the size of the PDA display)

Small
(2 levels)

Model (menu) based
approach: Simple
1- and 2-level main
menus

Small
(desktop) =
{P.3, P.5,
P.6, P.8}

To reduce architecture size:
Reduce both info per page and
number of pages, and use the
Small (PDA) pattern set.

To hold architecture size constant:
Reduce info per page and
transform the Small (desktop)
set, resulting in Small (PDA) =
{P.3, P.3m, P.3s, P.5s, P.8,
P.15}.

To hold information constant:
Architecture size increases, so
transform the next larger (i.e.
Medium) desktop set, resulting
in Medium (PDA) = {P.1s,
P.2s, P.3, P.3m, P.3s, P.4s, P.5s,
P.7, P.8, P.10s, P.12s, P.15,
P.15s}.

Medium
(4 levels)

Model (menu) based
approach: Simple
1- and 2-level
menus calling up
contextual
(temporary) menus
for the deeper
levels;

Medium
(desktop) =
{P.1, P.2,
P.3, P.4, P.5,
P.6, P.7, P.8,
P.10, P.12,
P.15}

To reduce architecture size:
Reduce both info per page and
number of pages, and transform
the Small desktop set, resulting
in Small (PDA) = {P.3, P.3m,
P.3s, P.5s, P.8, P.15}.

Alphabetical index To hold architecture size constant:
Reduce info per page and then
transform the Medium desktop
set, resulting in Medium (PDA)
= {P.1s, P.2s, P.3, P.3m, P.3s,
P.4s, P.5s, P.7, P.8, P.10s,
P.12s, P.15, P.15s}.

To hold information constant:
Architecture size increases, so
transform the next larger (i.e.
Large) desktop set, resulting in
Large (PDA) = {P.1s, P.2s,
P.3, P.3m, P.3s, P.4s, P.5s, P.7,
P.8, P.8m, P.9s, P.10s, P.12s,
P.13, P.14, P.15, P.15s, P.16s}.
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Table 12.5 (continued )

Archi-
tecture
size of
desktop

Best approach
for navigation

design

HCI
navigation

patterns
(desktop

HCI navigation patterns
for use in a PDA display

(Note that Small, Medium and Large
refer to size of the PDA architecture,

UI display) not the size of the PDA display)

Large (6+
levels)

Menu-based
approaches adapted
to deep menus;

Large
(desktop) =
{P.1, P.2,
P.3, P.4, P.5,
P.6, P.7, P.8,
P.9, P.10,
P.11, P.12,
P.13, P.14,
P.15, P.16}

To reduce architecture size:
Reduce both info per page and
number of pages, and then
transform the Medium desktop
set, resulting in Medium (PDA)
= {P.1s, P.2s, P.3, P.3m, P.3s,
P.4s, P.5s, P.7, P.8, P.10s,
P.12s, P.15, P.15s}.

Data-based
(bottom-up)
approaches
(depending on
efficiency and
context
of use), e.g.
key-word search
and alphabetical
index;

To hold architecture size constant:
Reduce info per page and then
transform the Large desktop set,
resulting in Large (PDA) =
{P.1s, P.2s, P.3, P.3m, P.3s,
P.4s, P.5s, P.7, P.8, P.8m, P.9s,
P.10s, P.12s, P.13, P.14, P.15,
P.15s, P.16s}.

Hybrid approach: (see
pattern P.16 in
Table 12.3)

To hold information constant:
Architecture size will need to
increase, however essentially
the same patterns are used as
for Large (PDA).

2. The architecture size of the desktop (source) architecture, and
3. The three possible usability compromises in migration listed in the previous

paragraph.

Up to this point, we have demonstrated how patterns can be used as a redesign tool for
migrating a web portal from a desktop platform to a PDA. The problem with redesign,
however, is that the same exercise has to be repeated for each platform. If we were to have
a generic UI model of the application or web site, migrating to different platforms would
be facilitated. In such a case, design strategies and content-related information would be
separate from presentation issues. The next section introduces our ideas for using patterns
in UI reengineering to try to come up with a UI model, which can then be instantiated to
different platforms. What we propose in the following section is a future perspective on
how patterns can be applied to reengineering user interfaces.
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12.4. RESEARCH DIRECTIONS FOR THE USE
OF PATTERNS IN REENGINEERING
USER INTERFACES

Reengineering consists of a reverse engineering phase, a transformation phase, and a
forward engineering phase [Moore 1996]. Figure 12.5 illustrates how reengineering can
be performed with HCI patterns. The process begins with a user interface (e.g. desktop
in Figure 12.5) to be reengineered, or migrated to different platforms. The reengineering
steps are as follows:

1. Reverse engineering: Consists of a pattern extraction and abstraction phase, resulting
in the creation of a platform-independent UI model.

2. Transformation: Patterns and design strategies in the platform-independent UI model
are analysed, and transformed if appropriate.

3. Forward engineering: The platform-independent UI model is first instantiated to differ-
ent platforms based on constraints and capabilities; the patterns are then implemented
on different platforms.

In what follows, we will further clarify the above points and detail the process of our
proposed pattern-assisted reengineering method.

Reve
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 engineerin
g

1. P
atte

rn extr
acti

on

2. P
atte

rn abstr
acti

on
Forward engineering

1. Pattern instantiation

2. Pattern implementation

Wearable
computer

Mobile
phone

PDADesktop

Figure 12.5. Pattern-assisted UI reengineering.
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12.4.1. PATTERN-ASSISTED REENGINEERING

In pattern-assistedReengineering reengineering, we create a platform-independent UI
model that can be instantiated to different platforms. The main benefit of such a model is
that it captures content-related information, design strategies, and context of use attributes,
independent of the device. If we want to add features or somehow change the design, this
will be reflected on all devices. Applying certain presentation rules and methods which
are platform-dependent onto this model results in components suited for defined plat-
forms. Once the platform components are defined, the layout can be defined according to
screen size, resolution, and other device-specific constraints. To facilitate the reengineer-
ing process, patterns can be used as a tool since they encapsulate design knowledge with
different platform-specific implementation schemes. Applying appropriate HCI patterns
in reengineering can make the process of design easier, and will result in fewer usability
errors. In addition, since patterns are context-oriented, their use will ensure that the best
solution has been applied.

The first step of reverse engineering consists of extracting patterns from the original
UI. In the process of pattern extraction, we match this knowledge against known patterns
and identify which patterns were used in the original interface. If we take the example of a
web portal or any web application, the extracted patterns can be logically grouped into the
following descriptive UI facets: (1) Navigation (2) Information or Content (3) Interaction
(such as forms and other input components). This step is identical to the pattern extraction
step in redesign (Figure 12.3).

During the abstraction step of reverse engineering, extracted patterns are abstracted
into higher levels of design concepts and goals, generally referred to as design strategies.
The aim is to create a platform-independent UI model that can then be instantiated to
different platforms. Other techniques and artefacts such as domain analysis, personae, and
use cases can be applied to create a more complete UI model. The platform-independent
UI model has the following characteristics:

• Includes design strategies. An example of a design strategy is query-based navigation
versus conceptual model-based navigation.

• Includes patterns that are abstracted sufficiently to become platform-independent. An
example is the Quick Access pattern (Table 12.1).

• This step clearly separates content and design from presentation issues.

Moore [1996] defines the UI transformation phase as consisting of transforming an
‘abstract model’ into a ‘restructured abstract model’, with human analyst input. In our
approach, during the transformation step, patterns and design strategies in the model are
analysed to determine suitability to any new design requirements. Inappropriate patterns
and design strategies are replaced by appropriate patterns, or removed. In addition, new
patterns can be added to the model based on user requirements and task-based changes. It
is important to differentiate between transformation at a higher level of design, which is
platform and implementation-independent, and transformation at a lower level of design,
which deals with presentation issues. Since our objective is to create a generic UI model,
presentation issues and implementation strategies are not taken into account during the
transformation phase, but rather, during forward engineering. If we consider the Quick
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Access pattern, a design decision could include the addition of this pattern during the
transformation phase. However, presentation and implementation details of this pattern
are abstracted away until platform constraints and capabilities are taken into account.

In the first step of forward engineering, the platform-independent UI model is instan-
tiated to target devices based on their constraints and capabilities. Dialogue style, look-
and-feel, and presentation issues are considered at this level. Depending on the device,
different presentation components (or implementation strategies) may apply for each pat-
tern and design strategy in the UI model. For example, if we go back to the Quick Access
pattern and want to apply it to a PDA, the combo box will be used. However, for the PC,
the toolbar is the appropriate implementation strategy.

Another example is the progress pattern, which can be applied if ‘the user wants to
know whether or not the operation is still being performed as well as how much longer
the user will need to wait’ [Welie 2002]. The instantiation of this pattern for a desktop
application can include parameters such as the estimated time left, the transfer rate, and
the progress bar. A mobile phone may use the same process, but some parameters have
to be left out due to platform constraints. In such a case, only the percentage of time left
to complete the task may be displayed.

A final example is the search pattern. On the PC, this pattern can be instantiated using
a complex dialogue box including different text fields, checkboxes and radio buttons,
whereas on the PDA, a simple search input box is appropriate. Simple search can be
integrated in most devices since it does not need much space. Having rules that highlight
such details can make the process of MUI migration easier.

Another relevant consideration for MUI migration is the ability to preview images. For
instance, when running an application on a mobile device, such as a mobile telephone,
we may not have the ability to preview images due to the platform constraints of smaller
screen size and lower resolution. The preview pattern is appropriate for the desktop,
but not for the mobile phone, and should therefore not be implemented during forward
engineering.

The second step of forward engineering is pattern implementation. In this step, instan-
tiated patterns for the target device are applied, combined and coded, resulting in the
new UI. The new UI will be better suited to new requirements, since patterns are context-
oriented. Pattern-assisted reengineering simplifies the process of reengineering the UI for
a new context of use. However, this method does not cover all aspects and is not complete.
Currently, we are far from the point where defined patterns cover all possible situations
and where a model can be created purely by combining existing patterns.

12.4.2. COMPARING REENGINEERING TO REDESIGN

In contrast to redesign, which was introduced in Section 12.3, reengineering is useful for
the following reasons:

1. By creating a platform-independent UI model, reengineering facilitates forward engi-
neering to a broad family of different platforms. The platform-independent UI model
encourages design reuse, reduces the total project workload and ensures coherence
between the different members of the application family. In comparison, direct redesign
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without such a model could be less efficient in the context of a large family of platforms,
and does not include safeguards for maintaining coherence between applications.

2. Software systems inevitably change over time. Original requirements have to be mod-
ified to account for changing user needs, changes in system environment, as well as
advances in technology. To manage the process of system change, we need to maintain
the system [Sommerville 2000]. Reengineering is a technique that explores the idea of
reusing the original system with the goal of maintaining it and adapting it to required
changes. The creation of a platform-independent UI model can facilitate future main-
tenance, since elements of the model can be changed, rather than the design of each
specific platform.

3. In the reverse engineering phase, the process of reengineering allows the designer to
re-evaluate the user’s task-goals in a broader context of use. This re-evaluation can
improve the usability and utility of the system. In contrast, direct redesign does not
question the task goals, and therefore can result in repeating old mistakes or missing
opportunities for optimization.

Although reengineering is advantageous as outlined in the above points, it has a number
of disadvantages:

1. It is time-consuming and complex in today’s context of rapid software development.
2. The lack of a clearly-defined pattern taxonomy can be problematic during the abstrac-

tion stages and description of the UI model.
3. The forward engineering phase requires a set of defined rules with regard to implemen-

tation strategies of each pattern, depending on the device constraints and capabilities.

12.5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE INVESTIGATIONS

In the current technological context, required changes to already-existing UIs are inevit-
able, such as migrating applications to multiple platforms. Writing code from scratch is
no longer a viable solution when applying changes since it requires a large amount of
resources, or is simply too risky to perform as the original knowledge may get lost. An
interactive system that is up and running is often a fundamental asset to the company using
it, as it carries with it a certain amount of domain knowledge and experience. To manage
the process of system change, we need to maintain the system [Sommerville 2000].

To address these issues of reuse and maintenance, this chapter discussed the idea
of using HCI patterns as an approach for UI redesign and migration to different plat-
forms. The reengineering ideas presented in this chapter are a starting point and continued
research will be needed to validate them. Some work in the area of reengineering patterns
has begun [Ismail and Keller 1999; Ducasse et al. 2000; Beedle 1997], however there is
still much that needs to be explored, especially in UI reengineering.

Using patterns can effectively fill the gap in existing methods for migrating UIs since
they capture best design practices and can play a role throughout the complete redesign
process. The application of patterns has a number of advantages: first, they can reduce
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the time required for redesign since for the most common usability and UI design prob-
lems, a pattern solution already exists; secondly, usability errors are reduced since most
of the patterns have already been tested on other systems; finally, patterns help in the
comprehension of the system for future maintenance.

In this chapter we have introduced redesign through pattern mapping as a simplified
version of reengineering. This approach is a significant improvement over non-structured
migration methods currently in use, for the following reasons:

• The method provides a standardized table of pattern transformations, thereby reducing
the redesign effort and ensuring consistency in redesign.

• The standardized transformations formalize best practices in design, thereby ensuring
optimal quality of the migrated user interface.

• The method helps designers in design choices associated with (1) the size of the source
architecture and target architecture and (2) the amount of information to maintain in
migrating from the source platform to the target platform.

• The method is simple enough to be used easily by novice designers, as compared to
reengineering which currently requires a considerable degree of expertise and abstract
reasoning ability.

As a prospective outlook, we have introduced pattern-assisted UI reengineering as an
advancement of UI redesign. Similarly to UI redesign, HCI patterns are extracted from
the user interface. However, these patterns, which are associated with various UI facets,
are then abstracted into a platform-independent UI model. In order to adapt the UI to new
platform-specific requirements, the platform-independent model is instantiated for various
platforms, by using patterns.

For the purpose of MUI migration, UI reengineering offers the following advantages
over UI redesign:

• by creating a platform-independent UI model, reengineering facilitates forward engi-
neering to a broad family of different platforms;

• reengineering reuses the original system with the goal of maintaining it and adapting
it to required changes, which facilitates future maintenance;

• through reverse engineering the designer can re-evaluate the user’s task-goals in a
broader context of use. This re-evaluation can improve the usability and utility of the
system and avoids repeating old mistakes.

Pattern-assisted reengineering offers the very useful ability of easily extracting multiple
platform-specific designs from a single generic (platform-independent) UI model. How-
ever, the current state of the art in HCI patterns and MUI research is not yet mature enough
to handle all the requirements of pattern-assisted reengineering. Before generic UI pattern-
based models can be defined, more research must be addressed to define the multiple levels
of abstraction of patterns and to create a clear, well-structured taxonomy of HCI patterns.
Thus, within a pattern-based framework, the simplified ‘redesign’ method proposed here
is currently the most practical approach for migration of UIs between platforms.
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Whether they are used in redesign or in reengineering, HCI patterns facilitate the UI
migration process by encapsulating high-level design choices and rationales and allowing
the designer to operate at a higher level of abstraction.
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13.1. INTRODUCTION
The typical user is no longer facing a desktop machine in the relatively predictable office
environment. Rather, users have to deal with diverse devices, mobile or fixed, sporting
diverse interfaces and used in diverse environments. In appearance, this phenomenon is a
step towards the realization of Mark Weiser’s ubiquitous computing paradigm, or ‘third
wave of computing’, where specialized devices outnumber users [Weiser 1991]. How-
ever, many important pieces necessary to achieve the ubiquitous computing vision are
not yet in place. Most notably, interaction paradigms with today’s devices fail to account
for a major difference with the static desktop interaction model. Devices are now often
used in changing environments, yet their interfaces and services do not adapt to those
changes very well. Although moving away from the desktop brings up a new variety of
situations in which an application may be used, computing devices are left unaware of
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their surrounding environment. One hypothesis that a number of ubiquitous computing
researchers share is that enabling devices and applications and their interfaces to automat-
ically adapt to changes in their surrounding physical and electronic environments, will
lead to an enhancement of the user experience.

The information in the physical and electronic environments creates a context for the
interaction between humans and computational services. Context is any information that
characterizes a situation related to the interaction between users, applications, and the
surrounding environment. A growing research activity within ubiquitous computing deals
with the challenges of context-aware computing [Moran and Dourish 2001], understanding
and handling context that can be sensed automatically in a physical environment and
treated as implicit input to positively affect the behavior of an application.

Apart from the demonstration of a variety of prototype context-aware applications, the
majority of which are location-based services, there has been relatively little advancement
in context-aware computing over the past five years. There are technology- and human-
centered challenges that stem from a poor understanding of what constitutes context and
how it should be represented. We lack conceptual models and tools to support the rapid
development of rich context-aware applications that might better inform the empirical
investigation of interaction design and the social implications of context-aware computing.
The work presented here attempts to enable a new phase of context-aware application
development. We want to help application developers understand what context is, what
it can be used for, and to provide concepts and practical support for the software design
and construction of context-aware applications.

Difficulties arise in the design, development and evolution of context-aware applica-
tions. Designers lack conceptual tools and methods to account for context-awareness. As
a result, the choice of context information used in applications is very often driven by the
context acquisition mechanisms available – hardware and software sensors. This approach
entails a number of risks. First, the initial choice of sensors may not be the most appro-
priate. The details and shortcomings of the sensors may be carried up to the application
level and hinder the flexibility of the interaction and further evolution of the application.
More importantly, a sensor-driven approach constrains the possibilities of designers by
limiting the kind of applications they are able to design and the context of uses that they
can imagine.

Developers face another set of problems related to distribution, modifiability and
reusability. Context-aware applications are often distributed because they acquire or pro-
vide context information in a number of different places. For example, in the Conference
Assistant scenario, each room and venue of the conference must be able to sense the pres-
ence and identity of users. Although mechanisms for distribution are now mainstream on
desktops and servers, they are not always appropriate for distributed networks of sensors.
Indeed, context-awareness is most relevant when the environment is highly dynamic, such
as when the user is mobile. Thus, context-aware applications may be implemented on very
diverse kinds of computing platforms, ranging from handheld devices to wearable com-
puters to custom-built embedded systems. As a result, context-aware applications require
lightweight, portable and interoperable mechanisms across a wide range of platforms.

As with graphical user interfaces, and more crucially so given the overall lack of
experience with context-aware applications, iterative development is key to creating usable
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context-aware applications. Thus, applications must be implemented in a way that makes
it easy to modify context-related functions. There are currently few guidelines, models or
tools that support this requirement. Finally, application developers should be able to reuse
satisfactory context-aware solutions. However, there are no methods or tools available to
make this task any easier.

Before going into the details of infrastructure requirements for handling context, we will
present a more formal definition of context and describe different ways of using context
to enhance or augment multiple user interfaces. Taken from our survey on context-aware
computing [Dey and Abowd 2000], we define context as:

Any information that can be used to characterize the situation of entities (i.e. whether
a person, place or object) that are considered relevant to the interaction between a
user and an application, including the user and the application themselves. Context
is typically the location, identity and state of people, groups and computational and
physical objects.

A goal of context acquisition is to determine what a user is trying to accomplish.
Because the user’s objective is difficult to determine directly, context cues can be used to
help infer this information and to inform an application on how to best support the user.
The definition we have provided is quite general. This is because context-awareness rep-
resents a generalized model of input, including both implicit and explicit input, allowing
almost any application to be considered context-aware as long as it reacts to input.

Having presented a definition of context, we must now examine how applications can
effectively use context information. In our survey on context-aware computing, we pro-
posed a classification of context-aware functions that a context-aware application may
implement. All of these functions are directly applicable to multiple user interfaces. This
classification introduces three categories of functions, related to the presentation of infor-
mation, the execution of services, and the storage of context information attached to other
captured information for later retrieval.

The first category, presenting information and services, refers to applications that either
present context information to the user or use context to propose appropriate selections of
actions to the user. There are several examples of this class of functions in the literature
and in commercially available systems: showing the user’s or his/her vehicle’s location
on a map and possibly indicating nearby sites of interest [Abowd et al. 1997; Bederson
1995; Davies et al. 1998; Feiner et al. 1997; Fels et al. 1998; Lamming and Flynn 1994;
McCarthy and Anagost 2000]; presenting a choice of printers close to the user [Schilit
et al. 1994]; sensing and presenting in/out information for a group of users [Salber 1999];
ambient information displays [Heiner et al. 1999; Ishii and Ullmer 1997; Mynatt et al.
1998; Weiser and Brown 1997]; and providing remote awareness of others [Schmidt
et al. 1999].

The second category, automatically executing a service, describes applications that
trigger a command or reconfigure the system on behalf of the user according to context
changes. Examples include: the Teleport system in which a user’s desktop environment fol-
lows the user as he/she moves from workstation to workstation [Bennett et al. 1994]; car
navigation systems that recompute driving directions when the user misses a turn [Hertz
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1999]; a recording whiteboard that senses when an informal and unscheduled encounter
of individuals occurs and automatically starts recording the ensuing meeting [Brotherton
et al. 1999]; mobile devices enhanced with sensors that determine their context of use
to change their settings and actions [Harrison et al. 1998; Hinckley et al. 2000; Schmidt
et al. 1999]; a camera that captures an image when the user is startled as sensed by bio-
metric sensors [Healey and Picard 1998]; and devices that deliver reminders when users
are at a specified location [Beigl 2000; Lamming and Flynn 1994].

In the third category, attaching context information for later retrieval, applications tag
captured data with relevant context information. For example, a zoology application tags
notes taken by the user with the location and the time of the observation [Pascoe et al.
1998]. The informal meeting capture system mentioned above provides an interface to
access informal meeting notes based on who was there, when the meeting occurred and
where the meeting was located. In a similar vein are Time-Machine Computing [Rekimoto
1999] and Placeless Documents [Dourish et al. 2000], two systems that attach context to
desktop or networked files to enable easier retrieval. Some of the more complex examples
in this category are memory augmentation applications such as Forget-Me-Not [Lamming
and Flynn 1994] and the Remembrance Agent [Rhodes 1997].

In this section, we have established a definition of context, and we have further elicited
the dimensions of context information, as well as its possible uses in context-aware
applications. In the remainder of this chapter, we will discuss the difficulties in using
context and present three different forms of architectural support for building context-
aware applications. This includes using a component-based approach called the Context
Toolkit, an extension to the Context Toolkit that uses a more holistic situation-based
approach, and a more specialized approach for dealing with individual types of context.

13.2. WHY CONTEXT IS DIFFICULT TO USE
AND WHY SUPPORT IS NEEDED FOR IT

With the perspective of an application designer in mind, we will describe an infrastructure
that automatically supports all the tasks that are common across applications, requiring the
designer to only provide support for the application-specific tasks. To this end, we have
identified a number of requirements that the framework must fulfill to enable designers
to more easily deal with context. These requirements are: separation of concerns; context
interpretation; transparent, distributed communications; constant availability of context
acquisition; context storage; and resource discovery. We will now discuss each of these
requirements.

13.2.1. SEPARATION OF CONCERNS

One of the main reasons why context is not used more often in applications is that
there is no common way to acquire and handle context. In general, context is handled in
an improvised fashion. Application developers choose whichever technique is easiest to
implement, at the expense of generality and reuse. Two common ways in which context
has been handled include connecting sensor drivers directly into applications and using
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servers to hide sensor details. With some applications [Harrison et al. 1998; Orr and
Abowd 2000], the drivers for sensors used to detect context are directly hardwired into
the applications themselves. In this situation, application designers are forced to write
code that deals with the sensor details, using whatever protocol the sensors dictate. As
well, there is no separation between application semantics and the sensor details, leading
to a loss of generality and making it difficult to reuse sensors.

Ideally, we would like to handle context in the same manner as we handle user input.
User interface toolkits support application designers in handling input. They provide
the valuable widget abstraction to enable designers to use input without worrying about
how the input was collected. This abstraction provides many benefits and has been used
not only in standard keyboard and mouse interaction, but also with pen and speech
input [Arons 1991] and with the unconventional input devices used in virtual reality
[MacIntyre and Feiner 1996]. It facilitates the separation of application semantics from
low-level input handling details. It supports reuse by allowing multiple applications to
create their own instances of a widget. It contains not only a querying mechanism but
also possesses a notification, or callback, mechanism to allow applications to obtain input
information as it occurs. Finally, in a given toolkit, all the widgets have a common external
interface, allowing applications to treat all widgets in a similar fashion, not having to deal
with differences between individual widgets.

There are systems that support event management [Bauer et al. 1998; Schilit 1995],
through the use of querying mechanisms, notification mechanisms, or both, to acquire
context from sensors. However, this previous work has suffered from the design of spe-
cialized servers, which do not share a common interface, forcing an application to deal
with each server in a distinct manner, resulting in a minimal range of server types being
used. By separating how context is acquired from how it is used, applications can now
use contextual information without worrying about the details of a sensor and how to
acquire context from it. These details are not completely hidden and can be obtained
if needed.

13.2.2. CONTEXT INTERPRETATION

There may be multiple layers that context data go through before reaching an application,
due to the need for additional abstraction. This can be as simple as needing to abstract a
smart card id into its owner’s name, but can be much more complex in taking all of the
context available in a room to determine that a meeting is occurring. From an application
designer’s perspective, the use of these multiple layers should be transparent. In order
to support this transparency, context must often be interpreted before it can be used by
an application. To be easily reusable by multiple applications, interpretation needs to be
provided by the architecture. There are a number of systems that provide mechanisms to
perform transparent recursive interpretation [Dey et al. 1998; Kiciman and Fox 2000].

13.2.3. TRANSPARENT, DISTRIBUTED COMMUNICATIONS

Traditional user input comes from the keyboard and mouse, connected directly to the
computer with which they are being used. However, devices used to sense context are
commonly physically distributed and not connected to the same computer running an
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application that will react to that context. The fact that communication is distributed
should be transparent to both sensors and applications, to simplify the design and building
of both sensors and applications, relieving the designer of having to build a communica-
tions framework.

13.2.4. CONSTANT AVAILABILITY OF CONTEXT ACQUISITION

With GUI applications, user interface components such as buttons and menus are instan-
tiated, controlled and used by only a single application (with the exception of some
groupware applications). In contrast, context-aware applications should not instantiate
individual components that provide sensor data, but must be able to access existing ones,
when they require it. This eases the programming burden on the application designer by
not requiring him/her to instantiate, maintain or keep track of components that acquire
context, while allowing him/her to easily communicate with them. Because these compo-
nents run independently of applications, there is a need for them to be persistent, available
all the time.

13.2.5. CONTEXT STORAGE AND HISTORY

A requirement linked to the need for constant availability is the desire to maintain his-
torical information. User input widgets maintain little, if any, historical information. For
example, a file selection dialog box keeps track of only the most recent files that have been
selected and allows a user to select those easily. In general though, if a more complete
history is required, it is left up to the application to maintain it. In contrast, a component
that acquires context information, should maintain a history of all the context it obtains.
Context history can be used to establish trends and predict future context values.

13.2.6. RESOURCE DISCOVERY

In order for an application to communicate with a sensor (or rather its software interface),
it must know what kind of information the sensor can provide, where it is located and
how to communicate with it (protocol, language and mechanisms to use). For distributed
sensors, this means knowing, at a minimum, both the hostname and port of the computer
the sensor is running on. To be able to effectively hide these details from the application,
the architecture needs to support a form of resource discovery [Schwartz et al. 1992].
With a resource discovery mechanism, when an application is started, it could specify the
type of context information required. The mechanism would be responsible for finding
any applicable components and for providing the application with ways to access them.

In this section, we have illustrated why an infrastructure is needed to support the build-
ing of context-aware applications and presented a number of infrastructure requirements.
In the following three sections, we will present three different forms of infrastructure
support: a generic component-based system modelled after GUI systems (Section 13.3); a
generic situation-based system modelled after blackboards (Section 13.4); and a special-
ized system for dealing with specific types of context (Section 13.5).
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13.3. BASIC COMPONENT-BASED ARCHITECTURE
AND THE CONFERENCE ASSISTANT
APPLICATION

Our initial object-oriented infrastructure, the Context Toolkit, was designed to address the
requirements from the previous section. The infrastructure consists of five main types
of objects:

• Widget, implements the widget abstraction;
• Server, responsible for aggregation of context;
• Interpreter, responsible for interpretation of context;
• Service, responsible for performing actions;
• Discoverer, responsible for supporting resource discovery.

Figure 13.1 shows the relationship between the objects in the Context Toolkit and
an application. Each of these objects is autonomous in execution. They are instantiated
independently of each other and execute in their own threads, supporting our requirement
for independence. These objects can be instantiated on a single or on multiple computing
devices. Although our base implementation is written in Java, the mechanisms used for
communication (HTTP over XML) are programming language independent, allowing
implementations in other languages.

A context widget is a software component that provides applications with access to
context information from their operating environment. In the same way that GUI wid-
gets mediate between the application and the user, context widgets mediate between
the application and its operating environment. As a result, just as GUI widgets insu-
late applications from some presentation concerns, context widgets insulate applications
from context acquisition concerns. To address context-specific operations, we introduce
four additional categories of components in our infrastructure – interpreters, aggregators,
services and discoverers.

Widget

Sensor

Widget

Application Application

Interpreter Interpreter
Aggregator

Sensor

Context
architecture

Discoverer
Service

Actuator

Figure 13.1. Data flow between applications and the Context Toolkit.
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13.3.1. CONTEXT WIDGETS

GUI widgets hide the specifics of the input devices being used from the application
programmer (allowing changes with minimal impact on applications), manage interaction
to provide applications with relevant results of user actions, and provide reusable building
blocks. Similarly, context widgets provide the following benefits:

• They provide a separation of concerns by hiding the complexity of the actual sensors
used from the application. Whether the location of a user is sensed using Active Badges,
floor sensors, an RF (radio frequency) based indoor positioning system or a combination
of these, they should not impact the application.

• They abstract context information to suit the expected needs of applications. A widget
that tracks the location of a user within a building or a city notifies the application only
when the user moves from one room to another, or from one street corner to another,
and doesn’t report less significant moves to the application. Widgets provide abstracted
information that we expect applications to need the most frequently.

• They provide reusable and customizable building blocks of context sensing. A widget
that tracks the location of a user can be used by a variety of applications, from tour
guides to car navigation to office awareness systems. Furthermore, context widgets can
be tailored and combined in ways similar to GUI widgets. For example, a meeting
sensing widget can be build on top of a presence sensing widget.

From the application’s perspective, context widgets encapsulate context information
and provide methods to access it in a way very similar to a GUI widget. Context widgets
provide callbacks to notify applications of significant context changes and attributes that
can be queried or polled by applications. As mentioned earlier, context widgets differ from
GUI widgets in that they live much longer, they execute independently from individual
applications, they can be used by multiple applications simultaneously, and they are
responsible for maintaining a complete history of the context they acquire. Example
context widgets include presence widgets that determine who is present in a particular
location, temperature widgets that determine the temperature for a location, sound level
widgets that determine the sound level in a location, and activity widgets that determine
what activity an individual is engaged in.

From a designer’s perspective, context widgets provide abstractions that encapsulate
acquisition and handling of a piece of context information. However, additional abstrac-
tions are necessary to handle context information effectively. These abstractions embody
two notions – interpretation and aggregation.

13.3.2. CONTEXT AGGREGATORS

Aggregation refers to collecting multiple pieces of context information that are logically
related into a common repository. The need for aggregation comes in part from the dis-
tributed nature of context information. Context must often be retrieved from distributed
sensors, via widgets. Rather than have an application query each distributed widget in turn
(introducing complexity and making the application more difficult to maintain), aggrega-
tors gather logically related information relevant for applications and make it available
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within a single software component. Our definition of context given earlier describes the
need to collect related context information about the relevant entities (people, places, and
objects) in the environment. Aggregators aid the architecture in supporting the delivery of
specified context to an application, by collecting related context about an entity in which
the application is interested.

An aggregator has similar capabilities to a widget. Applications can be notified of
changes in the aggregator’s context, can query/poll for updates, and access stored context
about the entity the aggregator represents. Aggregators provide an additional separation
of concerns between how context is acquired and how it is used.

13.3.3. CONTEXT INTERPRETERS

Context interpreters are responsible for implementing the interpretation abstraction dis-
cussed in the requirements section. Interpretation refers to the process of raising the level
of abstraction of a piece of context. For example, location may be expressed at a low
level of abstraction such as geographical coordinates or at higher levels such as street
names. Simple inference or derivation transforms geographical coordinates into street
names using, for example, a geographic information database. Complex inference using
multiple pieces of context also provides higher-level information. As an illustration, if
a room contains several occupants and the sound level in the room is high, one can
guess that a meeting is going on by combining these two pieces of context. Most often,
context-aware applications require a higher level of abstraction than what sensors pro-
vide. Interpreters transform context information by raising its level of abstraction. An
interpreter typically takes information from one or more context sources and produces a
new piece of context information.

Interpretation of context has usually been performed by applications. By separating
the interpretation out from applications, reuse of interpreters by multiple applications and
widgets is supported. All interpreters have a common interface so other components can
easily determine what interpretation capabilities an interpreter provides and will know how
to communicate with any interpreter. This allows any application, widget or aggregator
to send context to an interpreter to be interpreted.

13.3.4. SERVICES

The three components we have discussed so far, widgets, interpreters and aggregators,
are responsible for acquiring context and delivering it to interested applications. If we
examine the basic idea behind context-aware applications, that of acquiring context from
the environment and then performing some action, we see that the step of taking an action
is not yet represented in this architecture. Services are components that execute actions
on behalf of applications.

From our review of context-aware applications, we have identified three categories
of context-aware behaviors or services. The actual services within these categories are
quite diverse and are often application-specific. However, for common context-aware
services that multiple applications could make use of (e.g. turning on a light, delivering
or displaying a message), support for that service within the architecture would remove the
need for each application to implement the service. This calls for a service building block
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from which developers can design and implement services that can be made available to
multiple applications.

A context service is an analog to the context widget. Whereas the context widget
is responsible for retrieving state information about the environment from a sensor (i.e.
input), the context service is responsible for controlling or changing state information in
the environment using an actuator (i.e. output). As with widgets, applications do not need
to understand the details of how the service is being performed in order to use them.

13.3.5. DISCOVERERS

Discoverers are the final component in the Context Toolkit. They are responsible for
maintaining a registry of the capabilities that exist in the framework. This includes know-
ing what widgets, interpreters, aggregators and services are currently available for use
by applications. When any of these components are started, it notifies a discoverer of
its presence and capabilities, and how to contact that component (e.g. language, pro-
tocol, machine hostname). Widgets indicate what kind(s) of context they can provide.
Interpreters indicate what interpretations they can perform. Aggregators indicate what
entity they represent and the type(s) of context they can provide about that entity. Ser-
vices indicate what context-aware service they can provide and the type(s) of context and
information required to execute that service. When any of these components fail, it is a
discoverer’s responsibility to determine that the component is no longer available for use.

Applications can use discoverers to find a particular component with a specific name
or identity (i.e. white pages lookup) or to find a class of components that match a specific
set of attributes and/or services (i.e. yellow pages lookup). For example, an application
may want to access the aggregators for all the people that can be sensed in the local
environment. Discoverers allow applications to not have to know a priori where com-
ponents are located (in the network sense). They also allow applications to more easily
adapt to changes in the context-sensing infrastructure, as new components appear and old
components disappear.

13.3.6. CONFERENCE ASSISTANT APPLICATION

We will now present the Conference Assistant, the most complex application that we have
built with the Context Toolkit. It uses a large variety of context including user location,
user interests and colleagues, the notes that users take, interest level of users in their
activity, time, and activity in the space around the user. A separate sensor senses each
type of context, thus the application uses a large variety of sensors as well. This application
spans the entire range of context types and context-aware features we identified earlier.

13.3.6.1. Application Description
We identified a number of common activities that conference attendees perform during
a conference, including identifying presentations of interest to them, keeping track of
colleagues, taking and retrieving notes, and meeting people that share their interests. The
Conference Assistant application currently supports all but the last conference activity
and was fully implemented and tested in a scaled-down simulation of a conference. The
following scenario describes how the application supports these activities.
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A user is attending a conference. When she arrives at the conference, she registers,
providing her contact information (mailing address, phone number, and email address), a
list of research interests, and a list of colleagues who are also attending the conference. In
return, she receives a copy of the conference proceedings and a Personal Digital Assistant
(PDA). The application running on the PDA, the Conference Assistant, automatically
displays a copy of the conference schedule, showing the multiple tracks of the conference,
including both paper tracks and demonstration tracks. On the schedule (Figure 13.2a),
certain papers and demonstrations are highlighted (light gray) to indicate that they may
be of particular interest to the user.

The user takes the advice of the application and walks towards the room of a suggested
paper presentation. When she enters the room, the Conference Assistant automatically
displays the name of the presenter and the title of the presentation. It also indicates
whether audio and/or video of the presentation are being recorded. This impacts the
user’s behavior, taking fewer or greater notes depending on the extent of the recording
available. The presenter is using a combination of PowerPoint and Web pages for his
presentation. A thumbnail of the current slide or Web page is displayed on the PDA. The
Conference Assistant allows the user to create notes of her own to ‘attach’ to the current
slide or Web page (Figure 13.3). As the presentation proceeds, the application displays
updated information for the user. The user takes notes on the presented slides and Web
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Figure 13.2. (a) Schedule with suggested papers and demos highlighted (light-colored boxes) in
the three (horizontal) tracks; (b) Schedule augmented with users’ location and interests in the
presentations being viewed.
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Figure 13.3. Screenshot of the Conference Assistant note-taking interface.

pages using the Conference Assistant. The presentation ends and the presenter opens the
floor for questions. The user has a question about the presenter’s tenth slide. She uses
the application to control the presenter’s display, bringing up the tenth slide, allowing
everyone in the room to view the slide in question. She uses the displayed slide as a
reference and asks her question. She adds her notes on the answer to her previous notes
on this slide.

After the presentation, the user looks back at the conference schedule display and
notices that the Conference Assistant has suggested a demonstration to see based on her
interests. She walks to the room where the demonstrations are being held. As she walks
past demonstrations in search of the one she is interested in, the application displays
the name of each demonstrator and the corresponding demonstration. She arrives at the
demonstration she is interested in. The application displays any PowerPoint slides or Web
pages that the demonstrator uses during the demonstration. The demonstration turns out
not to be relevant to the user and she indicates her level of interest to the application. She
looks at the conference schedule and notices that her colleagues are in other presentations
(Figure 13.2b). A colleague has indicated a high level of interest in a particular presen-
tation, so she decides to leave the current demonstration and to attend that presentation.
The user continues to use the Conference Assistant throughout the conference for taking
notes on both demonstrations and paper presentations.

She returns home after the conference and wants to retrieve some information about a
particular presentation. The user executes a retrieval application provided by the confer-
ence. The application shows her a timeline of the conference schedule with the presenta-
tion and demonstration tracks (Figure 13.4a). It provides a query interface that allows the
user to populate the timeline with various events: her arrival and departure from different
rooms, when she asked a question, when other people asked questions or were present,
when a presentation used a particular keyword, or when audio or video were recorded.
By selecting an event on the timeline (Figure 13.4a), the user can view (Figure 13.4b)
the slide or Web page presented at the time of the event, audio and/or video recorded
during the presentation of the slide, and any personal notes she may have taken on the
presented information. She can then continue to view the current presentation, moving
back and forth between the presented slides and Web pages.
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Figure 13.4. Screenshots of the retrieval application: (a) query interface and timeline annotated
with events and (b) captured slideshow and recorded audio/video.

Similarly, a presenter can use a third application with the same interface to retrieve
information about his/her presentation. The application displays a presentation timeline,
populated with events about when different slides were presented, when audience members
arrived and left the presentation, the identities of questioners and the slides relevant to the
questions. The presenter can ‘relive’ the presentation, by playing back the audio and/or
video, and moving between presentation slides and Web pages.

The Conference Assistant is the most complex context-aware application we have built.
It uses a wide variety of sensors and a wide variety of context, including real-time and
historical context. This application supports all three types of context-aware features:
presenting context information, automatically executing a service, and tagging of context
to information for later retrieval.

13.3.6.2. Application Design

The application features presented in the above scenario have all been implemented. The
Conference Assistant makes use of a wide range of context. In this section, we discuss
the application architecture and the types of context used, both in real time during a
conference and after the conference, as well as how they were used to provide benefits
to the user.

During registration, a User Aggregator is created for the user, shown in the architecture
diagram of Figure 13.5. It is responsible for aggregating all the context information about
the user and acts as the application’s interface to the user’s personal context information.
It subscribes to information about the user from the public registration widget, the user’s
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Figure 13.5. Context architecture for the Conference Assistant application during and after the
conference.

memo widget and the location widget in each presentation space. When the user is attend-
ing the conference, the application first uses information about what is being presented at
the conference and her personal interests (registration widget) to determine what presen-
tations might be of particular interest to her (the recommend interpreter). The application
uses her location (location widget), the activity (presentation of a Web page or slide)
in that location (content and question widgets) and the presentation details (presenter,
presentation title, whether audio/video is being recorded) to determine what information
to present to her. The text from the slides is being saved for the user, allowing her to
concentrate on what is being said rather than spending time copying down the slides. The
memo widget captures the user’s notes and any relevant context to aid later retrieval. The
context of the presentation (presentation activity has concluded, and the number and title
of the slide in question) facilitates the user’s asking of a question. The context is used
to control the presenter’s display, changing to a particular slide for which the user had
a question.

There is a Presentation Aggregator for each physical location where presenta-
tions/demos are occurring, responsible for aggregating all the context information about
the local presentation and acting as the application’s interface to the public presentation
information. It subscribes to the widgets in the local environment, including the content
widget, location widget and question widget. The content widget uses a software sensor
that captures what is displayed in a PowerPoint presentation and in an Internet Explorer
Web browser. The question widget is also a software widget that captures what slide (if
applicable) a user’s question is about, from their Conference Assistant application. The
location widget used here is based on Java iButton technology.

The list of colleagues provided during registration allows the application to present
other relevant information to the user. This includes both the locations of colleagues and
their interest levels in the presentations they are currently viewing. This information is
used for two purposes during a conference. First, knowing where other colleagues are
helps an attendee decide which presentations to see herself. For example, if there are two
interesting presentations occurring simultaneously, knowing that a colleague is attending
one of the presentations and can provide information about it later, a user can choose to
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attend the other presentation. Secondly, as described in the user scenario, when a user is
attending a presentation that is not relevant or interesting to her, she can use the context
of her colleagues to decide which presentation to move to. This is a form of social or
collaborative information filtering [Shardanand and Maes 1995].

After the conference, the retrieval application uses the conference context to retrieve
information about the conference. The context includes public context such as the time
when presentations started and stopped, whether audio/video was captured at each pre-
sentation, the names of the presenters, the rooms in which the presentations occurred, and
any keywords the presentations mentioned. It also includes the user’s personal context
such as the times at which she entered and exited a room, the rooms themselves, when she
asked a question, and what presentation and slide or Web page the question was about.
The application also uses the context of other people, including their presence at partic-
ular presentations and questions they asked, if any. The user can use any of this context
information to retrieve the appropriate slide or Web page and any recorded audio/video
associated with the context.

The Conference Assistant does not communicate with any widget directly, but instead
communicates only with the user’s user aggregator, the user aggregators belonging to each
colleague and the local presentation aggregator. It subscribes to the user’s user aggregator
for changes in location and interests. It subscribes to the colleagues’ user aggregators for
changes in location and interest level. It also subscribes to the local presentation aggregator
for changes in a presentation slide or Web page when the user enters a presentation space
and unsubscribes when the user leaves. It also sends its user’s interests to the recommend
interpreter to convert them to a list of presentations in which the user may be interested.
The interpreter uses text matching of the interests against the title and abstract of each
presentation to perform the interpretation.

Only the memo widget runs on the user’s handheld device. The registration widget and
associated interpreter run on the same machine. The user aggregators are all executing on
the same machine for convenience, but can run anywhere, including on the user’s device.
The presentation aggregator and its associated widgets run on any number of machines
in each presentation space. The content widget needs to be run on only the particular
computer being used for the presentation.

In the conference attendee’s retrieval application, all the necessary information has
been stored in the user’s user aggregator and the public presentation aggregators. The
architecture for this application (Figure 13.5) is much simpler, with the retrieval applica-
tion only communicating with the user’s user aggregator and each presentation aggregator.
As shown in Figure 13.4, the application allows the user to retrieve slides (and the entire
presentation including any audio/video) using context via a query interface. If personal
context is used as the index into the conference information, the application polls the user
aggregator for the times and location at which a particular event occurred (user entered or
left a location, or asked a question). This information can then be used to poll the correct
presentation aggregator for the related presentation information. If public context is used
as the index, the application polls all the presentation aggregators for the times at which
a particular event occurred (use of a keyword, presence or question by a certain person).
As in the previous case, this information is then used to poll the relevant presentation
aggregators for the related presentation information.
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13.3.7. SUMMARY

The Conference Assistant, as mentioned earlier, is our most complex context-aware appli-
cation. It supports interaction between a single user and the environment, and between
multiple users. Looking at the variety of context it uses (location, time, identity, activity)
and the variety of context-aware services it provides (presentation of context information,
automatic execution of services, and tagging of context to information for later retrieval),
we see that it completely spans our categorization of both context and context-aware
services. This application would have been extremely difficult to build if we did not have
the underlying support of the Context Toolkit. We have yet to find another application
that spans this feature space.

Figure 13.5 demonstrates quite well the advantage of using aggregators. Each presenta-
tion aggregator collects context from four widgets. Each user aggregator collects context
from the memo and registration widgets plus a location widget for each presentation
space. Assuming 10 presentation spaces (three presentation rooms and seven demonstra-
tion spaces), each user aggregator is responsible for 12 widgets. Without the aggregators,
the application would need to communicate with 42 widgets, obviously increasing the
complexity. With the aggregators and assuming three colleagues, the application just
needs to communicate with 14 aggregators (10 presentation and four user), although it
would only be communicating with one of the presentation aggregators at any one time.

Our component-based architecture greatly eases the building of both simple and com-
plex context-aware applications. It supports each of the requirements from the previous
section: separation of concerns between acquiring and using context, context interpre-
tation, transparent and distributed communications, constant availability of the infras-
tructure, context storage and history and resource discovery. Despite this, some limita-
tions remain:

• Transparent acquisition of context from distributed components is still difficult.
• The infrastructure does not deal with the dynamic component failures or additions that

would be typical in environments with many heterogeneous sensors.
• When dealing with multiple sensors that deliver the same form of information, it is

desirable to fuse information. This sensor fusion should be done without further com-
plicating application development.

In the following sections we will discuss additional programming support for context that
addresses these issues.

13.4. SITUATION SUPPORT AND THE
CYBREMINDER APPLICATION

In the previous section, we described the Context Toolkit and how it helps applica-
tion designers to build context-aware applications. We described the context component
abstraction that used widgets, interpreters and aggregators, and showed how it simplified
thinking about and designing applications. However, this context component abstraction
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has some flaws that make it harder to design applications than it needs to be. The extra
steps are:

• locating the desired set of interpreters, widgets and aggregators;
• deciding what combination of queries and subscriptions are necessary to acquire the

context the application needs;
• collecting all the acquired context information together and analyzing it to determine

when a situation interesting to the application has occurred.

A new abstraction called the situation abstraction, similar to the concept of a black-
board, makes these steps unnecessary. Instead of dealing with components in the infras-
tructure individually, the situation abstraction allows designers to deal with the infras-
tructure as a single entity, representing all that is or can be sensed. Similar to the context
component abstraction, designers need to specify what context their applications are inter-
ested in. However, rather than specifying this on a component-by-component basis and
leaving it up to them to determine when the context requirements have been satisfied,
the situation abstraction allows them to specify their requirements at one time to the
infrastructure and leaves it up to the infrastructure to notify them when the request has
been satisfied, removing the unnecessary steps listed above and simplifying the design of
context-aware applications.

In the context component abstraction, application programmers have to determine what
toolkit components can provide the needed context using the discoverer and what combi-
nation of queries and subscriptions to use on those components. They subscribe to these
components directly and when notified about updates from each component, combine them
with the results from other components to determine whether or not to take some action.
In contrast, the situation abstraction allows programmers to specify what information they
are interested in, whether that be about a single component or multiple components. The
Context Toolkit infrastructure determines how to map the specification onto the available
components and combine the results. It only notifies the application when the applica-
tion needs to take some action. In addition, the Context Toolkit deals automatically and
dynamically with components being added and removed from the infrastructure. On the
whole, using the situation abstraction is much simpler for programmers when creating
new applications and evolving existing applications.

13.4.1. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SITUATION ABSTRACTION

The main difference between using the context component abstraction and the situation
abstraction is that in the former case, applications are forced to deal with each relevant
component individually, whereas in the latter case, while applications can deal with indi-
vidual components, they are also allowed to treat the context-sensing infrastructure as a
single entity.

Figure 13.6 shows how an application can use the situation abstraction. It looks quite
similar in spirit to Figure 13.1. Rather than the application designer having to determine
what set of subscriptions and interpretations must occur for the desired context to be
acquired, it hands this job off to a connector class (shown in Figure 13.6, sitting between
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Figure 13.6. Typical interaction between applications and the Context Toolkit using the situation
abstraction.

the application and the context architecture). This connector class determines what sub-
scriptions and interpretations are required (with the help of a Discoverer) and interacts
with the infrastructure to make it happen. More details on the algorithm behind this
determination can be found in [Dey 2000].

13.4.2. CYBREMINDER: A COMPLEX EXAMPLE THAT USES
THE SITUATION ABSTRACTION

We will now describe the CybreMinder application, a context-aware reminder system, to
illustrate how the situation abstraction is used in practice. The CybreMinder application
is a prototype application that was built to help users create and manage their reminders
more effectively [Dey and Abowd 2000]. Current reminding techniques such as post-it
notes and electronic schedulers are limited to using only location or time as the trigger
for delivering a reminder. In addition, these techniques are limited in their mechanisms
for delivering reminders to users. CybreMinder allows users to specify more complex
and appropriate situations or triggers and associate them with reminders. When these
situations are realized, the associated reminder will be delivered to the specified recipi-
ents. The recipient’s context is used to choose the appropriate mechanism for delivering
the reminder.

13.4.2.1. Creating the Reminder and Situation

When users launch CybreMinder, they are presented with an interface that looks quite
similar to an e-mail creation tool. As shown in Figure 13.7, users can enter the names of
the recipients for the reminder. The recipients could be themselves, indicating a personal
reminder, or a list of other people, indicating that a third party reminder is being created.
The reminder has a subject, a priority level (ranging from lowest to highest), a body
in which the reminder description is placed, and an expiration date. The expiration date
indicates the date and time at which the reminder should expire and be delivered, if it
has not already been delivered.

In addition to this traditional messaging interface, users can select the context tab
and be presented with the situation editor (Figure 13.8a). This interface allows dynamic
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Figure 13.7. CybreMinder reminder creation tool.

construction of an arbitrarily rich situation, or context, that is associated with the reminder
being created. The interface consists of two main pieces for creating and viewing the
situation. Creation is assisted by a dynamically generated list of valid sub-situations that
are currently supported by the CybreMinder infrastructure (as assisted by the Context
Toolkit described later). When the user selects a sub-situation, they can edit it to fit their
particular situation. Each sub-situation consists of a number of context types and values.
For example, in Figure 13.8a, the user has just selected the sub-situation that a particular
user is present in the CRB building at a particular time. The context types are the user’s
name, the location (set to CRB) and a timestamp.

In Figure 13.8b, the user is editing those context types, requiring the user name to be
‘Anind Dey’ and not using time. This sub-situation will be satisfied the next time that
Anind Dey is in the location ‘CRB’. The user indicates which context types are important
by selecting the checkbox next to those attributes. For the types that they have selected,
users may enter a relation other than ‘=’. For example, the user can set the timestamp
after 9 p.m. by using the ‘>’ relation. Other supported relations are ‘>=’, ‘<’, and ‘<=’.
For the value of the context, users can either choose from a list of pre-generated values,
or enter their own.

At the bottom of the interfaces in Figure 13.8, the currently specified situation is vis-
ible. The overall situation being defined is the conjunction of the sub-situations listed.
Once a reminder and an associated situation have been created, the user can send the
reminder. If there is no situation attached, the reminder is delivered immediately after
the user sends the reminder. However, unlike e-mail messages, sending a reminder does
not necessarily imply immediate delivery. If a situation is attached, the reminder is deliv-
ered to recipients at a future time when all the sub-situations can be simultaneously
satisfied. If the situation cannot be satisfied before the reminder expires, the reminder
is delivered both to the sender and recipients with a note indicating that the reminder
has expired.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 13.8. CybreMinder (a) situation editor and (b) sub-situation editor.

13.4.2.2. Delivering the Reminder

Thus far, we have concentrated on the process of creating context-aware reminders. We
will now describe the delivery process. When a reminder is delivered, either because
its associated situation was satisfied or because it has expired, CybreMinder determines
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what is the most appropriate delivery mechanism for each reminder recipient. The default
signal is to show the reminder on the closest available display, augmented with an audio
cue. However, if a recipient wishes, they can specify a configuration file that will override
this default.

A user’s configuration file contains information about all of the available methods
for contacting the user, as well as rules defined by the user on which method to use
in which situation. If the recipient’s current context and reminder information (sender
identity and/or priority) matches any of the situations defined in his/her configuration file,
the specified delivery mechanism is used. Currently, we support the delivery of reminders
via SMS on a mobile phone, e-mail, displaying on a nearby networked display (wearable,
handheld, or static CRT) and printing to a local printer (to emulate paper to-do lists).

For the latter three mechanisms, both the reminder and associated situation are delivered
to the user. Delivery of the situation provides additional useful information to users,
helping them understand why the reminder is being sent at this particular time. Along with
the reminder and situation, users are given the ability to change the status of the reminder
(Figure 13.9a left). A status of ‘completed’ indicates that the reminder has been addressed
and can be dismissed. The ‘delivered’ status means the reminder has been delivered but
still needs to be addressed. A ‘pending’ status means that the reminder should be delivered
again when the associated situation is next satisfied. Users can explicitly set the status
through a hyperlink in an e-mail reminder or through the interface shown in Figure 13.9b.

The CybreMinder application is the first application we built that used the situation
abstraction. It supports users in creating reminders that use simple situations based on
time or location, or more complex situations that use additional forms of context. The
situations that can be used are only limited by the context that can be sensed. Table 13.1
shows natural language and CybreMinder descriptions for some example situations.

13.4.2.3. Building the Application

The Context Toolkit-based architecture used to build CybreMinder is shown in
Figure 13.10. For this application, the architecture contains a user aggregator for each
user of CybreMinder and any available widgets, aggregators and interpreters. When
CybreMinder launches, it makes use of the discovery protocol in the Context Toolkit to
query for the context components currently available to it. It analyzes this information and
determines what sub-situations are available for a user to work with. The sub-situations
are simply the collection of subscription callbacks that all the context widgets and context
aggregators provide. For example, a presence context widget contains information about
the presence of individuals in a particular location (specified at instantiation time). The
callback it provides contains three attributes: a user name, a location, and a timestamp.
The location is a constant, set to ‘home’, for example. The constants in each callback are
used to populate the menus from which users can select values for attributes.

When the user creates a reminder with an associated situation, the reminder is sent to the
aggregator responsible for maintaining context about the recipient – the user aggregator.
CybreMinder can be shut down any time after the reminder has been sent to the recipient’s
aggregator. The recipient’s aggregator is the logical place to store all reminder information
intended for the recipient because it knows more about the recipient than any other
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Figure 13.9. CybreMinder display of (a) a triggered reminder and (b) all reminders.

component and is always available. This aggregator analyzes the given situation and
creates subscriptions to the necessary aggregators and widgets (using the extended Context
Toolkit object) so that it can determine when the situation has occurred. In addition,
it creates a timer thread that awakens when the reminder is set to expire. Whenever
the aggregator receives a subscription callback, it updates the status of the situation in
question. When all the sub-situations are satisfied, the entire situation is satisfied and the
reminder can be delivered.

The recipient’s aggregator contains the most up-to-date information about the recipient.
It tries to match this context information along with the reminder sender and priority level
with the rules defined in the recipient’s configuration file. The recipient’s context and the
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Table 13.1. Natural language and CybreMinder descriptions of example situations.

Situation Natural Language Description CybreMinder Description

Time 9:45 am Expiration field: 9:45 am
Location Forecast is for rain and Bob is

leaving his apartment
City = Atlanta, WeatherForecast = rain
Username = Bob, Location = Bob’s front door

Co-Location Sally and colleague are
co-located

Username = Sally, Location = ∗1
Username = Bob, Location = ∗1

Complex #1 Stock price of X is over $50,
Bob is alone and has free
time

StockName = X, StockPrice > 50
Username = Bob, Location = ∗1
Location = ∗1, OccupantSize = 1
Username = Bob, FreeTime > 30

Complex #2 Sally is in her office and has
some free time, and her
friend is not busy

Username = Sally, Location = Sally’s office
Username = Sally, FreeTime = 60
Username = Tom, ActivityLevel = low

Widget Widget

Interpreter

Context
architecture

Discoverer
Service

…

…

Widget…

User
aggregator

CybreMinder

…

Aggregator…

…

SensorSensorSensorActuator

Figure 13.10. Architecture diagram for the CybreMinder application using the situation abstraction.

rules consist of collections of simple attribute name – value pairs, making them easy to
compare. When a delivery mechanism has been chosen, the aggregator calls a widget
service that can deliver the reminder appropriately.

13.4.3. SUMMARY

Use of the situation abstraction allows end-users to attach reminders to arbitrarily complex
situations that they are interested in, which the application then translates into a system
specification of the situations. Users are not required to use templates or hardcoded situa-
tions, but can use any context that can be sensed and is available from their environment.
This application could have been written to use widgets, aggregators and interpreters
directly, but instead of leveraging off the Context Toolkit’s ability to map between user-
specified situations and these components, the application programmer would have to
provide this ability making the application much more difficult to build.
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The situation abstraction allows application designers to program at a higher level
and alleviates the designer from having to know about specific context components.
It allows designers to treat the infrastructure as a single component and not have to
deal with the details of individual components. In particular, this supports the ability
to specify context requirements that bridge multiple components. This includes require-
ments for unrelated context that is acquired by multiple widgets and aggregators. It also
includes requirements for interpreted context that is acquired by automatically connect-
ing an interpreter to a widget or aggregator. Simply put, the situation abstraction allows
application designers to simply describe the context they want and the situation they
want it in, and to have the context infrastructure provide it. This power comes at the
expense of additional abstraction. When designers do not want to know the details of
context sensing, the situation abstraction is ideal. However, if the designer wants greater
control over how the application acquires context from the infrastructure or wants to
know more about the components in the infrastructure, the context component abstrac-
tion may be more appropriate. Note that the situation abstraction could not be supported
without context components. The widgets, interpreters and aggregators with their uniform
interfaces and ability to describe themselves to other components makes the situation
abstraction possible.

13.5. FUSION SUPPORT AND THE IN/OUT
BOARD APPLICATION

While the Context Toolkit does provide much general support for building arbitrarily
complex context-aware applications, sometimes its generality is a burden. The general
abstractions in the Context Toolkit are not necessarily appropriate for novice context-
aware programmers to build simple applications. In particular, support for fusing multiple
sources of context is difficult to support in a general fashion and can be much more
appropriately handled by focusing on specific pieces of context. Location is far and away
the most common form of context used for ubiquitous computing applications. In this
section, we explore a modified programming infrastructure, motivated by the Context
Toolkit but consciously limited to the specific problems of location-aware programming.
This Location Service is further motivated by the literature on location-aware computing,
where we see three major emphases:

• deployment of specific location sensing technologies (see [Hightower and Borriello
2001] for a review);

• demonstration of compelling location-aware applications; and
• development of software frameworks to ease application construction using

location [Moran and Dourish 2001]

In this section, we present a specialized construction framework, the location service,
for handling location information about tracked entities. Our goal in creating the location
service is to provide a uniform, geometric-based way to handle a wide variety of location
technologies for tracking interesting entities while simultaneously providing a simple and
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extensible technique for application developers to access location information in a form
most suitable for their needs. The framework we present divides the problem into three
specific activities:

• acquisition of location data from any of a number of positioning technologies;
• collection of location data by named entities; and
• monitoring of location data through a straightforward and extensible query and trans-

lation mechanism.

We are obviously deeply influenced by our earlier work on the Context Toolkit. After
a few years of experience using the Context Toolkit, we still contend that the basic
separation of concerns and programming abstractions that it espouses are appropriate
for many situations of context-aware programming, and this is evidenced by a number
of internal and external applications developed using it. However, in practice, we did
not see the implementation of the Context Toolkit encouraging programmers to design
context-aware applications that respected the abstractions and separation of concerns. Our
attempt at defining the location service is not meant to dismiss the Context Toolkit but
to move toward an implementation of its ideas that goes further toward directing good
application programming practices.

This work is an explicit demonstration of the integration of multiple different location
sensing technologies into a framework that minimizes an application developer’s require-
ment to know about the sensing technology. We also provide a framework in which more
complicated fusion algorithms, such as probabilistic networks [Castro et al. 2001], can be
used. Finally, we provide an extensible technique for interpreting and filtering location
information to meet application-specific needs.

We provide an overview of the software framework that separates the activities of
acquisition, collection and application-specific monitoring. Each of these activities is then
described in detail, emphasizing the specific use of location within the Aware Home
Research Initiative at Georgia Tech [Aware Home 2003]. We conclude with a description
of some applications developed with the aid of the location service.

13.5.1. THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE LOCATION SERVICE

Figure 13.11 shows a high-level view of the architecture of the location service. Any
number of location technologies acquire location information. These technologies are aug-
mented with a software wrapper to communicate a geometry-based (i.e., three-dimensional
coordinates in some defined space) XML location message, similar in spirit to the wid-
get abstraction of the Context Toolkit. The location messages are transformed into Java
objects and held in a time-ordered queue. From there, a collation algorithm attempts to
use separate location objects that refer to the same tracked entity. When a location object
relates to a known (i.e., named) entity, then it is stored as the current location for that
entity. A query subsystem provides a simple interface for applications to obtain loca-
tion information for both identified and unidentified entities. Since location information
is stored as domain-specific geometric representations, it is necessary to transform loca-
tion to a form desirable for any given application. This interpretation is done by means
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Figure 13.11. Overall architecture of the location service. Arrows indicate data flow.

of monitor classes, reusable definitions of spatially significant regions (e.g., rooms in a
house) that act as filters to signal important location information for any given application.

There are several important properties of this service. First, the establishment of a
well-defined location message insulates the rest of the location service from the details of
the specific location sensing technologies. The overall service will work whether or not
the constituent sensing technologies are delivering location objects. Second, the collation,
or fusion, algorithm within the collection layer can be changed without impacting the
sensing technologies or the location-aware applications. Third, the monitor classes are
reusable and extensible, meaning simple location requirements don’t have to be recreated
by the application developer each time and complex location needs can be built up from
simpler building blocks.

13.5.2. REPRESENTING LOCATION

The location service assumes that raw positioning data is delivered as geometric data
within one of a set of known reference frames. The raw positioning data object consists of:

• a four-tuple, (x,y,z,d), consisting of a three-dimensional positional coordinate and a
reference frame identifier, d, which is used to interpret the positional coordinate;

• an orientation value as a three-tuple, if known;
• the identity of the entity at that location, if known;
• a timestamp for when the positioning data was acquired; and
• an indication of the location sensing technology that was the source of the data.
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Not every sensing technology can provide all of this information. The Collector attempts
to merge multiple raw location objects in order to associate a location value with a col-
lection of named and unnamed entities. This results in a new location object for tracked
entities that is stored within the collector and made available via the query subsystem for
applications to access and interpret.

13.5.3. DETAILS ON POSITIONING SYSTEMS

To exercise the framework of the location service, we have instantiated it with a variety
of location sensing technologies. We describe them briefly here. The first two location
sensing technologies existed prior to the development of the location service, and the
latter two were developed afterwards to validate the utility of the framework.

13.5.3.1. The RFID Floor Mat System

For a while, we have been interested in creating natural ways to track people indoors.
While badge technologies have been very popular in location-aware research, they are
unappealing in a home environment. Several researchers have suggested the instrumenta-
tion of a floor for tracking purposes [Addlesee et al. 1997; Orr and Abowd 2000]. These
are very appealing approaches, but require somewhat abnormal instrumentation of the
floor and are computationally heavyweight. Prior to this work on the location service, we
were very much driven by the desire to have a single location sensing technology that
would deliver room-level positioning throughout the house. As a compromise between
the prior instrumented floors work and badging approaches, we arrived at a solution of
floor mats that act as a network of RFID antennae (see Figure 13.12). A person wears
a passive RFID tag below the knee (usually attached to a shoe or ankle) and the floor
mat antenna can then read the unique ID as the person walks over the mat. Strategic
placement of the floor mats within the Aware Home provided us with a way to detect
position and identity as individuals walked throughout the house.

13.5.3.2. Overhead Visual Tracking

Although room level location information is useful in many applications, it remains very
limiting. More interesting applications can be built if better location information can
be provided. Computer vision can be used to infer automatically the whereabouts and
activities of individuals within the home. The Aware Home has been instrumented with
cameras in the ceiling, providing an overhead view of the home. The visual tracking
system, in the kitchen, attempts to coordinate the overlapping views of the multiple
cameras in a given space (see Figure 13.13). It does not try to identify moving objects,
but keeps track of the location and orientation of a variety of independent moving ‘blobs’
over time and across multiple cameras.

13.5.3.3. Fingerprint Detection

Commercial optical fingerprint detection technology is now currently available and afford-
able. Over the span of one week, two undergraduates working in our lab created a
fingerprint detection system that, when placed at doorways in the Aware Home, can
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Figure 13.12. The RFID floor mat positioning system. On the left are a floor mat placed near an
entrance to the Aware Home and an RFID antenna under the mat. Strategic placement of mats
around the floor plan of the house provides an effective room-level positioning system. Also shown
are the locations of the vision and fingerprint systems.

Figure 13.13. The visual tracking system. Four overhead cameras track moving ‘blobs’ in the
kitchen of the Aware Home.

be another source of location information. The fingerprint detection system reports the
identity of the person whose finger was scanned along with the spatial coordinates for the
door and the orientation of the user.

13.5.3.4. Open-Air Speaker ID

Speaker ID technology developed by digital signal processing experts at Georgia Tech can
be used as another source of location information. An ‘always on’ microphone records
five-second samples that are compared against the known population of the house. If there
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is a close enough match, the identity of the user along with the location of the microphone
is provided, functioning similarly to the RFID floor mat system.

13.5.4. FUSION AND AGGREGATION OF LOCATION
Location data from the independent location sensing technologies are sent as messages.
As long as the individual sensing technology allows for a socket communication, it is
straightforward to extract these messages and incorporate them into the location service. In
the collector subsystem, these messages are stored in a time-sequenced queue. Within the
collector, the main task is to consume the raw location objects and update two collections
of tracked objects, one for identified or named entities and one for currently unidentified
or unnamed entities.

The collector has access to the agreed namespace for entities to be tracked. If a label
for a location object does not match a name in this namespace, the Collector attempts to
translate the label to one of these names using sensor-specific translation tables. So, for
example, an RFID location event will contain a label that is a unique integer that is then
mapped to the name of an individual who is the declared owner of that tag. Recall that
some of the location sensing technologies, such as the visual tracker, produce anonymous
location objects that are not assumed to be known entities.

When the Collector reads a location object that does not contain a known identity,
it searches the queue of raw location objects to see if there is one that can be mapped
to a known entity and that corresponds to the anonymous one. If so, then the two are
merged and given the name of the known entity. Each named tracked entity has a special
storage area to contain its current location data. Another special storage area contains
location data for currently unidentified tracked objects. Figure 13.14 shows a listing of
the contents of the two collections and a simple graphical depiction of location that is
derived from the collector subsystem.

Currently, the algorithm for merging location data uses a fairly straightforward temporal
and spatial heuristic. For example, when a location object with no identity is consumed,
the merge algorithm tries to find a location object with an identity around the same time
and place. While this relatively naı̈ve algorithm has its own problems, it is incorporated
into the collector system in such a way that it can be replaced relatively easily with a
more sophisticated routine. For example, with an increased number of location-sensing
technologies feeding the queue of raw location objects, scalability of the fusion algorithm
may be a concern. Currently, the visual tracking system creates the highest bandwidth
of location objects and we are able to handle 15 location object updates per second.
The most important feature of the collector is that it consumes the raw location data
objects and produces what is effectively a database of named and unnamed location
objects. Application programmers need only consider this repository of current locations
for tracked entities when constructing their applications.

13.5.5. ACCESSING, INTERPRETING AND HANDLING LOCATION DATA
WITHIN AN APPLICATION

Applications need to access location data for relevant entities. Since the collector provides
a model of location data as a repository indexed by identities of known and unknown enti-
ties, we need to provide ways for applications to query this repository and trigger events
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Figure 13.14. (a) A listing of the contents of the two collections of tracked entity location objects
(named and unnamed); (b) a graphical depiction of the same information, showing location relative
to the floor plan of the Aware Home.

based on application-relevant interpretations of that location information. The location
service provides a Monitor class in Java that application developers can reuse and extend
to perform all three tasks of querying, interpreting and providing application-specific loca-
tion event triggers. The kinds of application requests we want to make easy to program
are of the following types:

• Where is a particular individual? The answer should be in a form that is relevant to
that application (for example, room names for a home).

• Who is in a particular location? Again, the location is application-specific.
• Alerting when a person moves into or out of a particular location.
• Alerting when individuals are collocated.

We will show how these kinds of application questions are supported in our discussion
of monitors.

13.5.5.1. Querying for Current Location Information

The query subsystem presents a straightforward API to request information about named
and unnamed tracked entities. Query requests represent Boolean searches on all of the
attributes for the tracked location objects. A Java RMI server receives query requests and
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returns matched records from named/unnamed repositories. This query system makes it
very easy to request information about any number of entities that are being tracked.

13.5.5.2. Interpreting Location for Application-Specific Needs

Up to this point, all of the location information in the location service is geometric and
relative to a set of pre-defined domains. Application designers want location information
in many different forms and it is the role of the monitoring layer to provide mechanisms
for interpreting geometric location data into a variety of alternate geometric and symbolic
forms. However, to make this translation possible, knowledge of the physical space needs
to be encoded, and this knowledge may be very application-specific. For example, one
application may want to know on what floor within a home various occupants are located,
whereas another application may want to know the rooms, and another is interested in
knowing whether someone is facing the television. Each of these spatial interpretations
is encoded as a translation table from geometric information to the appropriate symbolic
domain. Furthermore, these translation tables are dependent on the coordinate reference
frame used for a particular location object, that is, the translation would be different for
a home versus an office building.

To facilitate a variety of spatial interpretations, the Monitor class is constructed with
a specific instance of a spatial translation table. These translation tables can be reused
across different instances of the Monitor class and any of its subclass extensions. Any
geometric position data returned from a query is automatically translated with respect to
the spatial interpretation and can be delivered to an application.

13.5.5.3. Filtering and Delivering Information to Applications

Even when it has been translated into a meaningful representation, not all location data is
relevant to an application. The other objective of a monitor is to provide ways to filter the
location events that can trigger application-specific behavior. By setting up an application
as a listener for a given instance of a monitor, the monitor can then control which location
events are delivered to the application. We have created several examples of monitors that
provide the capabilities suggested earlier. All monitors extend the base class Monitor that
provides the ability to create, send and receive queries and process the results through a
selected spatial interpretation look-up table and send selected events to applications that
subscribe as listeners to the monitor.

13.5.6. SAMPLE APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT

A canonical indoor location application is the In/Out board, which indicates the location
of a set of normal occupants of a building. Figure 13.15 shows a screenshot of a simple
In/Out board. This application was originally built within the Context Toolkit to react to
location changes from the whole-house RFID. It was rewritten to take advantage of the
multiple location-sensing technologies.

Another motivating application for us is to use context to facilitate human–human
communication [Nagel et al. 2001]. Within an environment like a home or office, we
would like to automatically route text, audio and video communications to the most
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Figure 13.15. An In/Out Board application developed using the Location Service. Names of people
other than the authors have been suppressed for publication.

appropriate place based on knowledge of the recipient’s context. The location service
makes it fairly straightforward to determine in which room the recipient is located, and
in some spaces even the orientation. We have implemented an instant messaging client
that will send a text-based message to a display that is nearest to the recipient. A more
interesting variation of this messaging can occur if we monitor not only for the location
of the recipient but also determine if that person is alone. While location is not always
sufficient context to infer human activity, it is often necessary. The location service is
designed to make it easier for inferences on location information to be shared across
multiple applications.

13.5.7. SUMMARY

There is no universal location-sensing technology to support location anywhere–anytime.
As a result, for the foreseeable future, operational location systems will have to combine
separate location-sensing technologies in order to increase the scale over which location
can be delivered. The contribution of the location service is as a framework to facilitate the
construction of location-aware applications that insulates the application programmer from
the details of multiple location-sensing technologies. Motivated by the initial separation
of concerns espoused by the Context Toolkit, the location service separates problems of
sensor acquisition, collection/aggregation, and monitoring of location information. Unlike
the Context Toolkit, the implementation of the location service presents a cleaner pro-
gramming interface for the development of location-aware applications; the programmer
need only reuse or extend existing monitors to access, interpret and filter location data
for entities of interest.
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An important general topic for future research is the extent to which the layered
solution presented for the location service will actually apply to other context types, such
as activity. Information about tracked entities is contained within the collector layer of
the location service. While this solution is reasonable when we consider only location
context, we still must decide whether this approach can be used to address other forms
of context.

13.6. CONCLUSIONS

An important component of multiple user interfaces is their ability to adapt to chang-
ing context, whether that be the actual users, their capabilities, location, or any other
environmental cues. In this chapter, we have illustrated the value of using context and
detailed the difficulties in using it. To address these difficulties, we presented the Context
Toolkit, a component-based infrastructure that greatly eases the development of context-
aware applications and provided the example of the Conference Assistant application, a
compelling and complex context-aware application. The initial Context Toolkit had short-
comings, forcing application developers to deal with new components being added and
components failing along with the more time-consuming issue of dealing with contextual
information that crossed multiple components. To address these shortcomings, we intro-
duced the extended Context Toolkit which supports the situation abstraction, allowing
application developers to specify their context interests at a high level and to have this
information collected and filtered by the infrastructure. We presented the situation-aware
reminder system, CybreMinder, to illustrate how the situation abstraction can be used.
Finally, we presented the location service, a specialized system that deals strictly with
providing applications with access to location context. It uses the same general notions
as the Context Toolkit in terms of context acquisition, collection and monitoring (or sub-
scription), but better supports application programmers in separating the application from
the context infrastructure. An In/Out Board was used to illustrate the use of the location
service. Note that while the example applications discussed in this chapter used simple
forms of context such as location, time, identity and activity, the frameworks discussed
are just as suited to more complex forms of context such as user goals and plans. Unfor-
tunately, we do not have sensors or interpreters that can reliably produce these forms
of context.

There is still much research to be performed in the area of context-aware computing.
An interesting area to explore is how to make context even easier to use. One aspect of
this is investigating how to support complex features such as fusion of homogeneous and
heterogeneous context, as described in the previous section. Another aspect is to expand
on existing efforts like Phidgets [Greenberg and Fitchett 2001], which make it very easy to
build prototype applications that use simple sensors and actuators via a USB connection.
A third aspect of making context easier to use is to provide techniques for dealing with
sensors or interpretations of context information that is not completely accurate. It is
unreasonable to assume that sensors or inferencing techniques will ever be 100% reliable,
so our approach to this problem has been to bring users into the loop, allowing them to
manually make corrections [Dey et al. 2002].
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Another related area of interest is in how to provide additional control to users. Most
context-aware applications are built assuming that the developer builds the application
with no ability for the end-user to modify how the application operates. One aspect
of this is how to support end-user privacy in a sensor-rich environment. This includes
providing feedback to users about what context is being sensed and how that context is
being used. It also includes supporting users in controlling how that sensed context is
used in a built application and the further goal of allowing end-users to create their own
context-aware applications from scratch.

Finally, as with the development of any software toolkit or architecture that supports
the building of user interfaces, there is tension between evaluating the infrastructure inde-
pendently of the interfaces and applications it supports, and evaluating the interfaces and
applications themselves [Edwards et al. 2003]. When designing and evaluating infrastruc-
ture, we need to look critically at whether it supports core application features, whether it
supports the development of applications as well as novel extensions to the architecture
itself, and how it naturally and beneficially constrains application developers in leading
them down an appropriate application design path.
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14.1. INTRODUCTION

Many predict that we will one day be immersed in a world surrounded by devices, both
visible and invisible, which we will be able to use collectively to help in our day-to-
day activities [Cooperstock et al. 1997; Streitz et al. 1999]. For example, if we want an
application to make use of the devices we have to hand (such as a PDA, a GPS device, or
a hands-free cell-phone), we should be able to do so fluidly and easily. We have already
witnessed an explosion of the number of devices in our environment and on our persons.
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Past models of user interaction have concentrated upon single PCs with interaction
taking place through the traditional combination of keyboard, screen and mouse. However
in the future, this model may no longer be appropriate for representing multiple interface
systems. Such environments can be characterised as consisting of numerous devices used
concurrently in highly dynamic arrangements, with devices routinely entering and leaving
various configurations. In addition to this, user interaction is often ‘spread’ across several
different devices, with both input and output being achieved through any number of
these devices.

Currently the user faces massive problems if they want such devices to work together.
Installation and configuration is a time-consuming task, which can in some circumstances
require low-level development knowledge. This is a long way from the vision of being
able to dynamically choose the devices you want to work together on the fly, in a fluid
and easy interaction. The Dynamo infrastructure aims to provide the capability to support
such activities, helping make this future vision of multi-device interaction a reality.

Imagine a room or building filled with devices: desktop PCs, interactive whiteboards,
handheld devices, mobile phones, speakers, webcams, pointing devices, keyboards and so
on. Add to this a constant ebb and flow of devices as they are switched on and off, brought
in and out of range, break down or are repaired, and we have a particularly interesting
and challenging domain. Now imagine people wandering in and out of this area, some
with personal devices, some without, all wanting to interact with a range of applications
through the available devices. Some people want to work together, some want to check
their e-mail, some want to enter into a discussion, some want to find other people, others
want to find their lunch. There is a vast array of interactive, collaborative and multimedia
applications which they may wish to use. How can we support a developer in building
useful applications to fulfil the needs of all of these people?

In this chapter, we first introduce a simple possible interaction scenario which involves
a multi-user interface configuration. Although the scenario is a relatively simple one, it
provides a basis for identifying some of the key MUI issues as we see them. Using this
scenario as a target, we go on to describe an infrastructure which would allow the scenario
to be realised. To aid this, we will derive a set of requirements for an infrastructure to
support the realisation of the scenario. These form the requirements for the proposed
Dynamo support infrastructure which we then go on to describe in some detail. This
description begins with an initial outline of the infrastructure’s design, a more in-depth
consideration of its implementation and then an illustration of some of the features of
its operation. Finally, we provide an illustration of the infrastructure in operation for the
original MUI interaction scenario.

14.2. MUI INTERACTION SCENARIO

The scenario chosen to help derive requirements for a support infrastructure is a pub-
lic/private electronic message board which contains a set of messages for particular users.
These messages may either be presented with the contents visible (i.e. an open message)
or the contents hidden (i.e. a folded message) A user may select a message from the
message board in order to attempt to view its contents.
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For example, let us consider the case of Vic and Bob who both work in the same
research group at a particular university. Their research department has a large-scale,
public, electronic message-board in the reception of an office building. Bob leaves home
one morning with his cell-phone in his pocket. Sitting on the train on the way to the office,
he decides to send a message to his colleague Vic. He switches on his phone and sends
an SMS to the message-board’s call-service. When Vic arrives in the office reception,
she notices that a message is waiting for her on the message-board. Using her PDA,
she downloads and opens up the message to privately view the contents. Vic decides to
reply to the message, but rather than using the PDA’s small keyboard which can be slow
and difficult to use accurately, she makes use of a full-size wireless QWERTY keyboard
which is available in reception. Using this, she creates a reply message on her PDA and
posts it on the message board for Bob to see. Bob, who is still on the train, wonders if
Vic has seen the message, so he dials up the message-board’s call-centre and listens to a
synthesised version of the reply Vic has posted.

Although this example is relatively simplistic, it is possible to extract and extrapo-
late a number of requirements for a MUI support infrastructure from its features and
implications. These requirements are discussed in the following section.

14.3. REQUIREMENTS FOR INFRASTRUCTURE

The previous example indicates a number of key considerations which must be taken
into account when constructing MUI applications. These are often departures from the
acknowledged wisdom regarding single user, single interface systems. We must take all
of these factors into account when constructing a support infrastructure of MUI appli-
cations. We can summarise the individual requirements for the proposed MUI support
infrastructure as follows:

• Spreading of interaction across devices: A key requirement of any MUI support infras-
tructure is that instead of being tethered to a single device, a user interface must be
‘spreadable’ across a number of different devices. This capability offers numerous
benefits to the user, including the ability to use multiple devices together in an applica-
tion, which means that they can exploit the unique characteristics of each device. For
example, a PDA is suited to the display of private information and for small, detailed
and accurate types of interaction for a single user, whereas a large-screen ‘whiteboard’-
type device is suited to displaying public information and for broad-brush, large-scale
interaction and for co-operative, multi-user interaction. Similarly, a QWERTY keyboard
device is suited to prolonged text input whereas a stylus and touch-screen is more suited
to sketching and annotating. For the mobile user, such an infrastructure allows them to
take all the devices they have available on their person (and in the immediate environ-
ment) and create a ‘bricolage’, i.e. an assemblage improvised from the devices ready
to hand, combining them to produce a far greater functionality than would be available
from the devices as disparate entities. Benefits are particularly obvious for groupware
users who wish to bring an eclectic mix of devices to a meeting and have them work
together easily and efficiently.
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• Heterogeneity of devices: Any potential developed infrastructure should support a wide
range of heterogeneous devices with a variety of physical properties. This versatility
will allow the widest possible range of, and maximise the possible combinations of,
interactive devices. The devices from the described interaction scenario which require
support from the MUI infrastructure include SMS (text message) gateways, large scale
displays, PDAs, speech recognition and speech synthesis devices. The infrastructure
should be flexible enough to be able to deal with a vast range of sensory and sub-
conscious interaction devices, including displays, audio input and output, bio-sensing,
mechanical input (e.g. mouse, stylus, keyboard) and so on.

• Dynamic device integration: In order to support the fluctuating nature of modern com-
puting environments, support is provided for the dynamic addition, removal and update
of maintained services. This is to allow applications to make use of all of the available
devices at any one time, thus permitting the richest possible interaction to take place.
New devices which become available should be able to be integrated into an already
executing application in real-time. Outdated or unavailable devices should be updated
or removed from those available to an application. An application should be able to use
any available device with the minimum of overhead and without need for the developer
to know of its existence or exact nature at construction time.

• Device suitability determination: So as to make best use of the interaction devices
which are currently available, a successful support infrastructure should provide some
mechanism for an application to determine the most suitable of the currently available
devices. In order to do this, the application must provide some high level description of
the features of a required device and the infrastructure should take on the responsibility
of identifying the most appropriate device that is available. The device description
mechanism must be such that the developer requires no knowledge of the devices
currently available.

• Adaptation of interaction: Due to the different properties of the devices available for
interaction in a particular situation, a support infrastructure should provide the ability
for elements of the user interface to be suitably adaptive. This is to allow the user
interface of an application to be appropriately displayed on whichever devices are
being used to present it. We can split these concerns into the adaptation of both view
and control elements of interactive interfaces. Both of these aspects must be adaptable
for an infrastructure to be successful.

• Accounting for privacy of information: When working with shared applications, inter-
faces and devices, the privacy of data manipulated and displayed is of particular
importance. It would be most undesirable for private information to be presented on a
public device (e.g. a large display or via a public speaker system). For these reasons,
it is desirable for any development infrastructure to include facilities to control and
manage the presentation of private data and the utilisation of devices.

• Data synchronisation across devices: Due to the potentially large number of devices
being used to present a user interface within a MUI configuration, some mechanism
for managing the synchronisation of the data between the devices is required. Such a
mechanism would be responsible for ensuring that the data being presented or manip-
ulated on one device was consistent with other instances of that data at other locations
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within the configuration. For these reasons, a scalable data synchronisation mechanism
is essential to ensure the success of any support infrastructure.

14.4. EXISTING APPROACHES

The Pebbles project [Myers et al. 1998] has undertaken some interesting work in the use
of handheld devices to extend the interaction capabilities of desktop PCs and large scale
projected displays. Pebbles consists of a number of static, fixed applications with pur-
pose built ‘remote control’ software components installed on handhelds, with augmented
or specially constructed applications on desktops or large scale displays. Configurations
which have been built include the SlideshowCommander PowerPoint controller, the Peb-
blesDraw multi-user whiteboard application, the ShortCutter desktop remote control, the
RemoteCommander keyboard and mouse event simulator, and so on.

A basic infrastructure which uses multiple interaction devices to support the construc-
tion of applications has been developed by Rekimoto [Rekimoto 1998]. This system uses
fixed configurations of handheld devices to extend the capabilities of an interactive white-
board. The handheld devices are used to present a fixed set of interactive components
such as tool palettes, text entry boxes and web or filestore conduits.

The iRoom infrastructure [Fox et al. 2000] connects interactive whiteboards, projection
tables, wireless mice and keyboards, and handheld devices to support distributed user inter-
action. The focus in this system is on the augmentation of existing windows applications,
such as PowerPoint, so that they may utilise the additional interaction properties of hand-
held devices. The infrastructure is based around a centralised ‘event heap’ which handles
the reception and transfer of interaction events between devices. Data synchronisation in
this infrastructure is achieved using the third party ‘Coast’ mechanism developed by the
German National Research Centre for Information Technology [Schuckmann et al. 1996].
This infrastructure relies on pre-defined, loose confederations of devices based on ‘soft’
linkages and asynchronous messaging.

Another infrastructure which has been developed to provide support for distributed
user interaction is the BEACH system [Tandler 2000]. BEACH uses the concepts of seg-
ments (display areas) and overlays (windows) to abstract over the resources of interaction
devices. Each device is represented as a BEACH client and communicates with other
devices and BEACH components using a multi-user event handling mechanism. As with
the iRoom above, BEACH is dependent upon the Coast system for data synchronisation.
Within this infrastructure, display segments may be integrated together to form larger
display areas. This approach also introduces scaling and rotation mechanisms to allow
graphical user interfaces to be transformed to suit a particular display device.

A situated computing framework which has been developed by Pham et al. [2000]
uses combinations of hardware devices from a user’s environment for the presentation of
multimedia content such as still images, audio and video. Possible presentation devices
include handhelds, PCs, workstations, TVs, telephones, and so on. A novel feature of
this particular infrastructure is the support it provides for the dynamic ebb and flow of
interaction devices within the user’s vicinity. A key feature of the infrastructure is the
automated selection of the most appropriate available output device to present a particular
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type of media. If no suitable devices are available then adaptations to the media may be
applied, such as splitting, conversion and filtering, to try to match the media to devices.

The SharedNotes system [Greenberg et al. 1999] is a single application, rather than a
support infrastructure, but one which demonstrates a number of interesting features. This
application utilises handheld devices, desktop PCs and a public electronic whiteboard to
provide interaction with a group note-taking and discussion system. SharedNotes supports
the creation of private notes on handheld devices, the selective publicisation of these notes
on the whiteboard, the collaborative editing of notes and the taking away of a static record
of notes at the end of a discussion session. The application also supports the automatic
synchronisation of all instances of a note on the various devices upon which it may
be present.

The Manifold architecture [Marsic 2001] (based on the DISCIPLE framework [Wang
et al. 1999]) was created for developing groupware applications. Manifold performs the
automatic run-time mapping of application data content to suit available presentation
devices. XML documents are used to describe application data, with style sheets being
used to perform the dynamic mapping. Manifold, however, only employs hardwired
device-side application elements with no run-time selection of MVC control elements.
The described infrastructure appears relatively heavyweight and encounters various diffi-
culties when utilised with less powerful devices such as handhelds. The main focus of this
work is on providing different views of the same synchronised data on alternative devices
(e.g. 3D workstation versus handheld). No spreading of user interface is performed and
no run-time discovery of devices is employed, with all devices having to be explicitly
added to a DISCIPLE session.

WebSplitter [Han et al. 2000] is a mechanism which can be used to spread the content
of a web page across a number of different devices. In this way, it is possible to utilise
nearby multimedia devices if the current browsing device is not able to handle all of
the content (e.g. if it were a PDA). So, for example, a nearby speaker could be used
to present audio content or a large display could be used to present pages to a number
of people at once. XML tags within the web pages are used to selectively filter and
partition the page between the different devices. WebSplitter also allows devices such
as PDAs to be used as remote controls to facilitate page navigation. WebSplitter uses
a service discovery component to facilitate devices and applications in discovering each
other. This is also used to ensure the most suitable device is used to present a particular
element of a web page. A policy file is used to define the mapping rules which govern
which XML tags should be distributed to which types of device. This is done using the
concept of ‘capabilities’ which are special tags that describe properties of devices. All
of these facilities permit the ad-hoc integration of devices and the subsequent run-time
distribution of web page content. Finally, WebSplitter provides a mechanism to allow a
user to manually alter the distribution of components among the available devices.

The system developed by Petrovski [Petrovski and Grundy 2001] provides a dis-
tributed, multi-user health information system. This system uses a variety of devices
including PDAs, WAP phones, desktop machines and generic web browsers in a rela-
tively static configuration. Jini, surrogate architecture, Java server pages and CORBA
middleware components are used to provided connectivity between devices, application
logic and the commercial back-end database. No support for discovery is provided and
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devices must be integrated manually into the system configuration. The system does pro-
vide multiple representations of the same centralised data, but these are either through
pre-defined user interfaces or take the form of inflexibly generated web pages. The whole
system is based around a client server model where all data is passed to and from a
centralised machine.

Table 14.1 shows to what extent the existing approaches meet the previously identified
requirements from our interaction scenario.

It is clear from the above table that no one approach fulfils all of the requirements
derived from our interaction scenario. The following sections describe the design, imple-
mentation and operation of an infrastructure which does in fact meet all of these require-
ments.

14.5. DESIGN OF INFRASTRUCTURE
AND DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK

In this section we introduce the design for an application infrastructure and development
framework which will fulfil all of the specified requirements for the interaction scenario.

In Figure 14.1, the various entities are as follows:

• User – A person who interacts with the system
• Device – A physical device which permits user–system interaction
• Service – A component which provides access to a particular aspect of a device
• Consumer – A component which provides a programmatic interface to a remote service
• Application – A purpose-built application which utilises the infrastructure and device

services

In the infrastructure, a device is represented by a service or set of services that encapsulate
the total functionality of the particular device. For example, we can decompose a standard
PC device into offering a display service, a text input service, a pointing service, and
perhaps audio in and out services. The physical devices are controlled by these services,
which are accessed by device consumer classes across some form of interconnect (e.g.
a TCP/IP network). The infrastructure provides numerous device services and device
consumers for commonly used interaction devices, including those shown in Table 14.2.

The Dynamo infrastructure utilises a centralised registry of currently available device
services to support discovery by applications. This registry supports the real-time reg-
istration, reconfiguration and removal of device services. When an application requires
interaction with a user, a device service which can provide suitable interaction is first
identified from the registry. To aid in the identification and selection of device services,
each one is associated with a number of description parameters which describe their spe-
cific abilities and constraints. Identified devices can then be dynamically linked into and
utilised by the application at run-time. Once a device service has been selected, a device
consumer is then created and linked to it in order to allow an application access to the
features of the service. Once a device has been linked to an application, it is then possible
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Figure 14.1. The Dynamo infrastructure.

Table 14.2. Device services provided by Dynamo.

Device Service Description

AudioInService Provides access to microphone, line-in, CD and mixer equipment
AudioOutService Provides access to speaker and headphone equipment
CameraService Provides access to webcam equipment
DisplayService Provides access to a variety of graphical display equipment
HTTPService Provides on-line access to world wide web documents
KeyboardService Provides access to character input equipment
MouseService Provides access to pointer device equipment

to use that device for interaction. In order to allow interaction to take place, the application
distributes a fragment of user interface to the device service, using the linkages which
have previously been established. User interaction with the application can then take place
through the device using this interface fragment.

14.5.1. DESIGN OF INTERACTION METAPHOR

To help both application developers and end users to conceptualise the fragmentation,
distribution and presentation of these user interface fragments on the various devices
present in an environment, a suitable metaphor was required. The infrastructure thus
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utilises the concept of ‘bubbles’ to represent lightweight fragments of user interaction
and their realisation across a number of input and output devices.

Bubbles are lightweight encapsulations of logically similar portions of an application’s
interactivity. The interactivity which is clustered together into a single bubble should be of
a similar type and purpose. The elements present in a single bubble should thus be highly
coupled, consistent and coherent aspects of an application’s interactivity. For example,
graphical visualisation elements of an application’s user interface should be located in the
same bubble if possible. Equally, audio output elements of an interface should also be
clustered together. The aim of such groupings of interactivity is to try to promote one-to-
one mappings of bubbles to interaction devices. This should thus improve the likelihood
of a suitable device being found to realise a particular bubble.

The interactive elements of an application can be split into numerous separate bubbles
which are then distributed to various devices for realisation (presentation to the user
through the device). Splitting the interaction of an application into a number of different
bubbles makes it easier to identify devices which are able to satisfy a particular bubble.
This is because we are obviously more likely to find a device to fulfil the needs of a
subset of application interactivity (i.e. a single bubble) rather than the entire interaction
requirements of the application as a whole.

Each fragment includes a description of the bubble’s presentation, internal bubble
data and behavioural control logic. These elements closely match the long established
model-view-controller (MVC) paradigm of user interface modularisation [Dix et al. 1998].
Figure 14.2 shows the distribution of three separate bubbles from an application to dif-
ferent realiser devices.

Once transferred to a particular device, a bubble does not have to stay on that device, but
may be forwarded on to be presented by other devices as many times as the application
requires. We refer to such entities as ‘bubbles’ to emphasise their lightweight nature
and ability to ‘float’ between devices. In addition to this, bubbles are also ‘squashy’
in that their resource requirements may be reduced to meet the constraints of available
interaction devices. Finally, the process of creating and distributing such encapsulations of
interactivity can be envisioned as the blowing out of a stream of bubbles onto a collection
of waiting devices.

Also incorporated into bubbles are privilege matrices which are used to enforce access
rights for the manipulations of bubbles and their associated data. The information held
within a matrix indicates the various privileges that each user has over the bubble in
question. The complete set of actions present in each matrix is shown in Table 14.3.

The use of these access rights can best be illustrated with an example from the described
MUI scenario. If the user has read access to the message then a bubble will be sent to an
appropriate device to present its contents. If the message contains sensitive information
then the bubble will be sent to a private device available to the user. If the message is
not sensitive then the next available public device will be used.

Due to the fact that particular bubbles may be distributed to more than one device
at any one time, some mechanism is required to ensure the synchronisation of multiple
instances of the bubble in various locations. The infrastructure automatically synchronises
these instances on the different devices. Thus, any changes which take place in the data
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Figure 14.2. Distributing bubbles.

Table 14.3. Actions in the bubble privilege matrix.

Action Description

Blow Records if a user is permitted to realise the bubble on any device
Sense Records if a user is permitted to appreciate the realisation of a bubble on a device
Alter Records if a user is permitted to make changes to the data content of a bubble
Waft Records if a user is permitted to move a bubble from device to device
Clone Records if a user is permitted to make a copy of a bubble
Pop Records if a user is permitted to remove a bubble from a device

element of one instance of a bubble are propagated to all other instances to maintain
consistency.

14.5.2. BUBBLE GLOSSES
Some frameworks support the automatic generation of user interfaces from structured
descriptions [Abrams et al. 1999]. We believe that due to the importance of user interfaces,
they should be designed and built using best practices from HCI theory and techniques.
In our view, the current state of the art in automatic generation is not adequate to produce
interfaces that are well designed enough to be suitable for use with real world, large scale
systems. For this reason we employ numerous hand-crafted alternative interfaces as a
basis for providing multiple representations of a single bubble.
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Each bubble is associated with one or more ‘glosses’ which represent alternative real-
isations of the presentation facet of the bubble. The various glosses associated with a
bubble will suit different types and configurations of interaction device. Each bubble has
a list of possible glosses which is prioritised in order of preference. That is, the most
suitable and desirable gloss is first on the list. This priority order may be altered at any
time during run-time to reflect changes in circumstances within the application and its
environment. The glosses of a particular bubble may vary greatly in type and form. For
example, a particular bubble may have a graphical as well as an audio gloss, both of
which provide alternative realisations of the bubble.

Each gloss of a bubble is associated with a number of device descriptor parameters
which indicate the properties and behaviours required to realise that gloss. Using these
parameters, it is possible to identify which glosses are suitable for realisation on which
devices and vice versa. When a device is attempting to realise a bubble, the description
parameters of all of the bubble’s glosses are interrogated to find the most appropriate gloss
for the devices in question. To help illustrate the use of glosses, Figures 14.3 to 14.5 show
how some of the glosses used in the example scenario might look when presented on the
various devices available.

A possible transcript of an audio-based gloss for the presentation of messages via a
telephone call is presented below:

Voice synthesiser: Welcome to the interactive messaging service.
Voice synthesiser: You have two new messages.
Voice synthesiser: Press or say ‘one’ to review messages, press or say ‘two’ to exit.
User: One!
Voice synthesiser: Message received from Steve at 5 p.m. yesterday.

Figure 14.3. The handheld or kiosk PC creator graphical gloss.
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Figure 14.4. The public message board containing folded message glosses.

Figure 14.5. The private handheld or kiosk PC graphical message gloss.

Voice synthesiser: Press or say ‘one’ to hear message, press or say ‘two’ to move on to
next message.

User: One!
Voice synthesiser: Message content is as follows. . ..
etc. . .
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Finally, the SMS gloss used in the creation of new messages (which cannot be illus-
trated visually) is basically an SMS parser which checks incoming SMS, looks for new
message requests, creates new message bubbles and initiates distribution as required.

14.6. IMPLEMENTATION OF INFRASTRUCTURE
AND DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK

The infrastructure described in this chapter has been designed to support the construction
of distributed, heterogeneous multi-device, multi-user, interactive applications. A proto-
type version of the infrastructure is currently available and has to this date been used to
construct and test a number of different multi-user interactive applications.

The infrastructure is built on top of Jini and RMI technologies from Sun Microsystems.
Jini provides all of the basic facilities for the description, registration and discovery of
device services. This is based around one or more centralised lookup services which
store details of all currently available services. A lookup service is first identified by
multicast communication; once identified, new services can be added to the registry or it
can be queried to identify a suitable device for a particular purpose. The infrastructure
also provides a programmer’s API and set of common device services to aid in application
development.

The infrastructure takes on many of the important and common tasks required to build
such applications. In addition to this, the infrastructure gives programmers access to a
selection of varied and diverse input and output devices through a high-level service-
consumer architecture. Services execute on hardware to which devices are directly or
indirectly (i.e. through a proxy) attached. Code level adapters called ‘Consumers’ give
programmers simple and easy access to the features of remote services. In this way
heterogeneous, remote devices are presented to the programmer as a consistent set of
local consumer classes.

RMI is used by the bubbles infrastructure to achieve communication between the
distributed components of an application written with bubbles. Communication within
bubbles involves control and data synchronisation, the distribution of user interface events
and the passing of messages for various internal housekeeping activities. Such commu-
nication is achieved with the aid of RMI daemons running on the various devices which
handle the actual low level transmission of messages across the available interconnec-
tion mechanism.

The Java programming language is used to bind together and build additional fea-
tures and facilities on top of these low level mechanisms in order to create a complete
implementation of the bubbles run-time infrastructure. A developer-level API has also
been provided for the Java programming language to allow applications to be built which
utilise the bubbles infrastructure. This developer-level framework will be discussed in the
following section.

A main aim of the infrastructure is to encompass and support the integration of a
wide variety of heterogeneous devices. Depending on the resources and capabilities of a
particular device, it may be integrated into the infrastructure in one of two ways. Devices
with Jini and Remote Method Invocation (RMI) support can be connected directly to the
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Dynamo infrastructure. Devices with no Jini/RMI support must be connected indirectly,
via a special device proxy. Where relevant in this chapter, descriptions of infrastructure
operation will appear for both of these types of device.

14.7. OPERATION OF THE INFRASTRUCTURE

The aim of this section is to provide a more concrete description of the infrastructure
by describing the various features of dynamic operation. This should shed light on how
many of the features and functions of the infrastructure are achieved in practice.

14.7.1. DYNAMIC DEVICE SERVICE REGISTRATION

The infrastructure utilises a Jini lookup service as a centralised registry for all enabled
and currently available device services. In many multi-device interaction scenarios, there
is a constant ebb and flow of devices as people move around and equipment is switched
on and off. The use of the Jini lookup service assists the infrastructure in supporting the
real-time registration, reconfiguration and removal of device services.

All Jini/RMI enabled devices integrated into the infrastructure are represented as one
or more Jini services. When a device is switched on, plugged into the network or comes
within range, it notifies the registry to indicate that it is able and willing to handle requests
from consumers. Non Jini/RMI enabled devices must use the Java Surrogate Architecture
(SA) [Sun Microsystems 2001] in order to participate in interactive applications built
using the Dynamo infrastructure. When employing the surrogate architecture, a Jini/RMI
enabled surrogate host server is used as a proxy for a non Jini/RMI device. The host server
bridges the gap between the main Jini/RMI protocols used by the infrastructure and the
proprietary communication protocols of non Jini/RMI device services. As with Jini/RMI
enabled devices, the Jini registry is still used to maintain a list of all the currently enabled
and available devices, however the entries in the registry refer to the proxies rather than
the services themselves. When a device is switched on, plugged into the network or comes
within range, it uploads its proxy onto the surrogate host. This proxy then registers with
the Jini registry to indicate that it is able to handle the requests of consumers.

14.7.2. DYNAMIC DEVICE SERVICE SELECTION

When an application needs to engage in a particular form of user interaction, a device
service which can provide suitable interaction is first identified by querying the Jini lookup.
The infrastructure allows devices to be dynamically identified and utilised by applications
on the fly. This dynamic linking makes it possible for applications to maximise interaction
quality by having access to all currently available devices.

To simplify the identification and selection of devices, no application interfaces directly
with the Jini registry. Instead, all applications interact with a utility class, known as the
‘Arbitrator’. An application developer specifies what type of interaction they require at
a particular point in an application, using query templates to specify the desired phys-
ical properties of a suitable device. At run-time, the Arbitrator will then provide a set
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of currently available services which are most appropriate to the needs of the applica-
tion. On the basis of this information, a linkage between application and device can be
made. The infrastructure then supports communication between the main application and
chosen devices.

The Arbitrator abstracts over the Jini registry, but also provides additional, more
advanced functionality for device selection such as:

• Selecting given combinations of device properties
• Selecting given combinations of interfaces and users
• Enforcing access privileges on user interfaces
• Handling private viewing and public announcement concerns
• Load balancing between interaction devices
• Minimum resource arbitration combined with upgrading and degrading of service

To aid in the selection of device services, each one is associated with a number of
description parameters which describe their specific abilities and constraints. When the
Jini registry is queried, these parameters can be used to identify services which are suitable
for use by the application. The set of parameters which may be used in describing device
services is extendable and can be added to by the developer as and when new parameters
are required. A few of the basic device description parameters for a number of common
devices are shown in Table 14.4.

14.7.3. APPLICATION SERVICE LINKAGE

Once a device service has been selected, a device consumer is then created and linked
to it in order to allow an application access to the features of the service. With Jini/RMI
enabled devices, communication between the service and consumer is achieved using
the RMI features of Java. To achieve application-to-device communication, a consumer
must first interface with the RMI code on the application side. RMI then uses the standard
TCP/IP network protocols to communicate with RMI on the remote (device side) machine.
The device side RMI then interfaces directly with the device service code to invoke its
services. This architecture is illustrated in Figure 14.6.

Devices without support for RMI, and indeed devices with no support for Java, may
still be integrated into the infrastructure. Communication with such a device’s services
must be performed using proprietary mechanisms since RMI-based communication is

Table 14.4. Device description parameters.

All devices Graphic display Pointing device Audio output

mobile [bool] size [int*int] button count [int] bit rate [int]
owner [string] resolution [int] accurate [bool] encoding [string]
authorised user [string] employment level [int] fast [bool] stereo [bool]
privacy type [int]
number of users [int]
usage range [int]
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Figure 14.7. Device service without RMI support.

not possible. The architecture employed in the connection of non-RMI devices into the
infrastructure is shown in Figure 14.7.

The figure shows that in order to make use of a particular service, the application
side cannot contact the device side directly since no RMI support is available. Instead, a
consumer interfaces with RMI on the application side as normal. However, this RMI code
must connect to a surrogate ‘proxy’ rather than directly to the device side. This is still
done using TCP/IP network protocols between the two RMI elements. All RMI requests
received by the proxy must then be converted into an appropriate representation that can
then be forwarded on via a raw TCP/IP connection to the service side to be handled
by the relevant device services. Service monitoring by the surrogate must take place to
ensure that appropriate action takes place when the device is switched off, breaks down,
is disconnected, or is otherwise unavailable.

14.7.4. BUBBLE SYNCHRONISATION

A particular bubble may be distributed to more than one device at the same time, resulting
in the simultaneous presentation of multiple instances of the bubble in various locations.
Different instances of the same bubble presented on different devices are automatically
synchronised by the infrastructure. Thus, any changes which take place in the data element
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Figure 14.8. Data Synchronisation in Dynamo.

of one instance of a bubble are propagated to all other instances to maintain consistency.
This data synchronisation mechanism makes use of a number of special “Synchronised-
DataItem” classes (e.g. SynchronisedString, SynchronisedVector etc). These classes are
adaptations of existing standard data types, but with additional data communication and
integration facilities. The mechanism used to propagate data change is illustrated in
Figure 14.8.

The diagram shows that when one copy of a data item is altered (via user interaction
with a bubble for example), a DataChangeConsumer is first notified. This consumer passes
on the notification to a centralised DataChangeService which maintains a registry of all
copies of all synchronised data items. When the DataChangeService receives a notification,
it fires out an update notification to all copies of the originally altered data item. This
update is received by the DataChangeConsumer which is local to each copy of the data
item. Once the data items have updated their internal values to reflect the propagated
change, any bubbles which present the values held in the data item are also updated.

Distributed data synchronisation achieved in the manner described above has a funda-
mental empathy with the architecture of the infrastructure which is parallel and distributed
in nature. Distributed synchronisation also provides some resilience to temporary loss and
regaining of connection, common in the type of applications targeted by the infrastruc-
ture. In matters relating to the synchronisation of data values, the described infrastructure
implements an open policy based mechanism. This allows developers to produce new
synchronisation policies and ‘plug’ them into the infrastructure, thus allowing any syn-
chronisation algorithm to be used.

14.8. INFRASTRUCTURE UTILISATION
We have thus far described the infrastructure in some detail, we now however extend
this discussion by demonstrating the utilisation of the infrastructure for the example
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Figure 14.9. Message creation sub-architecture.

MUI scenario. The scenario has two main use cases, the creation of a new message
and the viewing of an existing message. Figures 14.9 and 14.10 show the architecture
of the system, split between these two use cases. This partitions the system logically
and makes the architecture simpler to understand compared with a single, more complex
representation. Due to the dynamic nature of device registration and selection, the archi-
tecture diagrams encompass a number of different variations for achieving the desired
functionality.

Entities from the diagram are as follows:

• User – the application end user who interacts with the system.
• Handheld – a handheld interaction device (e.g. a palm pilot, an IPAQ, etc). This device

has display, pointer and character entry services.
• Kiosk PC – a desktop PC provided for use by the general public. This device has

display, pointer and character entry services.
• Cell phone – personal mobile phone with standard audio and SMS capabilities.
• SMS gateway – an existing subsystem that permits the transmission of SMS messages.
• Creator – a bubble which encapsulates the interaction required to create a new message.
• Graphical gloss – a presentation of the creator bubble suitable for realisation with

graphical display, pointer and character entry services.
• SMS gloss – a presentation of the creator bubble suitable for realisation via SMS on

the SMS gateway service.
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Figure 14.10. Message viewing sub-architecture.

Entities from the diagram are as follows:

• User – the application end user who interacts with the system.
• Message board – a large scale, public screen (plasma, projected etc), providing both

display and pointer services.
• Handheld – a handheld interaction device (e.g. a palm pilot, an IPAQ, etc). This device

has display, pointer and character entry services.
• Kiosk PC – a desktop PC provided for use by the general public. This device has

display, pointer and character entry services.
• Cell phone – personal mobile phone with standard audio and SMS capabilities.
• Voice synthesiser – a gateway that transforms text into speech for rendering on a

mobile phone.
• Message – a bubble which encapsulates a single message.
• Graphical gloss – a presentation of the message bubble suitable for realisation with

graphical display, pointer and character entry services.
• Audible gloss – a presentation of the message bubble suitable for realisation on a

mobile phone via a voice synthesiser gateway service.
• Folded gloss – a presentation of the message bubble suitable for realisation with a large

scale, public display service.

14.9. APPLICATION USAGE SCENARIOS

We now demonstrate the operation of the message board system and infrastructure using a
number of possible usage scenarios. For the sake of simplicity, no exceptions to the normal
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Figure 14.11. User adds message to board using a handheld.

thread of interaction with the system are presented here. This includes such occurrences
as the inability to find a suitable available service, the execution of the system when a
user attempts a particular action without inappropriate access privileges, the operation of
the system if a user cancels the creation of a message part way through, and so on.

Stages from the process model shown in Figure 14.11 are as follows:

• Register handheld – the handheld device is switched on (or device-side components
booted) causing the device’s services to initialise and be registered with the Jini lookup.

• Registration detection – the application detects that a new device has been added and
links it in using a new consumer.

• Send creator bubble – the application sends the message creation bubble to be realised
to the handheld so that the user may create a new message.

• Enter data – the user enters data into the message creator bubble using the graphical
gloss which is presented on the handheld’s display.

• Data change notification – when the message has been created (and accepted), a data
change notification is received by the application.

• Send message bubble – the application then sends a completed message bubble to the
large scale public display (we assume the public display has previously been identified
and linked into the application).

• Present gloss – the public display presents the bubble graphically, using the ‘folded’
gloss to maintain privacy.

Stages from the process model shown in Figure 14.12 are as follows:

• Enter SMS text – the user enters the text of an SMS message on their phone.
• Send SMS – once happy with the message, the user sends the SMS to the appropriate

service centre.
• Parse message – on receipt of the message, its contents are parsed to identify dis-

tinct elements.
• Insert data – the parsed data items are inserted into a new message.
• Data change notification – when the message has been filled, a data change notification

is received by the application.
• Send message bubble – the application then sends a completed message bubble to the

large scale public display.
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Figure 14.13. User views public message from board.

• Present gloss – the public display presents the bubble graphically, using the ‘folded’
gloss to maintain privacy.

Stages from the process model shown in Figure 14.13 are as follows:

• Login – the user logs into the public display with their username.
• Select message – the user then selects a folded message from the display.
• Validate action – the system checks to ensure that the action is valid (i.e. the user has

access to open the folded message).
• Find realiser – since the message selected is a public one, a suitable public display is

identified for the presentation of the message.
• Verify access – the system checks to ensure that the user has access to the cho-

sen display.
• Send message bubble – the application then sends the message bubble to the pub-

lic display.
• Present gloss – the public display presents the bubble using the unfolded gloss which

is most suitable.

Stages from the process model shown in Figure 14.14 are as follows:

• Register handheld – the handheld device is switched on (or device-side components
booted) causing the device’s services to initialise and be registered with the Jini lookup.
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Figure 14.14. User views private message from board using handheld.

• Registration detection – the application detects that a new device has been added and
links it in using a new consumer.

• Map to board pointer – the pointing service provided by the handheld is mapped to a
pointer on the public display, allowing the user to interact with the public display using
their own stylus.

• Select message – the user then selects a folded message from the display using the
stylus-based pointing mechanism.

• Validate action – the system checks to ensure that the action is valid (i.e. the user has
access to open the folded message).

• Find realiser – since the message selected is a private one, a suitable private display is
identified for the presentation of the message (this may well be the display service on
the handheld, if it is suitable).

• Verify access – the system checks to ensure that the user has access to the cho-
sen display.

• Send message bubble – the application then sends the message bubble to the pri-
vate display.

• Present gloss – the private display presents the bubble using the unfolded gloss which
is most suitable.

Stages from the process model shown in Figure 14.15 are as follows:

• Register phone – the user dials a pre-defined number to register the phone and invoke
the message checking service.

• Registration detection – the application detects that a new device has been added and
links it in using a new consumer.

• Check for messages – the current set of valid messages is queried to find if there are
any messages for the user.

• Find gateway – if any messages for the user are present, a voice synthesis gateway
is identified.

• Send message bubble – the application then sends the message bubble to the gateway
for realisation.
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Figure 14.15. User listens to private message from board using cell phone.

• Synthesise voice – the textual contents of the message is converted into audio and
piped down the phone line to the user.

• Hang up – once completed, the gateway closes the connection with the user’s phone.

14.10. DISCUSSION

Due to the complexity of building distributed, multi-user, multi-device applications, we
have focused much attention on making the infrastructure simple and easy to understand.
When attempting to control the perceived complexity of the infrastructure, we considered
the perspectives of both the application developer and the end user. The infrastructure thus
presents a clean and simple API to the developer to allow ease of application construction.
The end user is also presented with simple interfaces and metaphors for interacting with
the infrastructure and applications. The bubble metaphor is instrumental in abstracting
intricacies and complexities of the infrastructure. By providing a universal and easily
understandable model of infrastructure operation, it becomes much simpler for the devel-
opers and end users to appreciate and conceptualise the behaviour of the framework.
Low-level bubble transmission and data synchronisation are hidden from all concerned
and performed internally by the infrastructure.

The work described in this chapter is part of an ongoing project to investigate the
interaction between humans and computers through multi-user interfaces. The infrastruc-
ture which has been described in this chapter is mature enough to allow complex, real
world applications to be constructed. To this date, we have built numerous different MUI
applications using the infrastructure. These include a multi-user distributed road traffic
jam avoidance system, a conference attendees contact board system, and the message
board application from the example scenario described in this chapter. Commonalities
identified during the development of these applications were factored out and fed back
into the infrastructure in order to extend the support provided to the developers of such
applications.

Our experiences with using the approach to date are promising and we feel that the
above factors have resulted in an infrastructure which offers a wide range of essential
features to the developers of future MUI applications. This is a direct consequence of
the fact that the infrastructure undertakes many of the commonly experienced difficult,
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complex and unpleasant tasks involved in the construction of MUI applications. In addition
to this, the infrastructure is an invaluable tool to aid in the investigation and examination
of the type, nature and form of user interaction in MUI applications.

We are currently planning a further phase of evaluation of the dynamo infrastructure,
perhaps involving the use of one or more of the previous approaches described in an earlier
section of this chapter as a comparison against which to assess the new infrastructure. In
addition to this, and due to the emphasis of the Dynamo project on HCI, we also intend
to undertake some socio-technical studies of the applications built on top of this and other
infrastructures as a further evaluation of the approach.

The development and utilisation of this new infrastructure highlighted a number of
important new and complex HCI issues within the area of MUIs. At the most general
level, we need to address the problem of how to extend the bubbles conceptual model to
give end users enough understanding to use the system fully, while masking its underlying
complexity. This model extension must involve a design process of extensive prototyping,
user-testing and in-depth study. Key questions include, how do we design the interaction
and dialogue between the user and infrastructure to allow bubbles to be manually wafted
from device to device? And, what kind of device selection mechanism do we offer the user
for them to select which devices to use for a particular interaction? Rather than requiring
the user to drill down through many layers of menus, we shall be experimenting with
various direct manipulation style methods which allow the user to physically choose the
devices they want to use in the real world (e.g. using a bar-code scanner with unique
bar-codes on each device, as used by Masui and Siio [2000]).

There is also another core set of issues concerning how to scale and separate the user
interface across different form-factor devices in a manner that makes optimal use of their
interactive and display capabilities. Our primary approach for this will be the development
of a set of ‘mapping heuristics’, which will be based on analyses of extensive user
tests on different device and user-interface configurations, as well as using findings from
existing research. These heuristics will range from broad-grained rules, which describe
the general suitability of devices to different user-interface functions and inter-device
configurations, through to fine-grained rules, which describe the details of how the user-
interface can spread across specific devices in particular application contexts. For example,
a broad-grained heuristic for small-screen handheld devices might describe them as being
suited to displaying concise text and small, iconic graphics [Brignull 2000] and private
information [Greenberg et al. 1999], whereas a fine-grained heuristic would refer to the
context of a particular application domain and would describe the details of what the UI
should look like and how it should function when used with specific configurations of
other devices.

14.11. CONCLUSIONS

Recently there has been considerable research investigating the potential of sharing user-
interfaces across devices – from single applications such as Rekimoto’s M-Draw [Reki-
moto 1998] which uses a PDA as a tool palette for a multi-user interactive whiteboard
application, through to generalised device integration frameworks [Pham et al. 2000]
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which utilise combinations of hardware devices from a user’s environment. However,
none of these existing approaches have addressed all of the important challenges posed
by multi-user interfaces and multi-device ubiquitous computing environments. Such chal-
lenges include the rapid turnover of devices, the need for dynamic interface spreading
and adaptive interface representations, the automated selection and integration from het-
erogeneous sets of devices, and support for aiding high level end user understanding.

In this chapter, we have described an application framework for the construction of
multi-user, multi-device applications. Such applications place challenging requirements on
any infrastructure including the need to support dynamic device flows, uncertainty, non
pre-defined linking, distributed execution and unreliability of devices and interconnects.
Unless a suitable infrastructure is available, the weight of these factors will fall upon the
application developer.

We have described a support infrastructure and associated implementation framework
for the integration of multiple interaction devices into multi-user arrangements. In doing
so, we have explained the concept of device services, device registry, selection and device
properties. We have also provided an overview of low-level communication between
applications and interaction devices. We have presented the bubbles mechanism for the
encapsulation and distribution of application interactivity and shown how such bubbles
may be distributed, presented and synchronised. Finally, we demonstrated how the infras-
tructure could be used to construct an application from an example MUI scenario.

The developed Dynamo infrastructure provides facilities to automate the fragmenta-
tion, distribution and synchronisation of user interface fragments. To help both developers
and end users conceptualise the operation of the infrastructure, an interaction metaphor
has been developed in parallel with the implementation of the main features of the
infrastructure. The support infrastructure also includes features which allow multiple
representations of individual interface fragments. This is done to ensure that suitable
interfaces are provided for presentation on different devices, in different usage contexts
and for different users.
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15.1. INTRODUCTION
Designing the right interface for a mobile device is quite difficult, and an inadequate design
can impair usability. Mobile devices have inherited a large body of interaction principles
from the stationary computer desktop paradigm. Nonetheless, creating usable mobile inter-
faces does not necessarily imply squeezing the whole desktop into a small screen. On the
contrary, if the metaphors in a desktop interface fail to apply in a miniaturized interface,
they may even become counterproductive.

In this chapter, we will present a method that can be used to assess usability over dif-
ferent interfaces. To begin with, we will consider the different environments, or contexts,
where different devices and interfaces are used. Next, we will identify some environmen-
tal variables that affect the usability of different devices and interfaces in various contexts
of use. After defining these parameters, we will apply them to evaluate the usability
of mobile interface solutions in a MUI. We will end with a brief discussion about our
findings and some concluding remarks.

Multiple User Interfaces. Edited by A. Seffah and H. Javahery
 2004 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd ISBN: 0-470-85444-8
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15.2. MULTIPLE USER INTERFACES: MULTIPLE
CONTEXTS OF USE

The MUI concept enables unified access to information across a range of different devices.
However, the most important factor here is not the devices but rather the locations and
situations where the application will be used. The reason for this is that different devices
are targeted for use in different locations, whereas different interfaces are targeted for use
in different situations. But there is nothing that says that there must be a specific device
for each location, nor that each interface will be used in the same way in each situation.
The combination of location and situation creates different contexts of use, which are
decisive in determining how usable different combinations of devices and interfaces are
going to be.

Most devices are designed for specific contexts of use, which can be more or less
dependent on either location or situation; a desktop computer is, for example, designed
to be used primarily in a stationary location, whereas a mobile phone is designed to be
used primarily in situations where calls are made. By identifying the contexts of use, it is
possible to identify which interfaces are useful in the situations and locations where an
application is to be used. Weiss [2002] proposes a personal computing continuum ranging
from desktop to laptop to palmtop to handheld, where portability increases as device size
decreases (Figure 15.1).

We will use the personal computing continuum to help identify different contexts of
use for a MUI, but we will try to do it in a device-independent approach.

To begin with, we have the stationary context of use, which can be exemplified by the
desktop computer. The main characteristic of the stationary context is that the devices do
not have to be portable, although it is possible to use mobile devices in this context as
well. It may seem strange to mention this context of use when discussing MUIs, but a
desktop computer is very likely to be part of any MUI, at least until a mobile device can
offer the same versatility as a large screen, a full-size keyboard and a full graphical user
interface (GUI). There is also at least one other reason for including a desktop interface
in a MUI, which is that most of us work with desktop computers on a daily basis and
may therefore want to access information from there.

The first mobile context, which we will refer to as the seated context of use, is
exemplified by the laptop user. The user is comfortably seated in front of a table and
can interact with the device using both hands. The actual device does not necessarily

Desktop Laptop Palmtop Handheld

Figure 15.1. The personal computing continuum.
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have to be a laptop computer; it could be any other device so long as it is mobile. The
main characteristics of the seated context are that the user has both hands free if desired
and that the interface can be given undivided attention. While the desktop has only the
stationary context, mobile devices can be used in many different contexts.

In the second mobile context, which we will refer to as the standing context of use,
the user holds the device with one hand and operates it with the other, such as when
using a palmtop computer or a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA). Although we call this
the standing context, the user does not necessarily have to stand; the device can in fact
be the same as the one used in the seated context of use. The main characteristic of the
standing context of use is that the user should be able to stand and operate the device with
one hand, which implies that the device must be portable enough to hold in one hand.

The third mobile context, which we will refer to as the moving context of use, is
typically associated with smaller handheld devices. The user interacts with the device
with the same hand that is holding it, but does not necessarily have to move. Again, the
device does not have to be different from the one used in the other mobile contexts of
use. The main characteristic of the moving context of use is that the user should be able
to move and have one hand free to do other things.

It should by now be evident that the more portable a device is, the more contexts it
can be used in. However, although the possible contexts of use increase with portability,
using the same interface on increasingly portable devices does not necessarily make the
same miniaturized interface equally useable. Rather, it is simply not possible to do as
much with an interface on a highly portable device as on a less portable device. This lack
of direct transfer is partly because of the physical constraints imposed on the interface
by the smaller device size, and partly because of the usability constraints imposed on the
interface by the variations in contexts of use. It is very difficult to assess how useful a
MUI is because of the diversity of contexts of use, but being aware of the impact of the
different contexts on interaction is a start (Table 15.1).

Even at this early stage it is quite easy to see that an interface intended for a moving
context of use will be fairly useless if the device it is implemented on is intended for a
seated context. This observation may seem obvious, but in most real-life cases the level
of usability of different interfaces is less clear. Not only do we need a more precise
definition of what we mean by usability, we also need factors that we can use to assess
the usability of different interfaces in different contexts of use.

Table 15.1. Contexts of use suitable for different devices on
the personal computing continuum.

Desktop Laptop Palmtop Handheld

Stationary Yes Yes Yes Yes
Seated No Yes Yes Yes
Standing No No Yes Yes
Moving No No No Yes
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15.3. MULTIPLE CONTEXTS OF USE: MULTIPLE
FACTORS OF USABILITY

Usability is regarded as a composite metric composed of ‘the effectiveness, efficiency,
and satisfaction with which a specific user can achieve specified goals in particular envi-
ronments’ [ETSI 1993]. A measure of usability typically includes both objective and
subjective metrics. Most usability metrics have been developed with the stationary con-
text in mind, where the user’s undivided visual attention focuses on the interface during
the whole task [McFarlane 1997]. Efficiency is defined as ‘the accuracy and complete-
ness of goals achieved relative to the resources (e.g., time, human effort) used to achieve
the specified goals’ [ETSI, 1993]. The issues relating to portability and varying con-
texts of use, where attention is distracted from time to time, have thus not been at stake
[Rosenberg 1998; Weiss 2002]. Although the definition of usability mentions ‘particular
environments’, the metrics used to evaluate MUI usability need to be interleaved with
additional factors relevant to multiple contexts of use. It is impossible to account for all
factors that affect usability in mobile contexts, but by monitoring a few of them we may
at least be able to make some well-founded predictions about usability.

To this end we have singled out four factors that have a large impact on mobile
usability. We are not claiming that these are the most significant factors, since that would
require an extensive empirical analysis, but we do claim that they are of importance for
mobile usability. The first is the aforementioned portability factor, which largely governs
in which contexts of use a certain device or interface may be usable. The second factor is
what we call attentiveness, which is based on how much attention a certain interface can
take for granted under various circumstances. The third factor is manageability, which is
determined by how different interfaces can be handled by the user. The fourth, and last,
factor is learnability, which has to do with how easily an interface can be learned. We
will examine each of these factors in turn, and see how combinations of them differ for
the contexts of use we have identified.

15.3.1. PORTABILITY

When on the move, we usually carry certain items, such as a wallet, keys, or a watch, and,
more recently, a mobile phone. However, the number of items we are prepared to carry
is limited, as every additional item, or information appliance, adds weight and demands
space [Norman 1988]. To overcome this limitation several information appliances are
often embedded into multi-purpose devices. For example, for many mobile users, the
PDA has become a valuable companion to their mobile phone. Since additional items
create inconvenience, it may be worthwhile to combine the PDA with the mobile phone
(Figure 15.2).

This is analogous to the principle behind the Swiss army knife, which combines several
specific tools into one general tool. However, the usefulness of any tool is dependent
on a combination of design and use. Whereas it is quite uncomplicated to combine a
screwdriver with a knife, combining PDA functionality with a mobile phone is less simple.
Certain questions arise immediately: should the PDA be embedded into the mobile phone,
or should the mobile phone be embedded into the PDA, or should the combination of both
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(a) (b)

Figure 15.2. The Sony Ericsson P800 smart phone, which can be used in (a) the standing and
(b) the moving context of us.

Table 15.2. Levels of portability usable in different
contexts of use.

Plural Dual Single

Stationary – – –
Seated Yes Yes Yes
Standing No Yes Yes
Moving No No Yes

be a new device altogether? These questions are not trivial. The portability of the device
is decisive in determining the contexts in which it may be used, which in turn affects the
usability of different interfaces. We can identify three levels of portability, according to
how many items comprise a portable device: plural, dual or single portability (Table 15.2).
In the stationary context of use we need not worry about how many separate parts make
up the device, as these components will not be transported anywhere. In the seated context
of use, it is possible to have a few separate devices that can communicate with each other,
so long as they are not too large or cumbersome to transport. In the standing context of
use it is possible to use up to two objects; for instance, when using a PDA one often
holds the device in one hand and uses a stylus (e.g. a pen) with the other. Finally, in the
moving context of use, where only one hand can be used to interact with the device, the
device can consist of only a single artefact.

15.3.2. ATTENTIVENESS

As portability increases, the amount of attention that an interface on the device can demand
decreases. Further, the more portable a device is, the more numerous are the locations
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and situations of its use. The issue of limited and divided attention in combination with
the effects of interruptions when using mobile devices has been pointed out by several
[McFarlane 1997; Pascoe et al. 2000]. Users interacting with mobile devices while on
the move give them less visual attention because they must also attend to a demanding
environment. In addition, the conventional Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) focus on
a single task does not take into account multi-tasking, which also includes the issue of
interruption [McFarlane 1997]. Hjelm [2000] states that ‘pen and keyboard devices won’t
be the terminals used for ubiquitous access to information because they require you to
stop what you are doing and shift your attention to using the device.’ Mobile phones, on
the other hand, can be used simultaneously while one is doing other tasks, thus supporting
multi-tasking and divided attention. Pascoe et al. [2000] also single out this multi-tasking
aspect, the using while moving ability fieldwork users require when entering research
data into a pen-based handheld computer (such as a Palm Pilot) while simultaneously
observing a target object.

In the stationary and seated contexts of use, the task handled by the computer can be
safely assumed to be the primary task. Desktop computers and PDAs usually require con-
stant visual attention during the completion of a task. During primary task performance,
the user’s complete visual attention is thus focused onto the device [Pascoe et al. 2000].
As people have limited attention resources, they can find it difficult to visually interact
with a device while simultaneously attending to a dynamic environment. Pascoe et al.
[2000] propose the Minimal Attention User Interface (MAUI) for fieldworkers observing
the behaviour of target objects in a mobile context, in which device interface interaction
is understood as a secondary task and visual observation of the target object (e.g., a herd
of giraffes grazing acacia leaves) is the primary task, demanding full visual attention.
These authors have actually pinpointed the modus vivendi of the mobile user group in
general, not only the fieldworker in particular. The mobile user is using his device while
moving. This implies that his visual attention is focused on a primary task while he is
moving around, which requires the better part of his undivided visual attention, meaning
that the device can demand only minimal attention. They suggest that it is important to
be able to shift the human-computer interaction to other sensory channels (e.g., touch
and hearing), since the visual sense is primarily occupied. Providing a means to allow for
modality switching – that is, switching attention from vision to the less occupied auditory
and tactile senses – may ease interaction [Norman 1998]. We can identify different lev-
els of attentiveness according to the mode of attention: primary, secondary, or minimal
attentiveness (Table 15.3).

Table 15.3. Levels of attentiveness in different contexts
of use.

Primary Secondary Minimal

Stationary Yes Yes Yes
Seated Yes Yes Yes
Standing No Yes Yes
Moving No No Yes
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15.3.3. MANAGEABILITY

The desktop computer is in one sense a multipurpose device; it can be used for several
different purposes, although it is limited to the stationary context of use. On the other
hand, mobile phone interaction is typically governed by the very portable one-handed
moving context of use, tailored to fit voice communication. For the one-handed inter-
action paradigm, direct GUI interaction is exchanged for indirect, and character input
is accomplished by using a many-to-one approach to enter characters on a keypad. In
the seated context of use, the kinship to the desktop computer interaction methods is
fairly straightforward. Direct interaction is still practiced, but the mouse is exchanged for
a stylus and a touch sensitive screen and the right mouse key is exchanged for a long
tap. However, most elements are miniaturized. A tiny soft-keyboard format, akin to the
hard full-size, provides familiarity but hampers input speed since it only supports ‘hunt
and peck’ interaction. Consequently, the capacity for one-handed usage is important since
mobile users often prefer to use the fingers of the hand holding the device to tap the screen
instead of using a stylus. In fact, one-handed operation allows them to operate the device
with one hand whilst continuing to perform primary tasks with the other (Figure 15.3).

In such circumstances, the hand that holds the device also has to perform the interaction
tasks: a user can easily hold the device in one hand whilst leaving the thumb free for
manipulating the screen or buttons. When data input is necessary the second hand becomes
crucial for either writing input text or selecting items. One has to stop and focus on the
task during high-precision pen-based interaction. Thus, using the second hand means
stopping the primary task [Chincholle et al. 2001]. However, one-handed manipulation
also presents some drawbacks. In fact, when using one-handed navigation to interact, the
precision is quite poor, especially when using the thumb. It can also be difficult to reach
the whole display since most thumbs can only reach 2/3 of the display surface on a PDA.
But one-handed interaction has almost all the advantages of direct manipulation and is
fast and simple to use. The use of a two-handed interaction device (such as a PDA and
a stylus) while on the move is often cumbersome [Kristoffersen and Ljungberg 1999],
since it is quite difficult to accurately point and select a small target object on a small
screen under such circumstances. The device is likely to be slightly unstable, making
pen-based input more difficult to accomplish. Thus, the user has to stop and focus on
the task when making high precision stylus-based manipulation. Furthermore, when the

(a) (b)

Figure 15.3. Examples of (a) two-handed and (b) one-handed usage.
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user manipulates an object on the display with the stylus, the stylus and the hand holding
the stylus might cover parts of the screen. This makes two-handed interaction devices
more difficult to use, especially in unstable environments such as on moving trains,
cars, etc. We will identify different levels of manageability according to the stability
that is achieved: thus we have two-handed stable, two-handed unstable or one-handed
unbalanced manageability (Table 15.4).

15.3.4. LEARNABILITY

Mobile users have little patience for learning how to operate new services. They don’t
focus on their device in the same way as when they are sitting in front of their desktop
computer. The concept of learnability (as well as flexibility) is sometimes considered a
factor contained within usability [ETSI 1993]. This refers to the fact that a distinction
is made between an untrained (novice) and trained (expert) user. When switching to the
target interface, one usually assumes that the interaction paradigm will be the same as
the one learned on previous interfaces. However, this is not necessarily true. In fact, the
MUI interaction paradigm is one of its most distinct features, forcing users to change their
approach after moving to it from previous interfaces. This may cause severe problems
since well-established metaphors cannot be transferred successfully to the new interface
[Ericsson et al. 2001].

In fact, for some types of input paradigms, learning time may constitute several hours,
e.g., the Half-Qwerty keypad [Matias et al. 1994] and the Chording glove [Rosenberg
1998]. Cooper [1995] distinguishes between three types of interface design paradigms:
technological, metaphorical, and idiomatic. The technology paradigm builds on under-
standing, whereas the metaphoric paradigm is based on intuition, and the idiomatic
paradigm is based on providing a swift learning environment to accomplish tasks. The
amount of time required to learn how to use an interface depends in large part on the
type of interface. According to Cooper [1995], all idioms have to be learned but good
idioms only need to be learned once. Metaphorical design relies on previously well known
interaction techniques that can be transferred to the new interface, and this design actually
requires the least learning.

The user usually has acquired some previous knowledge of various kinds of interfaces
before learning how to interact with the new target interface to conduct a task. For
example, most users have a proficiency in interacting with a stationary PC. Some users
also have acquired a proficiency in the art of touch-typing using all ten fingers. The same

Table 15.4. Levels of manageability in different contexts
of use.

Stable Unstable Unbalanced

Stationary Yes Yes Yes
Seated Yes Yes Yes
Standing No Yes Yes
Moving No No Yes
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goes for interaction with a mobile phone and a PDA. The issue here is the additional
learning that has to take place, in terms of both time and effort, in order for the user to
gain proficiency in accomplishing the task on the target MUI. We can identify different
levels of learnability according to the interface paradigm that may be used: thus we have
technological, metaphoric or idiomatic learnability (Table 15.5).

15.3.5. INDEXICAL FACTORS OF USABILITY FOR DIFFERENT CONTEXTS OF USE

It should by now be quite evident, at least for the readers who like to look for correlations,
that the factors we have presented are not mutually exclusive, and that each of them
affects the other in some way or another. The factor that is most dominant is, not too
surprisingly, portability. Yet analysis of portability alone does not present us with the
whole usability picture; nor do any of the other factors in isolation. The combination of
portability, attentiveness, manageability, and learnability may, however, give us a clear
perspective. We will now examine the different mobile factors and create a profile for
each context of use, thus creating a template with which we can assess interfaces. If an
interface matches a template, then it can be assumed to be usable in that context of use;
if it does not, the factors that do not match can tell us which usability problems are likely
to arise in that context of use.

In the stationary context of use, the device does not have to be portable. However, apart
from portability, the stationary and seated contexts of use are similar. In both contexts
an interface will have the primary mode of attention; moreover the user has stable use of
both hands when interacting with the device. In the stationary context of use, learnability
may be technological, metaphorical and idiomatic. Since the metaphoric paradigm is most
commonly used on devices with larger screens, we used that paradigm for both contexts
of use in the profile (Table 15.6), but there is no reason that any of the other learnability
paradigms cannot be used as well.

Table 15.5. Levels of learnability in different contexts of use.

Technological Metaphoric Idiomatic

Stationary Yes Yes Yes
Seated Yes Yes Yes
Standing No Yes Yes
Moving No No Yes

Table 15.6. Factors of usability indexical for different contexts of use.

Portability Attentiveness Manageability Learnability

Stationary Plural Primary Stable Technological
Seated Plural Primary Stable Metaphoric
Standing Dual Secondary Unstable Metaphoric
Moving Single Minimal Unbalanced Idiomatic
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Several factors distinguish the standing from the seated context of use. Portability has
increased, allowing a separation into two objects (e.g., a PDA and a stylus); moreover
attentiveness has been reduced as the interfaces used in this context may form a secondary
focus of attention. Manageability is also more unstable, since the users holds the device
with one hand and operates it with the other. The technological paradigm requires the
most additional learning effort in this context [Cooper 1995]; an idiomatic interface may
be used, as can a metaphorical interface, although its integrity can no longer be assured
due to the degree of interface minimization.

When we go from the standing to the moving contexts of use, all mobile factors change.
Portability demands that the device be a single artefact; attentiveness is minimal due to
the fact that the user should now be able to move, and manageability is reduced to one
hand and is therefore unbalanced. Furthermore, the paradigm of learnability is limited
to the idiomatic. It may seem that the more portable a device is, the less versatile it is.
However, the more portable a device is, the more contexts it can be used in – which is a
kind of versatility in itself.

15.4. ASSESSING USABILITY OF MOBILE
INTERFACES

We will now apply our methods for the assessment of usability to a few different interfaces.
First we will describe them, and then we will analyse their portability, attentiveness,
manageability and learnability. When we have assessed these factors, we will compare
them to the profiles for different contexts of use in order to determine the most appropriate
context and to anticipate which usability problems may occur in other contexts. We have
chosen to assess interfaces that are used both for input and output of information, as these
functions are the most fundamental in any type of interface. Input and output functionality
can be safely assumed to exist in any MUI application.

We have chosen to include three different interaction paradigms in the assessment, all
of which are analysed for input and output, giving us six different interfaces to assess. We
will refer to the interface paradigms as the traditional, the dynamic, and the ubiquitous. In
the traditional paradigm the interfaces imitate the interaction used on desktop computers,
whereas interfaces of the dynamic paradigm redefine interaction to better suit the mobile
devices. The ubiquitous paradigm is exemplified by interfaces that are inspired by Weiser’s
[1991] vision of the computer for the 21st century, in which computing is integrated
invisibly into the fabric of our everyday lives (Table 15.7).

Table 15.7. Exemplified solutions for input and output on mobile
devices.

Traditional Dynamic Ubiquitous

Input Senseboard Tegic T9 FJG Keypad
Output SmartView Adaptive RSVP TactGuide
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For input, we exemplify the traditional paradigm with the Senseboard text entry inter-
face [Goldstein et al. 1999; Alsiö and Goldstein 2000], which is based on sensors picking
up finger depressions when the user is touch typing on a virtual full-size QWERTY key-
board. The dynamic paradigm is exemplified by the Tegic T9 text entry interface, which
reduces the multi-tapping input process on mobile phone numeric keypads to single taps,
based on predictions of the words that might be typed. Ubiquitous input is exemplified by
the Finger-Joint-Gesture palm-keypad [Goldstein and Chincholle 1999; Goldstein et al.
2001], which is a generic interface based on sensors picking up the hand’s gestural input.

For output, the traditional paradigm is represented by the SmartView Internet browser
[Milic-Frayling and Sommerer 2002], which displays miniaturized versions of web pages
as they would have been displayed on a full size screen. Dynamic output is exemplified by
Adaptive RSVP [Öquist and Goldstein 2002], in which texts are successively displayed as
small chunks on the screen at a pace based on predictions of how fast words and sentences
may be processed by the reader. As an example of a ubiquitous output interface, we
have chosen TactGuide [Sokoler et al. 2002], which guides the mobile user to a physical
location by using directional cues applied through a tactile interface.

15.4.1. MOBILE INPUT INTERFACES

At a glance, entering input on mobile devices does not seem like a daunting problem.
However, the limited input capabilities on mobile devices restrict the usability of most of
the entry techniques developed for larger devices. Recent years have seen much research
on mobile input solutions, mainly for text entry. One of the main reasons for the interest in
this area is the unexpected success of short text messaging (SMS) on mobile phones. Not
only has a good text entry technique become a competitive argument when selling mobile
phones, the use of SMS is also commonly seen as the door opener to more elaborate
mobile computing in the future. In addition, PDAs have been developed offering tradi-
tional desktop applications such as email clients and word processors, which require more
efficient text input than earlier generations of mobile devices [MacKenzie and Soukoreff
2002]. Of the three input solutions we will examine, the first two address text entry solu-
tions, whereas the third is a more generic solution for handling input to a mobile device.
Let us begin with the traditional input.

15.4.1.1. Senseboard: A Traditional Input Interface

Senseboard (www.senseboard.com) facilitates traditional keyboard typing without the
physical limitations of a full size QWERTY keyboard. Senseboard consists of two pads
positioned in the user’s palms. Each pad captures the motion of the fingers and the hand,
thus enabling keyboard typing without a keyboard. The design is based on the fact that
users who have acquired the skill of touch-typing can accomplish this without the key-
board being present [Goldstein et al. 1998, 1999; Alsiö and Goldstein 2000]. The first
proof of concept prototype was named the Non-Keyboard QWERTY touch-typing input
paradigm (Figure 15.4). The fuzzy input of each touch-typing finger press is fed into a
language model, the entered character string is parsed into word units by pressing the
thumb (space bar), and these word units are parsed using a sliding tri-gram analysis
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Figure 15.4. The Non-Keyboard QWERTY proof of concept prototype.

for a predefined language on the lexical level. At the sentence level, by using syntac-
tic analysis in combination with frequency ranking analysis, it is possible to predict the
intended input accurately.

In a Wizard of Oz study, users who had previously acquired proficiency in full-size
QWERTY touch-typing could input a recited (at 44 wpm) orally presented long (Swedish)
text with a character error rate of 12.3% [Goldstein et al. 1999]. This figure can be
compared to the error rates for entering a similar text using either a full-size QWERTY
keyboard (6.4%, benchmark condition), the Nokia 9000 Communicator (33.5%), or the
miniaturized soft QWERTY of a Palm Pilot (62%, stylus input). The high character error
rates were due mainly to omitted characters. MacKenzie et al. [1999] obtained an input
speed of approximately 20 wpm for a short (English) sentence entered on a miniaturized
soft QWERTY keyboard using a stylus.

The Senseboard interface is typically intended for a seated context of use. The porta-
bility factor for the Senseboard interface is plural, since the typing sensors are separate
artefacts. The attentiveness factor is primary since the interface demands the user’s full
attention. The manageability factor of the interface is stable; the user needs a table or
a similar flat surface to type. The learnability factor is metaphorical or idiomatic if the
user knows proper QWERTY keyboard typing, but otherwise it is technological. The
Senseboard interface thus matches the seated context of use, for which it is intended.

15.4.1.2. Tegic T9: A Dynamic Input Interface

‘Text on nine keys’ (T9) is a technology developed by Tegic Communications (www.tegic.
com). T9 originated as a spinoff from an augmentative communication tool which enabled
people with disabilities to type text by using eye movements. The problem with the
tool was that the eyes can target only eight specific areas clearly, creating a level of
uncertainty, while at the same time the system needs to be very quick. The developers
addressed the problem by grouping letters together onto fewer target areas, and creat-
ing an extremely compressed linguistic database that recognizes commonly used words.
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Figure 15.5. A typical device that benefits from Tegic T9, the Sony Ericsson T300 mobile phone.
Characters are entered by using pushing once on the keys 2–9, while key 1 is used for spacing
between words.

They quickly realized that the technology could be useful for a much broader audience
(Figure 15.5).

In T9 characters are entered by pressing numeric keys, once for each letter, exactly
as when entering characters using a full-size QWERTY keyboard. This is known as
dictionary-based disambiguation. T9 automatically compares the entered key presses to a
linguistic database to determine the correct word when the Space key (Key 1) is depressed.
For example, entering the (English) word “HELLO” is accomplished using only five key
presses with T9 (when entering this word by traditional multi-tap you have to perform
13 key presses). Pressing the keys 4 (GHI), 3 (DEF), 5 (JKL), 5 (JKL) and 6 (MNO)
once, followed by Space (Key 1), generates the most probable word. If more than one
word matches a key sequence, alternatives appear in order of decreasing probability by
pressing the Option key (below the Yes key on a Sony Ericsson phone, see Figure 15.5).

By computing the KSPC (keystrokes per character) measure [MacKenzie 2002] for a
given text entry technique, it is possible to assess the efficiency relative to the QWERTY
keyboard which has a KSPC of 1.0. KSPC measures the average number of keystrokes
required to generate one character of text for a given text entry technique in a given
language. KSPC for dictionary-based disambiguation is 1.0072, which is very close to
1.0. The multi-tap mode on a mobile keypad, on the other hand, renders a KSPC of 2.0342.
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The Tegic T9 interface is typically intended for moving contexts of use. The portability
factor for the T9 interface is singular, and it is intended for devices with a small input
area. The attentiveness factor is minimal, since it is possible to stop typing and resume.
The manageability factor of the interface is unbalanced; it is intended to be used with
one hand. The learnability factor is idiomatic; the user just presses the buttons with the
labelled character. T9 thus matches the moving context of use, for which it is intended.

15.4.1.3. Finger-Joint-Gesture Keypad: A Ubiquitous Input Interface

The Finger-Joint-Gesture (FJG) palm-keypad is a generic concept [Goldstein and Chin-
cholle 1999; Goldstein et al. 2001]. It anticipates that the mobile phone monolith, incor-
porating keypad, screen, microphone, loudspeaker, and battery, will be fragmented into
tailor-made chunks that will fit each task smoothly. With the evolving technology of
Bluetooth in 1999, one prerequisite for future fragmentation became a fact. The FJG
palm-keypad glove neither employs a physical keypad, nor requires a flat surface to
generate the characters. Instead, the inside of the phalanges of the index, long, ring and
little fingers are used as “keys” and the thumb as an operator. The loudspeaker is placed
on the tip of the index finger of the prototype glove and the microphone is placed in the
palm (Figure 15.6).

The spatial layout of the FJG palm-keypad is designed to be similar to the traditional
design of the keypad employed on mobile phones (compare with Figure 15.5). The idea
is based on Rosenberg’s [1998] Chording Glove concept, where Shift (hard) buttons were
placed on the side of the index finger and the thumb was used as an operator. The use of
the inside of the finger phalanges as keys creates a natural (4 × 3) 12-key telephone palm-
keypad. The FJG palm-keypad glove thus employs previously acquired source metaphors
and a spatial layout that the user is well acquainted with. The FJG palm-keypad glove
provides a way to enter the digits of the telephone keypad, and includes gesture function
keys that can be combined in order to generate new modes and functions.

Figure 15.6. The Finger-Joint-Gesture palm-keypad prototype.
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The applications are thus not restricted to the telephone keypad and accompanying
telephone functions: e.g., by switching mode, which is done by using one of the function
keys, the cursor keys ‘Left–Right’ and ‘Up–Down’ can be implemented as well. In
a laboratory experiment [Goldstein et al. 2001] using 18 subjects, the traditional hard
phone keypad was compared to the Finger-Joint-Gesture mock-up prototype using the
well-known 9-word text sentence the quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dogs using
multi-tap. Error-corrected text input speed was of the same magnitude (approximately
6 words/min) for both types of keypad, whereas digit input (of the same sentence) was
significantly higher for the hard phone keypad (9.7 vs 8.2 wpm).

The Finger-Joint-Gesture palm-keypad interface is intended for a moving context of
use. The portability factor for the Finger-Joint-Gesture interface is singular; the device is
in itself the whole interface. The attentiveness factor is minimal, as the interface is always
present. The manageability factor of the interface is unbalanced; it is intended to be used
with one hand. The learnability factor is idiomatic; the user simply presses the buttons
with the appropriate character. The Finger-Joint-Gesture palm-keypad thus matches the
moving context of use, for which it is intended.

15.4.2. MOBILE OUTPUT INTERFACES

Few in the wireless business today argue that the mobile Internet should be something that
exists aside from the regular Internet. Users of mobile devices have been reluctant to use
protocols, such as the Wireless Application Protocol (WAP), which offer degraded content
compared to what they have learned to expect from regular Internet access. However, the
usefulness of accessing a web page with a traditional desktop layout via a mobile device is
seriously limited by the obvious mismatch between small screens and large page layouts,
even on mobile devices with relatively large screens such as PDAs [Jones et al. 1999].
In order to solve the dilemma, several solutions have been proposed. Some strive to keep
the original web page format, a strategy exemplified in the traditional output interfaces,
whereas others, such as dynamic output solutions, seek to restructure the original web
format. As mobile interfaces offer more than Internet access, the third solution presented
deals with problems of navigation through physical space.

15.4.2.1. SmartView: A Traditional Output Interface

Among those who want to preserve the traditional format two trends can be clearly
distinguished: those who condense the original content to reduce the space it occupies on
the screen, and those who compress the original content to fit the screen. The condensing
approach is usually based upon applying text summarization techniques (see Mani and
Maybury [1999] for an overview) to single or multiple web pages, thus yielding suitable
summaries to present to the user [Buyukkokten et al. 2001]. Although this approach
reduces the required screen space, the condensing process may cause discrepancies in
how the content is interpreted depending on which interface is used for access. There is
also a certain value in providing the users with content as it was originally produced and
intended to be perceived, which allows the users to judge for themselves what is valuable
or not.
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This latter concern informs the philosophy behind the compression approach, as exem-
plified by the SmartView browser [Milic-Frayling and Sommerer 2002], which delivers all
of the original content to the user. We have chosen to include the SmartView browser as an
example of traditional output since it reproduces the original web page and also combines
most of the strategies that have been applied to compression in previous research. The
SmartView browser initially allows the user to view the web page as an overview thumb-
nail partitioned into sections based on the graphical layout, which is assumed to indicate
the logical decomposition of the original document; each of the individual sections can
then be selected by the user to be viewed independently from the rest of the document in
a detailed view (Figure 15.7).

SmartView’s first step in the creation of the web page overview is to render a snapshot
of the page as it would have looked on a large screen; this snapshot is then scaled down
to a thumbnail image that fits the screen width of the mobile device. The next step is
to establish the logical sections of the page, which is done by analysis of the geometric
properties of the original document structure. Depending on the size and arrangement of
tables and cells, an algorithm determines whether a table or cell is to be bookmarked as
a logical section or whether processing is to be continued recursively. The result of the
analysis is a vector of nodes referring to the logical sections of the original web page. The
thumbnail image is then displayed with superimposed regions indicating the segments of
the page determined during analysis. If a section is requested for viewing, a document
corresponding to the page fragment is created by extracting the section represented by
the node, along with all of its contents. This extracted segment is then wrapped by
code representing the path from the root of the document model down to the node. In
this manner a minimal yet structurally consistent and detailed view is created. If a link
is selected in the detailed view, the linked page is processed by SmartView, resulting
in a thumbnail overview of the corresponding page with indicated page decomposition
[Milic-Frayling and Sommerer 2002].

The SmartView interface is typically intended for a standing context of use. The porta-
bility factor of the SmartView interface is typically that of the PDA, which is dual. The

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 15.7. The SmartView browser presents a web page on a mobile device with (a) the com-
pressed page overview (b) a selected section and (c) a detailed view of the selection.
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attentiveness factor is secondary since the device does not demand primary attention all
the time. The manageability factor of the interface is unstable; the user typically holds the
device with one hand and operates the interface with a stylus in the other. The learnability
factor is metaphorical. The SmartView thus matches the standing context of use.

15.4.2.2. Adaptive RSVP: A Dynamic Output Interface

One approach to overcome the constraints caused by limitations in screen space, which
are usually pertinent to portable devices, is to swap a spatial dimension for a temporal
one, and thus present the information in smaller units at a time [Bruijn and Spence 2000].
Rapid Serial Visual Presentation (RSVP) and Leading are the two major techniques that
have been proposed for dynamic text presentation. Leading, or the Times Square Format,
scrolls the text on one line horizontally across the screen, whereas RSVP presents the
text as chunks of words or characters in rapid succession at a single visual location
(Figure 15.8). Both formats offer a way of reading texts on a very limited screen space
[Mills and Weldon 1987]. Comparisons between the formats have so far been inconclusive
[Kang and Muter 1989], but at normal reading speeds RSVP appears to be more efficient.
From a physiological perspective, RSVP also seems more natural to use, as the text moves
successively rather than continuously [Öquist and Goldstein 2002]. More importantly for
mobile usability, however, RSVP reduces the need for physical interaction, in the form of
paging or scrolling, when reading from small screens. RSVP also permits other content,
such as images or sounds, to be added to the text presentation with exact timing in respect
to what the user reads [Öquist and Goldstein 2002; Goldstein et al. 2002].

Sicheritz [2000] compared ordinary reading from a book to reading on a PDA via
RSVP, with results showing that neither reading speed nor comprehension differed. How-
ever, the NASA-TLX (NASA Task Load Index) [Hart and Staveland 1988] revealed
significantly higher task load ratings for the RSVP conditions. One explanation of the

Figure 15.8. A simple RSVP browser on a handheld device.
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high cognitive load may have been that each text chunk was exposed for the same fixed
duration of time, which clearly opposes Just and Carpenter’s findings that ‘there is a
large variation in the duration of individual fixations as well as the total gaze duration
on individual words’ when reading text from paper [Just and Carpenter 1980]. Adaptive
RSVP attempts to mimic the reader’s cognitive text processing pace more adequately
by adjusting each text chunk exposure time according to certain characteristics of the
text appearing in the RSVP text presentation window [Öquist and Goldstein 2002]. By
assuming Just and Carpenter’s [1980] eye-mind hypothesis, i.e., that the eye remains
fixed on a text chunk as long as it is being processed, the needed exposure time of a text
chunk can be assumed to be proportional to the predicted gaze duration. The variations
in exposure times are calculated on the basis of the linguistic properties of the text being
displayed, such as word lengths, sentence lengths, word frequencies, word distributions,
etc. [Öquist and Goldstein 2002]. In one sense dynamic text presentation with adaptation
can be thought of as a predictive text output interface, just as Tegic T9 is a predictive
text input interface.

In a balanced repeated-measurement experiment employing 16 subjects, two variants
of adaptive RSVP were benchmarked against regular RSVP with fixed exposure times and
traditional text presentation. All conditions were performed on a Compaq iPAQ 3630 PDA,
and both short (approximately 250 words) and long texts (approximately 4000 words) were
included in the experiment. For traditional text presentation, MS Explorer was used for
short texts whereas MS Reader was used for long texts. For short texts, all RSVP formats
increased reading speed by 33% compared to the MS Explorer format, with no significant
differences in comprehension or task load. For long texts, no significant differences were
found in reading speed or comprehension, but the null hypothesis regarding no difference
in task load was rejected. For regular RSVP, five out of six task load factors became
significantly higher than with the MS Reader. However, when adaptive RSVP was used,
only one task load factor for each of the adaptation algorithms was significantly higher
[Öquist and Goldstein 2002].

The adaptive RSVP interface is typically intended for a moving context of use. The
portability factor is typically that of the handheld device, which is singular. The attentive-
ness factor is secondary; although the text presentation advances automatically, it may
be easily halted. The manageability factor of the interface is unbalanced; the interface
is intended for handheld devices that can be operated with one hand. The learnability
factor is idiomatic; the text presentation may be started, stopped, reversed, or fast for-
warded. Adaptive RSVP would thus match the moving context of use if it were not for
the attentiveness factor. This factor does not render the interface useless in the moving
context, but it is quite likely that usability issues are going to arise as a result of the
attentiveness mismatch.

15.4.2.3. TactGuide: A Ubiquitous Output Interface

When receiving output from a mobile device today, the most commonly used human sense,
or modality, is probably the visual. But, perhaps more than other devices, mobile devices
are easily adapted for using other modalities as well. Mobile phones already combine
sight, hearing and touch in the way they communicate, and their users are therefore quite
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accustomed to devices that blink, beep and vibrate. Since mobile devices are handheld,
they may also make use of the hand’s sensitivity to touch, and thus use the tactile sense as
a channel of communication. Currently, the use of tactile sentences in mobile interaction
is more or less limited to call notification and enhancements in games. Therefore, we
have chosen to include TactGuide [Sokoler et al. 2002] as an example of how tactile
output can be used more intelligibly. TactGuide is a mobile navigation tool interface
that literary ‘points you the way’ to a selected destination by subtle tactile directional
cues. The paths are not very long, but are difficult to follow: for example, the route to
a certain bookstore in a large mall; or the route back to your car in the mall’s parking
lot. The original interface was based on a handheld device with four holes positioned
around a raised dot, with a metal peg directly underneath each hole. The direction to the
destination was indicated by one of the four pegs being raised through its corresponding
hole (Figure 15.9). The user’s thumb receives two tactile inputs when it is placed on the
display: one from the center dot, and one from the peg indicating the direction to the
destination: forward, backward, left, or right [Sokoler et al. 2002].

The TactGuide interface was primarily designed to complement the use of other senses,
most prominently the visual input of the real world as it is traversed in the process of
finding the route from one point to another. TactGuide was never intended to be the sole
indicator of the direction one should take, but rather as a personal sign indicating the
right direction at each junction. The interface relies upon three sources of information:
the location of the destination, the location of the user, and the orientation of the user.
Such information can be obtained through the Global Positioning System (GPS) or Local
Positioning Systems (LPS) relying on network triangulation or Bluetooth beacons. It
would be straightforward to implement the TactGuide interface on a cellular phone by
substituting the centre peg with key 5 on the numeric keypad, and adding tactile cues to
numeric keys: 2 for forward, 8 for backward, 4 for left, and 6 for right.

The TactGuide interface is typically intended for a moving context of use. The portabil-
ity factor for the TactGuide interface is singular; the device is in itself the whole interface.
The attentiveness factor is minimal: the interface is used when the user wishes. The man-
ageability factor of the interface is unbalanced; it is intended to be used with one hand.

Top view Side view

Supports

Actuator array

Center guide point

(b)(a)

Figure 15.9. (a) The TactGuide prototype and (b) a schematic view indicating the tactile cues
[Sokoler et al. 2002].
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The learnability factor is idiomatic; the user simply follows the subtle tactile cues. The
TactGuide thus matches the moving context of use.

15.5. DISCUSSION

We will now briefly review and summarize the results from the usability assessment and
discuss the assessment method we have used. Our primary motivation for assessing the
usability of different interfaces in this chapter was not to find out how usable they were,
but rather to exemplify how usability could be assessed over multiple interfaces and
to illustrate how different interfaces have been adapted to the mobile environment. The
assessment method in itself seems to have worked, as we were able to clearly distinguish
the factors of usability pertinent to the different interfaces. The different factors of usability
for each interface were then matched against the templates for their intended contexts
of use. Five out of six interfaces matched their contexts: Senseboard matched the seated
context of use; SmartView matched the standing context of use; Tegic T9, the FJG keypad,
and the TactGuide matched the moving context of use (Table 15.8).

One output interface mismatched on one factor: the attentiveness required of the Adap-
tive RSVP interface did not match with the intended moving context. Yet, as mentioned
earlier, a mismatch between a single factor of use and an indexical factor of context does
not necessarily imply that the interface is rendered useless, but rather that caution should
be exercised, as it can be seen as a sign of potential usability problems. As a matter
of fact, in the case of the Adaptive RSVP interface, attentiveness actually does cause
user complaints from time to time. Using a camera to monitor the user’s attention and
then controlling the text presentation accordingly has been suggested as a solution to the
attentiveness mismatch [Öquist et al. 2002].

Table 15.8. Summary of the usability assessment. The usability factors marked with an asterisk
(∗) do not match their intended context of use.

Interface Senseboard Tegic T9 FJG Keypad

Portability Plural Single Single
Attentiveness Primary Minimal Minimal

Input Manageability Stable Unbalanced Unbalanced
Learnability Metaphoric Idiomatic Idiomatic
Context of use Seated Moving Moving

Interaction paradigm Traditional Dynamic Ubiquitous

Portability Dual Single Single
Attentiveness Secondary Secondary∗ Minimal

Output Manageability Unstable Unbalanced Unbalanced
Learnability Metaphoric Idiomatic Idiomatic
Context of use Standing Moving Moving
Interface SmartView Adaptive RSVP TactGuide
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The summary of the usability assessment (Table 15.8) gives a detailed overview of how
different interfaces may be used, and also indicates if there are any mismatches between
the intended context of use and the indexical context of use. In addition, it shows which
interfaces will be useful for inclusion in a MUI application intended for a certain context
of use. For example, if you need to include a mobile input interface in a MUI application
that will be used in a standing context, you then simply locate the interface which can be
used in a standing context – in this case, Tegic T9.

The taxonomy for the MUI usability assessment introduced in this chapter does not
really offer any answers in itself. The value of any taxonomy can only be assessed by the
value it renders to the interpreter of the phenomena it attempts to clarify. The framework
is intended primarily as a support to structure reasoning about MUI usability, which in
turn can be useful when identifying and understanding issues related to MUI usability.
The assessment of usability offered by validating the contexts of use, environmental
variables, and usability factors proposed in the taxonomy can never be substituted for
proper empirical usability evaluations. Nonetheless, the taxonomy can be used to assess
the appropriateness of a particular mechanism for its intended use, and to predict problems
and difficulties that will arise if it is used inappropriately. The foremost merit of the
taxonomy we have proposed, however, is that it has added a structure and a vocabulary
to support our reasoning.

This chapter has focused on mobile devices, but there are, of course, many other
devices that could be used in a MUI application as well. These do not necessarily have to
be mobile: for example, an interactive TV or an information kiosk could be used in MUI
applications. The usability assessment method introduced in this chapter can be extended
to assess usability over other such MUIs as well. The most straightforward way of doing
so is to add additional contexts of use, distinguish the usability factors that are pertinent
to them, and create new indexical templates for each contexts of use to match against.
There are, of course, many mobile interaction techniques that we haven’t covered in this
chapter: for example, auditory interfaces, tilt-based interfaces, speech-based interfaces,
and so on. Yet we hope that the different types of interfaces we have examined have
offered some insight into the diversity of interaction methods that can be used in a MUI.
We also hope that we have offered some guidance on how different devices and interfaces
may be combined in different contexts of use, with the ultimate aim of achieving highly
usable MUIs.

15.6. CONCLUSIONS

Only by utilizing combinations of interfaces and devices that function well within the
user’s environment is it possible to achieve a high usability in a MUI application. In this
chapter, we have outlined four typical contexts of use of MUIs: the stationary, the seated,
the standing, and the moving context. Next, we characterized the different contexts of
use by enumerating the four environmental factors that we believe affect usability most:
portability, attentiveness, manageability, and learnability. For each of the contexts of use
we could identify combinations of environmental factors that were indexical for different
contexts of use. By assessing portability, attentiveness, manageability, and learnability, it
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became possible to compare the different environmental factors to the indexical factors
for specific contexts of use.

This result means that it is possible to assess in which context of use a certain MUI
application can achieve usability and if a MUI application can achieve usability in its
intended context of use. By defining and assessing usability over six different mobile
interfaces, from three different interaction paradigms, we have found that the usabil-
ity assessment provides some guidance. Furthermore, the method identified a potential
usability problem in one interface and indicated the environmental variable that caused it.
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16.1. INTRODUCTION

Desktop applications such as the word processor and the spreadsheet have become increas-
ingly complex in terms of the number of options available to the user. With every new
release, these applications expand in terms of the functionality that they offer. This phe-
nomenon, sometimes called creeping featurism [Hsi and Potts 2000; Norman 1998] or
bloatware [Kaufman and Weed 1998], is pervasive: having a long feature list is now
seen as essential for products to compete in the marketplace. The issue of bloat is more
than simply one of ‘maxing out’ system resources such as disk space, memory, and pro-
cessor speed. These constraints are real, but bloat is also an issue of human constraints.
Heavily-featured applications are visually more complex than lesser-featured applications.
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Menus have multiplied in size and number, and toolbars have been introduced to reduce
complexity, but they too have grown in a similar fashion.

Our research was motivated by a concern for the users of today’s complex productivity
applications. We assumed that if we, as expert users, were struggling, then average users
and novice users must be really struggling. There was very little actual research, however,
that indicated whether or not this was the case.

We noticed at the time we began our work in 1998 that the terms bloat and bloatware
were appearing with some regularity in the computer literature and in the popular press.
Although these terms were never clearly defined, they certainly implied that users were
having a negative experience of functionality-filled software. But again there was very
little research evidence to show that all users were experiencing complex software as
bloated. If all users do not experience complexity this way, as bloat, then we wondered
what were the factors that impacted the user’s experience? Is it, for example, expertise
or the number of functions that are used?

Our main research objectives were three-fold: (1) to gain a systematic understanding
of users’ experiences with complex software; (2) to move toward a new interface model
that is derived from this understanding; and (3) to evaluate the new interface model in
light of the problems that users experience.

In this chapter we describe research that was conducted to address the above three
objectives and the methodology used to eventually arrive at a multiple interfaces design
solution for a complex commercial word processor. We conducted three studies, one was
a pilot study and the other two were full user studies. An overview of our three studies
is shown in Figure 16.1.

In Study One we conducted a broad-based assessment of user needs. We worked with 53
users of MSWord 97. Based on our findings from Study One, we created our first multiple-
interfaces prototype for MSWord 2000 that contained one personalizable interface. This
was informally evaluated in our Pilot Study with four users. Personalization was achieved

Pilot study
Design and evaluation of a wizard of Oz

multiple-interfaces prototype

Study Two
Design and evaluation of proof-of-concept

for the multiple-interfaces architecture

Study One
Understanding users’ experiences with complex software: multiple interfaces

design conceptualized 

Figure 16.1. Research overview showing the sequence of studies that were conducted and how the
results of earlier studies framed later studies.
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through Wizard of Oz methodology. The results from the Pilot Study were promising and
encouraged us to iterate on the design of the prototype, remove the wizard, and conduct
a formal evaluation with 20 users. That was our Study Two.

One of the things that all three studies have in common is the MSWord application. For
practical reasons it made sense to focus on one application, however, the interface design
that was prototyped and the results of the evaluations that we conducted are intended to
generalize to other heavily-featured productivity applications that are used by a diversity
of users.

Study One and Study Two have already been reported in some detail separately in the
literature [McGrenere and Moore 2000; McGrenere et al. 2002]. The goal of this chapter
is not to duplicate those publications, but rather to document these two studies together,
to include the pilot study, and to specifically highlight the full process of arriving at our
multiple interfaces design. By documenting these three studies together we will necessarily
be omitting much of the detail and be focusing on the methodology and selected results.
In particular our research serves as a good case study of user-centred design methodology.
That methodology espouses early and continual focus on users and iterative design and
evaluation. It is a cornerstone of the field of human-computer interaction.

We would like to point out at the outset of this chapter that we use the term ‘mul-
tiple user interfaces’ somewhat differently than how it has been defined in this book.
We use the term to describe two or more interfaces that have different amounts of
functionality for the same application on the same device. By contrast, multiple user
interfaces is used more broadly in this book to refer to different interfaces or views for
different devices used over a network for the same application or data repository, for
example, an email application that has different interfaces for each of the desktop, mobile
phone, and PDA client devices. The term ‘multiple user interfaces’ seems appropriate for
either or both of these notions, since they address different dimensions of the problem
of adapting the interface to the specific needs of the user and the context in which the
user works.

16.2. DESIGN SOLUTIONS TO COMPLEX SOFTWARE

Despite the lack of research into the user’s experience of complex software, there have
been a number of alternative interface designs to the ‘all-in-one’ style interface in which
the menus and toolbars are static and every user, regardless of tasks and experience, has
the same interface. These design solutions have appeared in both the research literature
and in commercial products and they tend to fit into one of two categories: (1) ones that
take a level-structured approach [Shneiderman 1997], and (2) ones that rely on some form
of artificial intelligence.

A level-structured design includes two or more interfaces, each containing a
predetermined set of functions. The user has the option to select an interface, but not to
select which functions appear in that interface. Preliminary research suggests, however,
that when an interface is missing even one needed function, the user is forced to the next
level of the interface, which results in frustration [McGrenere and Moore 2000]. There
are a small number of commercial applications that provide a level-structured interface
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(e.g., Hypercard and Framemaker). Some applications, such as Eudora, provide a level-
structured approach across versions by offering both Pro and Light versions. Such product
versioning, however, seems to be motivated more by business considerations than by an
attempt to meet user needs.

The Training Wheels interface to an early word processor is a classic example of
a level-structured approach that appears in the research literature. By blocking off all
the functionality that was not needed for simple tasks, it was shown that novice users
were able to accomplish tasks significantly faster and with significantly fewer errors than
novice users using the full version [Carroll and Carrithers 1984]. Despite the promise
of this early work, the transition between the blocked and unblocked states was never
investigated.

The broad goal of intelligent user interfaces is to assist the user by offloading some
of the complexity [Miller et al. 1991]. Adaptive interfaces are one form of intelligent
interface; they rely on computational intelligence to automatically adjust in a way that is
expected to better suit the needs of each individual user. In practice, however, an interface
that changes automatically often results in the user perceiving a loss of control.

There is a quasi third category, namely adaptable or customizable interfaces. These
interfaces allow users themselves to personalize the interface in a way that is suitable
to them. The main problem with customizable interfaces is that the mechanisms for cus-
tomizing are often powerful and complex in their own right and therefore require time
for both learning and doing the customization. Thus, only the most sophisticated users
are able to use them. (Mackay found the latter to be true in the case of UNIX customiza-
tion [Mackay 1991].) Customization has not typically been designed for the purpose of
reducing complexity, but rather for making sophisticated changes to the interface. It is
for that reason that we have described adaptability/customization as only a quasi design
solution to complex software.

An adaptive interface can be contrasted with an adaptable interface in terms of how
much control the user has over the interface adaptation [Fischer 1993]. There has in fact
been a debate in the user interface community about which of these two approaches
is best. Some argue that we should be focusing our efforts on the design of interfaces
that give users a sense of power, mastery and control, whereas others believe that if we
find just the right adaptive algorithm, users won’t have to spend any time adapting their
own interfaces [Shneiderman and Maes 1997]. This debate has been mostly theoretical
to date in that there has been very little comparison of the two alternative designs in the
research literature.

MSWord 2000 makes a significant departure in its user interface from MSWord 97 by
offering menus that adapt to an individual user’s usage [Microsoft 2000]. When a menu is
initially opened a ‘short’ menu containing only a subset of the menu contents is displayed
by default. To access the ‘long’ menu one must hover in the menu with the mouse for a
few seconds or click on the arrow icon at the bottom of the short menu. When an item is
selected from the long menu, it will appear in the short menu the next time the menu is
invoked. After some period of non-use, menu items will disappear from the short menu
but will always be available in the long menu. Users cannot view or change the underlying
user model maintained by the system; their only control is to turn the adaptive menus
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on/off and to reset the data collected in the user model. We will return to the adaptive
interface of MSWord 2000 in our Study Two, described in Section 16.5.

Two examples in the research literature that incorporate intelligence are Greenberg’s
work on Workbench, which makes frequently-used commands easily accessible for reuse
[Greenberg 1993] and the recommender system that alerts users to functionality currently
being used by co-workers doing similar tasks [Linton et al. 2000].

No user testing has been reported in the literature for any of the interfaces given above
except for Training Wheels.

16.3. STUDY ONE

Study One fulfilled our first research objective, namely, to gain a more systematic under-
standing of users’ experiences with complex software. It also provided specific direction
for our second objective, which was to move to a new interface model. This study was
the result of a collaborative effort with Dr. Gale Moore, a sociologist at The University
of Toronto.2

16.3.1. METHODOLOGY

The sample consisted of 53 participants selected by the researchers from the general
population. All participants were users of MSWord 97. While this was not a simple ran-
dom sample, participants were selected with attention to achieving as representative a
sample of the general adult population as possible. That is, we paid particular attention
to achieving representation in terms of age, gender, education, occupation and organiza-
tional status.

Participants completed a lengthy questionnaire prior to meeting with the researcher. It
included a series of questions on work practices, experience with writing and publishing,
the use of computers generally, and the use of word processors specifically. Throughout
the questionnaire open-ended responses were encouraged and space provided. During the
one-on-one on-site interviews an identification instrument was used to collect data on the
familiarity and use of functions. Given our focus on the user we defined functions from
the perspective of the user rather than using a traditional Computer Science definition.
Functions were defined as visually specified affordances and therefore toolbar buttons and
final menu items made up the great majority of the 265 functions we considered. For each
function, participants were asked:

1. Do you know what the function does? And if so,
2. Do you use it?

Responses to question one were scored on a two-point scale: familiar and unfamiliar.
Responses to question two were scored on a three-point scale: used regularly, used irreg-
ularly, and not used. Participants were told that familiarity with a function indicated a
general knowledge of the function’s action but that specific detailed knowledge was not
required. A regularly-used function was defined as one that was used weekly or monthly
and an irregularly-used function was one that was used less frequently.
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We concluded with an open-ended in-depth interview. This was used to both ground
and extend the quantitative work. Here specific issues that had been raised during the
functionality identification were probed and participants were encouraged to talk broadly
about their experiences with word processing in general, and MSWord, in particular.

Participating in this study required approximately one to two hours of each partici-
pant’s time.

16.3.2. SELECTED RESULTS

Figure 16.2 shows some of the quantitative data that was collected on function use and
familiarity. We can see that there are a number of functions that weren’t used or used
by only few. For example, in Figure 16.2a we see that 42 functions were not used by
any of our participants and 118 functions were used by 25% or fewer of our participants.
Putting these two counts together tells us that more than half of the functions were
used by 25% or fewer of our participants. And there were very few functions that were
used regularly – only 12 functions were used regularly by 75% or more of the users
(Figure 16.2b). What’s interesting here is that the familiarity data is much more evenly
distributed (Figure 16.2c), which suggests that there might be more going on than simply
users being overwhelmed by a whole bunch of unknown and unused functions. The
capture of this familiarity data is one of the novel aspects of our study.

Through reliability analysis of questionnaire responses we were able to construct a
Feature Profile Scale.3 This scale identifies individual differences with respect to the
perception of heavily featured software.

The feature-keen are at one end of the scale. These users:

• want complete software (not light versions),
• want the most up-to-date software, and
• believe that all interface elements have some inherent value (whether or not they are

actually used).
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Figure 16.2. Number of functions that were (a) used (regularly or irregularly), (b) used regularly,
and (c) familiar to our participants (n = 53). (Reproduced by permission of Canadian Information
Processing Society).
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At the other end of the scale are the feature-shy. These users:

• don’t necessarily have to have complete software,
• tend to be suspicious of upgrades, and
• only want the interface elements that they use.

The feature-neutral are, just as the name suggests, less opinionated with respect to their
perception of heavily featured software.

The graph in Figure 16.3 shows that these individual differences are independent of
computer expertise in that there is no pattern to the data; the different user profiles
(feature-shy, feature-neutral, and feature-keen) are distributed across the different levels
of computer expertise. Although not shown here, the individual differences were also
found to be independent of the number of familiar and used functions.

To state this another way, our findings suggest that it is not the case that expert
participants who use a relatively large number of functions are always the users who
want to have feature-filled software. Nor is it the case that novice users who typically
use fewer functions are the ones who always want to have a simple interface with few
functions. Had we not conducted this study we would likely have assumed a naı̈ve design
solution – one that gives experts a feature-filled version of MSWord and that gives novices
a feature-reduced version of MSWord. We learned through this research that such a design
is not the right solution. It will not satisfy all users, or even a majority of users.

Detailed analysis of the interview transcripts was carried out in order to contextualize
the quantitative data. We do not report that analysis here, but rather provide two quotations
which breathe some life into the previous graphs.

First we hear what a senior technical expert had to say about MSWord. Note that this
participant was familiar with 86% of the functions and actually used 38% of them, which
was relatively high compared to our other participants. He reported having used MSWord
for six years and was a daily user of MSWord.
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Figure 16.3. Distribution of computer expertise across the Feature Profile Scale. (Reproduced by
permission of Canadian Information Processing Society).
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I want something much simpler. . . I’d like to be able to customize it to the point that
I can eliminate a significant number of things. And I find that very difficult to do. Like
I’d like to throw away the 99% of the things I don’t use that appear in these toolbars.
And I find that you just can’t – there’s a minimum set of toolbars that you’re just
stuck with. And I think that’s a bad thing. I really believe that you can’t simplify
Word enough to do it.

This can be contrasted with what another participant who was a junior consultant had
to say. She reported familiarity with 43% of the functions and the use of 30%. She used
MSWord daily and had also used it for six years.

I like the idea of knowing that in case I needed to do something, that that stuff is
there. And again, I think it goes back to the personality thing I was talking about
where, you know, there’s [sic] people that are options people. . .. I love to know that
options are there, even if I never use them. I really like knowing that it does all
that stuff.

These quotations shed some light on the diversity of opinion. Some users simply like
to know that options are available and seem empowered by having additional features
to learn, whereas other users are frustrated by having excess options in the menus and
toolbars that are not being used.

The general sentiment expressed in the interviews with respect to the number of func-
tions available can be summarized into the following three observations:

Observation 1: Many participants expressed frustration with having so many unused
functions. The dominant reasons for frustration were the desire for something simpler
and to reclaim screen real estate. To counter this, some participants seemed perfectly
content to have a vast selection of functions.

Observation 2: Although some participants would be content with a ‘light’ version of
MSWord, the dominant feeling was not to have unused functions removed from the
application entirely. The main reasons against a light version were the apprehension
of a total loss of unused functions, and the perception of only being able to work at a
certain limited level.

Observation 3: Some participants used exploration of the interface as a means of learning
the software. They felt that if unused functions were eliminated entirely, this would
limit their ability to learn through exploration.

So what does this all mean for bloat? Recall that the term bloat had been used very
loosely in both the popular press and the computer literature to imply that most people
were overwhelmed by all the features that were present. But this is not what we found
in our study. Based on both the quantitative and qualitative data we collected, we were
able to redefine the term bloat with respect to functions used and wanted. In particular,
we discovered both an objective and subjective component to bloat. Objective bloat we
define to be the set of functions not used by any users. These functions really should
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be eliminated and ideally prevented from occurring altogether. More interesting is sub-
jective bloat which we define as the set of unwanted functions that varies from user to
user. What’s important to note is that for any user, subjective bloat is not simply the
complement of the set of used functions. Some users want functions even if they do not
use them.

Some may question the usefulness of this redefinition. We believe the danger of using
the term bloat too broadly is that it suggests the naı̈ve design solution to complex software
which we have already dismissed as one that simply will not work. Our goal was to provide
a more nuanced definition to this term as a first step to arriving at a robust design solution
to the problem of heavily-featured productivity software.

The results from our Study One suggested that the philosophy of design needed to move
away from ‘enabling the customization of a one-size-fits-all interface’ to supporting the
creation of a truly personalizable interface. The personalization solution would need to
be lightweight and low in overhead for the user, yet not limit or restrict their activities.
We postulated multiple interfaces as one way to accommodate both the complexity of
user experience and their potentially changing needs. Individual interfaces within this set
would be designed to mask complexity and ideally to support learning. We recognized that
continual access to the underlying formatted document or text would need to be preserved.

Multiple interfaces design, conceptualized from Study One, raised a number of impor-
tant research questions:

(1) Will users grasp the concept of multiple interfaces?
Certainly from our perspective it seemed to be an intuitive design, but this had to be
evaluated in some fashion.

(2) Is there value to a personalized interface?
Some of the early research in intelligent user interfaces made the implicit assumption
that having a personalized interface would be valuable – researchers assumed the
value existed and worked on finding just the right algorithm to adapt the interface to
the individual user’s needs. The results of this early work were not terribly successful,
but how should this be interpreted? Was it having a personalized interface that was not
useful or was the method/algorithm for achieving the personalization the problem. We
felt it was important to evaluate this question in its own right, which is why we used
Wizard of Oz methodology to accomplish the personalization within our Pilot Study.

(3) If there is value in having a personalized interface, even for only a subset of users,
how can the construction of the interface be facilitated?

Our Pilot Study and Study Two address these three research questions.

16.4. PILOT STUDY

Our pilot study focussed on our first two research questions above, namely whether or
not users would be able to grasp the concept of multiple interfaces and whether in fact
there was value to having a personalized interface.
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Our first prototype included three interfaces between which the user could easily toggle.
It was implemented entirely in Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) in MSWord 2000.
The three interfaces were as follows:

Default Interface: This contained the full functionality offered in an ‘out-of-the-box’
version of MSWord 2000.

Minimal Interface: This contained a small subset of the functionality available in the
Default Interface, namely, the 10% of the functions from the default interface that were
reported as most frequently used in Study One.

Personal Interface: This contained just those functions that the user wanted.

The general goal was to accommodate those users who wanted a simplified interface but
with easy access to all functions just one click away. Figure 16.4 shows a screen capture
of the prototype. It is important to note that the minimal interface and the default interface
remained static; it was only the personal interface that changed for each user. There was
no way for users to personalize their own personal interface in this first prototype. Rather
it was the researcher who made the personalizations. When the prototype launched, the
minimal interface was the interface that was visible.

16.4.1. IMPLEMENTATION

Our goal was to evaluate our prototype in a field setting with participants who were already
users of MSWord 2000. For that reason, our prototype was implemented so that it did not

Figure 16.4. Multiple interfaces prototype for the Pilot Study. Here the minimal interface is show-
ing. A toggle on the menu bar allows users to easily switch between the three interfaces.
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interfere with any customization that participants may have already made to their MSWord
interface. It was also designed to be easily installed on top of an existing installation of
MSWord. This was accomplished by placing the required VBA code in a specialized
document template file that was loaded into MSWord on startup. If necessary, a user
could have removed the prototype by simply deleting this template file and re-launching
MSWord. The information about function availability in the personal interface was stored
in a flat file enabling the prototype to be effectively stateless; this facilitated the quick
reconstruction of a personal interface should a problem with the software have occurred.

There were approximately 700 lines of VBA code required for this first version of the
prototype. Despite what that might imply, creating the prototype was not straightforward.
A number of approaches were tried before we found one that worked. The second version
of the prototype (described in further detail later in this chapter), was significantly more
complex and required approximately 5000 lines of code.

16.4.2. OBJECTIVES AND METHODOLOGY

Our objectives for this study were basic and straightforward and our methodology was
designed to match the objectives. In particular, we wanted to explore user response to the
prototype interface system, to collect real command usage data over an extended period
of time, to test the stability of the prototype and the software logger, and to learn what
was going to be easy/difficult, from a methodological point of view, about evaluating a
prototype such as ours in a field setting.

There were four participants, two of whom were unbiased in that they were unaware of
the research objectives. These participants were both female, middle-aged, administrative
assistants, who were regular MSWord users and were generally proficient with computers.
The remaining two participants were on the research team. An obvious apparent conflict
is that the author of this chapter performed both the role of the researcher and a user in
this pilot study. In any formal study, acting in such a dual role would be problematic. In
our pilot study, however, the objectives were very basic and the usage data was based
on real tasks done over an extended period of time which would have taken considerable
effort to manufacture. Having two extra participants even though they were aware of the
design rationale behind the multiple-interfaces prototype was seen to add value to the
informal evaluation.

The methodology for the study involved having a short initial meeting with each of the
participants during which the researcher installed the prototype and the software logger.
The prototype was briefly demonstrated to the participant and the participant was asked
which menu items and toolbar items she would like in her personal interface. Participants
were encouraged to initially select only items that they expected to use regularly. The
researcher then met with each participant every week or two to see if she would like
any adjustments to her personal interface, and if she were to have the option to have the
prototype removed and go back to the regular MSWord interface, would she choose to
have it removed. The modification of the personal interface by the researcher was the
Wizard of Oz component of this study. These one-on-one sessions were usually very
brief, on the order of five minutes. Participants each used the prototype for approximately
two months during the summer of 2000.
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16.4.3. SELECTED RESULTS

Detailed usage data was collected through software logging and we were therefore able
to quantify usage behaviours such as how much time was spent in MSWord, how much
time was spent in each of the three interfaces, how often the participant switched between
interfaces, which functions were used and when, and how the personal interfaces grew
over time. We summarize the key findings derived from both the informal conversations
during the regular research-participant sessions and the quantitative data collected from
the software logs:

• All participants grasped the concept of multiple interfaces very easily. Beyond the initial
installation session there was very little modification to any of the personal interfaces,
indicating that users used a fairly stable set of functions.

• Participants wanted functions based on expected future use, not based on recency of
use.4 For example, midway through the study both of the unbiased participants made
heavy use of a function that was not included in their personal interfaces. This high-
frequency function use was documented in the software logs and therefore apparent to
the researcher. When these participants were asked independently if they would like
any modifications to their personal interfaces, they both declined. When the researcher
specifically mentioned the highly-used function, both participants indicated that it was
functionality that they used infrequently during the year and that it was best to just use
it from the full interface.

• For technical reasons participants were required to start and stop the software logger.
This overhead was in fact the biggest complaint that they had about their involvement
in the study. The real damage of having a user-driven software logger was that the two
unbiased participants did not differentiate the prototype from the software logger in
that they thought that you couldn’t have one without the other. Thus, they were really
evaluating both together as one system. It certainly pointed to a weakness in the study
methodology that needed to be rectified in the second study.

• There was one system crash – luckily it was on one of the unbiased participant’s
machine towards the very end of the study. We later found that it was related to a
bizarre glitch in the VBA programming environment.

• For three out of the four participants, the minimal interface did not add any real value.
Two of the participants asked to have their personal interface visible on launch rather
than the minimal interface part way into the study – after this point they essentially
ignored the minimal interface. For a third user, the minimal interface was almost iden-
tical to her personal interface and she ended up somewhat confused as to why she had
both of these interfaces.

• At the end of the study, participants were given the option to continue using the
prototype. Three out of the four participants chose to keep the prototype interface. They
actually did continue to use the prototype. One participant was ambivalent about the
prototype throughout the study and chose to have it removed once the study concluded.
The two unbiased participants completed the Feature Profiling questions from our Study
One. Interestingly enough, the ambivalent participant was found to be feature-keen and
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the participant who chose to continue to use the prototype was feature-shy. This finding
provided early support for our personality profiling and indicated a match between our
multiple interfaces prototype and personality type.

The results of the Pilot Study encouraged us to iterate on the design of the prototype
and to do a formal evaluation. This was our Study Two.

16.5. STUDY TWO

Our high-level goals for this study were twofold. Our first goal was to understand how
users experienced the novel aspects of the multiple interfaces prototype. This goal fol-
lowed directly from our Pilot Study. Questions of interest included:

• Will users have a positive experience with multiple interfaces?
• How will users use the interfaces? For example, will they spend most of their time in

their personal interfaces or in the full interface?
• How many functions will they add to their personal interfaces?

Capturing the users’ experience needed to be accomplished in a significantly more sys-
tematic fashion than was done in our Pilot Study.

Our second goal was to compare our user-adaptable design with the adaptive design in
MSWord 2000. We were specifically interested to know which of the two interface designs
users would prefer and why, and how the two designs would compare with respect to
users’ ability to control, navigate, and learn the software.

The design of the prototype was modified slightly for Study Two. We eliminated the
minimal interface because it didn’t appear to provide much value for our Pilot Study par-
ticipants. On startup, our new prototype launched right into the user’s personal interface.
The personal interface initially contained only six functions. We also changed the name
of the default interface to the full interface to reflect more accurately the content of this
interface. Screen captures for the modified prototype are shown in Figure 16.5.

The biggest modification to the prototype was the addition of an easy-to-use mecha-
nism whereby users could personalize their own interfaces. The mechanism is shown in
Figure 16.6.

What makes our design unique is the combination of three design elements, rather
than any single design element:

(1) Two interfaces, one that is personalized (the personal interface) and one that is the full
set of functions (the full interface), and a switching mechanism between interfaces
that requires only a single button click.

(2) The personal interface is adaptable by the user with an easy-to-understand adapta-
tion mechanism.

(3) The personal interface begins small and, therefore, unless the user adds many func-
tions, it will remain a minimal interface relative to the full interface.
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Figure 16.5. User opens the Insert menu in the personal interface, toggles to the full interface, and
re-opens Insert menu. For this user the Insert menu has many more items in the full interface than
in the personal interface. (Reproduced by permission of ACM Inc).

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 16.6. Process for adding a function to the personal interface – in this example the Font
Colour function is added. This is accomplished by clicking on the ‘Modify Joanna’s Interface’
button, which pops up a dialogue box (a). After selecting Add (or Delete), a second dialogue box
appears (b). All buttons or menu items selected while this dialog box is present are added (or
deleted) after a confirmation (c). Clicking on Done Adding returns to normal mode. (Reproduced
by permission of ACM Inc).
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16.5.1. METHODOLOGY

The individual differences that we first identified in Study One appeared to play a role
in our Pilot Study, and so we included these individual differences as an independent
variable in Study Two. We had 10 feature-keen and 10 feature-shy participants.

In order to participate, users had to meet a number of criteria: they had to be reg-
ular MS Word 2000 users, they had to have it installed on their machine, they had to
use it on one machine only, they had to have been using it for at least one month
prior to the study, and they had to live within a half hour drive from our research lab.
Participants were primarily solicited through a call for participation posted to numer-
ous electronic newsgroups serving people at the University of Toronto, and Toronto
residents in general. Interested participants had to fill out an online questionnaire that
screened for individual differences (feature-keen and feature-shy) and the criteria men-
tioned above.

Figure 16.7 shows the timeline of our field study. For four weeks participants used
our prototype, which we called MSWord Personal. They then returned to MS Word 2000
for two weeks. During this time the researcher conducted three on-site one-on-one meet-
ings with each participant. At the first meeting the prototype and the software logger
were installed. Given the problems we experienced with software logging technology
in the Pilot Study, we used a different software logger for this study which did not
require operation by the participant. (This software logger had not been available to us
during our Pilot Study.) At the second meeting, four weeks into the study, the proto-
type was uninstalled. The user was not aware that this was going to take place. At the
third meeting, six weeks into the study, the logger was also uninstalled, the participant’s
machine was restored to its original state prior to the study, and a semi-structured inter-
view was conducted. Throughout the study a series of online questionnaires was also
completed, Q1 through Q8. These questionnaires collected data for other dependent vari-
ables that included user satisfaction, and the perceived ability to navigate, control and
learn the software.

The logistical constraints in conducting a field study precluded the counterbalancing
of word processor conditions. The formal design of our study was a 2 (personality types,
between subjects) × 3 (levels, levels 1,3 = MSWord 2000, level 2 = MSWord Personal,
within subjects) design where level 2 was nested with 5 repetitions. This design is best
characterized as a quasi-experimental design [Campbell and Stanley 1972].

1st 3rd 2nd Meetings:

Q8Q1 Q2 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7Q3

MS word personal (4 weeks)MS word 2000 MS word 2000

Figure 16.7. Timeline of the Study Two protocol. (Reproduced by permission of ACM Inc).
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16.5.2. SELECTED RESULTS

We first concentrate on our goal to capture the users’ experiences of the multiple-interfaces
design. Selected results are provided. These results are derived from the logging data and
the semi-structured interviews. For technical reasons we are missing some of the logging
data from one of our participants, so for analyses that rely on the logging data, we have
N = 19, rather than N = 20.

Overall positive experience: The majority of participants had a positive experience of
MSWord Personal. They liked having their own interface but were strongly in favour
of easy access to the full set of functions.

Amount of time spent in the personal interfaces: 75% of the participants spent 50% or
more of their time in their personal interface which strongly suggests that it provided
added value to the participants.

Functions added to the personal interfaces: For any given participant, if a function was
used on 25% or more of the days that word processing occurred, there was a 90% or
greater chance that the participant added the function to his/her personal interface. The
likelihood of adding a function increased as the frequency of use increased. In other
words, the most frequently used functions were those that were added to participants’
personal interfaces. This is certainly what we expected to occur and is an indicator that
participants were able to personalize according to their individual usage.

Approach to personalization: Analysis was done to uncover the approach users took
to personalizing and using the two interfaces. In particular, we looked at whether
participants tended to add functions up-front towards the beginning of their time using
MS Word Personal, or in a more continuous manner as they required the functions (up-
front versus as-needed ). We also looked at whether participants added all the functions
they would ever expect to use, or just the most frequently-used functions (all versus
frequently-used ). In the end, we weren’t able to identify an approach that dominated all
the other approaches. We found that six participants used the up-front strategy and 13
participants used the as-needed strategy. Relative to which functions were added, 12
participants added all functions they expected to use and seven participants added only
the frequently-used functions. Seven participants gave up on their desired approach to
personalization. They did not give up entirely on using their personal interfaces, but
rather they altered their strategy midway through the study. None of the participants
who took the approach of adding functions up front gave up, suggesting that this was
a more effective strategy than the as-needed strategy. We strongly suspect that if the
personalizing mechanism had been less clunky,5 the number of participants who gave
up would have been even lower.

Customization triggers: We tried to determine what triggered users to modify their
personal interfaces. We found that 77% of the total number of functions added over
the four weeks were added within the first two days – so there appeared to be an
initial-bulk addition. The second most dominant trigger was the immediate need for
a function.

Differences between the feature-keen and the feature-shy: Counter to our expectations,
there were no substantial differences found between how the feature-keen and the
feature-shy interacted with MSWord Personal and what they had to say about it.
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We next summarize the results of the comparison between MSWord Personal and the
adaptive interface of MSWord 2000. The data are derived from responses to the online
questionnaires. Here we did find some statistically significant differences between the
feature-keen and the feature-shy participants. We highlight only a few of these differences.

Figure 16.8 shows the results for the satisfaction, navigating, control, and learning
dependent variables. The x-axis represents the progression of time through the online
questionnaires (Q1 to Q7). The y-axis shows response ratings on a Likert scale. Taking
the variable satisfaction as an example, the statement that appeared in the questionnaires
was ‘the software is satisfying to use’. A response of ‘1’ meant ‘strongly disagree’ and a
‘5’ meant ‘strongly agree’.

We focus on the comparison of the Q1 and Q6 data points. This comparison captures
the users’ reported levels of each dependent measure after one month or more of MS
Word 2000 (Q1) compared to one month of use of MS Word Personal (Q6). Additional
comparisons are summarized in Table 16.1, which shows the results from a Q6 versus
Q7 comparison and a comparison of Q2, Q3, Q4, Q5, Q6.

In addition to reporting statistical significance we report effect size, eta-squared (η2),
which is a measure of the magnitude of the effect of a difference that is independent
of sample size. Landauer notes that effect size is often more appropriate than statistical
significance in applied research in human-computer interaction [Landauer 1997]. The
metric for interpreting eta-squared is: .01 is a small effect, .06 is medium, and .14 is large.

The analysis found that there was a significant cross-over interaction for satisfac-
tion (F(1, 18) = 4.12, p < .06, η2 = .19) prompting us to test the simple effects for
each group of participants independently. The comparison was not significant for the
feature-keen participants, however, the increase in satisfaction was borderline significant
for the feature-shy (F(1, 9) = 3.645, p < .10, η2 = .29). This suggests that the feature-
keen did not experience any significant change in satisfaction between MSWord 2000 and
MSWord Personal, however, the feature-shy did experience an increase in satisfaction.

A very similar result was found for control. There was a significant cross-over interac-
tion for control (F(1, 18) = 4.38, p < .06, η2 = .20). Testing the simple effects found the
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Figure 16.8. Satisfaction, navigating, control, and learning. Graphs and original statements are
given (N = 20). (Reproduced by permission of ACM Inc).
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Table 16.1. Comparison of independent variables
over time.

Q1 vs Q6 Independent Variables

Version
(V)

Personality
(P)

V X P

Satisfy 1.27 1.12 4.12 **
Navigate 5.76 *** .03 .05
Control 4.38 ** 6.21 *** 4.38 **
Learn 4.13 ** 4.07 ** 2.64

Q6 vs Q7
Satisfy .85 .18 .85
Navigate 8.02 *** .07 .16
Control 5.89 *** .70 .44
Learn 3.08 * 1.33 1.11

Q2 – Q6
Satisfy .27 .28 .27
Navigate 2.38 * .00 .41
Control 2.02 2.32 .64
Learn 1.56 1.90 1.10

∗p < .10 ∗∗p < .06 ∗∗∗p < .05

comparison to be non-significant for the feature-keen participants, however, the feature-
shy perceived a significant increase in control with MSWord Personal (F(1, 9) = 11.17,
p < .01, η2 = .55).

In terms of navigation, there was a very strong main effect, whereby both groups of
users sensed a greater ability to navigate MSWord with the Personal version rather than
with the 2000 version (F(1, 18) = 5.76, p < .05, η2 = .24).

With respect to learnability, there was a main effect of personality type (F(1, 18) =
4.07, p < .06, η2 = .18) whereby, regardless of version, the feature-keen felt better able
to learn the functionality offered than did the feature-shy participants.

These results are quite powerful. In all cases there was either a main effect showing
improvement for both groups of users or there was improvement for the Feature Shy
without a negative effect on the Feature Keen. In other words, changing the design of the
interface can positively impact the experience of one group of users without negatively
impacting another group.

In the final debriefing interview participants were asked if they could explain how the
“expandable” (adaptive) menus worked. Seven of the 20 participants had to be informed
that the short menus were in fact adapting to their personal usage. Participants were
then asked to rank according to preference MSWord Personal, MSWord 2000 with adap-
tive menus, and MSWord 2000 without adaptive menus (the standard ‘all-in-one’ style
interface). Figure 16.9 shows that 13 participants ranked MSWord Personal ahead of
either form of MSWord 2000. Aggregating across all of the feature-shy and feature-keen
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Figure 16.9. Ranking three different interfaces for MSWord: Word Personal (Pers), Word 2000
without adaptive menus (2000), and Word 2000 with adaptive menus (2000A) (N = 20). (Repro-
duced by permission of ACM Inc).

participants reveals an interesting difference: only two of the feature-shy ranked adaptive
before all-in-one as compared to seven of the feature-keen. This can perhaps be explained
by the fact that six of the seven participants who were unaware of the adapting short menus
were feature-shy participants. This is an indicator that lack of knowledge that adaptation
is taking place contributes to overall dissatisfaction with an adaptive application.

Prior to our work comparisons between adaptive and adaptable interfaces had been
mostly theoretical. This study allowed us to compare one instance of each of these design
alternatives in the context of a real software application with real users carrying out real
tasks in their own environments. Results favoured the adaptable design but the adaptive
interface definitely had support. With respect to the adaptable design, users were capable
of personalizing according to their function usage and those who favoured a simplified
interface were willing to take the time to personalize.

16.6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter we have documented the iterative design, implementation, and evaluation of
multiple interfaces for a commercial word processor. This research began out of a concern
for how users were coping with the complexity of everyday productivity applications. We
had our own beliefs about where the problems might lie, but rather than generating
designs based on those intuitions we began with what the users themselves had to say.
Study One was an exploratory study designed to uncover users’ experiences with their
word processor, MSWord. Our one-on-one sessions with each of the 53 participants were
both structured and open ended. We systematically reviewed functions and captured both
expertise and work practice through a questionnaire. We also spoke to each participant. In
that free-form exchange, participants told us their thoughts about their word processor and
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we probed aspects of the participants’ experiences. Out of this exploratory study emerged
the concept of multiple interfaces for a word processor and a profiling scale that captured
individual differences with respect to heavily-featured software. The multiple-interfaces
design was not well specified at this stage, but included two or more interfaces with
varying amounts of functionality, between which the user could easily switch, and access
to the underlying document was to be preserved.

In the Pilot Study we created our first multiple-interfaces prototype. The choice to
continue working with MSWord was a natural one. We explored implementation issues
for both programming the prototype itself and for the software logging technology. Rather
than implement a fully functioning prototype, we created one that would support three
interfaces, but with which the user him/herself would not be able to modify the inter-
faces. In this way, evaluation of the prototype required a Wizard of Oz study design,
although the wizard in our case was not hidden from the participants. Our goal was to
test out the concept and the technology as soon as possible and gather early feedback
before proceeding too far with the design. It was a ‘fingertip’ length study in that we as
researchers needed to evaluate the design in the context of our own use. For this reason,
two of the researchers were included as pilot participants, in addition to two unbiased
users of MSWord. From the Pilot Study we learned that the minimal interface provided
little benefit and was in fact problematic for one of the participants. We also learned that
having multiple interfaces seemed to provide more value for feature-shy users than it did
for feature-keen users.

The results from the Pilot Study were promising and encouraged us to redesign the
prototype and perform a formal evaluation with 20 participants, our Study Two. The
minimal interface was removed and an easy-to-use customization facility was added to
the prototype. Software logging technology was found that ran transparently to the user
and this replaced the problematic logger that was used in the Pilot Study. Our goal at
this point was to compare our user-adaptable multiple-interfaces prototype to the adaptive
interface of MSWord 2000. In order to maximize ecological validity it was important to
evaluate and compare these interfaces in a field setting where data was being captured in
the context of the participants’ real work. Doing a fully-counterbalanced experiment in
the field was not feasible so we had to settle for a quasi-experimental design, which still
allowed us to make some statistical comparisons. We used both quantitative and qualitative
techniques in order to capture as full a picture of the participants’ experiences as possible.
Using this comprehensive data-capture proved extremely valuable in our analysis. One
example of this is our discovery that the feature-keen and the feature-shy did not differ
greatly in terms of how they approached the task of personalizing or what they had to say
about having a personal interface, yet the feature-shy experienced a statistically significant
increase in their level of satisfaction while using the multiple-interfaces prototype.

At each stage of the research we formulated our research questions and attempted to
match the methodology to the questions. At certain stages in-depth qualitative methodol-
ogy was required and at other stages quantitative methodology was appropriate. At some
stages it was appropriate for the researchers to informally evaluate their own use of the
technology, while at other stages this would have been clearly inappropriate.

In general the results from this body of research are promising in that 65% of the
participants from our final study chose our design over the all-in-one style interface and
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the adaptive interface. We have little doubt that this number would have been higher with
some small design modifications to the personalization mechanism. These results certainly
encourage further exploration in the design space of multiple interfaces. One potential
way of streamlining personalization would be to add a mechanism that provides usage
information and allows the user to directly add features that have been used frequently
or recently. This would move the design in the direction of user-assisted personalization
(a mixed-initiative interface [Horvitz 1999]), where the user has ultimate control but also
benefits from user-modelling technology.
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FOOTNOTES

1. The research was conducted as the doctoral research of Joanna McGrenere at the
University of Toronto [McGrenere 2002]. Dr. Ronald Baecker (University of Toronto)
and Dr. Kellogg Booth (University of British Columbia) co-supervised this research.
Dr. Gale Moore (University of Toronto) served as a supervisor for Study One and
was actively involved throughout the research.

2. This study, here referred to as Study One, fits into a broader research project called
Learning Complex Software, of which Moore is the project leader.

3. This scale was motivated by unpublished profiling work done by Microsoft that was
described at a CHI ’98 conference workshop [Kaufman and Weed 1998].

4. Research has shown recency of command use to be the best predictor of future
use [Greenberg 1993] although it is not a perfect predictor.

5. Some users complained that the confirmation dialog box (shown in the third screen-
shot of Figure 16.6) made selecting functions cumbersome. In the next design iteration
this dialog box should be removed.
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17.1. INTRODUCTION
Due to the diversity of multi-device services, users can access certain services across
a range of contexts in time and space. Some fields of application, such as personal
information management (e-mails, diary, address book, etc.), travel planning, real-time in-
formation management (weather, stock exchange, news, etc.) and e-banking are par-
ticularly suited to this kind of use. For these domains, using more than one device
offers an added value to the services and tends to become a real requirement [Watters
et al. 2003].

By studying how this variety of devices can be used together, we extend our under-
standing of human-computer interaction and usability. Earlier studies on the usability of
multi-device services were mainly related to the characteristics of mobile devices and their
impact on the user’s performance [Jones et al. 1999; Dillon et al. 1999; Han and Kwahk
1994]. Such observations can help to improve the usability of mobile devices compared
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to traditional desktop applications, but this is not sufficient to guarantee the usability of
multi-device systems. A usability study on a multi-device system requires us to focus
on the transitions between devices: switching from one device to another should be as
seamless as possible. Thus, a service cannot be considered on a given device separately
from other devices.

The usability of a multi-device system must be analysed for each platform, taking
into account each possible form of transition between the available devices. Based on
the original concept of inter-operability, which is defined as the possible uses of software
programs on several computer platforms, we introduce the concept of inter-usability to
designate the ease with which users can reuse their knowledge and skills for a given func-
tionality when switching to other devices. The notion of inter-usability can be compared
to the notion of horizontal usability (see Chapters 1 and 2).

The objective of this chapter is to present a framework for achieving inter-usability
between devices. Our approach is based on two components: (i) a theoretical analysis of
the cognitive processes underlying device transitions, and (ii) an exploratory empirical
study of the problems in using functionalities across multiple devices. The exploratory
study consists of ten interviews with users of multi-device services such as electronic
mail services, diaries and address books. An analysis of the users’ comments illustrates
some of the problems in the use of multi-device services.

17.2. INTER-USABILITY: A CONCEPTUAL
FRAMEWORK

17.2.1. PRINCIPAL PROCESSES INVOLVED IN TRANSITIONS BETWEEN DEVICES

A multi-device environment is by definition heterogeneous. The technical characteristics
of each device offer varying capacities in terms of data, functions, input and output
methods, interaction styles and procedures. When users encounter a service on a new
device for the first time, or when they want to carry out an operation on a given device,
they must apply problem-solving methods. These problem-solving methods help the user
understand and use the service when the user interface differs from the one they are
already familiar with. In this kind of situation, users usually search for familiar analogous
situations [Holyoak and Koh 1987]. When they find a suitable analogy, they transfer
the knowledge to the new context. The transferred knowledge can be used to generate
inferences or to apply a familiar procedure to the new context.

However, the analogies usually need to be adapted before they can be used [Holyoak
et al. 1994]. This adaptation is possible only if users can easily access knowledge of
the details of their present situation. In particular, this knowledge allows them to check
whether the pre-requisites for an action are fulfilled in the current context.

In the context of a multi-device service, this means that users will be able to adapt their
knowledge of the service if they understand the technical characteristics of each device
and the effects of these technical characteristics on the user interface. We can assume that
some users have this knowledge, and can therefore adapt easily to each device. But the
majority of users do not have the required knowledge and will probably encounter certain
difficulties.
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Our empirical study provides some examples of this knowledge effect. For example,
in receiving e-mails on a mobile telephone, long e-mails are not loaded all at once. Users
receive only the first lines of the message and can then decide whether or not to download
the rest. Users react in different ways to this feature, as it differs from the way e-mails
are received on a PC. Thus, a user who understands that this feature is due to the lower
transmission speed of the GPRS might think that it is an advantage. On the other hand, a
user who does not have this technical knowledge does not understand why some of their
messages are abbreviated. This user considers it a drawback of the service.

The user’s expertise level on each device is an important dimension in inter-usability.
We must also consider the user’s expertise level on the service. Based on research in
cognitive psychology [Holyoak and Koh 1987; Novick 1992], we expect that in searching
for their usual service on a new device, new users will be more sensitive to surface
features, which refer to visual presentation and terminology. In contrast, expert users
should make more use of their knowledge of the underlying structure of the service, to
identify what they are able to do and how. For example, let us consider a function that is
available on a PC with a larger screen but is not immediately visible on a mobile device.
A new user will likely be confused by the function’s lack of visibility on the mobile
device, whereas an expert user, making use of their knowledge of the service, will more
easily imagine possible locations for the function.

Seamless transitions between devices can help the user retrieve their knowledge of a
service and adapt it to a new device. But to make these transitions seamless, users must
have a suitable representation of the state of the data. This representation is based on
the user’s memory of the last operations performed. This representation is particularly
important if, during a device switch, a user wants to continue a task begun on another
device or re-use the results. For the transitions to be as seamless as possible, users must
believe that the multi-device system shares their own memory of the data state. They then
know that they do not need to repeat a series of operations to recover a given state; they
can take advantage of the shared context.

A multi-device interaction scenario illustrates the advantage of this kind of transition.
Through a multi-device on-line reservation service, a user has purchased a ticket from
Paris to London from Air France, with a departure on the 25th of March 2003 at 8 am and
a return flight the 26th of March at 5.30 pm. This reservation was made from their PC.
Once in London, the user realises that their meeting will not be finished in time for the
5.30 pm flight. They connect to their reservation service from their mobile phone. The
service welcomes them, mentioning that they have a return flight from London planned
for 5.30 pm. Then the service asks what their request is. The user replies: “I would like a
later flight back to Paris”. Due to the sharing of context between the user and the system,
the user does not need to re-enter the departure airport, the airline company preference
and the return date. The user can thus feel that their service is ‘following’ them wherever
they go.

The significance of shared memory in multi-device systems indicates that the temporal
dimension of system use is important. In particular, we must distinguish between short
and long breaks in inter-device transitions. In short breaks, we can assume that users will
remember the expectations linked to their last operations. However after a long break,
they may have forgotten the exact state of their previous activities. They might therefore
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not understand some of the system’s behaviours. This situation concerns systems with
long response periods in particular [Dix 1994], such as can be the case in stock exchange
services. In some cases, the consequences of a user’s operation appear only after a few
hours or days. In this case, the system’s feedback can only be understood if the user can
remember the last operation they carried out, or the context that brought them to carry
out the operation.

When there is a change of device, there is usually also a change in the surrounding
environment. Furthermore, we know that situations involving mobility lead to a greater
variety in the contexts of use [Rodden et al. 1998]. Contrary to the use of a fixed work-
station, where users have a greater familiarity and certainty about the environment and
resources, a mobile activity often involves unfamiliarity with the situation and a feeling
of lack of skill regarding the environment [Perry et al. 2001]. Consider the case where a
user has last performed a task in a mobile context. If they want to resume that task in a
different context, they have fewer clues to remember the mobile context than if they had
continued the activity on the same device and in the same context. A multi-device system
should thus help them to retrieve not only the state of their activity, but also the original
context of this state.

In summary, from an analysis of the different cognitive processes in inter-device tran-
sitions, we can conclude that from the user’s point of view, service continuity involves
two dimensions:

• Knowledge continuity, based on the retrieval and adaptation of knowledge constructed
from the use of one or more devices;

• Task continuity, based on the memory of the last operations performed with the service,
independently from the device used, and the belief that this memory is shared with
the system.

Each of these forms of continuity is based on a series of requirements. These will be
examined in the following pages.

17.2.2. REQUIREMENTS FOR KNOWLEDGE CONTINUITY

To maintain knowledge continuity, ideally all devices should present the service in the
same way and allow access to the same data and the same functions. This goal is not
realistic given the technical constraints of mobile devices. It may not even be desirable, at
least for certain services for which users might only want to access a subset of functions
in certain recurrent situations.

In the following pages, we will examine the usability difficulties that can be caused by
inter-device inconsistencies. These difficulties are addressed on three levels: (i) the termi-
nology and visual appearance of the user interface, (ii) the data and available functions
and (iii) the procedures.

17.2.2.1. Visual Appearance and Terminology

Differences in surface features of the user interface between devices can cause usabil-
ity problems. Such inconsistencies can interfere with the analogical transfer process by
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preventing users from transferring their initial understanding of the service to the new
device. This type of difficulty generally leads to the production of mistakes or at least a
sub-optimal use of the service.

Graphical differences between devices can operate at two different levels:

• Differences in spatial organisation of information mean that an object is not in the
same place in two different versions of the service. In this case, users will have to
make an effort to locate the object. At best, this will increase their workload; at worst,
if they can’t locate the object quickly, they could conclude that the related function is
unavailable on the new device.

• Differences in the shape of an interface object can cause users to fail to associate the
object with its function.

To give an example from our study, a user sending e-mails from his mobile telephone
complained that he could not add his correspondent’s electronic address directly from his
address book, as he was used to doing on his PC. In fact, this function was also available
on his telephone, however the button did not have the same appearance as the one on the
PC. This lack of visual consistency led the user to conclude that the function he had been
looking for was unavailable on the telephone.

We must emphasise that not all graphical differences are a source of difficulty for
users. For example, a change of size, orientation or colour is generally not a problem.
The problem occurs when users do not have enough visual clues to judge whether two
objects are similar.

With voice interfaces, users find themselves lost at first in determining what knowledge
of their service they can reuse or adapt. The guidance offered by the system at the
beginning of the service must take this difficulty into account and try to provide them
with the necessary clues so that they can find their bearings. These clues being solely
verbal, the terminology should be chosen carefully.

Terminological differences can be a source of continuity problems with any kind of
user interface. When an object (button, hypertext link, menu item, etc.) is labelled incon-
sistently between devices, the user must follow a reasoning process to establish whether
the object has the same function as its instance in another version of the service. Here
we find a well-known problem in graphical user interfaces, which could be amplified
in multi-device services, since the presentation context of a term often changes between
devices. Users thus have even fewer clues to help them interpret the meaning of an
inconsistent term.

17.2.2.2. Partition of Data and Functions

A multi-device service is generally not available in its entirety from each device, due in
particular to the technical constraints of mobile devices, which prevent access to large
quantities of data and certain complex functions. A mobile device can thus offer only
a partial access to the service. This restriction of the service can apply to data as well
as functions.
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Figure 17.1. Degrees of device redundancy.

The devices can then be (see Figure 17.1):

• Redundant: All the devices give access to the same data and functions. A new user
can fail to understand this redundancy due to the different appearance or structure of
the service.

• Exclusive: Each device gives access to different data and functions. This configuration
is quite rare. We can find an example in [Robertson et al. 1996]: the multi-device
system is composed of an interactive TV and a PDA and the PDA is used as a remote
control for cable television services. Here, there could be a problem if the user believes
that they can access the same data or use the same functions on different devices.

• Complementary: The devices have a zone of shared data and functions, but at least
one of the devices gives access to data or functions that are unavailable on the other
device(s). This is the most common configuration. It combines the problems of redun-
dant and exclusive devices.

The partition of data and functions can be responsible for discontinuity during the
transition between two devices. For example, we encountered an electronic mail service
user who knew that when he had to interrupt writing a message, his PC’s mail application
offered to store his data. This user could also manage his electronic messages with his
mobile telephone. On the mobile device, the automatic function for storing messages was
unavailable. Not knowing about this functional inconsistency, he noticed too late that the
message would not be able to be stored, which he deeply regretted.

17.2.2.3. Procedures

The fact that a function is available on two devices is not enough to guarantee good
continuity in a transition between these devices. In addition, the function should be
accomplished in the same way. When a goal requires different actions between devices,
the user must be able to suppress the analogical transfer. If the system does not help users
understand the new process, there is a risk the users will give up before finishing the task.

For example, many personal time-management applications allow the user to associate
a date with meetings, tasks, notes and links to the address list. Some of this information
is not available in the same way on a mobile device. For example, the tasks could be
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available in the list of tasks but not under a specific date. Some users can then think that
when using their mobile device, it is not possible to synchronise tasks entered with the
time management software.

Procedural consistency between different devices is not always the best solution. For
example, when using a telephone in a mobile context, voice interaction is preferable to a
graphical user interface, even if users are most familiar with a screen-based approach for
the same task. Moreover, for many services, natural language would be more appropriate
than a constrained form of interaction based on isolated words and hierarchical menus,
even though these graphical techniques would be close to the interaction style that users
are generally familiar with. However, if natural language is used only with the mobile
telephone, few users will know how to exploit it efficiently, because they will try to apply
the procedures they are familiar with on a PC. Thus the system should provide support
to help users learn a different procedure on a new device.

17.2.3. REQUIREMENTS FOR TASK CONTINUITY

In a change of device, it may be necessary for the user to continue or retrieve a previous
task. To ensure task continuity, the user must recover the state of the data and the context
of the activity.

17.2.3.1. Recovery of the State of Data

When an interrupted activity is resumed on a different device, the main difficulty for users
is to remember the state of their data at the time of interruption. A seamless transition
between devices requires the data recovery to be immediate and consistent with the users’
expectations. One of the challenges for multi-device services is to translate the state of
the data in a way that users would expect.

An example from our study illustrates this need. On returning from business trips,
a user was used to reloading on his PC the e-mails he had already consulted on his
mobile telephone, leaving a copy on the server. The user’s motivation was to be able
to deal with the more important mail back at the office, taking more time to do so. The
messages that had been reloaded appeared as unread, in the same way as the ‘real’ new
messages. In these conditions, the user admitted having difficulty in quickly distinguishing
the messages he had read in the office before leaving on the business trip, the ones read
on the mobile telephone during the business trip, and those which were really new since
returning from the trip. This divergence between the restored state of the data and the
expected state is thus responsible for an interruption in continuity of the task of managing
a message service.

This example shows that two factors have to be considered in the state of the data.
We must consider the absolute state of the data, independent of device, but it is equally
necessary to take into account the state of the data on each device.

17.2.3.2. Recovery of the Activity Context

Failure to remember the operational context of the last action on the previous device can
also be a problem in transitions between devices.
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When users interrupt their activity, their last action is located at a particular level
of a hierarchy of goals and sub-goals that constitutes their operational context. If the
interruption is sufficiently long, users can lose the memory of this local and/or global
planning. This problem is not specific in principle to the situations in which a multi-device
service is used, but a change of device can amplify the problem since the information
used in the activity often changes appearance between devices.

This is the case, for example, if after leaving a document in a particular state on a PC
word processor, users cannot find the same work setting when re-opening the document on
their Pocket PC (for example the cursor is now at the start of the document or the toolbar
is no longer active). Because users do not recover the work setting on the new device,
they can have difficulty recovering their operational context. They risk for example not
remembering that they were about to modify the sentence where the cursor was situated,
whereas if they had found the document open at the same page and the cursor on the
same line, this configuration would have made the goal recovery easier.

We can assume that context retrieval varies with the duration of interruption between
two sessions. If the interruption is short enough, the recovery of the state of the data
should be sufficient for most users to remember where their task left off. However,
after a long interruption, this could be insufficient. It will be important to further study
contextualisation needs associated with a change of device, in particular the length of
time after which loss of context can be expected.

17.3. DESIGN PRINCIPLES FOR INTER-USABILITY

The problems we have referred to show that when changing devices, it is important
for users to be able to easily transfer and adapt their knowledge of the service and the
representation they have of their task. This need meets certain obstacles in the case of
multi-device services, due to the different design constraints between devices. Although
it is highly desirable for the user interfaces to be very similar between devices, in practice
this goal is not realistic.

We should thus promote consistency of design while permitting certain inconsistencies
due to operational constraints, utility and efficiency criteria. But in this case, the multi-
device service design should provide help functionality so that users can know as soon
as possible what they should do and how, whatever the device used; if necessary, the
functionality should also help users understand the limitations imposed by the devices.
The pursuit of this objective will lead to transparent interfaces as described by [Maass
1983]: ‘A transparent system makes it easy for users to build up an internal model of
the functions the system can perform for them.’ Transparency is by definition a dynamic
notion, since user expertise on the system evolves over time. The help given to the user
must thus be adapted to their experience with the service.

Consistency, transparency and adaptability are the three main principles on which inter-
usability should be based. Given that inter-usability includes two dimensions, knowledge
and task continuity, we can apply each of these three principles to each dimension (see
Figure 17.2).
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Figure 17.2. Multi-device systems analysis grid.

17.3.1. INTER-DEVICE CONSISTENCY

To support knowledge continuity and task continuity, a multi-device service should max-
imise inter-device consistency as long as this does not contradict technical or operational
constraints. This consistency can be addressed on four levels:

• Perceptual consistency: When possible, the appearance and structure of the informa-
tion should be similar on different devices. With graphical interfaces, this similarity
applies to objects and the spatial organisation of information. With a voice interface,
similarity applies to the order in which the information is presented – this order should
be consistent with the order in the visual interface(s).

• Lexical consistency: The objects of the user interface should have the same label
across devices.

• Syntactical consistency: To attain a given goal, the same operations should be per-
formed across devices. It is possible to modify a task for a different device so as to
make it more efficiently adapted to that device, but in this case, the system should be
able to accept different sets of operations for the same task.

• Semantic consistency: Services should be similar across devices. In other words, the
partition of data and function should be redundant between devices. In the same way,
the effect of the operations should be as similar as possible across devices. To ensure
task continuity, the state of the data in the last operations performed by the user should
be reflected on all devices. Moreover, so as to recover the context of their tasks,
users should be able to recover the state of their activity and/or the history of their
last operations.

As we have said, it is unlikely that maximum consistency will be possible in multi-
device systems. A certain amount of inconsistencies cannot be avoided. Inconsistencies are
not always a problem (users can recover easily from some of them, without any particular
help). We have referred to the case of interface objects that vary in physical parameter
(colour, orientation, size) without causing any particular difficulties. In addition, we have
mentioned that users may expect some inconsistencies. For instance, users don’t expect to
perform complex manipulations of graphics on their mobile phone. However, it must be
stressed that the knowledge available today does not allow us to predict which kinds of
inconsistencies lead to usability problems. Nevertheless, there are certain inconsistencies
from which the user cannot recover, in particular those for which users need to access
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specific knowledge to understand and adapt to the inconsistency. In this case, transparency
is required.

17.3.2. TRANSPARENCY

Transparency can be defined as a property of the man-machine dialogue allowing users
to construct an accurate representation of the system so as to interact efficiently with
it. This property can be based on guidance methods appropriate to the user’s expertise
level and system functionalities [Karsenty 2002; Maass 1983; Norman 1988]. In practical
terms, transparency must allow users to immediately know what they can do (the data
and accessible functions), how they can do it (the procedures) and why the system reacts
as it does (its states, how it works and its limits).

In the case of multi-device services, transparency should ideally reuse knowledge from
the devices and procedures the user is already familiar with. For example, to help a new
user express a request in natural language over the telephone, the system should behave
differently depending on whether the user has used natural language on other devices. If
the user has experience with natural language on other devices, the only necessary help
would consist in informing the user of the details of the spoken requests, for example, the
ability to interrupt the system’s messages at any time. If the user is inexperienced with
natural language services, the system should also help the user understand that they can
link several parameters in one expression (by saying, for example, “I would like a Paris
to London ticket for tomorrow morning”).

Moreover, the transparency principle should apply differently depending on whether
the multi-device service is redundant, exclusive or complementary:

• With redundant devices, due to the differences in presentation, user might fail to under-
stand that they can do the same things on different devices. The help functionality must
therefore assist users to understand that the same data and same functions are available
on all of the devices.

• With exclusive devices, the opposite problem can occur: users might believe that they
can do identical things when this is not actually the case. The help functionality must
thus assist them to correctly create a representation of the specifics of each device.

• With complementary devices, both types of problems are possible.

In addition, when system constraints prevent the user from retrieving the state of the
data in their previous operations, or the context of their previous activity, transparency
involves informing the user of their previous operations or context.

Some other issues in the application of transparency strategies in multi-device services
include the following:

• In transmitting information about the system’s properties, transparency generates an
additional cognitive cost compared to what is strictly necessary to accomplish a task.
This additional cost can sometimes be difficult to accept, in particular in mobile sit-
uations where users are in a hurry or distracted. It is therefore important to adapt
transparency strategies to the context of use. In some cases, before explaining the
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properties of the mobile device, it may be preferable to wait until users have returned
to a more relaxed and quiet desktop environment.

• Adapting transparency to familiar devices and procedures requires the construction of a
centralised user model, able to be updated and consulted from each device. The software
architecture of multi-device services needs to take this requirement into account.

17.3.3. ADAPTABILITY

System transparency is a dynamic notion since it depends on the user’s representation of
the system, which itself evolves in time and varies with the context of use. The following
are some of the parameters that can be used in adapting a multi-device system to the
user’s profile:

• The device(s) already used. Adapting a multi-device system requires knowledge of
which devices the user is already familiar with, since their knowledge of the service
has been acquired by using these devices.

• The amount and frequency of use of each device. These parameters can be used to
track the learning progress of the user so as to permit adaptation of the system, thus
supporting task continuity. More precise indicators will probably be needed to adapt
help functionality to the user, by tracking the amount and frequency of use of each
functionality in a service for each type of device. If a function can be executed with
several different procedures, the system should also be aware of the procedures that
the user has already applied and the devices with which they are associated.

• The last operations performed with the service. These operations constitute a context
that users might need to access in order to resume an interrupted activity.

• The time elapsed between the previous access and the current access to the service, for
each device.

With these different parameters, a multi-device service will be able to adapt its
behaviour so as to enable knowledge continuity and task continuity in most cases:

• For knowledge continuity, adaptation mainly involves varying the guidance level and
amount of explanation of how the system works and the service limits for a given
device. New users usually expect the system to take the initiative of offering detailed
guidance. The guidance must help them learn about the different functions available
and the types of possible objects in each interaction context. New users can also need
explanations of system behaviours and methods for avoiding errors. In contrast, expert
users require less help, as they have usually acquired a relatively precise representa-
tion of the service. For example, they do not require an explanation of the way the
system works.

• For task continuity, system adaptation can involve the contextualisation of data, partic-
ularly by reminding the user of the actions that originated the current state of the data.
For example, in the case of a stock exchange service, if a user re-accesses a service
after making purchase orders and decides to consult their share portfolio, it would be
useful to display the share values in the portfolio, periodically reminding the user of
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their actions in the portfolio. Although not yet proven, it is possible that reminders of
previous actions would be more useful if they were accompanied by information about
the associated device and date of each action.

The adaptations discussed here are different from those in context-aware comput-
ing [Chen and Kotz 2000]. In the latter case, the service adapts itself to the user’s local
environment and to the characteristics of the device. The objective is more often to pro-
vide information relevant to the current situation. It is thus different from the objective of
ensuring knowledge and task continuity, which requires adaptation to the users’ cognitive
characteristics.

17.4. CONCLUSION

Multi-device systems change our understanding of usability and the use of computers.
They lead us to take a particular interest in the transitions between devices. During these
transitions, users must be able to quickly transfer or adapt their knowledge of the service,
and if necessary, continue their activity. To support this transfer, the design must not only
ensure the usability of each individual device; it must also be inter-usable.

This goal requires the design of a multi-device service to be considered as a whole,
probably starting with an abstract description of the interface objects [Vanderdonckt et al.
2001]. However, to date, there are still many unanswered questions about inter-usability.
Future studies will need to better analyse how users adapt when faced with different
forms of inter-device inconsistencies. Studies are also needed to address transparency
strategies adapted to mobile contexts, and to specify the criteria for adapting the degree
of transparency to the user’s needs. Finally, empirical studies will be needed to better
define the user’s needs in situations where activities are resumed after a change of device.
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